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MODERN   COMBAT   AIRCRAFT   (1945 – 2010) 
 

Modern Combat Aircraft (1945-2010) is a brief overview of the most famous military aircraft 

developed by the end of World War II until now. Fixed-wing airplanes and helicopters are 

presented by the role fulfilled, by the nation of origin (manufacturer), and year of first flight. For 

each aircraft is available a photo, a brief introduction, and information about its development, 

design and operational life. The work is made using English Wikipedia, but also other Web sites. 

 

FIGHTER-MULTIROLE 
 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

001 
Lockheed 

P-80 Shooting Star 
1944 3 011 

General Dynamics 

F-111 Aardvark 
1964 27 

002 
Republic 

F-84 Thunderjet 
1946 5 012 

Grumman 

F-14 Tomcat 
1970 29 

003 
North American 

F-86 Sabre 
1947 7 013 

Northrop 

F-5E/F Tiger II 
1972 33 

004 
North American 

F-100 Super Sabre 
1953 9 014 

McDonnell Douglas 

F-15 Eagle 
1972 35 

005 
Convair 

F-102 Delta Dagger 
1953 11 015 

General Dynamics 

F-16 Fighting Falcon 
1974 39 

006 
Lockheed 

F-104 Starfighter 
1954 13 016 

McDonnell Douglas 

F/A-18 Hornet 
1978 43 

007 
Republic 

F-105 Thunderchief 
1955 17 017 

Boeing 

F/A-18E/F Super Hornet 
1995 45 

008 
Vought 

F-8 Crusader 
1955 19 018 

Lockheed Martin 

F-22 Raptor 
1997 47 

009 
Convair 

F-106 Delta Dart 
1956 21 019 

Lockheed Martin 

F-35 Lightning II 
2006 51 

010 
McDonnell Douglas 

F-4 Phantom II 
1958 23     

 

SOVIET UNION SOVIET UNION 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

020 
Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MiG-15 Fagot 
1947 55 026 

Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MiG-31 Foxhound 
1975 73 

021 
Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MiG-19 Farmer 
1954 59 027 

Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MiG-29 Fulcrum 
1977 75 

022 
Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MiG-21 Fishbed 
1955 61 028 

Sukhoi 

Su-27 Flanker 
1977 79 

023 
Sukhoi 

Su-15 Flagon 
1962 65 029 

Sukhoi 

Su-33 Flanker-D 
1985 81 

024 
Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MiG-25 Foxbat 
1964 67 030 

Sukhoi 

Su-34 Fullback 
1990 83 

025 
Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MiG-23 Flogger 
1967 71 031 

Sukhoi 

PAK FA T-50 
2010 85 

 

 



 II 

EUROPEAN MULTINATIONAL EUROPEAN MULTINATIONAL 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

032 
Panavia 

Tornado IDS/ECR 
1974 87 034 

Eurofighter 

EF-2000 Typhoon 
1994 93 

033 
Panavia 

Tornado ADV 
1979 91     

 

FRENCH FRENCH 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

035 
Dassault 

Super Mystere 
1955 97 038 

Dassault 

Mirage 2000 
1978 103 

036 
Dassault 

Mirage III 
1956 99 039 

Dassault 

Rafale 
1986 105 

037 
Dassault 

Mirage F1 
1966 101     

 

SWEDISH SWEDISH 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

040 
SAAB 

J-35 Draken 
1955 107 041 

SAAB 

JAS-39 Gripen 
1988 109 

 

ISRAELI CHINESE 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

042 
IAI 

Kfir 
1973 111 043 

Shenyang 

J-8 Finback 
1969 113 

    044 
Chengdu 

J-10 Vigorous Dragon 
1998 115 

 

JAPANESE INDIAN 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

045 
Mitsubishi 

F-1 
1975 117 047 

HAL 

Tejas 
2001 121 

046 
Mitsubishi 

F-2 
1995 119     

 

ATTACK 

 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

048 
Grumman 

A-6 Intruder 
1960 125 051 

Lockheed 

F-117A Nighthawk 
1981 133 

049 
Ling-Temco-Vought 

A-7 Corsair II 
1965 127 052 

McDonnell Douglas 

F-15E Strike Eagle 
1986 137 

050 
Fairchild-Republic 

A-10 Thunderbolt II 
1972 129     



 III 

SOVIET UNION SOVIET UNION 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

053 
Sukhoi 

Su-17 Fitter-C 
1966 141 055 

Sukhoi 

Su-25 Frogfoot 
1975 145 

054 
Sukhoi 

Su-24 Fencer 
1971 143     

 

EUROPEAN MULTINATIONAL FRENCH 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

056 
SEPECAT 

Jaguar 
1968 149 057 

Dassault-Breguet 

Super Etendard 
1974 151 

 

SWEDISH CHINESE 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

058 
SAAB 

J-37 Viggen 
1967 153 059 

Nanchang 

Q-5 Fantan 
1965 155 

 

 

BOMBER 

 

 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

060 
Boeing 

B-52 Stratofortress 
1952 157 062 

Rockwell 

B-1 Lancer 
1974 163 

061 
North American 

A-5 Vigilante 
1958 161 063 

Northrop 

B-2 Spirit 
1989 167 

 

SOVIET UNION SOVIET UNION 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

064 
Ilyushin 

Il-28 Beagle 
1948 169 066 

Tupolev 

Tu-95 Bear 
1952 173 

065 
Tupolev 

Tu-16 Badger 
1952 171 067 

Tupolev 

Tu-160 Blackjack 
1981 175 

 

BRITISH BRITISH 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

068 
Vickers 

Valiant 
1951 177 070 

Handley-Page 

Victor 
1952 183 

069 
Avro 

Vulcan 
1952 181     

 

 

 



 IV 

TRAINER 

 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

071 
Beechcraft 

T-34 Mentor 
1948 185 074 

McDonnell Douglas 

T-45 Goshawk 
1988 191 

072 
Cessna 

T-37 Tweet 
1954 187 075 

Beechcraft 

T-6 Texan II 
1992 193 

073 
Northrop 

T-38 Talon 
1959 189     

 

SOVIET UNION SOVIET UNION 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

076 
Yakovlev 

Yak-18 
1946 195 077 

Yakovlev 

Yak-52 
1976 197 

 

EUROPEAN MULTINATIONAL BRITISH 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

078 
Dassault-Dornier 

Alpha Jet 
1973 199 079 

British Aerospace 

Hawk 
1974 201 

 

ITALIAN CZECHOSLOVAK 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

080 
Aermacchi 

MB-339 
1976 203 081 

Aero 

L-29 Delfin 
1959 205 

    082 
Aero 

L-39 Albatros 
1969 207 

 

BRAZILIAN  

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

083 
Embraer 

EMB 312 Tucano 
1980 209     

 

TRANSPORT 

 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

084 
Lockheed 

C-130 Hercules 
1954 211 087 

Lockheed 

C-5 Galaxy 
1968 217 

085 
Boeing 

KC-135 Stratotanker 
1956 213 088 

Boeing 

C-17 Globemaster III 
1991 219 

086 
Lockheed 

C-141 Starlifter 
1963 215     

 

 



 V 

SOVIET UNION SOVIET UNION 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

089 
Antonov 

An-12 Cub 
1957 221 091 

Ilyushin 

Il-76 Candid 
1971 225 

090 
Antonov 

An-24 Coke 
1959 223 092 

Antonov 

An-124 Ruslan 
1982 227 

 

EUROPEAN MULTINATIONAL EUROPEAN MULTINATIONAL 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

093 
Transall 

C-160 
1963 229 094 

Airbus 

A400M 
2009 231 

 

ITALIAN SPANISH 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

095 
Alenia 

C-27J Spartan 
1999 233 096 

CASA 

C-295 
1997 235 

 

RECONNAISSANCE 

 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

097 
Lockheed 

U-2 Dragon Lady 
1955 237 099 

Lockheed 

SR-71 Blackbird 
1964 243 

098 
Lockheed 

P-3 Orion 
1959 241     

 

ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

100 
Grumman 

E-2 Hawkeye 
1960 249 101 

Boeing 

E-3 Sentry 
1976 251 

 

VTOL 

 

UNITED STATES SOVIET UNION 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

102 
Bell-Boeing 

V-22 Osprey 
1989 253 103 

Yakovlev 

Yak-38 Forger 
1971 257 

 

BRITISH  

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

104 
Hawker Siddeley 

Harrier 
1967 259     

 



 VI 

HELICOPTER 

 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

105 
Bell 

UH-1 Iroquois 
1956 263 110 

Bell 

AH-1 Cobra 
1965 275 

106 
Sikorsky 

SH-3 Sea King 
1959 267 111 

Bell 

OH-58 Kiowa 
1966 279 

107 
Boeing-Vertol 

CH-47 Chinook 
1961 269 112 

Sikorsky 

UH-60 Black Hawk 
1974 281 

108 
Boeing-Vertol 

CH-46 Sea Knight 
1962 271 113 

Hughes Helicopters 

AH-64 Apache 
1975 283 

109 
Sikorsky 

CH-53 Sea Stallion 
1964 273     

 

SOVIET UNION SOVIET UNION 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

114 
Mil 

Mi-8 Hip 
1961 287 117 

Mil 

Mi-26 Halo 
1977 293 

115 
Mil 

Mi-24 Hind 
1969 289 118 

Kamov 

Ka-50 Hokum 
1982 295 

116 
Kamov 

Ka-27 Helix 
1973 291 119 

Mil 

MI-28 Havoc 
1988 299 

 

EUROPEAN MULTINATIONAL EUROPEAN MULTINATIONAL 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

120 
Eurocopter 

AS565 Panther 
1984 301 123 

NHIndustries 

NH90 
1995 309 

121 
AgustaWestland 

AW101 Merlin 
1987 303 124 

Eurocopter 

EC725 Super Cougar 
2000 311 

122 
Eurocopter 

EC665 Tiger 
1991 307     

 

FRENCH FRENCH 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

125 
Aerospatiale 

SA 316 Alouette III 
1959 313 127 

Aerospatiale 

SA 330 Puma 
1965 317 

126 
Aerospatiale 

SA 321 Super Frelon 
1962 315     

 

BRITISH ITALIAN 

No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. No. Aircraft 1° fly Pg. 

128 
Westland 

Lynx 
1971 319 129 

Agusta 

A129 Mangusta 
1983 321 

 
© SCM                                                                                                                                                                            2010 
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"You live only once,

but if you live right

once is enough"
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Lockheed 

P-80 SHOOTING STAR 

Role 

Fighter 

Powerplant 

one Allison J33-A-35 

centrifugal compressor 

turbojet 

24 kN – 5,400 lbf 

First flight 

1944 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

United States Navy 

Number built 

1,715 

 

The Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star was the first jet fighter used operationally by the United States 

Army Air Forces (USAAF), and saw extensive combat in Korea with the United States Air Force 

(USAF) as the F-80. As one of the world's first successful turbojet-powered combat aircraft, it 

helped usher in the "jet age" in the USAF and other air forces worldwide. One of its claims to fame 

is in training a new generation of pilots, especially in its closely-related T-33 Shooting Star trainer 

development. 

 

Development 

Concept work began on the XP-80 in 1943 with a design being built around the blueprint 

dimensions of a British de Havilland H-1 B turbojet, a powerplant to which the design team did not 

have actual access. Lockheed's team, consisting of 28 engineers, was led by the legendary Clarence 

L. "Kelly" Johnson. This teaming was an early product of Lockheed's Skunk Works, which would 

surface again in the next decade to produce a line of high-performance aircraft beginning with the 

Lockheed F-104 Starfighter. 

Design 

 

The XP-80 was a conventional, all-metal airframe with a slim low wing and tricycle landing gear. 

The P-80 was the first operational jet fighter to have its engine integrated within the main fuselage, 

a design previously used in the Heinkel He 178 and the Gloster E.28/39 demonstrators. Other early 

jets generally had two engines (because of their limited power) mounted in external pods for easier 

maintenance. 

 

The aircraft was powered by an Allison J33-A-35 centrifugal compressor turbojet (5,400 lbf – 24 

kN) and was armed with six 0.50 in (12.7 mm) M2 Browning machine guns (300 rpg). 

 

Operational life 

 

Shooting Stars first saw combat service in the Korean War, employing both the F-80C variant and 

RF-80 photo-recon variant. The first jet-versus-jet aircraft battle took place on 8 November 1950 in 

which Lieutenant Russell J. Brown, flying an F-80, claimed a MiG-15 shot down. Despite the initial 



 4 

claim of success, the straight-wing F-80s were inferior in performance to the MiGs and were soon 

replaced in the air superiority role by the swept-wing F-86 Sabre. When sufficient Sabres were in 

operation, the Shooting Star was assigned to ground attack missions, advanced flight training duties 

and air defense in Japan. By the end of hostilities the only F-80s still flying in Korea were photo-

recon variants. 

 

Of the 277 F-80s lost in operations in Korea (approximately 30% of the existing inventory), 113 

were destroyed by ground fire and 14 shot down by enemy aircraft. F-80s are credited by the USAF 

with destroying 17 aircraft in air-to-air combat and 24 on the ground.  
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Republic 

F-84 THUNDERJET 

 

Role 

fighter-bomber 

Powerplant 

one Allison J35-A-29 

axial compressor 

turbojet 

24.7 kN – 5,557 lbf 

First flight 

1946 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

7,524 

 

The Republic F-84 Thunderjet was an American turbojet fighter-bomber aircraft. Originating as a 

1944 United States Army Air Forces (USAAF) proposal for a "day fighter", the F-84 flew in 1946. 

Although it entered service in 1947, the Thunderjet was plagued by so many structural and engine 

problems that a 1948 Air Force review declared it unable to execute any aspect of its intended 

mission and considered cancelling the program. The aircraft was not considered fully operational 

until the 1949 F-84D model and the design matured only with the definitive F-84G introduced in 

1951. In 1954, the straight-wing Thunderjet was joined by the swept-wing F-84F Thunderstreak 

fighter and RF-84F Thunderflash photo reconnaissance aircraft. 

The Thunderjet became the Air Force's primary strike aircraft during the Korean War, flying 

86,408 missions and destroying 60% of all ground targets in the war as well as eight Soviet-built 

MiG fighters. Over half of the 7,524 F-84s produced served with NATO nations, and it was the first 

aircraft to fly with the U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds demonstration team. The USAF Strategic Air 

Command had F-84 Thunderjets in service from 1948 through 1957. 

Development 

In 1944, Republic Aviation's chief designer, Alexander Kartveli, began working on a turbojet-

powered replacement for the P-47 Thunderbolt piston-engined fighter. The initial attempts to 

redesign the P-47 to accommodate a jet engine proved futile due to the large cross-section of the 

early centrifugal compressor turbojets. Instead, Kartveli and his team designed a brand-new aircraft 

with a streamlined fuselage largely occupied by an axial compressor turbojet engine (Allison J35-

A-29) and fuel stored in rather thick unswept wings.
 

After the creation of the United States Air Force by the National Security Act of 1947, the Pursuit 

designation was replaced with Fighter, and the P-84 became the F-84. 

Design 
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Along with its innovative axial compressor turbojet, the F-84 was the first production fighter 

aircraft to utilize in-flight refueling and the first fighter capable of carrying a nuclear weapon. 

Modified F-84s were used in several unusual projects, including the FICON and Tom-Tom dockings 

to the B-29 and B-36 bomber motherships. The aircraft was armed with six .50 in (12.7 mm) M3 

Browning machine guns (300 rpg) and could carry up to 4,450 lb (2,020 kg) of rockets and bombs, 

including one Mark 7 nuclear bomb. 

Typical of most early jets, the Thunderjet's takeoff performance left much to be desired. In hot 

Korean summers with a full combat load, the aircraft routinely required 10,000 ft (3,000 m) of 

runway for takeoff even with the help of RATO bottles (two or four of these were carried, each 

producing 1,000 lbf (4.4 kN) of thrust for 14 seconds). All but the lead aircraft had their visibility 

obscured by the thick smoke from the RATO rockets. Early F-84s had to be pulled off the ground at 

160 mph (140 kn, 260 km/h) with the control stick held all the way back. Landings were made at a 

similar speed, for comparison the P-51 Mustang landed at approximately 120 mph (100 kn, 

190 km/h). Despite the "hot" landing speeds, the Thunderjet was easy to fly on instruments and 

crosswinds did not present much of a problem.  

Thanks to the thick straight wing the Thunderjet rapidly reached its Mach 0.82 limitation at full 

throttle and low altitude. The aircraft had sufficient power to fly faster, but exceeding the Mach 

limit at low altitudes resulted in a violent pitch-up and structural failure causing the wings to break 

off. Above 15,000 ft (4,600 m), the F-84 could be flown faster but at the expense of severe 

buffeting. Fortunately, the airspeed was sufficiently easy to control to make safe dive bombing from 

10,000 ft (3,000 m) possible.  

The top speed limitation proved troublesome against Soviet MiG-15s in Korea. Slower than the 

MiG, the F-84 was also unable to turn tightly (a maximum instantaneous-turn of only 3g was 

followed by rapid loss of airspeed). One F-84 pilot credited with two MiG kills achieved his second 

victory by intentionally flying his aircraft into pitch-up. The MiGs chasing him were unable to 

follow the violent maneuver and one crashed into the ground. Luckily for the F-84 pilot, the aircraft 

did not disintegrate but the airframe did suffer heavy warping. The F-84 was a stable gun platform 

and the computing gunsight aided in accurate gunnery and bombing. Pilots praised the aircraft for 

Republic's legendary ruggedness. 

Operational life 

 

The Thunderjet had a distinguished record during the Korean War. Although the F-84B and F-84C 

could not be deployed because their J35 engines had a service life of only 40 hours (!), the F-84D 

and F-84E entered combat with 27th Fighter Escort Group on 7 December 1950. The aircraft were 

initially tasked with escorting the B-29 Superfortress bombers. The first Thunderjet air-to-air 

victory was scored on 21 January 1951 at the cost of two F-84s. The F-84 was a generation behind 

the swept-wing Soviet MiG-15 and outmatched, especially when the MiGs were flown by Soviet 

pilots, and the MiG counter-air mission was soon given to the F-86 Sabre. Like its famous 

predecessor, the P-47 Thunderbolt, the F-84 switched to the low-level interdiction role at which it 

excelled. 

 

The F-84 flew a total of 86,408 missions, dropping 55,586 tons (50,427 metric tons) of bombs and 

6,129 tons (5,560 metric tons) of napalm. The USAF claimed F-84s were responsible for 60% of all 

ground targets destroyed in the war. Notable F-84 operations included the 1952 attack on the Sui-ho 

dam. In aerial combat, F-84 pilots were credited with eight MiG-15 kills against a Soviet-claimed 

loss of 64 aircraft. The total losses were 335 F-84D, E and G models. 
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North American 

F-86 SABRE 

Role 

fighter 

Powerplant 

one General Electric 

J47-GE-27 turbojet 

26.3 kN – 5,917 lbf 

First flight 

1947 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Japan Air Self-Defence F. 

Spanish Air Force 

Number built 

9,860 

 

The North American Aviation F-86 Sabre (sometimes called the Sabrejet) was a transonic jet 

fighter aircraft. The Sabre is best known for its Korean War role where it was pitted against the 

Soviet MiG-15. Although developed in the late 1940s and outdated by the end of the 1950s, the 

Sabre proved adaptable and continued as a front line fighter in air forces until the last active front 

line examples were retired by the Bolivian Air Force in 1994. 

Development 

The North American P-86 Sabre was the first American aircraft to take advantage of flight research 

data seized from the German aerodynamicists at the end of the war. Performance requirements were 

met by incorporating a 35 degree swept-back wing with automatic slats into the design, using the 

Me 262 wing profile, Messerschmitt wing A layout and adjustable stabilizer. Manufacturing was not 

begun until after World War II as a result. The XP-86 prototype, which would become the F-86 

Sabre, first flew on 1 October 1947 from Muroc Dry Lake, California.
 

Design 

The aircraft was powered by a General Electric J47-GE-27 turbojet (26.3 kN). Both the interceptor 

and fighter-bomber versions carried six 0.50 in (12.7 mm) M3 Browning machine guns with 

electrically-boosted feed in the nose. Firing at a rate of 1,200 rounds per minute each, the .50 in 

guns were harmonized to converge at 1,000 ft (300 m) in front of the aircraft, using armor-piercing 

(AP) and armor-piercing incendiary (API) rounds, with one armor-piercing incendiary tracer 

(APIT) for every five AP or API rounds. 

The Sabre success led to an extended production run of more than 7,800 aircraft between 1949 and 

1956, in the United States, Japan and Italy. It was by far the most-produced Western jet fighter, 

with total production of all variants at 9,860 units. Variants were built in Canada and Australia. The 

Canadair Sabre added another 1,815 airframes, and the significantly redesigned CAC Sabre had a 

production run of 112. 
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Operational life 

The F-86 entered service with the United States Air Force in 1949 and became the primary air-to-air 

jet fighter used by the Americans in the Korean War. With the introduction of the MiG-15 into air 

combat in November 1950, which outperformed all aircraft then assigned to the United Nations, 

three squadrons of F-86s were rushed to the Far East in December. Early variants of the F-86 could 

not outturn, but they could outdive the MiG-15, and the MiG-15 was superior to the early F-86 

models in ceiling, acceleration, rate of climb, and zoom. With the introduction of the F-86F in 

1953, the two aircraft were more closely matched, with many combat-experienced pilots claiming a 

marginal superiority for the F-86F. 
 

Many of the American pilots were experienced World War II veterans, while the North Koreans and 

the Chinese lacked combat experience, thus accounting for much of the F-86's success. However, 

whatever the actual results may have been, it is clear that the F-86 pilots did not experience 

definitive superiority over the World-War-II-experienced, Soviet-piloted MiG-15s in Korean 

airspace. According to former communist sources, Soviets initially piloted the majority of MiG-15s 

that fought in Korea. Later in the war, North Korean and Chinese pilots increased their activity. The 

F-86E's all-moving tailplane has been credited with giving the Sabre an important advantage over 

the MiG-15.  

By the end of hostilities, F-86 pilots were credited with shooting down 792 MiGs for a loss of only 

78 Sabres, a victory ratio of 10:1. More recent research by Dorr, Lake and Thompson has claimed 

the actual ratio is closer to 2:1. The Soviets claimed to have downed over 600 Sabres, together with 

the Chinese claims. A recent RAND report made reference to "recent scholarship" of F-86 vs. MiG-

15 combat over Korea and concluded that the actual kill:loss ratio for the F-86 was 1.8:1 overall, 

and likely 1.3:1 against MiGs flown by Soviet pilots.  
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North American 

F-100 SUPER SABRE 

Role 

fighter-bomber 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

J57-P-21/21A turbojet 

45 kN – 10,200 lbf 

First flight 

1953 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Turkish Air Force 

French Air Force 

Number built 

2,294 

 

The North American F-100 Super Sabre was a supersonic jet fighter aircraft that served with the 

United States Air Force (USAF) from 1954 to 1971 and with the Air National Guard (ANG) until 

1979. The first of the Century Series collection of USAF jet fighters, it was the first USAF fighter 

capable of supersonic speed in level flight.  

Development 

In January 1951, North American Aviation delivered an unsolicited proposal for a supersonic day 

fighter to the United States Air Force. Named Sabre 45 because of its 45° wing sweep, it 

represented an evolution of the F-86 Sabre. The mockup was inspected 7 July 1951 and after over a 

hundred modifications, the new aircraft was accepted as the F-100 on 30 November 1951.  

Design 

The F-100 was originally designed as a higher performance follow-on to the F-86 Sabre air 

superiority fighter. Extensive use of titanium throughout the aircraft was notable. The aircraft was 

powered by a Pratt & Whitney J57-P-21/21A turbojet (dry thrust: 10,200 lbf – 45 kN; thrust with 

afterburner: 16,000 lbf – 71 kN).  

Particularly troubling was the yaw instability in certain regimes of flight which produced inertia 

coupling. The aircraft could develop a sudden yaw and roll which would happen too fast for the 

pilot to correct and would quickly overstress the aircraft structure to disintegration. Another control 

problem stemmed from handling characteristics of the swept wing at high angles of attack. As the 

aircraft approached stall speeds, loss of lift on the tips of the wings caused a violent pitch-up. This 

particular phenomenon (which could easily be fatal at low altitude where there was insufficient time 

to recover) became known as the "Sabre Dance". 
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Operational life 

On 16 April 1961 six Super Sabres were deployed from Clark Air Base in the Philippines to Don 

Muang Airfield in Thailand for air defense purposes – the first F-100s to enter combat in Southeast 

Asia. From that date until their redeployment in 1971, the F-100s would be the longest serving US 

jet fighter-bomber to fight in the Vietnam War. Adapted as a fighter-bomber, the F-100 would be 

supplanted by the Mach 2 class F-105 Thunderchief for strike missions over North Vietnam. The F-

100 flew extensively over South Vietnam as the Air Force's primary close air support jet until 

replaced by the more efficient subsonic A-7 Corsair II.  

On 4 April 1965 as escorts protecting F-105s attacking the Thanh Hoa Bridge, F-100 Super Sabres 

fought the USAF's first air-to-air jet combat duel in the Vietnam War, in which an F-100 piloted by 

Capt Donald W. Kilgus shot down a North Vietnamese Air Force MiG-17, using cannon fire, while 

another F-100 fired Sidewinder missiles. The surviving North Vietnamese pilot reported that all 

other MiG-17 were shot down. First however, the small force of 4 MiG-17s had evaded the F-100s, 

to claim two F-105s. The F-100 was soon replaced by the F-4 Phantom II for protection against 

MiGs, but Phantoms suffered for lacking built-in guns for dogfights.  

The Air National Guard F-100 Squadrons increased the regular USAF by nearly 100 Super Sabres 

in theater, delivering ordnance and munitions with a 99.5% reliability rate. From May 1968 to April 

1969, the ANG Super Sabres flew more than 38,000 combat hours and more than 24,000 sorties. 

Between them, at the cost of seven F-100 Air Guard pilots killed and the loss of 14 Super Sabres to 

enemy action, the squadrons expended over four million rounds of 20mm cannon, 30 million 

pounds of bombs and over 10 million pounds of napalm against the enemy. 

By war's end, 242 F-100 Super Sabres had been lost in Vietnam, as the F-100 was progressively 

replaced by the F-4 Phantom II and the F-105 Thunderchief. The Super Sabre had logged 360,283 

combat sorties during the war and its wartime operations came to end on 31 July 1971. 
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Convair 

F-102 DELTA DAGGER 

Role 

interceptor 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

J57-P-25 turbojet 

52 kN – 11,700 lbf 

First flight 

1953 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Hellenic Air Force 

Turkish Air Force 

Number built 

~ 1,000 

 

The Convair F-102 Delta Dagger was a US interceptor aircraft built as part of the backbone of the 

United States Air Force's air defenses in the late 1950s. Entering service in 1956, its main purpose 

was to intercept invading Soviet bomber fleets. The follow-on replacement was the Mach 2 class F-

106 Delta Dart which was an extensive redesign of the F-102. 

Development 

The F-102 was developed from the XF-92A delta wing research aircraft of the late 1940s. The Air 

Force took a new approach in putting out the request for proposals for an operational interceptor, 

considering both the aircraft and armament together in what became known as a "weapon system". 

Design 

The F-102 was the first operational supersonic interceptor and delta-wing fighter of the USAF. It 

used an internal weapons bay to carry both guided missiles and rockets. As originally designed, it 

could not achieve Mach 1 supersonic flight until redesigned with area ruling.  

The aircraft was powered by one Pratt & Whitney J57-P-25 afterburning turbojet (dry thrust: 

11,700 lbf – 52.0 kN; thrust with afterburner: 17,200 lbf – 76.5 kN). His armament consists of 24 × 

2.75 in (70 mm) FFAR (Folding Fin Aerial Rocket) unguided rockets in weapons bay doors, and 

various missiles (6 × AIM-4 Falcon air-to-air missiles or 1 × AIM-26 Falcon with conventional or 

nuclear warhead).  

Operational life 

The F-102 replaced subsonic types such as the F-89 Scorpion, and by the 1960s, it saw limited 

service in Vietnam in bomber escort and ground attack roles. It was supplemented by F-101 

Voodoos and, later, by F-4 Phantom IIs. A total of 15 F-102s were lost in Vietnam: one to air-to-air 

combat, several to ground fire and the remainder to accidents. 
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Initially, F-102 detachments began to be sent to bases in Southeast Asia in 1962, when radar 

contacts that were detected by ground radars were thought to possibly be North Vietnamese Il-28 

Beagle bombers, which was considered a very credible threat during that time period. F-102s were 

sent to Thailand and other nearby countries to intercept these aircraft if they threatened South 

Vietnam at any time. 

Later on, B-52 strikes, codenamed ARC LIGHT, were escorted by F-102s based in the theater. It 

was during one of these missions that an F-102 was shot down by a North Vietnamese MiG-21 

using an AA-2 Atoll heat-seeking missile. The MiGs approached undetected, and one of the F-102s 

was hit by an air to air missile, which did not explode immediately, but remained lodged in the aft 

end of the aircraft, causing stability problems. As the pilot reported his mechanical problem to his 

wingman, the wingman observed the damaged Delta Dagger explode in mid-air, killing the pilot. 

The other F-102 pilot was able to fire AIM-4 missiles at the fleeing MiG-21s, but no hits were 

recorded.  

The F-102 was tried with limited success for several years in the air-to-ground role, although 

neither the aircraft nor training were designed for the role. The 24 FFAR unguided rockets were 

used to good effect against various types of North Vietnamese targets in daylight. At night it was 

less dangerous to use heat-seeking Falcon missiles in conjunction with the F-102's nose-mounted 

IRST (Infrared Search & Track), during harassment raids along the Ho Chi Minh trail. 

Operations with both the F-102A and TF-102A two-seater continued in Vietnam until 1968 when 

all F-102 aircraft were sent back to the United States. Many of the F-102s were transferred to 

United States Air National Guard duty, and the type was retired from operational service in 1976.  
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Lockheed 

F-104 STARFIGHTER 

Role 

interceptor 

fighter-attack 

Powerplant 

one General Electric J79 

afterburning turbojet 

48 kN – 10,000 lbf 

First flight 

1954 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Luftwaffe 

Japan Air Self-Defence F. 

Number built 

2,575 

 

The Lockheed F-104 Starfighter is an American single-engined, high-performance, supersonic 

interceptor aircraft that served with the US Air Force from 1958 until 1969. One of the Century 

Series aircraft, it continued in service with National Air Guard units until it was phased out in 

1975. The NASA flew a small mixed fleet of F-104 types in supersonic flight tests and spaceflight 

programs until they were retired in 1994. 

USAF F-104Cs saw service during the Vietnam War, and F-104A aircraft were deployed by 

Pakistan briefly during the Indo-Pakistani wars. The ultimate production version of the basic 

fighter-model F-104 was the F-104S all-weather interceptor designed by Aeritalia for the Italian 

Air Force, and equipped with radar-guided AIM-7 Sparrow missiles.  

Development 

Clarence "Kelly" Johnson, the chief engineer at Lockheed's Skunk Works, visited Korea in 

December 1951 and spoke with fighter pilots about what sort of aircraft they wanted. At the time, 

the US pilots were confronting the MiG-15 with F-86 Sabres, and many of the American pilots felt 

that the MiGs were superior to the larger and more complex American design. The pilots requested 

a small and simple aircraft with excellent performance.
 

Design 

The F-104 featured a radical wing design. Most jet fighters of the period used a swept-wing or 

delta-wing planform. This allowed a reasonable balance between aerodynamic performance, lift, 

and internal space for fuel and equipment. Lockheed's tests, however, determined that the most 

efficient shape for high-speed, supersonic flight was a very small, straight, mid-mounted, 

trapezoidal wing. The small, highly-loaded wing resulted in an unacceptably high landing speed, so 

a boundary layer control system (BLCS) of blown flaps was incorporated, bleeding engine air over 

the trailing-edge flaps to improve lift. The system was a boon to safe landings, although it proved to 

be a maintenance problem in service, and landing without the BLCS could be a harrowing 

experience.
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The F-104 was designed to use the General Electric J79-GE-11A turbojet engine (48 kN – 10,000 

lbf dry thrust, 69 kN – 15,600 lbf with afterburner), fed by side-mounted intakes with fixed inlet 

cones optimized for supersonic speeds. Unlike some supersonic aircraft, the F-104 does not have 

variable-geometry inlets. Its thrust-to-drag ratio was excellent, allowing a maximum speed well in 

excess of Mach 2.  

Early Starfighters used a downward-firing ejection seat (the Stanley C-1), out of concern over the 

ability of an upward-firing seat to clear the tailplane. This presented obvious problems in low-

altitude escapes, and some 21 USAF pilots failed to escape their stricken aircraft in low-level 

emergencies because of it. The downward-firing seat was soon replaced by the Lockheed C-2 

upward-firing seat, which was capable of clearing the tail, although it still had a minimum speed 

limitation of 104 mph (170 km/h). 

The basic armament of the F-104 was the 20 mm (.79 in) M61 Vulcan Gatling gun. The Starfighter 

was the first aircraft to carry the new weapon, which had a rate of fire of 6,000 rounds per minute. 

Two AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles could be carried on the wingtip stations, which could also 

be used for fuel tanks.  

The Starfighter was the first combat aircraft capable of sustained Mach 2 flight, and its speed and 

climb performance remain impressive even by modern standards. Equipped with razor-edged thin 

blade supersonic wings (visible from the cockpit only in the mirrors), it was designed for optimum 

performance at Mach 1.4. If used appropriately, with high-speed surprise attacks and good use of its 

exceptional thrust-to-weight ratio, it could be a formidable opponent. It was exceptionally stable at 

high speed (600+ kts) at very low level, making it a formidable tactical nuclear strike-fighter. 

However, when lured into a low-speed turning contest with a conventional subsonic opponents (as 

Pakistani pilots were with Indian hunters in 1965) the outcome of dogfights was always doubtful. 

The F-104's large turn radius was due to the high speeds required for manoeuvring, and its high-

alpha stalling and pitch-up behavior was known to command respect. 

Takeoff speeds were in the region of 219 mph (352 km/h), with the pilot needing to swiftly raise the 

landing gear to avoid exceeding the limit speed of 299 mph (481 km/h). Climb and cruise 

performance were outstanding; unusually, a "slow" light illuminated on the instrument panel at 

around Mach 2 to indicate that the engine compressor was nearing its limiting temperature and the 

pilot needed to throttle back. Returning to the circuit, the downwind leg could be flown at 242 mph 

(389 km/h) with "land" flap selected, while long flat final approaches were typically flown at speeds 

around 207 mph (333 km/h) depending on the weight of fuel remaining. High engine power had to 

be maintained on the final approach to ensure adequate airflow for the BLCS; consequently pilots 

were warned not to cut the throttle until the aircraft was actually on the ground. A drag chute and 

effective brakes shortened the Starfighter's landing roll. 

The safety record of the F-104 Starfighter became high profile news especially in Germany in the 

mid-1960s, and lingers in the minds of the public even to this day. Some operators lost a large 

proportion of their aircraft through accidents, although the accident rate varied widely depending on 

the user and operating conditions; the Luftwaffe lost about 30% of aircraft in accidents over its 

operating career, and Canada lost over 50% of its F-104s. The Spanish Air Force, however, lost 

none. The Starfighter was a particular favorite of the Italian Air Force, although the accident rate 

was far from the lowest of Starfighter users. 

Operational life 
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Commencing with the Operation Rolling Thunder campaign (Vietnam War), the Starfighter was 

used both in the air-superiority role and in the air support mission; although it saw little aerial 

combat and scored no air-to-air kills, Starfighters successfully deterred MiG interceptors. 

Starfighter squadrons made two deployments to Vietnam, the first being from April 1965 to 

November 1965, flying 2,937 combat sorties. During that first deployment, two Starfighters were 

shot down by ground fire. One was shot down by a Chinese MiG-19 (Shenyang J-6) when the F-

104 strayed over the border, and two F-104s were lost to a mid-air collision associated with that air-

to-air battle.  

 

Starfighters returned to Vietnam when the 435th Tactical Fighter Squadron deployed from June 

1966 until July 1967, in which time they flew a further 2,269 combat sorties, for a total of 5,206 

sorties. Nine more F-104s were lost: two F-104s to ground fire, three to surface-to-air missiles, and 

the final four losses were operational (engine failures). The Starfighters rotated and/or transitioned 

to F-4 Phantoms in July 1967, having lost a total of 14 F-104s to all causes in Vietnam.  

The F-104 served with the air forces of over a dozen nations. The operational service of the 

Starfighter ended with its retirement by the Italian Air Force in May 2004, some 46 years after its 

introduction in 1958 by the USAF. 
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Republic 

F-105 THUNDERCHIEF 

 

Role 

fighter-bomber 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

J75-P-19W turbojet 

63.7 kN – 14,332 lbf 

First flight 

1955 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

833 

 

The Republic F-105 Thunderchief, was a supersonic fighter-bomber used by the United States Air 

Force. As a follow-on to the supersonic (Mach 1) F-100 Super Sabre, the F-105 was also armed 

with missiles and a cannon; however, its design was tailored to high-speed low-altitude penetration 

carrying a single nuclear weapon internally. The Mach 2 capable F-105 has the dubious distinction 

of being the only US aircraft to have ever been removed from combat due to high attrition rates.  

The F-105 would be best remembered as the primary strike bomber over North Vietnam in the early 

stages of the Vietnam War. Over 20,000 Thunderchief sorties were flown, with 382 aircraft lost 

(nearly half of the 833 produced) including 62 operational losses. Although it lacked the agility of 

the smaller MiG fighters, USAF F-105s demonstrated the effectiveness of guns, and were credited 

with downing 27 enemy aircraft. 

Development 

As the largest single-engined fighter ever employed by the USAF, the single-seat F-105 would be 

adapted to deliver a greater bomb load than the four-engined, 10-man strategic bombers of World 

War II (like the B-17 and B-24). First flown in 1955, the Thunderchief entered service in 1958; it 

was commonly known as the Thud by its crews.  

Originally designed and deployed as a single seat aircraft, a two-seat Wild Weasel version was later 

developed for use in the specialized Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD) role against 

surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites.  

Design 

Although the F-105 weighed 50,000 pounds (22.6 tons), the aircraft could exceed the speed of 

sound at sea level and Mach 2 at high altitude. Powered by a Pratt & Whitney J75-P-19W 

afterburning turbojet (63.7 kN dry thrust, 109 kN with afterburner), it could carry up to 14,000 lb 

(6.3 tons) of bombs and missiles. The F-105 had a spacious cockpit with a good layout (particularly 

after introduction of "tape" instruments) and visibility (except to the rear), and the advanced 
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electronics were easy to learn and operate. An excellent aircraft to fly at high speeds, takeoffs and 

landings were often performed in the 230 mph (370 km/h) range.  

The F-105 was designed primarily for low-level interdiction and its low-altitude speed was its 

greatest asset when dealing with Soviet/Chinese-made MiG-17/J-5s and MiG-21 fighters. The 

Thunderchief's highly loaded wing was excellent for speed and aerodynamic stability but not for 

sustained turns in a dogfight. Nevertheless, the F-105 managed 27 officially credited air-to-air 

victories against North Vietnamese aircraft at the cost of 17 aircraft lost to enemy fighters. All 

victories were against MiG-17s. 

The initial reaction of the fighter pilot community to their new aircraft was lukewarm. Between its 

massive dimensions and troubled early service life, the F-105 had garnered a number of 

uncomplimentary nicknames. The aircraft's offensive capabilities were sarcastically referred to as a 

"Triple Threat" : it could bomb you, strafe you, or fall on you. With time, however, the F-105's 

responsive controls, excellent performance at high speed and low altitude, and sophisticated 

electronics won over even some of the F-104 Starfighter pilots.  

Operational life 

The F-105 was the dominant attack aircraft early in the Vietnam War; it could carry more than 

twice the bomb load farther and faster than its predecessor, the F-100 Super Sabre. Unfortunately, 

the low-altitude attacks and dive bombings forced the F-105s to fly right through the frequently 

heavy North Vietnamese anti-aircraft fire. Designed originally to be a nuclear bomber and not for 

hitting precision targets, the F-105 had only a dive bombing sight for the pilot to hit its target, and 

lacked any kind of a bomb guidance system that would allow for bombing from a stand-off 

distance, and so it could only hit its targets by dive bombing through the local anti-aircraft fire. The 

attrition rates were so high that the USAF began experiencing shortages of combat-ready aircraft.  

On a typical combat mission into North Vietnam, the F-105 carried two 450 USgal (1,703 L) wing-

mounted fuel tanks, a 390 USgal (1,476 L) fuel tank in the bomb bay, and five 1,000 lb (453.6 kg) 

or six 750 lb (340.2 kg) bombs, and required inflight refueling going to and sometimes returning 

from Hanoi 700 mi (1,126 km) distant. Thunderchiefs made a loop north of Hanoi over a mountain 

nicknamed the Thud Ridge at high speed and low altitude in order to avoid the heavily defended 

airspace around the city. Although the ridge provided proper shielding from the North Vietnamese 

radars and SAMs, the installment of anti-aircraft artillery and a MiG fighter airfield at the southern 

end of the valley prevented the F-105s from fully exploiting the benefit of cover. 

A total of 382 F-105s were lost in Southeast Asia, 320 of those in combat – most to enemy ground 

fire (283 shot down and 52 lost operationally from the single-seat variant F-105D, 37 shot down 

and 10 lost operationally from F-105F/G two-seaters). The Thunderchief was later replaced as a 

strike aircraft over North Vietnam by both the F-4 Phantom II and the swing-wing F-111 Aardvark. 
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Vought 

F-8 CRUSADER 

Role 

aircraft carrier fighter 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

J57-P-20A turbojet 

47.6 kN – 10,700 lbf 

First flight 

1955 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

United States Marine Corps 

French Navy 

Number built 

1,261 

 

The Vought F-8 Crusader (originally F8U) was a single-engined, carrier-based, air superiority 

fighter aircraft built by Vought for the US Navy and the US Marine Corps, replacing the Vought 

F7U Cutlass. The first F-8 prototype was ready for flight in February 1955, and was the last 

American fighter with guns as the primary weapon, principally serving in the Vietnam War. The 

RF-8 was a photo-reconnaissance development and operated longer in U.S. service than any of the 

fighter versions. Crusader RF-8s played a crucial role in the Cuban Missile Crisis, providing 

essential low-level photographs impossible to acquire by other means. US Naval Reserve units 

continued to operate the RF-8 until 1987. 

Development 

In September 1952, United States Navy announced a requirement for a new fighter. It was to have a 

top speed of Mach 1.2 at 30,000 ft (9,144.0 m) with a climb rate of 25,000 ft/min (127.0 m/s), and a 

landing speed of no more than 100 mph (160 km/h). Korean War experience had demonstrated that 

.50 in (12.7 mm) machine guns were no longer sufficient and as the result the new fighter was to 

carry a 20 mm (0.79 in) cannon. In response, the Vought team led by John Russell Clark created the 

V-383. Unusually for a fighter, the aircraft had a high-mounted wing which allowed for short and 

light landing gear. 

Design 

The most innovative aspect of the design was the variable-incidence wing which pivoted by 7° out 

of the fuselage on takeoff and landing. This afforded increased lift due to a greater angle of attack 

without compromising forward visibility because the fuselage stayed level. Simultaneously, the lift 

was augmented by leading-edge slats drooping by 25° and inboard flaps extending to 30°. The rest 

of the aircraft took advantage of contemporary aerodynamic innovations with area ruled fuselage, 

all-moving stabilizators, dog-tooth notching at the wing folds for improved yaw stability, and 

liberal use of titanium in the airframe.  
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Power came from the Pratt & Whitney J57-P-20A afterburning turbojet (dry thrust: 47.6 kN; with 

afterburner: 80.1 kN), and the armament, as specified by the Navy, consisted of four 20 mm (.79 in) 

Colt Mk 12 fuselage-mounted cannons, a retractable tray with 32 Mighty Mouse FFAR (unguided 

rockets), and cheek pylons for two AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles. The F-8 Crusader would 

be the last U.S. fighter designed with guns as its primary weapon.  

The Crusader was not an easy aircraft to fly, and often unforgiving in carrier landings where it 

suffered from yaw instability and the castered nose wheel. It earned a reputation as an "ensign 

killer" during its early service introduction. The nozzle and air intake were so low when the aircraft 

was on the ground or the flight deck that the crews called the plane "the Gator." Not surprisingly, 

the Crusader's mishap rate was relatively high compared to its contemporaries, the A-4 Skyhawk and 

the F-4 Phantom II.  

However, the aircraft did possess some amazing capabilities, as proved when several Crusader 

pilots took off with the wings folded. One of these episodes took place on 23 August 1960; a 

Crusader with the wings folded took off from Napoli Capodichino in full afterburner, climbed to 

5,000 ft (1,500 m) and then return to land successfully. The pilot, absent minded but evidently a 

good "stick man," complained that the control forces were higher than normal. The Crusader was 

capable of flying in this state, though the pilot would be required to reduce aircraft weight by 

ejecting stores and fuel prior to landing. 
 

Operational life 

 

When conflict erupted in the skies over North Vietnam, it was U.S. Navy Crusaders that first 

tangled with VPAF (North Vietnamese Air Force) MiG-17s on 3 April 1965; although the MiGs 

claimed the downing of a Crusader, all aircraft returned safely. At the time, the Crusader was the 

best dogfighter the United States had against the nimble North Vietnamese MiGs. The Navy had 

evolved its "night fighter" role in the air wing to an all-weather interceptor, the F-4 Phantom II, 

equipped to engage incoming bombers at long range with missiles such as Sparrow as their sole air-

to-air weapons, and maneuverability was not emphasized in their design. Some experts believed 

that the era of the dogfight was over as air-to-air missiles would knock down adversaries well 

before they could get close enough to engage in dogfighting. As aerial combat ensued over North 

Vietnam from 1965 to 1968, it became apparent that the dogfight was not over and the F-8 Crusader 

and a community trained to prevail in air-to-air combat was a key ingredient to success. 

 

Despite the "last gunfighter" moniker, the F-8s achieved only four victories with their cannon; the 

remainder were accomplished with AIM-9 Sidewinder missiles, partly due to the propensity of the 

Colt Mk 12 cannon feeding mechanism to jam under G-loading during high-speed dogfighting 

maneuvers. Between June and July 1966, during 12 engagements over North Vietnam, Crusaders 

shot down four MiG-17s for two losses. The Crusader would be credited with the best kill ratio of 

any American type in the Vietnam War, 19:3. Of the 19 aircraft shot down during aerial combat, 16 

were MiG-17s and three were MiG-21s. But the VPAF claimed 11 F-8s were shot down. 

Approximately 170 F-8 Crusaders would be lost to all causes during the Vietnam War.  

The F-8E was the last Crusader variant produced, and 42 were ordered by the French Navy 

(Aéronavale) for use aboard new carriers Clemenceau and Foch. The Phantom II turned out to be 

too large for the small French carriers, and the Crusader was chosen. An evaluation campaign was 

then performed aboard the Clemenceau on 16 March 1962 by two F-8s from the American carrier 

Saratoga. The French Crusaders had the same weapons configuration as the U.S. Navy F-8E, but 

had an improved system of flaps and were modified to carry two French Matra R.530 or four Matra 

R.550 Magic heat-seeking missiles in place of Sidewinders. 
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Convair 

F-106 DELTA DART 

 

Role 

interceptor 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

J75-P-17 turbojet 

109 kN – 24,500 lbf 

First flight 

1956 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

342 

 

The Convair F-106 Delta Dart was the primary all-weather interceptor aircraft for the United 

States Air Force from the 1960s through the 1980s. Designed as the so-called "Ultimate 

Interceptor", it has proven to be the last dedicated interceptor in USAF service to date. It was 

gradually retired during the 1980s, with the QF-106 drone conversions of the aircraft being used 

until 1998.  

 

Development 

 

The F-106 emerged from the USAF's 1954 interceptor program of the early 1950s as an advanced 

derivative of the F-102 Delta Dagger known as the F-102B, for which the United States Air Force 

placed an order for in November 1955. The aircraft featured so many modifications and design 

changes it became a new design in its own right, redesignated F-106 on 17 June 1956.  

 

Design 

 

The F-102's delta wing had to be redesigned with an area ruled fuselage to exceed supersonic speed 

in level flight. To exceed Mach 2, the largely new F-106 featured a more powerful Pratt & Whitney 

J75-P-17 afterburning turbojet (109 kN – 24,500 lbf) with enlarged intake diameter to compensate 

for the increased airflow requirements and a variable geometry inlet duct, which allowed the aircraft 

improved performance particularly at supersonic speeds, as well as permitting a shorter inlet duct. 

Air-to-air combat testing suggested the Delta Dart was a reasonable match for the F-4 Phantom II 

in a dogfight, with superior high-altitude turn performance and overall maneuverability (aided by 

the aircraft's lower wing loading). But the Phantom had better radar, an additional crewman to 

operate the radar, and could carry a load of up to 4 radar-guided Sparrow and 4 infrared Sidewinder 

missiles, while F-102/F-106 Falcon missiles proved a disappointment for dogfighting over 

Vietnam. The F-4 had also a higher thrust/weight ratio, superior climb performance, and better high 

speed/low-altitude maneuverability, and could be used as a fighter-bomber.  

Operational life 
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Although contemplated for use in Vietnam, the F-106 never saw combat nor was exported to 

foreign users. The F-106 served with USAF in the continental USA, Alaska, and Iceland, as well as 

brief periods in Germany and South Korea.  

Following the resolution of initial teething problems (in particular, an ejection seat that killed the 

first 12 pilots to eject from the aircraft), its exceptional performance made it very popular with its 

pilots. In service, the F-106's official name Delta Dart was rarely used, and the aircraft was 

universally known simply as the "Six." 

The F-15 Eagle started replacing the F-106 in 1981, with the Sixes typically passed on to Air 

National Guard units. Starting in 1986, many of the surviving aircraft were converted into drones 

(QF-106), and used for target practice; the last was destroyed in January 1998.  
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McDonnell Douglas 

F-4 PHANTOM II 

Role 

interceptor 

fighter-bomber 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

J79-GE-17A turbojets 

79.4 kN – 17,845 lbf each 

First flight 

1958 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

United States Navy 

United States Marine Corps 

Number built 

5,195 

 

The McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom II is a tandem two-seat, twin-engined, all-weather, long-

range supersonic jet interceptor fighter/fighter-bomber originally developed for the United States 

Navy by McDonnell Aircraft. It first entered service in 1960 with the US Navy. Proving highly 

adaptable, it was adopted by the US Marine Corps and US Air Force by the mid-1960s, and 

became a major part of their air wings. 

The F-4 was used extensively by these three U.S. services during the Vietnam War, serving as the 

principal air superiority fighter for both the Navy and Air Force. The Phantom has the distinction 

of being the last U.S. fighter flown to attain ace status in the 20th century. It continued to form a 

major part of U.S. military air power throughout the 1970s and 1980s, being gradually replaced by 

more modern aircraft such as the F-15 Eagle and F-16 Fighting Falcon in the USAF; the F-14 

Tomcat and F/A-18 Hornet in the USN; and the F/A-18 in the USMC. 

The F-4 Phantom II remained in use by the U.S. in the reconnaissance and Wild Weasel 

(suppression of enemy air defenses) roles in the 1991 Gulf War, finally leaving service in 1996. It 

was also the only aircraft used by both U.S. flight demonstration teams: the USAF Thunderbirds 

(F-4E) and the USN Blue Angels (F-4J). Phantom production ran from 1958 to 1981, with a total 

of 5,195 built, making it the most numerous American supersonic military aircraft.  

Development 

In 1953, McDonnell Aircraft began work on revising its F3H Demon naval fighter, seeking 

expanded capabilities and better performance. The company developed several projects including a 

variant powered by a Wright J67 engine, and variants powered by two Wright J65 engines, or two 

General Electric J79 engines. The J79-powered version promised a top speed of Mach 1.97. On 26 

May 1955, four Navy officers arrived at the McDonnell offices and, within an hour, presented the 

company with an entirely new set of requirements. Because the Navy already had the A-4 Skyhawk 

for ground attack and F-8 Crusader for dogfighting, the project now had to fulfill the need for an 

all-weather fleet defense interceptor. A second crewman was added to operate the powerful radar.  
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Design 

The Phantom is a large fighter with a top speed of over Mach 2. It can carry over 18,000 pounds 

(8,400 kg) of weapons on nine external hardpoints, including air-to-air and air-to-ground missiles, 

and various bombs. The F-4, like other interceptors of its time, was designed without an internal 

cannon, but later models incorporated a cannon. Beginning in 1959, it set 15 world records, 

including an absolute speed record, and an absolute altitude record. 

In air combat, the Phantom's greatest advantage was its thrust, which permitted a skilled pilot to 

engage and disengage from the fight at will. The massive aircraft, designed to fire radar-guided 

missiles from beyond visual range (BVR), lacked the agility of its Soviet opponents and was 

subject to adverse yaw during hard maneuvering. Although thus subject to irrecoverable spins 

during aileron rolls, pilots reported the aircraft to be very communicative and easy to fly on the 

edge of its performance envelope. In 1972, the F-4E model was upgraded with leading edge slats on 

the wing, greatly improving high angle of attack maneuverability at the expense of top speed.
 

Early J79 engines produced noticeable amounts of black smoke, a severe disadvantage in that the 

enemy could spot the aircraft. This was solved on the F-4S fitted with the -10A engine variant 

which used a smoke-free combustor. The Phantom can carry up to 18,650 lb (8,480 kg) of weapons 

on nine external hardpoints, including general purpose bombs, cluster bombs, TV- and laser-guided 

bombs, rocket pods, air-to-air and air-to-ground missiles, anti-runway weapons, anti-ship missiles, 

targeting pods, reconnaissance pods and nuclear weapons. 

The F-4's biggest weakness, as it was initially designed, was its lack of an internal cannon. For a 

brief period, doctrine held that turning combat would be impossible at supersonic speeds and little 

effort was made to teach pilots air combat maneuvering. In reality, engagements quickly became 

subsonic. Furthermore, the relatively new heat-seeking and radar-guided missiles at the time were 

frequently reported as unreliable and pilots had to use multiple shots just to hit one target. To 

compound the problem, rules of engagement in Vietnam precluded long-range missile attacks in 

most instances, as visual identification was normally required.  

As a result, many pilots found themselves on the tail of an enemy aircraft but too close to fire short-

range Falcons or Sidewinders. Although in 1967 USAF F-4Cs began carrying SUU-16 or SUU-23 

external gunpods containing a 20 mm (.79 in) M61 Vulcan Gatling cannon, USAF cockpits were 

not equipped with lead-computing gunsights, virtually assuring a miss in a maneuvering fight. 

Some Marine Corps aircraft carried two pods for strafing. In addition to the loss of performance due 

to drag, combat showed the externally mounted cannon to be inaccurate unless frequently 

boresighted, yet far more cost-effective than missiles. The lack of cannon was finally addressed by 

adding an internally mounted 20 mm (.79 in) M61 Vulcan on the F-4E. 

Operational life 

US Navy Phantoms 

F-4Bs from USS Constellation made the first Phantom combat sortie of the Vietnam War on 5 

August 1964, flying bomber escort in Operation Pierce Arrow. The first Phantom air-to-air victory 

of the war took place on 9 April 1965 when an F-4B shot down a Chinese MiG-17; the Phantom 

was then shot down, apparently by an AIM-7 Sparrow from one of its wingmen. There continues to 

be controversy over whether the Phantom was shot down by MiG guns or whether, as enemy 

reports later indicated, an wingmen’s Sparrow. On 17 June 1965, an F-4B shot down the first North 

Vietnamese MiG of the war. 
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On 10 May 1972, Lieutenant R. Cunningham and Lieutenant W.P. Driscoll flying an F-4J, shot 

down three MiG-17s to become the first flying aces of the war; their fifth victory was believed at 

the time to be over a mysterious North Vietnamese ace, Colonel Nguyen Toon, now considered 

mythical. On the return flight, the Phantom was damaged by an enemy surface-to-air missile; to 

avoid being captured, Cunningham and Driscoll flew their burning aircraft using only the rudder 

and afterburner (the damage to the aircraft rendered conventional control nearly impossible), until 

they could eject over water. 

During the Vietnam War, Navy Phantom squadrons participated in 84 combat tours with F-4Bs, F-

4Js, and F-4Ns. The Navy claimed 40 air-to-air victories at the cost of 73 Phantoms lost in combat 

(7 to aircraft, 13 to SAMs, and 53 to AAA); an additional 54 Navy Phantoms were lost in accidents.  

US Marine Corps Phantoms 

 

The Marines received their first F-4Bs in June 1962, with the "Black Knights" of VMFA-314 at 

Marine Corps Air Station El Toro, California becoming the first operational squadron. In addition 

to attack variants, the Marines also operated several tactical reconnaissance RF-4Bs. Marine 

Phantoms arrived in Vietnam on 10 April 1965, flying close air support missions from land bases as 

well as from USS America. Marine F-4 pilots claimed three enemy MiGs at the cost of 75 aircraft 

lost in combat, mostly to ground fire, and four in accidents.  

US Air Force Phantoms 

On 10 July 1965, F-4Cs of the 45th Tactical Fighter Squadron, on temporary assignment in 

Vietnam, scored the USAF's first victories against North Vietnamese MiG-17s using AIM-9 

Sidewinder air-to-air missiles. On 26 April 1966 an F-4C from the 480th Tactical Fighter Squadron 

scored the first aerial victory by a U.S. aircrew over a North Vietnamese MiG-21. On 24 July 1965, 

another Phantom from the 45th Tactical Fighter Squadron became the first American aircraft to be 

downed by an enemy SAM (surface-to-air missile), and on 5 October 1966 an 8th Tactical Fighter 

Wing F-4C became the first U.S. jet lost to an air-to-air missile, fired by a MiG-21. 

From the initial deployment of the F-4C to Southeast Asia, USAF Phantoms performed both air 

superiority and ground attack roles, supporting not only ground troops in South Vietnam but also 

conducting bombing sorties in Laos and North Vietnam. As the F-105 Thunderchiefs force 

underwent severe attrition between 1965 and 1968, the bombing role of the F-4 proportionately 

increased until after November 1970 (when the last F-105D was withdrawn from combat) it became 

the primary USAF ordnance delivery system. In October 1972 the first squadron of EF-4C Wild 

Weasel aircraft deployed to Thailand on temporary duty.  

Sixteen squadrons of Phantoms were permanently deployed between 1965 and 1973, and 17 others 

deployed on temporary combat assignments. Peak numbers of combat F-4s occurred in 1972, when 

353 were based in Thailand. A total of 445 Air Force Phantom fighter-bombers were lost, with 370 

lost in combat (33 to MiGs, 30 to SAMs, and 307 to AAA). 

The F-4 was also operated by the armed forces of 11 other nations. Israeli Phantoms saw extensive 

combat in several Arab–Israeli conflicts, while Iran used its large fleet of Phantoms in the Iran–Iraq 

War. As for 2010, Phantoms remain in front line service with seven countries, and in use as an 

unmanned target in the US Air Force.  
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General Dynamics 

F-111 AARDVARK 

 

Role 

fighter-bomber 

Powerplant 

two Pratt & Whitney 

TF30-P-100 turbofans 

79.6 kN – 17,900 lbf each 

First flight 

1964 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Royal Australian Air Force 

Number built 

563 

 

The General Dynamics F-111 Aardvark is a medium-range interdictor and tactical strike aircraft 

that also fills the roles of strategic bomber, reconnaissance, and electronic warfare in its various 

versions. Developed in the 1960s and first entering service in 1967, the US Air Force variants were 

officially retired by 1998. The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) is the sole remaining operator of 

the F-111.  

The F-111 pioneered several technologies for production military aircraft including variable-sweep 

wings, afterburning turbofan engines, and automated terrain following radar for low-level, high-

speed flight. Its design was influential, being reflected in later Soviet aircraft such as the Sukhoi Su-

24, and some of its advanced features have since become commonplace. During its inception, 

however, the F-111 suffered a variety of development problems, and several of its intended roles, 

such as naval interception through the F-111B, failed to materialize. 

Development 

The beginnings of the F-111 were in the TFX program, an ambitious early 1960s project to combine 

the United States Air Force requirement for an improved fighter-bomber with the United States 

Navy's need for a long-range carrier-based Fleet Air Defense fighter. An electronic warfare version 

was also developed, the EF-111 Raven.  

Design 

The F-111 is an all-weather fighter-attack aircraft capable of low-level penetration of enemy 

defenses to deliver ordnance on the target. The F-111 features variable geometry wings, an internal 

weapons bay and a cockpit with side by side seating (pilot and weapons system operator). The 

cockpit is part of an escape crew capsule. The wing sweep varies between 16º and 72.5º (full 

forward to full sweep). The wing includes a leading edge slats and double slotted flaps over its full 

length. The airframe is made up mostly of aluminum alloys with steel, titanium and other materials 

used in places. The fuselage is a semi-monocoque structure with stiffened panels and honeycomb 

sandwich panels for skin.  
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The F-111 has a three-point landing gear arrangement with a two-wheel nose gear and two single-

wheel main landing gear. The landing gear door for the main gear is located in the center of the 

fuselage and also serves as a speed brake in flight. Most F-111 variants included a terrain-following 

radar system connected to the autopilot. The aircraft is powered by two Pratt & Whitney TF30-P-

100 afterburning turbofan engines (dry thrust: 79.6 kN, with afterburner: 112 kN). The F-111's 

variable geometry wings, escape capsule, terrain following radar, and afterburning turbofans were 

new technologies for production aircraft.  

The F-111 features an internal weapons bay that can carry bombs, a removable 20 mm M61 Vulcan 

6-barreled gatling cannon, or auxiliary fuel tanks. There is an under-fuselage pylon between 

engines, and each wing can be fitted with four underwing pylons. The inner two pylons on each 

wing rotate to align with the fuselage, while the outer two are fixed. Each pylon has a maximum 

capacity of 5,000 pounds (2,300 kg); maximum aircraft payload is up to 14.3 tons. Various bombs 

and missiles can be carried on external pylons. 

Operational life 

F-111s participated in Gulf War (Operation Desert Storm) in 1991. During Desert Storm F-111Fs 

completed 3.2 successful strike missions for every unsuccessful one, making it the leading strike 

aircraft. The group of 66 F-111Fs dropped almost 80% of the war's laser guided bombs, including 

the GBU-15 and the penetrating, bunker-buster GBU-28. Eighteen F-111Es were also deployed 

during the operation. The F-111s were credited with destroying more than 1,500 Iraqi tanks and 

armored vehicles.  
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Grumman 

F-14 TOMCAT 

Role 

aircraft carrier interceptor 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

F110-GE-400 turbofans 

61.4 kN – 13,810 lbf each 

First flight 

1970 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

Islamic R. of Iran Air Force 

Number built 

712 

 

The Grumman F-14 Tomcat is a supersonic, twin-engine, two-seat, variable-sweep wing fighter 

aircraft. The Tomcat was developed for United States Navy's Naval Fighter Experimental (VFX) 

program following the collapse of the F-111B project. The F-14 was the first of the American teen-

series fighters which were designed incorporating the experience of air combat against MiGs 

during the Vietnam War. 

The F-14 first flew in December 1970. It first deployed in 1974 with the U.S. Navy aboard 

USS Enterprise (CVN-65), replacing the F-4 Phantom II. The F-14 served as the U.S. Navy's 

primary maritime air superiority fighter, fleet defense interceptor and tactical reconnaissance 

platform. In the 1990s it added the Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night 

(LANTIRN) pod system and began performing precision strike missions. The F-14 was retired from 

the active US Navy fleet on 22 September 2006, having been replaced by the F/A-18E/F Super 

Hornet. As of 2010, the F-14 is only in service with the Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force, having 

been exported to Iran in 1976 when the US had amicable diplomatic relations with the nation. 

Development 

Beginning in the late 1950s the US Navy sought a long-range, high-endurance interceptor to defend 

its carrier battle groups against long-range anti-ship missiles launched from Soviet jet bombers and 

submarines. The Navy needed a Fleet Air Defense (FAD) aircraft with a more powerful radar, and 

longer range missiles than the F-4 Phantom II to intercept both enemy bombers and missiles. 

In July 1968 the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) for 

the Naval Fighter Experimental (VFX), a tandem two-seat fighter with maximum speed of Mach 

2.2 and a secondary close air support role. The VFX requirements called for a built-in M61A Vulcan 

cannon and powered with twin engines. It would be equipped with either six AIM-54 Phoenix 

missiles or a combination of six AIM-7 Sparrow and four AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles. Bids 

were received from General Dynamics, Grumman, Ling-Temco-Vought, McDonnell Douglas and 

North American Rockwell. Four of the bids incorporated variable-geometry wings. McDonnell 
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Douglas and Grumman were selected as finalists in December 1968, and Grumman won the 

contract in January 1969.  

Design 

 

The F-14 Tomcat was designed as both an air superiority fighter and a long-range naval interceptor. 

The F-14 has a two seat cockpit with a canopy that affords all-round visibility. It features variable 

geometry wings that swing automatically during flight. For high-speed intercept, they are swept 

back and they swing forward for lower speed flight. It was designed to improve on the F-4 

Phantom's air combat performance in most respects. The F-14's fuselage and wings allow it to climb 

faster than the F-4, while the twin-tail arrangement offers better stability. The F-14 is equipped with 

an internal 20 mm M61 Vulcan gatling-type gun mounted on the left side, and can carry various 

missiles. 

The fuselage consists of a large flat area called the "pancake" between the engine nacelles. Fuel, 

electronics, flight controls, and the wing-sweep mechanism are all housed in the fuselage 

"pancake"; it also provides additional lift. The wings pivot from two extensions on either side of the 

"pancake", called wing gloves. The twin engines are housed in nacelles below and slightly to the 

rear, with the fuselage smoothly blending into the shape of the exhaust nozzles. The nacelles are 

spaced apart 1 to 3 feet. This produces a wide tunnel between the nacelles which causes some drag, 

but adds considerable lift and pitching ability. The resultant tunnel provides space to carry Phoenix 

or Sparrow missiles, assorted bombs, or the TARPS reconnaissance pod, and increases fuel capacity 

and room for equipment. 

The F-14's wing sweep can be varied between 20° and 68° in flight, and can be automatically 

controlled by the Central Air Data Computer when the pilot selects "auto" wingsweep mode. This 

maintains the wing sweep to give the optimum lift-to-drag ratio as the Mach number varies, but the 

system can be manually overridden by the pilot if necessary. When the aircraft is parked, the wings 

can be "overswept" to 75°, where they overlap the horizontal stabilizers to save space on crowded 

carrier decks. In an emergency, the F-14 can land with the wings fully swept to 68°, although this is 

far from optimum and presents an important safety hazard due to significantly increased airspeed. 

Tomcat has a maximum high-altitude speed of 2.3 Mach. Two rectangular air intakes located under 

the wings fed two General Electric F110-GE-400 afterburning turbofan engines (dry thrust – 61.4 

kN; with afterburner – 123.7 kN, each), which were powerful for the time and being turbofans 

allowed reduced fuel consumption while cruising, which was important for long patrol missions. 

The early TF30 engine left much to be desired both in power and reliability, with F-14 accidents 

attributed to engine failures accounting for 28% of overall losses. 

 

The undercarriage is very robust, in order to withstand the harsh takeoffs and landings necessary for 

carrier operation. It comprises a double nose wheel and widely spaced single main wheels. There 

are no hardpoints on the sweeping parts of the wings, and so all the armaments are fitted on the 

belly between the air intakes and on pylons under the wing gloves.  

 

The cockpit has two seats, arranged in tandem. The pilot and radar intercept officer (RIO) sit in 

Martin-Baker GRU-7A rocket-propelled ejection seats, rated from zero altitude and zero airspeed up 

to 450 knots. They have a 360° view in a canopy that is also fitted with four mirrors, one for the 

RIO and the others for the pilot. The crews have classical controls and many older instruments, with 

an analog-digital hybrid layout. Only the pilot has flight controls. No dual control version was ever 

made for the F-14, so the pilot starts to learn how to fly the machine using other aircraft and 

simulators. 
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The nose of the aircraft is large because it carries not only the two-person crew, but also a large 

number of avionics systems. The ECM and navigation suite are extremely comprehensive and 

complex. The main element is the Hughes AWG-9 X-band radar; the antenna dish is a 36 in (91 cm) 

wide planar array, uses 10 kW of power, and has integrated IFF antennas. There are available 

several search and tracking modes, such as Track-While-Scan (TWS), Range-While-Search (RWS), 

Pulse-Doppler Single-Target Track (PDSTT), and Jam Angle Track (JAT). A maximum of 24 

targets can be tracked simultaneously, and six can be engaged in TWS mode up to around 60 statute 

miles (97 km); PDSTT mode has a maximum range of around 96 statute miles (150 km). The 

maximum search range can exceed 120 statute miles (190 km) in RWS mode.  

 

Operational life 

 

The participation of the F-14 Tomcat in the 1991 Operation Desert Storm was a limited one, and 

consisted of combat air patrol over the Red Sea and Persian Gulf and overland missions consisting 

of strike escort and reconnaissance. Until the waning days of Desert Storm, in-country air 

superiority was tasked to USAF F-15 Eagles; also IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) requirement 

when employing BVR (Beyond Visual Range) weapons hampered the Tomcat from using its most 

powerful weapons (AIM-7 Sparrow and AIM-54 Phoenix missiles).  

 

Furthermore, the powerful emissions from the AWG-9 radar are detectable at great range with a 

radar warning receiver. Iraqi fighters routinely displayed countertactics as soon as the Tomcats "lit 

them up" with the AWG-9. The US Navy suffered its only F-14 loss from enemy action on 21 

January 1991, when an F-14A was shot down by an SA-2 surface-to-air missile while on an escort 

mission near Al Asad airbase in Iraq. Both crew survived ejection with the pilot being rescued by 

USAF Special Operations Forces and the RIO being captured and held by Iraqi troops until the end 

of the war.  

 

In January 2007, it was announced by the US Department of Defense that sales of spare parts for F-

14s would be suspended, due to concerns that they could end up in Iran. It announced that the 

decision was taken "given the current situation in Iran". On 2 July 2007, the remaining American 

F-14s were being shredded to ensure that F-14 spare parts would not be acquired by governments 

considered hostile to the United States. Iran had an estimated 44 F-14s, with some 20 operational by 

2009.  
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Northrop 

F-5E/F TIGER II 

 

Role 

fighter-attack 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

J85-GE-21 turbojets 

11.7 kN – 2,600 lbf each 

First flight 

1972 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

Brazilian Air Force 

Number built 

1,411 

 

The Northrop F-5A/B Freedom Fighter and F-5E/F Tiger II are part of a family of widely used 

light supersonic fighter aircraft, designed and built by Northrop in the United States, beginning in 

the 1960s. Hundreds remain in service in air forces around the world in the early 21st Century, and 

the type has also been the basis for a number of other aircraft. 

The F-5 started life as a privately funded light fighter program by Northrop in the 1950s. The first 

generation F-5A Freedom Fighter entered service in the 1960s. Over 800 were produced through 

1972 for U.S. allies during the Cold War. The USAF had no need for a light fighter, but it did 

specify a requirement for a supersonic trainer and procured about 1,200 of a derivative airframe 

for this purpose, the T-38 Talon. 

The improved second-generation F-5E Tiger II was also primarily used by American Cold War 

allies and, in limited quantities, served in US military aviation as a training and aggressor aircraft; 

Tiger II production amounted to 1,400 of all versions, with production ending in 1987. Many F-5s 

continuing in service into the 1990s and 2000s have undergone a wide variety of upgrade programs 

to keep pace with the changing combat environment. The F-5 was also developed into a dedicated 

reconnaissance version, the RF-5 Tigereye. 

Development 

In the mid-1950s, Northrop started development on a two-engined, low-cost, low-maintenance 

fighter, with the company designation N-156, partly to meet a US Navy requirement for a jet fighter 

to operate from its escort carriers, which were too small to operate the Navy's existing jet fighters. 

This requirement disappeared when the Navy decided to withdraw the escort carriers, but Northrop 

continued development of the N-156, with both a two seat advanced trainer (the N-156T), and a 

single-seat fighter (the N-156F) planned. 

The N-156T was selected by the United States Air Force as a replacement for the T-33 in July 1965, 

allowing development of the trainer to progress at full speed, the first example, later designated YT-

38 Talon, flying on 12 June 1959. Development of the N-156F continued at a lower priority as a 
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private venture by Northrop. In 1962, however, the Kennedy Administration revived the 

requirement for a low-cost export fighter, selecting the N-156F as winner of the F-X competition on 

23 April 1962 subsequently becoming the F-5A, being ordered into production in October that year. 

Northrop built 636 F-5As (including the YF-5A prototype) before production ended in 1972. These 

were accompanied by 200 two-seat F-5B aircraft. 

In 1970 Northrop won a competition for an improved International Fighter Aircraft (IFA) to 

replace the F-5A, with better air-to-air performance against aircraft like the Soviet MiG 21. The 

resultant aircraft, initially known as F-5A-21, subsequently became the F-5E. The first F-5E flew 

on 11 August 1972. A two-seat combat-capable trainer, the F-5F, was offered, first flying on 25 

September 1974.  

 

Design 

 

The Tiger II has two more powerful General Electric J85-GE-21 afterburning turbojets (11.7 kN 

dry thrust, 22.2 kN with afterburner, each engine), and a lengthened and enlarged fuselage, 

accommodating more fuel. Its wings were fitted with enlarged leading edge extensions, giving an 

increased wing area and improved manouverability. The aircraft's avionics were more sophisticated, 

crucially including a radar (initially the Emerson Electric AN/APQ-153; the F-5A/B had no radar).  

 

It retained the gun armament of the F-5A (two M39 cannon, one on either side of the nose). Various 

specific avionics fits could be accommodated at customer request, including an inertial navigation 

system (INS) and electronic counter-measures (ECM) equipment. The aircraft had a total of 7 

external hardpoints for up to 3.2 tons of payload (4 under-wing, 2 wing-tip launch rails for air-to-air 

missiles and 1 under-fuselage).  

 

The F-5E experienced numerous upgrades in its service life, with the most significant one being 

adopting a new planar array radar, the Emerson AN/APQ-159, with a range of 20 nmi to replace the 

original AN/APQ-153. The F-5F two-seater has a new, longer nose, which, unlike the F-5B which 

did not mount a gun, allowed it to retain a single M39 cannon, albeit with a reduced ammunition 

capacity. The reconnaissance version, RF-5E Tigereye, was fitted with a sensor package in the nose 

displacing the radar and one cannon.  

Northrop built 792 F-5Es, 140 F-5Fs and 12 RF-5Es. More were built under license overseas: 91 F-

5E/Fs in Switzerland, 68 in South Korea and 308 in Taiwan.  

Operational life 

In October 1965, twelve USAF F-5As aircraft were delivered for trials to the 4503rd Tactical 

Fighter Squadron, and after modification with probe and drogue aerial refueling equipment, armor 

and improved instruments, were redesignated as the F-5C. Over the next six months, they 

performed combat duty in Vietnam, flying more than 2,600 sorties, with only one aircraft lost.  

The F-5E saw service with the USAF from 1975 until 1990, serving in the 64th Aggressor 

Squadron and 65th Aggressor Squadron at Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada, with the 527th 

Aggressor Squadron at Alconbury RAF Base in the UK and the 26th Aggressor Squadron at Clark 

Air Force Base in the Philippines.  
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McDonnell Douglas 

F-15 EAGLE 

Role 

air superiority fighter 

Powerplant 

two Pratt & Whitney 

F100-220 turbofans 

77.6 kN – 17,450 lbf each 

First flight 

1972 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Japan Air Self-Defence F. 

Royal Saudi Air Force 

Number built 

1,198 

 

The McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) F-15 Eagle is a twin-engine, all-weather tactical fighter 

designed to gain and maintain air superiority in aerial combat. It is considered among the most 

successful modern fighters with over 100 aerial combat victories with no losses in dogfights. The 

Eagle first flew in July 1972, and entered service in 1976. The F-15 is expected to be in service with 

the US Air Force until 2025. 

Since the 1970s, the Eagle has also been exported to Israel, Japan, and Saudi Arabia. Despite 

originally being envisaged as a pure air superiority aircraft, the design proved flexible enough that 

an all-weather strike derivative, the F-15E Strike Eagle, was later developed, and entered service 

in 1989. 

Development 

In 1967 U.S. intelligence was surprised to find that the Soviet Union was building a large fighter 

aircraft, the MiG-25 Foxbat. It was not known in the West at the time that the MiG-25 was designed 

as a high-speed interceptor, not an air superiority fighter, so its primary asset was speed, not 

maneuverability. The MiG-25's huge tailplanes and vertical stabilizers (tail fins) hinted at a very 

maneuverable aircraft, which worried the Air Force that its performance might be better than its 

U.S. counterparts. 

There was a clear need for a new fighter that overcame the close-range limitation of the Phantom 

while retaining long-range air superiority. After rejecting the U.S. Navy VFX program (which led 

to the F-14 Tomcat) as being unsuited to its needs, the U.S. Air Force issued its own requirements 

for the Fighter Experimental (F-X), a specification for a relatively lightweight air superiority 

fighter. The requirements called for single-seat fighter having a maximum take-off weight of 

40,000 lb (18,100 kg) for the air-to-air role with a maximum speed of Mach 2.5 and a thrust-to-

weight ratio of nearly 1 at mission weight. Four companies submitted proposals, with the Air Force 

eliminating General Dynamics and awarded contracts to Fairchild Republic, North American 

Rockwell, and McDonnell Douglas for the definition phase in December 1968. The companies 
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submitted technical proposals by June 1969. The Air Force announced the selection of McDonnell 

Douglas on 23 December 1969. 

Design 

The F-15 has an all-metal semi-monocoque fuselage with a large cantilever shoulder-mounted 

wing. The empennage is metal and composite construction, with twin aluminum/composite 

honeycomb fins with boron-composite skins, resulting in an exceptionally thin tailplane and rudders 

with all-moving composite horizontal tail surfaces outboard of the fins. The F-15 has a spine-

mounted air brake and retractable tricycle landing gear. It is powered by two Pratt & Whitney 

F100-220 axial-flow turbofan engines with afterburners (dry thrust: 77.6 kN, with afterburner: 

111.2 kN), mounted side-by-side in the fuselage. The cockpit is mounted high in the forward 

fuselage with a one-piece windscreen and large canopy to increase visibility. 

The Eagle has a high altitude maximum speed of Mach 2.5+ (2,660+ km/h) and a low altitude 

maximum speed of Mach 1.2 (1,450 km/h). Its maneuverability is derived from low wing loading 

(weight-to-wing area ratio) with a high thrust-to-weight ratio, enabling the aircraft to turn tightly 

without loosing airspeed. The F-15 can climb to 30,000 ft (10,000 m) in about 60 seconds; the 

thrust output of the dual engines is greater than the aircraft's weight, thus giving it the ability to 

accelerate in a vertical climb. The weapons and flight control systems are designed so that one 

person can safely and effectively perform air-to-air combat. The A and C-models are single-seat 

variants that make up the bulk of F-15 production. B and D-models add a second seat behind the 

pilot for training. E-model (Strike Eagle) use the second seat for a bombardier/navigator. 

The F-15's versatile APG-63/70 pulse-Doppler radar system can look up at high-flying targets, and 

down at low-flying targets without being confused by ground clutter. It can detect and track aircraft 

and small high-speed targets at distances Beyond Visual Range (the maximum BVR track is 120 

nautical miles - 220 km - away), and at altitudes down to treetop level. The radar feeds target 

information into the central computer for effective weapons delivery. The capability of locking onto 

targets as far as 50 nautical miles - 90 km - (BVR lock), with an AIM-120 AMRAAM missile, enables 

true beyond visual range engagement of targets. For close-in dogfights, the radar automatically 

acquires enemy aircraft, and this information is projected on the head-up display. The F-15's 

electronic warfare system provides both threat warning and automatic countermeasures against 

selected threats. 

The new APG-63(V)2 Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar has been recently 

retrofitted to 18 U.S. Air Force F-15C aircraft. This upgrade includes most of the new hardware 

from the APG-63(V)1, but adds an AESA to provide increased pilot situational awareness. The 

AESA radar has an exceptionally agile beam, providing nearly instantaneous track updates and 

enhanced multi-target tracking capability. The APG-63(V)2 is compatible with current F-15C 

weapon loads and enables pilots to take full advantage of AIM-120 AMRAAM capabilities, 

simultaneously guiding multiple missiles to several targets widely spaced in azimuth, elevation, or 

range. 

A variety of air-to-air weaponry can be carried by the F-15. An automated weapon system enables 

the pilot to perform aerial combat safely and effectively, using the head-up display and the avionics 

and weapons controls located on the engine throttles or control stick (HOTAS – hands on throttle 

and stick). When the pilot changes from one weapon system to another, visual guidance for the 

required weapon automatically appears on the head-up display. The Eagle can fire a 20 mm (0.787 

in) M61 Vulcan 6-barreled gatling cannon (940 rounds), and features 9 external hardpoints (two 

under each wing, four under-fuselage and a single centerline station) with a total capacity of 7.3 
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tons, for additional fuel and combinations of AIM-7 Sparrow, AIM-9 Sidewinder and AIM-120 

AMRAAM missiles. 

Operational life 

Israeli Air Force Eagles 

The first ever F-15 kill was scored by Israeli Air Force (IAF) ace Moshe Melnik in 1979. In 1979-

81, during Israeli raids against Palestinian factions based in Lebanon, F-15As downed 13 Syrian 

MiG-21 Fishbeds and two Syrian MiG-25 Foxbats, the latter being the aircraft the F-15 was 

designed to kill. Israeli F-15As and Bs served during the 1982 Lebanon War, shooting down 40 

Syrian jet fighters (23 MiG-21 Fishbed and 17 MiG-23 Flogger) and one Syrian SA.342L Gazelle 

helicopter. According to some Soviet and Russian historians, three Israeli F-15s were shot down in 

1982-83 by newly delivered Syrian MiG-23MLs. Later during 1985, IAF Eagles, in Operation 

Wooden Leg, bombed the PLO headquarters in Tunisia; this was one of the few times air superiority 

F-15s (A/B/C/D models) were used in tactical strike missions. 

Royal Saudi Air Force Eagles 

Royal Saudi Air Force F-15C pilots shot down two F-4E Phantom IIs flown by the Iranian Air 

Force in a skirmish in June 1984, and shot down two Iraqi Mirage F1s during the Gulf War. 

United States Air Force Eagles 

The US Air Force deployed F-15C, D and E models to the Persian Gulf in 1991 in support of 

Operation Desert Storm where they accounted for 36 of the 39 USAF air-to-air victories. F-15Es 

were operated mainly at night, hunting modified SCUD missile launchers and artillery sites using 

the LANTIRN system. According to the USAF, its F-15Cs had 34 confirmed kills (with no F-15 

losses) of Iraqi aircraft during the 1991 Gulf War, mostly by missile fire: five MiG-29 Fulcrum, two 

MiG-25 Foxbat, eight MiG-23 Flogger, two MiG-21 Fishbed, two Su-25 Frogfoot, four Su-22 

Fitter, one Su-7, six Mirage F1, one Il-76 cargo plane, one Pilatus PC-9 trainer, and two Mi-8 

helicopters.  

After air superiority was achieved in the first three days of the conflict, many of the later kills were 

reportedly of Iraqi aircraft fleeing to Iran, rather than actively trying to engage U.S. aircraft. The 

single-seat F-15C was used for air superiority, and the F-15E was heavily used in air-to-ground 

attacks. The F-15E sustained two losses to ground fire in the Gulf War in 1991, and another one 

was damaged on the ground by a SCUD missile strike on Dhahran air base.  
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General Dynamics 

F-16 FIGHTING FALCON 

Role 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

one General Electric 

F110-GE-100 turbofan 

76.3 kN – 17,155 lbf 

First flight 

1974 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Israeli Air Force 

Turkish Air Force 

Number built 

4,450 (2010) 

 

The General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon is a multirole jet fighter aircraft originally 

developed by General Dynamics for the US Air Force. Designed as a lightweight, daytime fighter, it 

evolved into a successful all-weather multirole aircraft; over 4,450 aircraft have been built since 

production was approved in 1976. Though no longer being purchased by the USAF, improved 

versions are still being built for export customers. In 1993, General Dynamics sold its aircraft 

manufacturing business to the Lockheed Corporation, which in turn became part of Lockheed 

Martin after a 1995 merger with Martin Marietta. 

The Fighting Falcon is a dogfighter with numerous innovations including a frameless bubble 

canopy for better visibility, side-mounted control stick to ease control while maneuvering, reclined 

seat to reduce the effect of g-forces on the pilot and the first use of a relaxed static stability / fly-by-

wire flight control system that makes it a highly nimble aircraft. Although the F-16's official name 

is "Fighting Falcon", it is known to its pilots as the "Viper", due to it resembling a viper snake. 

In addition to USAF active, reserve, and Air National Guard units, the aircraft is used by the USAF 

aerial demonstration team, the US Air Force Thunderbirds, and as an adversary/aggressor aircraft 

by the US Navy. The F-16 has also been selected to serve in the air forces of 25 other nations.  

Development 

Experience in the Vietnam War revealed the need for air superiority fighters and better air-to-air 

training for fighter pilots. Based on his experiences in the Korean War and as a fighter tactics 

instructor in the early 1960s, Colonel John Boyd with mathematician Thomas Christie developed 

the Energy-Maneuverability theory to model a fighter aircraft's performance in combat. Boyd's 

work called for a small, lightweight aircraft with an increased thrust-to-weight ratio. 

Design 

The F-16 is a single-seat, single-engined, supersonic, multi-role tactical aircraft. The F-16 was 

designed to be a cost-effective combat "workhorse" that can perform various kinds of missions and 
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maintain around-the-clock readiness. It is much smaller and lighter than its predecessors, but uses 

advanced aerodynamics and avionics, including the first use of a relaxed static stability/fly-by-wire 

(RSS/FBW) flight control system, to achieve enhanced maneuver performance. Highly nimble, the 

F-16 can pull 9-g maneuvers and can reach a maximum speed of over Mach 2. 

The Fighting Falcon includes innovations such as a frameless bubble canopy for better visibility, 

side-mounted control stick and HOTAS to ease control during combat maneuvers, and reclined seat 

to reduce the effect of g-forces on the pilot. It was also the first fighter aircraft purpose built to 

sustain 9-g turns. It has a thrust-to-weight ratio greater than one, providing power to climb and 

accelerate vertically – if necessary. 
 

The YF-16 was the world’s first aircraft intentionally designed to be slightly aerodynamically 
unstable. This technique, called "relaxed static stability" (RSS), was incorporated to further enhance 

the aircraft’s maneuver performance. Most aircraft are designed with positive static stability, which 

induces an aircraft to return to its original attitude following a disturbance. However, positive static 

stability hampers maneuverability, as the tendency to remain in its current attitude opposes the 

pilot’s effort to maneuver; on the other hand, an aircraft with negative static stability will, in the 

absence of control input, readily deviate from level and controlled flight. Therefore, an aircraft with 

negative static stability will be more maneuverable than one that is positively stable. When 

supersonic, a negatively stable aircraft actually exhibits a more positive-trending (and in the F-16’s 
case, a net positive) static stability due to aerodynamic forces shifting aft between subsonic and 

supersonic flight. At subsonic speeds, however, the fighter is constantly on the verge of going out of 

control.  

To counter this tendency to depart from controlled flight – and avoid the need for constant minute 

trimming inputs by the pilot, the F-16 has a quadruplex (four-channel) fly-by-wire (FBW) flight 

control system (FLCS). The flight control computer (FLCC), which is the key component of the 

FLCS, accepts the pilot’s input from the stick and rudder controls, and manipulates the control 

surfaces in such a way as to produce the desired result without inducing a loss of control. The 

FLCC also takes thousands of measurements per second of the aircraft’s attitude, and automatically 
makes corrections to counter deviations from the flight path that were not input by the pilot; 

coordinated turn is also obtained in such a way that it updates itself by thousands of instructions and 

produces the required control deflection that comes from dynamics of F-16, thereby allowing for 

stable flight. This has led to a common aphorism among F-16 pilots: “You don’t fly an F-16; it flies 

you.” 

 

Unlike the YF-17 which featured a FBW system with traditional hydromechanical controls serving 

as a backup, the F-16’s designers took the innovative step of eliminating mechanical linkages 
between the stick and rudder pedals and the aerodynamic control surfaces. The F-16’s sole reliance 
on electronics and wires to relay flight commands, instead of the usual cables and mechanical 

linkage controls, gained the F-16 the early moniker of "the electric jet". The quadruplex design 

permits “graceful degradation” in flight control response in that the loss of one channel renders the 
FLCS a “triplex” system. The FLCC began as an analog system on the A/B variants, but has been 

supplanted by a digital computer system beginning with the F-16C/D Block 40.  

 

The rocket-boosted ACES II zero/zero ejection seat is reclined at an unusually high tilt-back angle 

of 30°; the seats in older and contemporary fighters were typically tilted back at around 13–15°. The 

F-16’s seat-back angle was chosen to improve the pilot’s tolerance of high g forces, and to reduce 

his susceptibility to gravity-induced loss of consciousness. The increased seat angle, however, has 

also been associated with reports of increased risk of neck ache when not mitigated by proper use of 

the head-rest. Subsequent U.S. jet fighter designs have more modest tilt-back angles of 20°. 
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Because of the extreme seat tilt-back angle and the thickness of its polycarbonate single-piece 

canopy, the F-16’s ejection seat lacks the steel rail canopy breakers found in most other aircraft’s 
ejection systems. Such breakers shatter a section of the canopy should it fail to open or jettison to 

permit emergency egress of the aircrew. On the F-16, pilot ejection is accomplished by first 

jettisoning the entire canopy; as the relative wind pulls the canopy away from the aircraft, a lanyard 

triggers the seat’s rockets to fire. 
 

The pilot flies the aircraft primarily by means of a side-stick controller mounted on the right-hand 

armrest (instead of the more common center-mounted stick) and an engine throttle on the left side; 

conventional rudder pedals are also employed. To enhance the pilot’s degree of control of the 

aircraft during high-g combat maneuvers, a number of function switches formerly scattered about 

the cockpit have been moved to "hands on throttle-and-stick (HOTAS)" controls found on both of 

these controllers. Simple hand pressure on the side-stick controller causes the transmission of 

electrical signals via the FBW system to adjust the various flight control surfaces used for 

maneuvering. Originally, the side-stick controller was non-moving, but this arrangement proved 

uncomfortable and difficult for pilots to adjust to, sometimes resulting in a tendency to "over-

rotate" the aircraft during takeoffs, so the control stick was given a small amount of “play”. Since 
its introduction on the F-16, HOTAS controls have become a standard feature among modern 

fighters (although the side-stick application is less widespread).
 

 

The F-16A/B was originally equipped with the Westinghouse AN/APG-66 fire-control radar. It has 

four operating frequencies within the X band, and provides four air-to-air and seven air-to-ground 

operating modes for combat, even at night or in bad weather. The AN/APG-68, an evolution of the 

APG-66, was introduced with the F-16C/D Block 25. The APG-68 has greater range and resolution, 

as well as 25 operating modes, including ground-mapping, Doppler beam-sharpening, ground 

moving target, sea target, and track-while-scan (TWS) for up to 10 targets. The F-16E/F is outfitted 

with Northrop Grumman’s AN/APG-80 Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar, making 

it the 4th fighter to be so equipped (along with F-22 Raptor, F-15 Eagle and F/A-18E/F Super 

Hornet).  

 

The F-16 is powered by a General Electric F110-GE-100 afterburning turbofan (dry thrust 17,155 

lbf – 76.3 kN; with afterburner 28,600 lbf – 127 kN), and has a maximum sea-level speed of Mach 

1.2 (915 mph – 1,470 km/h) and a maximum high-altitude speed in clean configuration of Mach 2+ 

(1,500+ mph – 2,410+ km/h). The F-16 has an internal 20 mm (0.787 in) M61 Vulcan 6-bareled 

gatling cannon (511 rounds) in the left wing root, and 11 external hardpoints (2 × wing-tip air-to-air 

missile launch rails, 6 × under-wing and 3 × under-fuselage pylon stations) for mounting various 

missiles, bombs and pods (for a total payload of 7.7 tons). 

 

Operational life 

The US Air Force has flown the F-16 in combat during Operation Desert Storm in 1991, and in the 

Balkans later in the 1990s. F-16s have patrolled the no-fly-zones in Iraq during Northern Watch and 

Southern Watch. They have served during the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq in the 2000s. The F-16 

is scheduled to remain in service with the US Air Force until 2025. The planned replacement is the 

F-35 Lightning II, which will gradually begin replacing a number of multirole aircraft among the 

program's member nations. 

The F-16's first air-to-air combat success was achieved by the Israeli Air Force (IAF) over the 

Bekaa Valley on 28 April 1981, against a Syrian Mi-8 helicopter, which was downed with cannon 

fire. On 7 June 1981, eight Israeli F-16s, escorted by F-15s, executed Operation Opera, their first 

employment in a significant air-to-ground operation. This raid severely damaged Osirak, an Iraqi 
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nuclear reactor under construction near Baghdad, to prevent the regime of Saddam Hussein from 

using the reactor for the creation of nuclear weapons.  

During Operation Peace for Galilee (Lebanon War – 1982) Israeli F-16s engaged Syrian aircraft in 

one of the largest air battles involving jet aircraft, which began on 9 June and continued for two 

more days. Israeli Air Force F-16s were credited with numerous air-to-air kills during the conflict; 

F-16s were also used in their ground-attack role for strikes against targets in Lebanon. IAF F-16s 

participated in the 2006 Lebanon War and during the attacks in the Gaza Strip in December 2008. 

During the Soviet-Afghan War, between May 1986 and January 1989, Pakistan Air Force F-16s shot 

down at least 10 air intruders from Afghanistan.  
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McDonnell Douglas 

F/A-18 HORNET 

Role 

aircraft carrier 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

F404-GE-402 turbofans 

48.9 kN – 11,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1978 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

United States Marine Corps 

Royal Australian Air Force 

Number built 

1,480 

 

The McDonnell Douglas F/A-18 Hornet is a supersonic, all-weather, carrier-capable multirole 

fighter jet, designed to dogfight and attack ground targets (F/A for Fighter/Attack). The F/A-18 was 

derived from the YF-17 in the 1970s for use by the United States Navy and Marine Corps. The 

Hornet is also used by the air forces of several other nations. It has been the aerial demonstration 

aircraft for the U.S. Navy's Flight Demonstration Squadron, the Blue Angels, since 1986. 

The fighter's primary missions are fighter escort, fleet air defense, suppression of enemy air 

defenses (SEAD), air interdiction, close air support and aerial reconnaissance. Its versatility and 

reliability have proven it to be a valuable carrier asset, though it has been criticized for its lack of 

range and payload compared to its earlier contemporaries, such as the F-14 Tomcat in the fighter 

and strike fighter role, and the A-6 Intruder and A-7 Corsair II in the attack role.  

Development 

Development of the F/A-18 came as a result of the U.S. Navy's Naval Fighter-Attack, Experimental 

(VFAX) program to procure a multirole aircraft to replace the A-4 Skyhawk, the A-7 Corsair II, 

remaining F-4 Phantom IIs and to complement the F-14 Tomcat. F/A-18 Hornet provided the 

baseline design for the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet, a larger, evolutionary redesign of the F/A-18. 

Compared to the Hornet, the Super Hornet is larger, heavier and has improved range and payload 

capability. 

Design 

The F/A-18 is a twin engine, mid-wing, multi-mission tactical aircraft. It is highly maneuverable, 

owing to its good thrust-to-weight ratio, digital fly-by-wire control system, and leading edge 

extensions (LEX). The LEX allow the Hornet to remain controllable at high angles of attack. This is 

because the LEX produce powerful vortices over the wings, creating turbulent airflow over the 

wings and thus delaying or eliminating the aerodynamic separation responsible for stall, allowing 

the Hornet's wings to generate lift several times the aircraft's weight, despite high angles of attack. 
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The Hornet is therefore capable of extremely tight turns over a large range of speeds (maximum 

speed is Mach 1.8).  

Canted vertical stabilizers are another distinguishing design element, and other design 

characteristics that enable the Hornet's excellent high angle-of-attack capability are oversized 

horizontal stabilators, oversized trailing edge flaps that operate as flaperons, large full-length 

leading edge slats, and flight control computer programming that multiplies the movement of each 

control surface at low speeds and moves the vertical rudders inboard instead of simply left and 

right. 

Hornet’s crew is one, but the F/A-18D version has a crew of two: pilot and WSO (weapons system 

officer). The aircraft is powered by two General Electric F404-GE-402 turbofans (dry thrust 48.9 

kN, with afterburner 79.2 kN), and has a nose-mounted 20 mm (0.787 in) M61 Vulcan 6-barreled 

gatling cannon with 578 rounds. It can carry up to 6.2 tons of external fuel and ordnance on 9 

external hardpoints (2 wingtip air-to-air missile launch rail, 4 under-wing and 3 under-fuselage 

pylons).  

The Hornet was among the first aircraft to heavily utilize multi-function displays (MFD), which at 

the switch of a button allow the pilot to perform either fighter or attack roles or both. This "force 

multiplier" capability gives the operational commander more flexibility in employing tactical 

aircraft in a rapidly changing battle scenario. It was the first Navy aircraft to incorporate a digital 

multiplex avionics bus, enabling easy upgrades. 

The Hornet is also notable for having been designed with maintenance in mind, and as a result has 

required far less downtime than its heavier counterparts, the F-14 Tomcat and the A-6 Intruder. Its 

mean time between failure is three times greater than any other Navy strike aircraft, and requires 

half the maintenance time. For example, whereas replacing the engine on the A-4 Skyhawk required 

removing the aircraft's tail, the engine on the Hornet is attached at only three points and can be 

directly removed without excessive disassembly. An experienced maintenance crew can remove 

and replace an F/A-18 engine in only a couple of hours. 

Operational life 

During the first Persian Gulf War, two U.S. Navy F/A-18s were destroyed with the loss of their 

pilots.
 
F/A-18 pilots were credited with two kills during the Gulf War, both MiG-21s. The Hornet's 

survivability was demonstrated when a Hornet took hits in both engines and flew 125 mi (201 km) 

back to base. It was repaired and flying within a few days. Overall during the Gulf War, F/A-18s 

flew 4,551 sorties with ten Hornets damaged including the two losses previously mentioned. 
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Boeing 

F/A-18E/F SUPER 

HORNET 

Role 

aircraft carrier 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

F414-GE-400 turbofans 

66 kN – 14,800 lbf each 

First flight 

1995 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

Royal Australian Air Force 

Number built 

400 (2010) 

 

The Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet is a twin-engine, 4.5 generation, carrier-based, multirole 

fighter aircraft. The F/A-18E single-seat variant and F/A-18F tandem-seat variant are larger and 

more advanced derivatives of the F/A-18C and D Hornet. The Super Hornet has an internal 20 mm 

gun and can carry air-to-air missiles and air-to-surface weapons. Additional fuel can be carried 

with up to five external fuel tanks and the aircraft can be configured as an airborne tanker by 

adding an external air refueling system. 

Designed and initially produced by McDonnell Douglas, the Super Hornet first flew in 1995. Full-

rate production began in September 1997, after the merger of McDonnell Douglas and Boeing the 

previous month. The Super Hornet entered service with US Navy in 1999, replacing the F-14 

Tomcat since 2006, and serves alongside the original Hornet. The Royal Australian Air Force 

ordered F/A-18F Super Hornets in 2007 to replace its aging F-111 fleet, and began receiving them 

in March 2010. 

Development 

US Naval Aviation faced a number of problems in the early 1990s. The A-12 Avenger II program, 

intended to replace the obsolete A-6 Intruders and A-7 Corsair IIs, had run into serious problems 

and was canceled. During this time the end of the Cold War resulted in military restructuring and 

budget cuts. With no clean-sheet program in the works, the Navy considered updating an existing 

design a more attractive approach. As an alternative to the A-12, McDonnell Douglas proposed the 

"Super Hornet" (initially "Hornet II" in the 1980s) to improve early F/A-18 models, and serve as an 

alternate replacement for the A-6 Intruder. 

Design 

 

The Super Hornet is largely a new aircraft. It is about 20% larger, 7,000 lb (3,200 kg) heavier 

empty, and 15,000 lb (6,800 kg) heavier at maximum weight than the original Hornet. The Super 

Hornet carries 33% more internal fuel, increasing mission range by 41% and endurance by 50% 

over the "Legacy" Hornet. The empty weight of the Super Hornet is about 11,000 lb (5,000 kg) less 
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than that of the F-14 Tomcat that it replaced, while approaching, but not matching its payload / 

range. 

The General Electric F414 engine, developed from the Hornet's F404, has 35% more power. The 

Super Hornet can return to an aircraft carrier with a larger load of unspent fuel and munitions than 

the original Hornet. The term for this ability is known as bringback. Bringback for the Super Hornet 

is in excess of 9,000 pounds (4,100 kg). 

Other differences include rectangular intakes for the engines and two extra wing hard points for 

payload (for a total of 11). Among the most significant aerodynamic changes are the enlarged 

leading edge extensions (LEX) which provide improved vortex lifting characteristics in high angle 

of attack maneuvers, and reduce the static stability margin to enhance pitching characteristics. This 

results in pitch rates in excess of 40 degrees per second, and high resistance to departure from 

controlled flight.
 

Super Hornet has a quadruplex digital fly-by-wire system, as well as a digital flight-control system 

that detects and corrects for battle damage. Initial production models used the APG-73 radar, 

recently replaced by the APG-79 Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA). The AN/ASQ-228 

ATFLIR (Advanced Targeting Forward Looking InfraRed), is the main electro-optical sensor and 

laser designator pod for the Super Hornet. The Super Hornet, unlike the previous Hornet, is 

designed so it can be equipped with an aerial refueling system (ARS) or "buddy store" for the 

refueling of other aircraft, filling the tactical airborne tanker role the Navy had lost with the 

retirement of the KA-6D and S-3B tankers. 

Operational life 

 

In support of the Operation Iraqi Freedom, VFA-14 and VFA-41 Navy squadrons flew close air 

support, strike, escort and aerial refueling sorties; two F/A-18Es from VFA-14 and two F/A-18Fs 

from VFA-41 were forward deployed to the USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN-72).
 

 

On 8 September 2006, VFA-211 F/A-18F Super Hornets expended GBU-12 and GBU-38 bombs 

against Taliban fighters and Taliban fortifications west and northwest of Kandahar; this was the 

first time the unit was in combat with the Super Hornet.  
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Lockheed Martin 

F-22 RAPTOR 

 

Role 
air superiority (dominance) 

multirole stealth fighter 

Powerplant 
two Pratt & Whitney 

F119-PW-100 turbofans 

156 kN – 35,000 lbf each 

First flight 
1997 

Main operators 
United States Air Force 

Number built 
166 (2010) 

 

The Lockheed Martin / Boeing F-22 Raptor is a single-seat, twin-engine, fifth-generation fighter 
aircraft that uses stealth technology. It was designed primarily as an air superiority fighter, but has 
additional capabilities that include ground attack, electronic warfare, and signals intelligence 
roles. Lockheed Martin Aeronautics is the prime contractor and is responsible for the majority of 
the airframe, weapon systems and final assembly of the F-22. Program partner Boeing Defense, 
Space & Security provides the wings, aft fuselage, avionics integration, and all of the pilot and 
maintenance training systems. 
 
Despite a protracted and costly development period, the US Air Force considers the F-22 a critical 
component for the future of US tactical air power, and claims that the aircraft is unmatched by any 
known or projected fighter, while Lockheed Martin claims that the Raptor's combination of stealth, 
speed, agility, precision and situational awareness, combined with air-to-air and air-to-ground 
combat capabilities, makes it the best overall fighter in the world today. 

 
The high cost of the aircraft (150 million US$ one unit), a lack of clear air-to-air combat missions 
because of the lengthy delays in the Russian and Chinese fifth generation fighter programs, a US 
ban on Raptor exports, and the development of the cheaper and more versatile F-35 Lightning II 
resulted in calls to end F-22 production. 
 

Development 

 

In 1981 the US Air Force developed a requirement for a new air superiority fighter, the Advanced 
Tactical Fighter (ATF), to replace the capability of the F-15 Eagle, primarily the F-15A, B, C and 

D variants. ATF was a demonstration and validation program undertaken by the USAF to develop a 

next-generation air superiority fighter to counter emerging worldwide threats, including 

development and proliferation of Soviet-era Su-27 Flanker-class fighter aircraft. It was envisioned 

that the ATF would incorporate emerging technologies including advanced alloys and composite 

materials, advanced fly-by-wire flight control systems, higher power propulsion systems and low-

observable/stealth technology. 

 

Design 
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The F-22 Raptor is a fifth generation fighter that is considered a fourth-generation stealth aircraft by 

the USAF. Its dual afterburning Pratt & Whitney F119-PW-100 turbofans incorporate pitch axis 

thrust vectoring, with a range of ±20 degrees. The maximum thrust is classified, though most 

sources place it at about 35,000 lbf (156 kN) per engine. Maximum speed, without external 

weapons, is estimated to be Mach 1.82 in supercruise mode; with afterburners, it is "greater than 

Mach 2.0", according to Lockheed Martin. However, the Raptor can exceed its design speed limits, 

particularly at low altitudes, with max-speed alerts to help prevent the pilot from exceeding them. 

 

It is one of only a handful of aircraft that can sustain supersonic flight without the use of afterburner 

augmented thrust (and its associated high fuel usage); this ability is called supercruise. This allows 

the aircraft to hit time-critical, fleeting or mobile targets that a subsonic aircraft would not have the 

speed to reach and an afterburner dependent aircraft would not have the fuel to reach.
 

 

The F-22 is highly maneuverable, at both supersonic and subsonic speeds. It is extremely departure-

resistant, enabling it to remain controllable at extreme pilot inputs. The Raptor's thrust vectoring 

nozzles allow the aircraft to turn tightly, and perform extremely high alpha (angle of attack) 

maneuvers such as the Herbst maneuver (or J-turn), Pugachev's Cobra, and the Kulbit, though the 

J-Turn is more useful in combat. The F-22 is also capable of maintaining a constant angle of attack 

of over 60°, yet still having some control of roll. 

The F-22's avionics include the BAE Systems radar warning receiver AN/ALR-94, and the Northrop 
Grumman AN/APG-77 AESA (Active Electronically Scanned Array) radar; the AN/APG-77 has 

both long-range target acquisition and low probability of interception of its own signals by enemy 

aircraft. 

The AN/ALR-94 is a passive receiver system capable of detecting the radar signals in the 

environment. Composed of more than 30 antennas smoothly blended into the wings and fuselage 

that provide all around coverage plus azimuth and elevation information in the forward sector, it is 

one of the most technically complex piece of equipment on the aircraft. With greater range (250+ 

nmi) than the radar, it enables the F-22 to limit its own radar emission to preserve its stealth. As a 

target approaches, the receiver can cue the AN/APG-77 radar to track the target with a narrow 

beam, which can be as focused down to 2° by 2° in azimuth and elevation. 

The AN/APG-77 AESA radar, designed for air superiority and strike operations, features a low-

observable, active-aperture, electronically-scanned array that can track multiple targets in any 

weather. The AN/APG-77 changes frequencies more than 1,000 times per second to reduce the 

chance of being intercepted. The radar can also focus its emissions to overload enemy sensors, 

giving the aircraft an electronic-attack capability. 

The F-22 is capable of functioning as a "mini-AWACS". Its radar is less powerful than those in 

dedicated aircraft such as the E-3 Sentry, but its forward presence again compensates. The F-22's 

system allows its pilot to designate targets for cooperating F-15s and F-16s, and even determine 

whether two friendly aircraft are targeting the same enemy aircraft. It is sometimes able to identify 

targets many times quicker than the AWACS. 
 

The F-22 cockpit is a glass cockpit design without any traditional analog flight instruments and 

represents a marked improvement on the cockpit design of previous advanced aircraft. The leading 

features of the F-22 cockpit include simple and rapid start-up, highly developed HMI, light helmet, 

large anthropometric accommodation and highly integrated warning system. Other main features 

include the large single-piece canopy, side stick and improved life support systems.
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The Raptor has three internal weapons bays (bottom and sides of the fuselage); it can carry six 

compressed carriage medium range missiles in the center bay and one short range missile in each of 

the two side bays. Four of the medium range missiles can be replaced with two bombracks that can 

each carry one medium-size bomb or four small diameter bombs each. Carrying missiles and bombs 

internally maintains its stealth capability and maintains lower drag resulting in higher top speeds 

and longer combat ranges. Launching missiles requires opening the weapons bay doors for less than 

a second, while the missiles are pushed clear of the airframe by hydraulic arms. This reduces the 

Raptor's chance of detection by enemy radar systems due to launched ordnance and also allows the 

F-22 to launch long range missiles while maintaining supercruise.  

 

The aircraft can also carry such air-to-surface weapons as bombs with the Joint Direct Attack 
Munition (JDAM) guidance system, and the new Small-Diameter Bomb (SDB), but cannot self-

designate laser guided weapons as it lacks the F-35's stealthy designator. The Raptor carries an 

M61A2 Vulcan 20 mm rotary cannon, also with a trap door, in the right wing root. The M61A2 is a 

last ditch weapon, and carries 480 rounds; enough ammunition for approximately five seconds of 

sustained fire. The F-22 has been able to close to gun range in training dogfights without being 

detected, which can be necessary when missiles are depleted. 
 

The stealth of the F-22 is due to a combination of factors, including the overall shape of the aircraft, 

the use of radar absorbent material (RAM), and attention to detail such as hinges and pilot helmets 

that could provide a radar return. However, reduced radar cross section is only one of five facets 

that designers addressed to create a stealth design in the F-22. The F-22 has also been designed to 

disguise its infrared emissions to make it harder to detect by infrared homing surface-to-air or air-

to-air missiles, including its flat (rather than round) thrust vectoring nozzles. Designers also made 

the aircraft less visible to the naked eye, and controlled radio and noise emissions.  

 

Operational life 

 

During Exercise Northern Edge in Alaska in June 2006, 12 F-22s of the 94th FS downed 108 

adversaries with no losses in simulated combat exercises. In two weeks of exercises, the Raptor-led 

Blue Force amassed 241 kills against 2 losses in air-to-air combat, and neither Blue Force loss was 

an F-22. 

 

This was followed with the Raptor's first participation in a Red Flag exercise (February 2007). 

Fourteen F-22s of the 94th FS supported attacking Blue Force strike packages as well as engaging 

in close air support sorties themselves. Against designed superior numbers of Red Force aggressor 

F-15s and F-16s, it established air dominance using eight aircraft during day missions and six at 

night, reportedly defeating the aggressors quickly and efficiently, even though the exercise rules of 

engagement allowed for four to five Red Force regenerations, but none to Blue Force. Further, no 

sorties were missed because of maintenance or other failures, and only one Raptor was adjudged 

lost against the virtual annihilation of the Red Force. When their ordnance was expended, the F-22s 

remained in the exercise area providing electronic surveillance to the Blue Forces.
 

 

On 22 July 2009, the United States Senate voted to end Raptor production at 187 fighters.  
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Lockheed Martin 

F-35 LIGHTNING II 
 

Role 
multirole stealth fighter 

Powerplant 
one Pratt & Whitney 

F135-PW-100 turbofan 
125 kN – 28,000 lbf 

First flight 
2006 

Main operators 
aircraft under development 

Number built 
13 (2010) 

 
The Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II is a family of fifth-generation, single-seat, single-engine 
stealth multirole fighters. When it enters service it will be one of the most advanced fighter aircraft 
in the world, and will perform ground attack, reconnaissance, and air defense missions. The F-35 
has three main models: one is a conventional take-off and landing variant (F-35A), the second is a 
short take-off and vertical-landing variant (F-35B), and the third is a carrier-based variant (F-

35C). 

The F-35 is descended from the X-35, the product of the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program. JSF 
development is being principally funded by the United States, with the United Kingdom and other 
partner governments providing additional funding. It is being designed and built by an aerospace 
industry team led by Lockheed Martin. The F-35's first flight took place on 15 December 2006. 

The United States intends to buy a total of 2,443 aircraft for an estimated US$323 billion, making it 
the most expensive defense program ever. The USAF's budget data in 2010, along with other 
sources, projects the F-35 to have a flyaway cost that ranges between US$89 million and US$200 
million over the planned production of F-35's, depending on the variant. Lockheed Martin expects 
to reduce government cost estimates by 20%.  

Development 

The US$ 25 billion, 10 years, Joint Strike Fighter development program is sustained as follows: 
United States – US$ 20,625 million, United Kingdom – US$ 2,000 million (level I partner), Italy – 
US$ 1,000 million (level II partner), the Netherlands – US$ 800 million (level II), Turkey – 175 
million (level III), Canada – 150 million (level III), Denmark and Norway – 125 million each (level 
III partners); Australia and Israel has also expressed interest in the program.  

The F-35 appears to be a smaller, slightly more conventional, single-engine sibling of the sleeker, 
twin-engine F-22 Raptor, and indeed drew elements from it. The exhaust duct design was inspired 
by the General Dynamics Model 200 design, which was proposed for a 1972 supersonic VTOL 
fighter requirement for the Sea Control Ship. For specialized development of the F-35B STOVL 
variant, Lockheed consulted with the Yakovlev Design Bureau, purchasing design data from their 
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development of the Yak-141 Freestyle. In empty and maximum gross weights, it more closely 
resembles the single-seat, single-engine F-105 Thunderchief, which was the largest single-engine 
fighter of the Vietnam era. However the F-35's modern engine delivers over 60% more thrust in an 
aircraft of the same weight. 
 
Design 

The F-35's engine is the Pratt & Whitney F135 afterburning turbofan (125 kN dry thrust, 191 kN 
with afterburner). The General Electric/Rolls-Royce F136 is being developed as an alternate engine. 
The F135/F136 engines are not designed to supercruise in the F-35. The STOVL versions of both 
power plants use the Rolls-Royce LiftSystem, patented by Lockheed Martin and built by Rolls-
Royce. This system is more like the Russian Yak-141 and German VJ 101D/E than the preceding 
generation of STOVL designs, such as the Harrier Jump Jet, in which all of the lifting air went 
through the main fan of the Rolls-Royce Pegasus engine. 

The LiftSystem is composed of a lift fan, two roll posts and a Three Bearing Swivel Module 
(3BSM). The 3BSM is a thrust vectoring nozzle which allows the main engine exhaust to be 
deflected downward at the tail of the aircraft. The lift fan near the front of the aircraft provides a 
counter-balancing thrust; somewhat like a vertically mounted turbofan within the forward fuselage, 
it is powered by the engine's low-pressure (LP) turbine via a drive shaft and gearbox. Roll control 
during slow flight is achieved by diverting pressurized air from the LP turbine through wing 
mounted nozzles called roll posts.  

The F-35 includes a GAU-22/A four-barrel 25mm cannon. The cannon will be mounted internally 
with 180 rounds in the F-35A and fitted as an external pod with 220 rounds in the F-35B and F-
35C. The gun pod for the B and C variants will have stealth features. This pod could be used for 
different equipment in the future, such as electronic warfare, reconnaissance equipment, or possibly 
a rearward facing radar. Internally (two bays), up to two air-to-air missiles and two air-to-air or air-
to-ground weapons can be carried.  

The F-35 features a full-panel-width panoramic cockpit display (PCD) glass cockpit, with 
dimensions of 20 by 8 inches (50 by 20 centimeters). A cockpit speech-recognition system (Direct 
Voice Input) provided by Adacel is planned to improve the pilot's ability to operate the aircraft over 
the current-generation interface. The F-35 will be the first US operational fixed-wing aircraft to use 
this system, although similar systems have been used in AV-8B and trialled in previous US jets, 
particularly the F-16 VISTA. The pilot fly the aircraft by means of a right-hand side stick and a left-
hand throttle. 

A helmet-mounted display system (HMDS) will be fitted to all models of the F-35. A helmet-
mounted cueing system is already in service with the F-15s, F-16s and F/A-18s. While previous 
fighters have offered HMDS along with a head-up display (HUD), this will be the first time that a 
front line tactical jet fighter has been designed not to carry a HUD. 

The F-35's sensor and communications suite provides situational awareness, command-and-control 
and network-centric warfare capability. The main sensor on board is the AN/APG-81 AESA radar, 
designed by Northrop Grumman ES. It is augmented by the Electro-Optical Targeting System 
(EOTS) mounted under the nose of the aircraft, designed by Lockheed Martin. The F-35's fifth 
generation electronic warfare systems are intended to detect hostile aircraft first, which can then be 
scanned with the EOTS and action taken to engage or evade the opponent before the F-35 is 
detected.  
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Operational life 
 
The first F-35A (designated AA-1) was rolled out in Fort Worth, Texas on 19 February 2006. The 
aircraft underwent extensive ground testing at Joint Reserve Base Fort Worth NAS in late 2006. In 
September 2006 the first engine run of the F135 afterburner turbofan in an airframe and tests were 
completed (the first time that the F-35 was completely functional on its own power systems).  
 
On 15 December 2006, the AA-1 completed its maiden flight. The prototype, on its 34th test flight, 
began aerial refueling testing in March 2008. Another milestone was reached on 13 November 
2008, when the AA-1 flew at supersonic speeds for the first time, reaching Mach 1.05 at 30,000 feet 
(9,144 m), making four transitions through the sound barrier, for a total of eight minutes of 
supersonic flight.  
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Micoyan-Gurevich 

MIG-15 FAGOT 

Role 

fighter 

Powerplant 

one Klimov  

RD-45 turbojet 

26.5 kN – 6,000 lbf 

First flight 

1947 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

PLA Air Force (China) 

North Korean Air Force 

Number built 

~ 18,000 

 

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15 (NATO designation Fagot) was a jet fighter developed in the 

Soviet Union by Artem Mikoyan and Mikhail Gurevich. The MiG-15 was one of the first successful 

swept-wing jet fighters, and it achieved fame in the skies over Korea, where early in the war, it 

outclassed all straight-winged enemy fighters in daylight. The MiG-15 also served as the starting 

point for development of the more advanced MiG-17 which was still an effective threat to 

supersonic American fighters over North Vietnam in the 1960s.  

 

The MiG-15 is believed to have been one of the most widely produced jet aircraft ever made, with 

over 12,000 built. Licensed foreign production perhaps raised the total to over 18,000. The MiG-15 

is often mentioned along with the North American F-86 Sabre as best fighter aircraft of the Korean 

War era.  

 

Development 

 

Most early jets were designed like piston-engined fighters with straight wings, limiting their high 

speed performance. German research during World War II had shown swept wings would perform 

better at transonic speeds, and Soviet aircraft designers were quick to take advantage of this 

information. Claims of A. Mikoyan and M. Gurevich being heavily influenced by the Focke-Wulf Ta 

183, however, have been discredited. Currently, most sources acknowledge that the MiG-15 is an 

original design benefiting from German research, but conceived, designed, engineered, and 

produced by the Soviets.  

By 1946, Soviet designers were finding it impossible to perfect the German-designed HeS-011 

axial-flow jet engine, and new airframe designs from Mikoyan were threatening to outstrip 

development of the engines to power them. Soviet aviation minister M. Khrunichev and aircraft 

designer A. S. Yakovlev suggested to Premier Joseph Stalin the USSR buy advanced jet engines 

from the British. Stalin is said to have replied, “What fool will sell us his secrets?”; however, he 
gave his consent to the proposal and Mikoyan, engine designer V. Klimov, and others travelled to 

the United Kingdom to request the engines. To Stalin's amazement, the British Labour government 

and its pro-Soviet Minister of Trade, Sir Stafford Cripps, were perfectly willing to provide technical 

information and a license to manufacture the Rolls-Royce Nene. This engine was reverse-engineered 
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and produced as the Klimov RD-45, subsequently incorporated into the MiG-15. Rolls-Royce later 

attempted to claim £ 207 million in license fees, without success.  

Design 

The MiG-15 was originally intended to intercept American bombers like the B-29. It was even 

evaluated in mock air-to-air combat trials with a captured U.S. B-29, as well as with the later Soviet 

B-29 copy, the Tu-4. To ensure the destruction of such large bombers, the MiG-15 carried cannons: 

two 23 mm NR-23 with 80 rounds per gun and a single 37 mm N-37 with 40 rounds. These 

weapons provided tremendous punch in the interceptor role, but their limited rate of fire and 

relatively low velocity made it more difficult to score hits against small and maneuverable enemy 

jet fighters in air-to-air combat. The 23 mm and 37 mm also had radically different ballistics, and 

some United Nations pilots in Korea had the unnerving experience of 23 mm shells passing over 

them while the 37 mm shells flew under. 

The MiG-15 arguably had sufficient power to dive at supersonic speeds, but could not do so 

because it did not have a all-flying tail. As a result, the pilot's ability to control the aircraft 

deteriorated significantly as it approached Mach 1; later MiGs would incorporate all-flying tails. 

A variety of MiG-15 variants were built, one of the most common being the MiG-15UTI two-seat 

trainer. Because Mikoyan-Gurevich never mass-produced the transition training versions of the later 

MiG-17 or MiG-19, the MiG-15UTI remained the sole Warsaw Pact advanced jet trainer well into 

the 1970s, the primary training role being fulfilled exclusively by Czechoslovak Aero L-29 Delfin 

and L-39 Albatros jet trainers.  

 

Operational life 

 

For many years, the participation of Soviet aircrews in the Korean War (1950-1953) was widely 

suspected by the United Nations forces, but consistently denied by the Soviet Union. With the end 

of the Cold War, however, Soviet pilots who participated in the conflict have begun to reveal their 

role: Soviet aircraft were adorned with North Korean or Chinese markings and pilots wore either 

North Korean uniforms or civilian clothes to disguise their origins. For radio communication, they 

were given cards with common Korean words for various flying terms spelled out phonetically in 

Cyrillic characters. These subterfuges did not long survive the stresses of air-to-air combat, 

however, and pilots routinely communicated (cursed) in Russian. Soviet pilots were prevented from 

flying over areas in which they might be captured, which would indicate that the Soviet Union was 

officially a combatant in the war. 

 

The MiG-15 and MiG-15bis had a higher ceiling than all the versions of the Sabre – 15,500 m 

(50,900 ft) versus 14,936 m (49,003 ft) of the F-86F – and accelerated faster than F-86A/E/Fs due 

to their better thrust-to-weight ratio – 1,005 km/h (624 mph) versus 972 km/h (604 mph) of the F-

86F. The MiG-15's 2,800 m (9,200 ft) per minute climbing rate was also greater than the 2,200 m 

(7,200 ft) per minute of the F-86A and -E (the F-86F matched the MiG-15s rate). A better turn 

radius above 10,000 m (33,000 ft) further distinguished the MiG-15, as did more powerful 

weaponry – one 37 mm and two 23 mm cannons, versus the inferior hitting power of the six 

12.7 mm machine guns of the Sabre. But the MiG was slower at low altitude: 935 km/h - 581 mph 

(in the MiG-15bis configuration), opposed to the 1,107 km/h - 688 mph of the F-86F. 

 

Thus if the MiG-15 forced the Sabre to fight in the vertical plane, or in the horizontal one above 

10,000 m (33,000 ft), it gained a significant advantage. Furthermore, the pilot of a MiG-15 could 

easily escape from a Sabre by climbing to its ceiling, knowing that the F-86 could not follow him. 
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Below 8,000 m (26,247 ft) however, the Sabre excelled over the MiG in almost every aspect 

excluding the climb rate and was the victor most of the time, especially if the Soviet pilot made the 

mistake of fighting in the horizontal plane.  

 

The figures given by the Soviet sources indicate that the MiG-15s of the 64th IAK (the fighter corp 

which included all the divisions that rotated through the conflict) performed 60,450 daylight combat 

sorties and 2,779 night ones, engaged the enemy in 1,683 daylight aerial battles and 107 at night, 

claiming to have shot down 1,097 UN aircraft over Korea, including 647 F-86s, 185 F-84s, 118 F-

80s, 28 F-51s, 11 F-94s, 65 B-29s, 26 Gloster Meteors and 17 aircraft of different types. The 

statistics of victories are almost certainly inflated, but also it seems clear that the MiG-15s flown by 

Soviet personnel caused serious problems to the USAF and their allies in Korea, much more serious 

than acknowledged by traditional American bibliographies so far.  
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Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MIG-19 FARMER 

Role 

fighter 

Powerplant 

two Tumansky 

RD-9BF-811 turbojets 

37 kN – 8,300 lbf each 

First flight 

1954 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

PLA Air Force (China) 

North Vietnam’s Air Force 

Number built 

5,500 

 

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-19 (NATO designation Farmer) is a Soviet second-generation, single-

seat, twin jet-engined fighter aircraft. It was the first Soviet production aircraft capable of 

supersonic speeds in level flight. A comparable U.S. "Century Series" fighter was the F-100 Super 

Sabre, although it would primarily oppose the more modern F-4 Phantom II and F-105 

Thunderchief over North Vietnam. 

 

Development 

On 15 August 1953, the Mikoyan-Gurevich OKB was given a new order to create a frontline fighter. 

The OKB was asked to create two designs—a single-engined version with the Klimov VK-7 and a 

twin-engine version with Mikulin AM-9Fs. The twin-engine fighter, internally designated SM-9 – 

but also assigned the production name MiG-19 – was based on the earlier SM-2 prototype. The first 

airframe, SM-9/1, flew on 5 January 1954. The afterburner did not light in the first flight, but in the 

second flight the aircraft reached Mach 1.25 at 8,050 m (26,411 ft). This was improved to Mach 

1.44 in subsequent flights. Based on this promising performance, the MiG-19 was ordered into 

production on 17 February 1954, even though government acceptance trials did not start until 

September of that year. The first production aircraft rolled off the assembly line in March 1955. 

Design 

Production MiG-19s were powered by two Tumansky RD-9B, or RD-9BF-811 (31.9 kN, 37 kN 

each, respectively). Initial enthusiasm for the aircraft was dampened by several problems; the most 

alarming of these was the danger of a midair explosion due to overheating of the fuselage fuel tanks 

located between the engines. Deployment of airbrakes at high speeds caused a high-g pitch-up, and 

elevators lacked authority at supersonic speeds. The high landing speed of 230 km/h (145 mph) 

(compared to 160 km/h (100 mph) in the MiG-15), combined with the absence of a two-seat trainer 

version, slowed pilot transition to the type. 

Approximately 5,500 MiG-19s were produced, first in the USSR and in Czechoslovakia (as the 

Avia S-105), but also in the People's Republic of China as the Shenyang J-6. In the USSR, the 

MiG-19 was superseded by the MiG-21. The Shenyang J-6 remained a staple of the Chinese 

People's Liberation Army Air Force until the 1980s and has also been developed into the Nanchang 
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Q-5 attack aircraft. Despite its age, the MiG-19 and its descendants exhibit good handling 

characteristics at low altitude and a surprisingly high rate of climb, and their heavy cannon 

armament – a one-second burst from three 30 mm NR-30 cannons had a projectile mass of 18 kg 

(40 lb) – makes them formidable adversaries in close combat. 

 

Operational life 

 

North Vietnam's Air Force used the MiG-19 much later in the air war than the MiG-17 and the 

MiG-21. MiG-19s, despite their limited numbers, were involved in extensive combat during 

Operations Linebacker 1 and Linebacker 2 (aka the Christmas Bombing). The NVAF claimed only 

seven victories using the MiG-19 over US aircraft, all of which were F-4 Phantom IIs. Primarily 

because of the aircraft's twin engines, which created a maintenance nightmare, the MiG-19 wasn't 

favored by North Vietnamese pilots. While the MiG-17 had maneuverability and the MiG-21 had 

speed, the MiG-19 had a combination of both, but not to the same degree as the others.  
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Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MIG-21 FISHBED 

Role 

fighter 

Powerplant 

one Tumansky 

R25-300 turbojet 

40.2 kN – 9,000 lbf 

First flight 

1955 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

Indian Air Force 

Romanian Air Force 

Number built 

11,496 

 

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 (NATO designation Fishbed) is a supersonic jet fighter aircraft, 

designed by the Mikoyan-Gurevich Design Bureau in the Soviet Union. It was popularly nicknamed 

"balalaika", from the aircraft's planform-view resemblance to the Russian stringed musical 

instrument, or "pencil" by Polish pilots due to the shape of its fuselage.  

 

Early versions are considered second-generation jet fighters, while later versions are considered to 

be third-generation jet fighters. Some 50 countries over four continents have flown the MiG-21, and 

it still serves many nations a half-century after its maiden flight. The fighter made aviation records. 

At least by name, it is the most-produced supersonic jet aircraft in aviation history and the most-

produced combat aircraft since the Korean War, and it had the longest production run of a combat 

aircraft (1959 to 1985 over all variants).  

 

Development 

 

The MiG-21 jet fighter was a continuation of Soviet jet fighters, starting with the subsonic MiG-15 

and MiG-17, and the supersonic MiG-19. A number of experimental Mach 2 Soviet designs were 

based on nose intakes with either swept-back wings, such as the Sukhoi Su-7, or tailed deltas, of 

which the MiG-21 would be the most successful. The MiG-21 was the first successful Soviet 

aircraft combining fighter and interceptor characteristics in a single aircraft. It was a lightweight 

fighter, achieving Mach 2 with a relatively low-powered afterburning turbojet, and is thus 

comparable to the American F-104 Starfighter and F-5 Freedom Fighter and the French Dassault 

Mirage III.  

 

Design 

The delta wing, while excellent for a fast-climbing interceptor, meant any form of turning combat 

led to a rapid loss of speed. However, the light loading of the aircraft could mean that a climb rate 

of 235 m/s (46,250 ft/min) was possible with a combat-loaded MiG-21bis, not far short of the 

performance of early F-16 Fighting Falcon versions. Given a skilled pilot and capable missiles, it 

could give a good account of itself against contemporary fighters.  
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Like many aircraft designed as interceptors, the MiG-21 had a short range. This was not helped by a 

design defect where the center of gravity shifted rearwards once two-thirds of the fuel had been 

used. This had the effect of making the plane uncontrollable, resulting in an endurance of only 45 

minutes in clean condition. The issue of the short endurance and low fuel capacity of the MiG-21F, 

PF, PFM, S/SM and M/MF variants – though each had a somewhat greater fuel capacity than its 

predecessor – led to the development of the MT and SMT variants. These had a range increase of 

250 km (155 mi) compared to the MiG-21SM, but at the cost of worsening all other performance 

figures (such as a lower service ceiling and slower time to altitude). 

Here are engine and armament specifications for some MiG-21 variants: 

- MiG-21F-13: Tumansky R11F-300 (37.2 kN dry thrust, 56.2 kN with afterburner); 1x internal 

30 mm NR-30 cannon, plus 2x K-13 air-to-air missiles (AAM), or 2x 500 kg bombs. 

- MiG-21PFM: Tumansky R11F2S-300 (38.7 kN dry thrust, 60.5 kN with afterburner); 1x GP-9 

cannon pod with 23 mm GSh-23 cannon, plus 2x K-13A AAM, or 2x 500 kg bombs. 

- MiG-21bis: Tumansky R25-300 (40.2 kN dry thrust, 69.6 kN with afterburner); 1x internal 23 

mm GSh-23 cannon, plus 4x Molniya R-60 AAM, or 2x 500 kg bombs. 

- MiG-21-93: Tumansky R25-300; 1x internal 23 mm GSh-23 cannon, plus 2x R-27R1 (or R-

27T) AAM, or 4x Vympel R-77 (or R-60M or R-73E) AAM, or 2x 500 kg bombs. 

Several Russian, Israeli and Romanian firms have begun to offer upgrade packages to MiG-21 

operators, designed to bring the aircraft up to a modern standard, with greatly upgraded avionics 

and armaments. 

MiG-21-93 

Russia now offers an upgrade package to bring late-model MiG-21s up to the MiG-21-93 standard. 

This package provides an upgrade of the avionics suite that includes installation of the Phazotron 

Kopyo pulse-Doppler radar, smaller version of N010 Zhuk airborne radar used by the MiG-29, 

which enables the aircraft to fire a greater range of modern weapons such as the beyond-visual-

range (BVR) Vympel R-77 air-to-air missile. The upgraded avionics also enhance the aircraft's 

survivability as well as its ability to engage enemy fighters. Other upgrade features include 

installation of a dual-screen HUD, helmet-mounted target designator, and advanced FCS (flight 

control systems). 

 

MiG-21-2000 

Single-seat 21st century version for export buyers; made by Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI). 

 

MiG-21 LanceR 

Upgraded version for the Romanian Air Force done by Elbit of Israel and Aerostar SA of Romania. 

The LanceR-A version is optimized for ground attack being able to deliver precision guided 

munitions of eastern and western origin as well as R-60, R-73 and Python III air-to-air missiles. The 

LanceR-B version is the trainer version, and the LanceR-C version is the air superiority version 

featuring 2 LCD MFDs, helmet mounted sight and the Elta EL/M-2032 air combat radar. 

 

MiG-21 Bison 

Upgraded version for export, and Indian Air Force is the first customer; features the Phazotron 

Kopyo airborne radar, which is capable of simultaneously tracking 8 targets and engaging 2 of 

them, with semi-active radar homing air-to-air missiles such as Vympel R-27. The radar also enable 

to deploy active radar homing air-to-air missiles such as the Vympel R-77 when an additional 

channel is incorporated. Russia has claimed that this version is equivalent to the early F-16; it 

performed well against F-15s and F-16s of the USAF during Indo-US joint air exercises.  
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MiG-21-97 

MiG-21-93 upgrade, re-engined with the Klimov RD-33 turbofan engine (50 kN). The Russians 

have claimed that the evaluation at Ramenskoye Airport had shown that this version has beaten 

simulated F-16 in a mock-dogfight with a score of 4:1.  

 

The MiG-21 was exported widely and continues to be used. The aircraft's simple flight and engine 

controls are typical of Soviet-era military designs. The use of a tail with the delta wing aids stability 

and control at the extremes of the flight envelope, enhancing safety for lower-skilled pilots; this in 

turn enhanced its marketability in exports to developing countries with limited training programs 

and restricted pilot pools. While technologically inferior to most advanced fighters, low production 

and maintenance costs made it a favorite of nations buying Eastern Bloc military hardware. In the 

Soviet Union the MiG-21 was replaced by new MiG-23s and MiG-27s for ground support, but 

remained the main dogfighter until the MiG-29 Fulcrum was fully deployed.  

 

Operational life 

 

The MiG-21 was designed for very short ground-controlled interception (GCI) missions, which is 

precisely the type of missions that it was employed for in the skies over North Vietnam. The first 

MiG-21s arrived directly from the Soviet Union by ship in April 1966, and after being unloaded and 

assembled, were transitioned into North Vietnam's oldest fighter unit; the 921st Fighter Regiment, 

which had been established on 3 February 1964 as a MiG-17 unit. 

 

The MiG-21 was one of the most advanced fighter aircraft of the time; and although 13 of North 

Vietnam's flying aces attained that status while flying the MiG-21, and only 3 airmen became aces 

while flying the MiG-17, it is thought by many that North Vietnamese pilots preferred flying the 

MiG-17, more maneuverable and with better cockpit view. Although the MiG-21 lacked the long-

range radar, missiles, and heavy bombing payload of its contemporary multi-mission U.S. fighters, 

it proved a challenging adversary in the hands of experienced pilots especially when used in high 

speed hit and run attacks under GCI control.  

 

Poor air-to-air combat loss-exchange ratios against the smaller, more agile enemy MiGs during the 

early part of the Vietnam War eventually led the US Navy to create their Navy Fighter Weapons 

School (also known as "Top Gun") at Miramar Naval Air Station on 3 March 1969. The US Air 

Force quickly followed with their own version, titled the Dissimilar Air Combat Training (or "Red 

Flag") program. In early stages, these two programs employed the subsonic A-4 Skyhawk and the 

supersonic F-5 Tiger II, as well as the Mach 2.4 - capable USAF F-106 Delta Dart, which 

mimicked the MiG-21. 

Year-by-year,Vietnam War, kill claims involving MiG-21s: 

 1966: US claimed 6 MiG-21s destroyed; North Vietnam claimed 7 F-4 Phantom IIs and 11 

F-105 Thunderchiefs killed by MiG-21s. 

 1967: US claimed 21 MiG-21s destroyed; North Vietnam claimed 17 F-105 Thunderchiefs, 

11 F-4 Phantom IIs, 2 RF-101 Voodoos, one A-4 Skyhawk, one F-8 Crusader, one EB-66 

Destroyer and three unidentified types killed by MiG-21s. 

 1968: US claimed 9 MiG-21s destroyed; North Vietnam claimed 17 US aircraft killed by 

MiG-21s. 

 1969: US destroyed 3 MiG-21s; one Firebee UAV killed by a MiG-21. 

 1970: US destroyed 2 MiG-21s; North Vietnam claimed one F-4 Phantom II and one CH-53 

Sea Stallion helicopter killed by MiG-21s. 
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 1972: US claimed 51 MiG-21s destroyed; North Vietnam claimed 53 US aircraft killed by 

MiG-21s, including two B-52 Stratofortress's. 

The MiG-21 was also used extensively in the Middle East conflicts of the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, 

by the air forces of Egypt, Syria and Iraq. The MiG-21 first encountered Israeli Mirage IIICs on 14 

November 1964, but was later outclassed by the more modern F-15 Eagles and F-16 Fighting 

Falcons, which were acquired by Israel beginning in the mid-1970s.  
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Sukhoi 

SU-15 FLAGON 

 

Role 

interceptor 

Powerplant 

two Tumansky 

R-13F2-300 turbojets 

40.2 kN – 9,040 lbf each 

First flight 

1962 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Defence Force 

Ukrainian Air Force 

Number built 

1,290 

 

The Sukhoi Su-15 (NATO designation Flagon) was a twin-engine interceptor aircraft developed by 

the Soviet Union in the 1960s to replace the Sukhoi Su-11. Despite its powerful radar, the Flagon, 

like most Soviet interceptors before the late 1980s, was heavily dependent on ground control 

interception (GCI), with aircraft vectored onto targets by ground radar stations. Although it was 

produced in large numbers (1,290 of all types), the Su-15, like other highly sensitive Soviet aircraft, 

was never exported to the Warsaw Pact or any other country. 

Development 

Recognizing the limitations of the earlier Su-9 and Su-11, the Sukhoi OKB quickly began the 

development of a heavily revised and more capable aircraft. A variety of development aircraft 

evolved, including the T-49, which shared the fuselage of the Su-9 (including its single engine), but 

used cheek-mounted intakes to leave the nose clear for a large radome for the Oriol-D radar, and the 

T-5, essentially a heavily modified Su-11 with a widened rear fuselage containing two Tumansky R-

13 engines. 

Design 

Although many components of the Su-15 were similar or identical to the previous Su-9 and Su-11, 

including Sukhoi's characteristic rear-fuselage airbrakes, the Su-15 abandoned the shock-cone nose 

intake for side-mounted intakes feeding two powerful turbojet engines, initially the Tumansky R-

11F. The change allowed room in the nose for a powerful search radar, initially the Oriol-D. The 

early Su-15 (Flagon-A) had pure delta wings like its predecessor, but these were replaced from the 

11th production series forward by a new 'kinked' delta planform of increased span and area, with 

small wing fence above each outer pylon and blown flaps to improve landing characteristics. This 

was accompanied by a new tail of greater anhedral and a vertical fin of reduced height. 

“Flagon” had good speed and rate of climb. Later versions were powered by two Tumansky R-

13F2-300 turbojets (40.2 kN dry thrust, 70 kN with afterburner, each). Take-off and landing speeds 

were comparatively high, with a take-off speed of 247 mph (395 km/h) for early delta-winged 
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Flagon-As and 231 mph (370 km/h) for the larger-winged Flagon-F. While the controls were 

responsive and precise, the aircraft was unforgiving of pilot error. 

Dependent on ground control interception (GCI), the aircraft was fitted with the Lazur-S datalink 

system, which transmitted instructions to the pilot to accomplish the interception. The later Su-

15TM was fitted with Vozdukh-1M datalink and SAU-58 autopilot, being capable to carry out 

completely automatic, hands-off interceptions. 

Operational life 

As one of the PVO's (Soviet Air Defence Force) principal interceptors, the Su-15 was involved in a 

number of incidents with foreign aircraft. More notorious was the Korean Air Flight 007 incident in 

1983, when a Korean Boeing 747 was shot down near Moneron Island by a Su-15TM based on 

Sakhalin, killing all 246 passengers and 23 crew. 

In Russia, the Su-15 was abruptly retired in 1993 to comply with the Treaty on Conventional Armed 

Forces in Europe. Most were hastily scrapped in favour of more advanced interceptors, including 

the multirole Su-27 Flanker and dedicated MiG-31 Foxhound. In Ukraine, the last Su-15s were 

withdrawn from use in 1996.  
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Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MIG-25 FOXBAT 

Role 

interceptor 

reconnaissance aircraft 

Powerplant 

two Tumansky 

R-15B-300 turbojets 

73.5 kN – 16,500 lbf each 

First flight 

1964 

Main operators 

Soviet Union Air Forces 

Algerian Air Forces 

Syrian Air Forces 

Number built 

1,190 

 

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-25 (NATO designation Foxbat) is a high-supersonic interceptor and 

reconnaissance-bomber aircraft designed by the Soviet Union's Mikoyan-Gurevich bureau. First 

flown as a prototype in 1964, it entered service in 1970. With a top speed of Mach 2.83+, a 

powerful radar and four air-to-air missiles, the MiG-25 worried U.S. observers and prompted 

development of the McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle in late 1960s.  

 

The Foxbat capabilities were better understood in 1976 when Soviet pilot Viktor Belenko defected 

in a MiG-25 to the United States via Japan. Production of the MiG-25 series ended in 1984 after 

completion of 1,190 aircraft. The MiG-25 flew with a number of Soviet allies and former Soviet 

republics and it remains in limited service in Russia and several other nations. 

 

Development 

 

During the Cold War, Soviet Air Defence Forces (PVO) – not to be confused with Soviet Air Force, 

VVS – was tasked with the strategic air defence of the USSR. In the decades after World War II, 

this meant not only to deal with accidental border violations, but more importantly to defend the 

vast airspace of the USSR against US reconnaissance aircraft and strategic bombers carrying 

nuclear armed free-fall bombs (a threat that no longer exists today).  

 

The performance of such US aircraft was steadily improved. Overflights by the very high-flying 

Lockheed U-2s in the late 1950s revealed a need for higher altitude interceptor aircraft than what 

was then available. The subsonic Boeing B-52 Stratofortress strategic bomber was followed by the 

high-supersonic North American XB-70 Valkyrie (on the drawing board). A major upgrade in the 

PVO defence system was required, and at the start of 1958 a requirement was issued for manned 

interceptors capable of going 3,000 km/h and fly at heights up to 27 km (88,583 ft). 

 

Design 

 

The new interceptor was powered by two Tumansky R-15B-300 afterburning turbojets (73.5 kN dry 

thrust, 100.1 kN with afterburner, each); it was theoretically capable of a maximum speed of Mach 

3+ and a ceiling of 90,000 ft. However, its high speed was problematic: although sufficient thrust 
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was available to reach Mach 3.2, a limit of Mach 2.8 had to be imposed as the turbines tended to 

overspeed and overheat at higher speeds, possibly damaging them beyond repair.  

 

Inaccurate intelligence analysis caused the West to initially believe the MiG-25 was an agile air-

combat fighter rather than an interceptor. In response, the United States started a new program 

which resulted in the F-15 Eagle.  NATO obtained a better understanding of the MiG-25s 

capabilities on 6 September 1976, when a Soviet Air Defence Forces pilot, Lt. Viktor Belenko, 

defected, landing his MiG-25P at Hakodate Airport in Japan. The pilot overshot the runway on 

landing, damaging the landing gear and making the MiG-25 un-airworthy. It was carefully 

dismantled and analyzed by the Foreign Technology Division (now the National Air and Space 

Intelligence Center) of the USAF, at the Wright-Patterson AFB. After 67 days, the aircraft was 

returned to the Soviets in pieces. The analysis, based on technical manuals and ground tests of 

engines and avionics, revealed unusual technical information: 

 Belenko's particular aircraft was brand new, representing the very latest Soviet technology. 

 The aircraft was assembled very quickly, and was essentially built around its massive 

Tumansky R-15B turbojets. 

 Welding was done by hand. Rivets with non-flush heads were used in areas that would not 

cause adverse aerodynamic drag.  

 The aircraft was built of a nickel alloy and not titanium as was assumed (though some 

titanium was used in heat-critical areas). The steel construction contributed to the craft's 

massive 64,000 lb (29,000 kg) unarmed weight; as with most Soviet aircraft, the MiG-25 

was designed to be as rugged as possible. 

 Maximum acceleration (g-load) rating was just 2.2 g (21.6 m/s²) with full fuel tanks, with an 

absolute limit of 4.5 g (44.1 m/s²) (later, one MiG-25 withstood an inadvertent 11.5 g 

(112.8 m/s²) pull during low-altitude dogfight training, but the resulting deformation 

damaged the airframe beyond repair).  

 Combat radius was 186 miles (300 km), and maximum range on internal fuel (at subsonic 

speeds) was only 744 miles (1,200 km) at low altitude (< 1000 m).  

 The airspeed indicator was redlined at Mach 2.8, with typical intercept speeds near Mach 

2.5 in order to extend the service life of the engines. (a MiG-25 was tracked flying over 

Sinai at Mach 3.2 in the early 1970s, but the flight resulted in the destruction of its engines). 

 The majority of the on-board avionics were based on vacuum-tube technology, not solid-

state electronics. Although they represented aging technology, vacuum tubes were actually 

more tolerant of temperature extremes, thereby removing the need for providing complex 

environmental controls inside the avionics bays. In addition, the vacuum tubes were easy to 

replace in remote northern airfields where sophisticated transistor parts might not have been 

readily available. Thanks to the use of vacuum tubes, the MiG-25P's original Smerch-A 

radar had enormous power – about 600 kilowatts. Moreover, the use of vacuum tubes makes 

the aircraft's systems more resistant to an electromagnetic pulse, for example after a nuclear 

blast.  

Operational life 

During the Persian Gulf War, a US Navy F/A-18 piloted by Lt. Cdr. Scott Speicher was shot down 

on the first night of the war by a missile fired by a MiG-25; the kill was reportedly made with a R-

40TD missile fired from a MiG-25PDS flown by Lt. Zuhair Dawood of the 84th Squadron of the 

Iraqi AF. 

In another incident, an Iraqi MiG-25PD, after eluding eight USAF F-15s, fired three missiles at a 

EF-111A Raven electronic warfare aircraft, forcing them to abort their mission and leave attacking 
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aircraft without electronic jamming support. In yet another incident, two MiG-25s approached a 

pair of F-15s, fired missiles (which were evaded by the F-15s), and then outran the American 

fighters. Two more F-15s joined the pursuit, and a total of 10 air-to-air missiles were fired at the 

MiG-25s, although none reached them.  

In total, two Iraqi MiG-25s were shot down by USAF F-15s during the Gulf War. After the war, in 

1992, a U.S. F-16 downed a MiG-25 that violated the no-fly zone in southern Iraq. 

On 23 December 2002, an Iraqi MiG-25 shot down an USAF unmanned MQ-1 Predator drone, 

which was performing armed reconnaissance over Iraq; this was the first time in history that an 

aircraft and an unmanned drone had engaged in combat. Predators had been armed with AIM-92 

Stinger air-to-air missiles, but were being used to "bait" Iraqi fighters, then run. In this incident, the 

Predator did not run, instead it fired one of his Stingers, which missed, while the MiG's missile did 

not.  
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Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MIG-23 FLOGGER 

Role 

fighter-bomber 

Powerplant 

one Khatchaturov 

R-35-300 turbojet 

83.6 kN – 18,850 lbf 

First flight 

1967 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

Syrian Air Force 

Iraqi Air Force 

Number built 

5,047 

 

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23 (NATO designation Flogger) is a swing-wing fighter aircraft, 

designed by the Mikoyan-Gurevich bureau in the Soviet Union. It is considered to be a Soviet third 

generation jet fighter along with similar-aged Russian-produced fighters such as the MiG-25 

Foxbat. It was the first Soviet fighter with a look-down/shoot-down radar and beyond visual range 

capabilities; production started in 1970 and reached large numbers with over 5,000 aircraft built. 

Today the MiG-23 remains in limited service with various export customers. 

 

Development 

The MiG-23's predecessor, the MiG-21, was fast and agile, but limited in its operational capabilities 

by its primitive radar, short range, and limited weapons load (restricted in some aircraft to a pair of 

short-range air-to-air missiles). The MiG-23 was to be a heavier, more powerful machine designed 

to remedy these deficiencies, and rival Western aircraft like the F-4 Phantom II. The new fighter 

was to feature a totally new S-23 sensor and weapon system suite capable of firing beyond visual 

range (BVR) missiles. 

Design 

A major design consideration was take-off and landing performance. Existing Soviet fast jets 

required very long runways, which combined with their short range, limited their tactical 

usefulness. The Soviet Air Force demanded the new aircraft have a much shorter take-off run. Low-

level speed and handling was also to be improved over the MiG-21. This led Mikoyan to consider 

the alternative of variable-geometry wings (swing-wings). 

The MiG-23 is powered by a Khatchaturov R-35-300 afterburning turbojet (83.6 kN dry thrust, 127 

kN with afterburner), and has a high-altitude maximum speed of Mach 2.32 (2,445 km/h), and a 

sea-level maximum speed of Mach 1.14 (1,350 km/h).  

The MiG-23's armament evolved as the type's avionics were upgraded and new variants were 

deployed. The earliest versions, which were equipped with the MiG-21's fire control system, were 

limited to firing variants of R-3 missiles (AA-2 Atoll). The R-60 (AA-8 Aphid) replaced the R-3 
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during the '70s, and from the MiG-23M onwards the R-23/R-24 (AA-7 Apex) was carried. The 

MiG-23MLD is capable of firing R-73 missiles (AA-11 Archer) when it became available, but this 

missile was not exported until the MiG-29 was released for export. The helmet-mounted sight 

associated with the R-73 missile was fitted on the MiG-23MLDG and other experimental MiG-

23MLD subvariants that never entered production as had been originally planned; the reason was 

that these variants had less priority than the then ongoing MiG-29 program, and the Mikoyan 

bureau therefore decided to concentrate all their efforts on the MiG-29 program and halted further 

work on the MiG-23s. Nevertheless, a helmet-mounted sight is now offered as part of the MiG-23-

98 upgrade. 

Early western reports claimed that the aircraft had poor dogfighting capability, due to being 

designed to out-accelerate the F-111 Aardvark. However later analysis showed it was a F-4 

Phantom II equivalent and it was only surpassed by newer fighters like the F-15 Eagle and F-16 

Fighting Falcon of the fourth generation. The MiG-23 is a third generation fighter like the Mirage 

F1 and J-37 Viggen; the Soviet combat manual for MiG-23MLD pilots says the MiG-23MLD has 

some slight superiority over the F-4 Phantom II and IAI Kfir but is not a match for the F-15 and F-

16 in most combat parameters.  

Operational life 

Syrian Air Force claim numerous successes for their MiG-23s, which are not confirmed by Israeli 

sources. The MiG-23 took part in the Iran-Iraq War and was used in both air-to-air and air-to-

ground roles; some authors claim that Iraqi MiG-23s had some victories and several losses against 

Iranian F-14s and F-4s. During the Persian Gulf War, the USAF reported downing eight Iraqi MiG-

23s with F-15s; some Russian sources claim that a U.S. F-16 and an Italian Tornado were shot 

down by Iraqi MiG-23 in this war.  

Various Western and Israeli pilots had the chance to evaluate MiG-23’s performance during 
training with Soviet equipment. Dutch pilot Leon Van Maurer (more than 1,200 flying hours on F-

16s) concluded the MiG-23ML was superior in the vertical to early F-16 variants, just slightly 

inferior to the F-16A in the horizontal, and has superior BVR capability; the Israelis found the MiG-

23 had better acceleration than the F-16 and F/A-18.  
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Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MIG-31 FOXHOUND 

 

Role 

interceptor 

Powerplant 

two Soloviev 

D-30F6 turbofans 

93 kN – 20,900 lbf each 

First flight 

1975 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Kazakhstan Air Force 

Number built 

~ 500 

 

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-31 (NATO designation Foxhound) is a supersonic interceptor 

aircraft developed to replace the MiG-25 Foxbat. Like the MiG-25, MiG-31 is a large twin-engine 

aircraft with side-mounted air intakes, a shoulder-mounted wing with an aspect ratio of 2.94, and 

twin vertical tailfins. Unlike the MiG-25, it has two seats, with the rear occupied by a dedicated 

weapon systems officer (the MiG-25 two-seaters were used only as trainers). 

Development 

The MiG-25 Foxbat, despite Western panic about its tremendous performance, made substantial 

design sacrifices in capability for the sake of achieving high speed, altitude, and rate of climb. It 

lacked maneuverability at interception speeds, was difficult to fly at low altitudes, and its inefficient 

turbojet engines resulted in a very short combat range at supersonic speeds.  

Development of a MiG-25's replacement began with the Ye-155MP prototype, which first flew on 

16 September 1975. Although it bore a superficial resemblance to a stretched MiG-25 (with a 

longer fuselage for the radar operator cockpit), it was in many respects a totally new design. The 

MiG-25 used 80% nickel steel in its structure to allow welding; the Ye-155MP doubled the use of 

titanium to 16% and tripled the aluminum content to 33% to reduce structural mass. More 

importantly, supersonic speed was now possible at low-level altitudes. Fuel capacity was also 

increased, and new, more efficient low-bypass-ratio turbofan engines were fitted. 

Design 

As an interceptor, the most important development for the MiG-31 was the introduction of an 

advanced radar capable of both look-up and look-down engagement (locating targets above and 

below the aircraft), as well as multiple target tracking. This finally gave the Soviets an interceptor 

capable of engaging the most likely Western intruders at long range; it also reflected a policy shift 

from reliance on ground-controlled interception (GCI) to greater autonomy for flight crews. 
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The aircraft is powered by two Soloviev D-30F6 afterburning turbofans (93 kN dry thrust, 152 kN 

with afterburner, each). Unlike the MiG-25, the MiG-31 has an internal cannon, a six-barrel, 23 mm 

GSh-6-23 with 800 rounds of ammunition, mounted above the starboard main landing gear bay; it 

has a claimed rate of fire of 160 rounds per second. 

The MiG-31's main armament is four R-33 (AA-9 Amos) air-to-air missiles carried under the belly. 

The R-33 is the Russian equivalent of the US Navy's AIM-54 Phoenix. It can be guided in semi-

active radar homing (SARH) mode, or launched in inertial guidance mode with the option of mid-

course updates from the launch aircraft and switching to SARH for terminal guidance. A more 

advanced version of the weapon, the Vympel R-37, which is the replacement for the older R-33, 

features folding stabilizers to reduce its stored size. 

Some upgrade programs have found their way in the MiG-31 fleet, like the MiG-31BM multirole 

version with upgraded avionics, new multimode radar, hands-on-throttle-and-stick (HOTAS), color 

LCD multi-function displays (MFDs), ability to carry the AA-12 Adder missile and various Russian 

air-to-ground missiles such as the AS-17 Krypton anti-radiation missile. A project to upgrade the 

Russian MiG-31 fleet to the MiG-31BM standard is nearing completion. 
 

Operational life 

The MiG-31 entered operational service with the Soviet Air Defence Force (PVO) in 1982; it was 

first photographed by a Norwegian pilot over the Barents Sea in 1985. Following the collapse of the 

USSR in 1991, however, the budget for spares and maintenance collapsed, leaving many squadrons 

unable to maintain their complex aircraft. By 1996, only 20% of remaining aircraft were reportedly 

serviceable at any time; however, by early 2006, a stronger Russian economy permitted the return 

to service of around 75% of the Russian Air Force's (VVS') MiG-31s. 

Approximately 370 MiG-31s are in Russian service, with another 30 or so in Kazakhstan. The MiG-

31 will likely continue serving for years to come, depending on upgrades and future growth of the 

Russian economy.  
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Mikoyan-Gurevich 

MIG-29 FULCRUM 

Role 

air superiority 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

two Klimov 

RD-33 turbofans 

50 kN – 11,240 lbf each 

First flight 

1977 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Indian Air Force 

Ukrainian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 1,600 (2010) 

 

The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-29 (NATO designation Fulcrum) is a 4th-generation jet fighter 

aircraft designed in the Soviet Union for an air superiority role. Developed in the 1970s by the 

Mikoyan design bureau, it entered service with the Soviet Air Force in 1983, and remains in use by 

the Russian Air Force as well as in many other nations. The NATO name "Fulcrum" was 

unofficially used also by Soviet pilots in service. The MiG-29, along with the Sukhoi Su-27, were 

developed to counter new American fighters such as the McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle and the 

General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon.  

Development 

In 1969 the existence of the US Air Force's "F-X" program, which would result in the McDonnell 

Douglas F-15 Eagle, became public knowledge. At the height of the Cold War, a Soviet response 

was necessary to avoid the possibility of a new American fighter becoming a serious technological 

advantage over existing Soviet fighters, thus the development of a new air superiority fighter 

became a priority. The Soviet General Staff issued a requirement for a Perspektivnyy Frontovoy 

Istrebitel (PFI, "Advanced Tactical Fighter"). Specifications were extremely ambitious, calling for 

long range, good short-field performance (including the ability to use austere runways), excellent 

agility, Mach 2+ speed, and heavy armament. The aerodynamic design for the new aircraft was 

largely carried out by the Russian aerodynamics institute TsAGI in collaboration with the Sukhoi 

design bureau.  

However, in 1971 Soviet studies determined the need for different types of fighters. The PFI 

program was supplemented with the LPFI (Lyogkiy Perspektivnyy Frontovoy Istrebitel, – 
"Advanced Lightweight Tactical Fighter") program; the Soviet fighter force was planned to be 

approximately 33% PFI and 67% LPFI. PFI and LPFI paralleled the USAF's decision that created 

the "Lightweight Fighter" program and the General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon. The PFI 

fighter was assigned to Sukhoi, resulting in the Sukhoi Su-27, while the lightweight fighter went to 

Mikoyan. 
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Design 

Because it was developed from the same basic parameters laid out by TsAGI for the original PFI, 

the MiG-29 is aerodynamically broadly similar to the Sukhoi Su-27, with little differences. It is 

built largely out of aluminium with some composite materials. It has a mid-mounted swept wing 

with blended leading-edge root extensions (LERXs) swept at around 40°. There are swept tailplanes 

and two vertical fins, mounted on booms outboard of the engines. Automatic slats are mounted on 

the leading edges of the wings; they are four-segment on early models and five-segment on some 

later variants. On the trailing edge, there are maneuvering flaps and wingtip ailerons. At the time of 

its deployment, it was one of the first jet fighters in service capable of executing the Pugachev 

Cobra maneuver.  

The MiG-29 has hydraulic controls and a SAU-451 three-axis autopilot but, unlike the Su-27, no fly-

by-wire control system. Nonetheless, it is very agile, with excellent instantaneous and sustained turn 

performance, high alpha capability, and a general resistance to spins. The airframe is stressed for 9-

g maneuvers. The controls have "soft" limiters to prevent the pilot from exceeding the g and alpha 

limits, but these can be disabled manually. 

The MiG-29 has two widely spaced Klimov RD-33 turbofan engines, each rated at 50.0 kN 

(11,240 lb) dry and 81.3 kN (18,277 lb) in afterburner. The space between the engines generates 

lift, thereby reducing effective wing loading, to improve maneuverability. The engines are fed 

through wedge-type intakes fitted under the leading-edge extensions (LERXs), which have variable 

ramps to allow high-Mach speeds. As an adaptation to rough-field operations, the main air inlet can 

be closed completely, using an auxiliary air inlet on the upper fuselage for takeoff, landing and 

low-altitude flying, thus preventing ingestion of ground debris (foreign object damage – FOD). 

The internal fuel capacity of the original MiG-29B is only 4,365 litres distributed between six 

internal fuel tanks, four in the fuselage and one in each wing. As a result, the aircraft has a very 

limited range, in line with the original Soviet requirements for a point-defense fighter. 

The cockpit features a conventional centre stick and left hand throttle controls. The pilot sits in a 

Zvezda K-36DM zero-zero ejection seat which has had impressive performance in emergency 

escapes. The cockpit has conventional dials, with a head-up display (HUD) and a Shchel-3UM 

helmet mounted display, but no HOTAS ("hands-on-throttle-and-stick") capability. Emphasis seems 

to have been placed on making the cockpit similar to the earlier MiG-23 and other Soviet aircraft 

for ease of conversion, rather than on ergonomics. Nonetheless, the MiG-29 does have substantially 

better visibility than most previous Russian jet fighters, thanks to a high-mounted bubble canopy. 

Upgraded models introduce "glass cockpits" with modern liquid-crystal (LCD) multi-function 

displays (MFDs) and true HOTAS. 

The baseline MiG-29B has a Phazotron RLPK-29 (RadioLokatsyonnui Pritselnui Kompleks) fire 

control system (FCS) which includes the N019 Sapfir 29 look-down/shoot-down coherent pulse-

Doppler radar and the Ts100.02-02 digital computer. Tracking range against a fighter-sized target 

was only about 70 km (38 nmi) in the frontal aspect and 35 km (19 nmi) in the rear aspect. Range 

against bomber-sized targets was roughly double. Ten targets could be displayed in search mode, 

but the radar had to lock onto a single target for semi-active homing (SARH).  

The latest upgraded aircraft offered the N010 Zhuk-M radar, which has a planar array antenna rather 

than a dish, improving range, and a much superior processing ability, with multiple-target 

engagement capability and compatibility with the Vympel R-77 (AA-12 Adder) air-to-air missile. A 

useful feature the MiG-29 shares with the Su-27 is the S-31E2 KOLS, a combined laser rangefinder 
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and IRST (infra-red search and track) in an "eyeball" mount forward of the cockpit canopy. This 

can be slaved to the radar or used independently, and provides exceptional gun-laying accuracy. 

Operational life 

Despite its capabilities, the Soviet (then Russian) MiG-29 saw little operational action; in December 

2008, Russian officials admitted that most MiG-29 fighters in the Russian Air Force were incapable 

of performing combat duties due to poor maintenance. The Russian MiG-29s have not received 

important updates since the collapse of the Soviet Union; this is because the Russian Air Force 

chose to upgrade the Su-27 and MiG-31 instead. 

Indian MiG-29s were used extensively during the 1999 Kargil War in Kashmir by the Indian Air 

Force (IAF) to provide fighter escort for Mirage 2000s, which were attacking targets with laser-

guided bombs. According to Indian sources, MiG-29s from the IAF's No. 47 Squadron gained 

missile lock on two F-16s of the Pakistan Air Force (PAF) which were patrolling close to the border 

to prevent any incursions by Indian aircraft, but did not engage them because no official declaration 

of war had been issued. The Indian MiG-29s were armed with beyond-visual-range air-to-air 

missiles whereas the Pakistani F-16s were not.  
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Sukhoi 

SU-27 FLANKER 

Role 

air superiority fighter 

Powerplant 

two Saturn / Lyulka 

AL-31F turbofans 

75.2 kN – 16,910 lbf each 

First flight 

1977 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

PLA Air Force (China) 

Ukrainian Air Force 

Number built 

680 (2010) 

 

The Sukhoi Su-27 (NATO designation Flanker) is a one-seat Mach-2 class jet fighter originally 

manufactured by the Soviet Union, and designed by the Sukhoi Design Bureau. It was intended as a 

direct competitor for the large United States fourth generation fighters, with long (3,530 km) range, 

heavy armament, sophisticated avionics and high agility. The Su-27 most often flies air superiority 

missions, but is able to perform almost all combat operations. Complementing the smaller MiG-29, 

the Su-27's closest US counterpart is the F-15 Eagle. 

There are several related developments of the Su-27 design. The Su-30 is a two-seat, dual-role 

fighter for all-weather, air-to-air and air-to-surface deep interdiction missions. The Su-33 Flanker-

D is a navy fleet defense interceptor for use on aircraft carriers. Further versions include the side-

by-side 2-seat Su-34 Fullback strike variant and the Su-35 Flanker-E improved air defense fighter. 

Development 

In 1969 the Soviet Union learned of the U.S. Air Force's "F-X" program, which resulted in the F-15 

Eagle. The Soviet leadership soon realized that the new American fighter would represent a serious 

technological advantage over existing Soviet fighters. What was needed was a better-balanced 

fighter with both good agility and sophisticated systems. In response, the Soviet General Staff 

issued a requirement for a Perspektivnyy Frontovoy Istrebitel (PFI – "Advanced Tactical Fighter").
 

When the specification proved too challenging and costly for a single aircraft in the number needed, 

the PFI specification was split into two: the LPFI (Advanced Lightweight TF) and the TPFI 

(Advanced Heavy TF). The LPFI program resulted in the MiG-29, a short-range tactical fighter, 

while the TPFI program was assigned to Sukhoi OKB, which eventually produced the Su-27 and its 

various derivatives. 

Design 

The Su-27’s basic design is aerodynamically similar to the MiG-29, but it is substantially larger. It 

is a very large aircraft, and to minimize its weight and reinforce its structure has a high percentage 
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of titanium (about 30%, more than any of its contemporaries). No composite materials were used. 

The swept wing blends into the fuselage at the leading edge extensions and is essentially a delta, 

although the tips are cropped for wingtip missile rails or ECM pods.  

The Su-27’s Lyulka AL-31F turbofan engines (75.2 kN dry thrust, 122.6 kN with afterburner, each) 

are widely spaced, both for safety reasons and to ensure uninterrupted airflow through the intakes. 

The space between the engines also provides additional lift, reducing wing loading. Movable guide 

vanes in the intakes allow Mach 2+ speeds, and help to maintain engine airflow at high alpha 

(angle-of-attack).  

The Su-27 had the Soviet Union’s first operational fly-by-wire control system, developed based on 

Sukhoi OKB’s experience in the Sukhoi T-4 bomber project. Combined with relatively low wing 

loading and powerful basic flight controls, it makes for an exceptionally agile aircraft, controllable 

even at very low speeds and high angles of attack. In airshows, often the aircraft has demonstrated 

its maneuverability with Pugachev’s Cobra or dynamic deceleration – briefly sustained level flight 

at a 120° angle of attack. Thrust vectoring has also been tested (and is incorporated on later Su-

30MK and Su-37 models), allowing the fighter to perform hard turns with almost no radius. 

In addition to its considerable agility, the Su-27 uses its substantial internal volume for a large 

internal fuel capacity. In an overload configuration for maximum range, it can carry 9,400 kg 

(20,700 lb) of internal fuel, although its maneuverability with that load is limited, and normal load 

is 5,270 kg (11,620 lb). The Su-27 is armed with a single 30 mm Gryazev-Shipunov GSh-30-1 

cannon in the starboard wingroot, and has up to 10 hardpoints for missiles and other weapons. 

The Su-27 is equipped with a Phazotron N001 Zhuk coherent pulse-Doppler radar with track-while-

scan and look-down/shoot-down capability. The fighter also has an OLS-27 infrared search and 

track (IRST) system in the nose just forward of the cockpit with a 80-100 km range, which also 

incorporates a laser rangefinder. This system can be slaved to the radar, or used independently for 

"stealthy" attacks with infrared missiles (such as the R-73 and R-27T/ET). It also controls the 

cannon, providing better accuracy than in radar sighting mode. 

It was apparent that there was limited room for improvement in the N001 series radar, and the Su-

30 and Su-35/37 aircraft have the vastly superior Tikhomirov N011M Bars radar, with a passive 

electronically scanned array, improving range, multiple target capability, and sensitivity. The Bars 

radar is scheduled to be replaced by an even more capable successor, the Irbis E-phased array radar 

in the near future.  

While the Su-27 and its descendants have outstanding maneuverability and performance, the 

airframe design lacks stealth features, so the radar cross section (RCS) is large. The Journal of 

Electronic Defense reported that "plasma-cloud-generation technology for stealth applications" 

developed in Russia reduces an aircraft's RCS by a factor of 100. The Russian plasma stealth device 

had been tested on a Sukhoi Su-27IB by June 2002, but no future information was released.  

Operational life 

The Su-27 has seen limited action since it first entered service. Russian Su-27s were used during the 

1992-1993 war in Abkhazia against Georgian forces. Recently, in the 2008 South Ossetia War, 

Russia used Su-27s to gain airspace control over Tskhinvali, the capital city of South Ossetia. 

Ethiopian Su-27s reportedly shot down five Eritrean MiG-29s, damaged another one in February 

1999, and destroyed another two in May 2000.  
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Sukhoi 

SU-33 FLANKER-D 

 

Role 

aircraft carrier 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

two Saturn / Lyulka 

AL-31F turbofans 

75.2 kN – 16,910 lbf each 

First flight 

1985 

Main operators 

Russian Naval Aviation 

Number built 

36 

 

The Sukhoi Su-33 (NATO designation Flanker-D) is a carrier-based multi-role fighter aircraft 

produced by Russian firm Sukhoi beginning in 1982. It is a derivative of the Su-27 ‘Flanker’ and 
was initially known as the Su-27K. The main differences from the Su-27 are that the Su-33 can 

operate from aircraft carriers and is capable of aerial refueling. 

 

Development 

 

Full scale design development of the Su-33 started in 1984 as T-10K, under Konstantin Marbashev. 

Unlike comparable American carrier-borne fighters like the F-14 Tomcat, the Su-33 uses a ski-jump 

instead of catapult for carrier takeoff. Using the ski-jump avoids the high catapult-induced loads, 

and provides the aircraft with a positive pitch and climb angle upon launch. However, when using a 

ski-jump, the Su-33 cannot launch at maximum takeoff weight. 

 

Design 

The Su-33 sports canards that shorten the take-off distance and improve maneuverability, but 

required reshaping of the leading edge extensions. The canards counter pitch-down force generated 

by leading and trailing edge flaps, reducing approach speed by a factor of 1.5; they also act as 

destabilizers in supersonic flight, by reducing pitch trim drag. The wing area was also increased, 

though the span remained unchanged. The wings were fitted with power-assisted folding, and the 

vertical tails were shortened to allow the fighter to fit in the typically crowded hangars of an aircraft 

carrier. The rear radome was shortened and reshaped to allow for the tail hook, as well as to save 

space inside the hangars. The IRST (Infra-Red Search and Track) was moved to provide better 

downward visibility and an L-shaped retractable refuelling probe was fitted to increase range. 

The Su-33 carries guided missiles such as the Kh-25MP, Kh-31 and Kh-41. The plane can be used 

in both night and day operations at sea. It can operate under assistance of the command center ship, 

or in conjunction with a Kamov Ka-31 (a variant of the Ka-27) early-warning helicopter. Other than 

fleet defence, the duties of the Su-33 include limited anti-submarine warfare (ASW), anti-shipping 

strike, support of amphibious landing, escort, reconnaissance, and laying of minefields. 
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Operational life 

 

The Su-33 entered service in the Russian Navy in 1994. An air regiment comprising 24 fighters of 

the type was formed upon the Russian Navy’s only operating aircraft carrier, Admiral Kuznetsov.  
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Sukhoi 

SU-34 FULLBACK 

 

Role 

fighter-bomber 

Powerplant 

two Saturn-Lyulka 

AL-35F turbofans 

75.2 kN – 16,910 lbf each 

First flight 

1990 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Number built 

15 (2010) 

 

The Sukhoi Su-34 (NATO designation Fullback) is an advanced Russian 2-seat fighter-bomber, 

developed from the Su-27’s airframe. The Su-34's most distinctive feature is the unusually large 

flight deck. It is intended to eventually replace the Sukhoi Su-24 and the Tupolev Tu-22M. 

 

Development 

 

A dedicated fighter-bomber version of the Sukhoi Su-27, first developed from the 1980s for the 

Soviet Union (with the Sukhoi bureau designation T-10V), the Su-34 Fullback made its first flight 

on 13 April 1990 and was originally designated Su-27IB (Istrebitel Bombardirovshchik – Fighter 

Bomber). It was developed in parallel with the two-seat naval trainer, the Su-27KUB (Korabelnyy 

Uchebno-Boyevoy – Shipboard Combat Trainer), although, contrary to earlier reports, the two 

aircraft are not directly related. 

 

Design 

 

The aircraft shares most of its wing structure, tail, and engine nacelles with the Su-27/Su-30, with 

canards like the Su-30MKI/Su-33 to increase static instability (higher maneuverability) and to 

reduce trim drag. The aircraft has an entirely new nose and forward fuselage with a cockpit 

providing side-by-side seating for a crew of two. The Su-34 retains the Su-27's engines (two Saturn-

Lyulka AL-35F turbofans, 122.6 kN with afterburner, each engine), but with fixed intakes, limiting 

its maximum speed to Mach 1.8+.  

The Su-34 has an active-safety system with artificial-intelligence elements. This system enables the 

plane to execute just about any stunt and combat maneuver and to fly at near ground level at a 

maximum speed of 1,400 km/h (765 kts). The Su-34 can also fly in TERCOM (Terrain Contour 

Matching) mode, bypassing unexpected obstacles and streaking through ground air-defense zones. 

The plane's crew can therefore conduct effective bombing runs, take evasive action and steer clear 

of missiles and anti-aircraft shells. 

The Su-34 has 12 pylons for up to 17,635 lb (8 tons) of ordnance, intended to include the latest 

Russian precision-guided weapons. It retains the Su-27/Su-30's 30 mm GSh-30-1 cannon. The Su-

34 ordnance load includes subsonic and supersonic homing missiles and glider bombs that can 
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destroy hardened and well-camouflaged targets at a range of up to 250 km. The airplane has 

enlarged capacity internal fuel tanks for practical unrefueled flight of 4,000 kilometres (2,160 nm). 

With three refuelings, the Su-34 is capable of covering a distance of more than 14,000 kilometres 

(7,560 nm).  

An operational mission for the Su-34 begins with a mission planning period that loads into the 

aircraft's two main computers the coordinates and elevations of every navigation and mission-

dependent point from takeoff to landing. At each coordinate-point or time-hack, automatic 

switching-of modes can be accomplished so that the pilots can be hands-off or involved with other 

parts of the mission. Data link with command aircraft, ground stations, and command ships will be 

maintained and if line-of-sight limits are reached these communications resort to satellites for 

expanded coverage. Mission updates can be passed by higher authority anytime during the flight. 

All types of tactical and strategic ordnance can be utilized with emphasis being placed on long-

range standoff weapons such as the Kh-59 Ovod and Kh-59ME cruise missiles, Kh-29 and Kh-31 

anti-radiation weapons, Kh-35 Uran anti-ship weapon, and the Kh-41 Moskit long range anti-ship 

missile. 

 

Much of the aircraft design work went into crew comfort. The two crew members sit side-by-side in 

a large cabin, with the pilot-commander to the left and navigator-operator of weapons to the right, 

in NPP Zvezda K-36 ejection seats. An advantage of the side-by-side cockpit is that duplicate 

instruments are not required for each pilot. As long missions require comfort, it has pressurization 

that allows to operate up to 10,000 metres (32,800 ft) without oxygen masks, which are available 

for emergencies and combat situations. The crew members have room to stand and move about the 

cabin during long missions. The space between the seats allows them to lie down in the corridor, if 

necessary; a small toilet and a galley are also located behind the crew seats. 

 

Operational life 

 

The Su-34's long range was shown in a July 2010 exercise when Su-34s and Su-24Ms were moved 

from Russian bases in Europe to one on the Pacific coast, 6,000 kilometers away, which requires in-

flight refueling. The Su-24Ms were refueled three times, while the Su-34 was refueled twice.  
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Sukhoi 

PAK FA T-50 

 

Role 

multirole stealth fighter 

Powerplant 

two 3-D thrust vectoring 

supercruising turbofans 

(specifications classified) 

First flight 

2010 

Main operators 

aircraft 

under development 

Number built 

3 (2010) 

 

The Sukhoi PAK FA T-50 (Perspektivny Aviatsionny Kompleks Frontovoy Aviatsii – Future 

Airborne Complex Tactical Aircraft) is a fifth-generation stealth jet fighter being developed by 

Sukhoi OKB for the Russian Air Force. 

The current prototype is Sukhoi's T-50. The PAK FA when fully developed is intended to replace the 

MiG-29 Fulcrum and Su-27 Flanker in the Russian inventory and serve as the basis of the 

Sukhoi/HAL FGFA project being developed with India. A fifth generation jet fighter, it is designed 

to directly compete with Lockheed Martin's F-22 Raptor and F-35 Lightning II. The T-50 performed 

its first flight on January 29, 2010. Its second flight was on February 6 and its third on February 

12. As of August 31, 2010, it made 17 flights in total. 

Sukhoi director Mikhail Pogosyan has projected a market for 1,000 aircraft over the next four 

decades, which will be produced in a joint venture with India, two hundred each for Russia and 

India and six hundred for other countries. He has also said that the Indian contribution would be in 

the form of joint work under the current agreement rather than as a joint venture. 

Development 

 

In the late 1980s, the Soviet Union outlined a need for a next-generation aircraft to replace its MiG-

29 and Su-27 in frontline service. Two projects were proposed to meet this need, the Sukhoi Su-47 

and the Mikoyan Project 1.44. In 2002, Sukhoi was chosen to lead the design for the new combat 

aircraft, and in the summer of 2009 the design was approved. The PAK FA will incorporate 

technology from both the Su-47 and the MiG 1.44. 

Although most of information about the PAK FA is classified, it is believed from interviews with 

people in the Russian Air Force and Defense Ministry that it will be stealthy, have the ability to 

supercruise, be outfitted with the next generation of air-to-air, air-to-surface, and air-to-ship 

missiles, incorporate a fix-mounted AESA radar with a 1,500-element array, and have an "artificial 

intellect". 
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Design 

Composites are used extensively on the T-50 and comprise 25% of its weight and almost 70% of the 

outer surface. It is estimated that titanium alloy content of the fuselage is 75%. Further reductions in 

structural weight, drag and radar signature are achieved by the use of three-dimensional thrust 

vectoring engines. Sukhoi's concern for minimizing RCS (and drag) is also shown by the provision 

of two tandem main weapons bays in the centre fuselage, between the engine nacelles. Each is 

estimated to be between 4.9-5.1m long. The main bays are augmented by bulged, triangular-section 

bays at the wing root. 

Exact specifications of T-50 new engines are still secret. It is expected that each engine will be able 

to independently vector its thrust upwards, downward or side to side. Vectoring one engine up with 

the other one down can produce a twisting force. Therefore the PAK FA would be the first fifth 

generation fighter with full 3-D thrust vectoring along all three aircraft axes: pitch, yaw and roll. 

However this engine layout would compromise IR and radar stealth. The Moskovsky Komsomolets 

reported that the T-50 has been designed to be more maneuverable than the F-22 Raptor at the cost 

of making it less stealthy than the F-22.  

Operational life 

 

The aircraft's maiden flight took place on 29 January 2010 at KnAAPO's Komsomolsk-on-Amur 

Dzemgi Airport; the aircraft was piloted by Sergey Bogdan and the flight lasted for 47 minutes.  
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Panavia 

TORNADO IDS/ECR 

Role 

fighter-bomber / 

/ electronic warfare 

Powerplant 

two Turbo-Union 

RB199-34R turbofans 

43.8 kN – 9,850 lbf each 

First flight 

1974 

Main operators 

Royal Air Force 

Luftwaffe 

Italian Air Force 

Number built 

774 

 

The Panavia Tornado is a family of twin-engine, variable-sweep wing combat aircraft, which was 

jointly developed by the United Kingdom, West Germany and Italy. There are three primary 

versions of the Tornado: the Tornado IDS (InterDictor/Strike) fighter-bomber, the suppression of 

enemy air defences Tornado ECR (Electronic Combat/ Reconnaissance) and the Tornado ADV 

(Air Defence Variant) interceptor. 

Developed and built by Panavia, a tri-national consortium consisting of British Aerospace 

(previously British Aircraft Corporation), MBB of West Germany, and Alenia Aeronautica of Italy, 

the Tornado first flew on 14 August 1974. International cooperation continued after its entry into 

service within the Tri-National Tornado Training Establishment, a tri-nation training and 

evaluation unit operating from RAF Cottesmore, England. From a total of  922 aircraft, 774 were 

IDS and ECR variants. 

Development 

During the 1960s, aeronautical designers looked to variable geometry wing designs to gain the 

manoeuvrability and efficient cruise of straight wings, and the speed of swept-wing designs. The 

United Kingdom had cancelled the procurement of the F-111K aircraft, and was still looking for a 

replacement for its Avro Vulcan strike aircraft. Britain and France had initiated the AFVG (Anglo-

French Variable Geometry) project in 1965, but this had ended with French withdrawal in 1967. 

In 1968, West Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, and Canada formed a working group to 

examine replacements for the F-104 Starfighter, initially called the Multi Role Aircraft (MRA), and 

later called the Multi Role Combat Aircraft (MRCA). Britain joined the MRCA group in 1968; 

Belgium and Canada pulled out of the project, and the four remaining nations formed Panavia 

Aircraft GmbH on 26 March 1969. The Netherlands left the project in 1970, citing that the aircraft 

was too complicated for its preferences. 

Conceptually, Panavia had to produce an aircraft to perform in the tactical strike/reconnaissance, 

air defence, and maritime strike roles, allowing to replace multiple aircraft at that time in use by the 
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partner nations. The United Kingdom and West Germany each had a 42.5% stake, with the 

remaining 15% going to Italy. The scope of work for production was also agreed upon - the front 

fuselage and tail assembly in the United Kingdom, the centre fuselage in West Germany, and the 

wings in Italy. A separate multinational company, Turbo Union, was formed in June 1970 to 

develop and build the RB199 engines for the aircraft, with ownership similarly split 40% Rolls-

Royce, 40% MTU, and 20% FIAT.  

Design 

The Tornado was designed as a low-level supersonic ground attack fighter, capable of taking-off 

and landing in short distances. This requires good high-speed and low-speed flying characteristics. 

In general, an aircraft which is designed to fly at high speeds usually has poor low-speed 

characteristics. In order to achieve the desired high-speed performance, an aircraft must have a 

highly swept or delta wing; however, delta-wing design is very inefficient at low speeds where 

unswept wing planforms are required. In order for an aircraft to be operated efficiently at both high 

and low speeds, variable wing sweep is a desirable feature; this was incorporated into the Tornado 

design. 

During the development of the aircraft, short field landing capability was considered essential in 

order to enable the aircraft to operate from short strips on potentially damaged runways and 

taxiways. With the wings swept fully forwards the Tornado has greater lift because of the increased 

exposed wing area and the use of full-span flaps and slats. The Turbo-Union RB199-34R (Mk.103) 

is a powerful turbofan engine, giving 43.8 kN of dry thrust and 76.8 kN when used the afterburner, 

and Tornado is twin-engined. Thrust reversers are also fitted to reduce the landing distance, SAAB 

Viggen being the only other fighter to include this feature.  

The cockpit is of conventional design with a centre stick and left hand throttles. In general, when 

the pilot wants to fly at low speed, a cockpit selection lever is used to sweep the wings forward; 

when flying faster the wings are swept further back. The pilot and navigator sit on two zero-zero 

ejection seats (for use even at zero altitude and speed) Martin Baker MK-10A, which allow to safely 

leave the aircraft up to 1,600 km/h at low altitude, or Mach 2 at 15,000 m. The entire cockpit is 

pressurized and equipped with an air conditioning system. The navigator has two multifunction 

displays (called TV-TAB) with programmable keyboard; the left screen is for arms management, the 

right for navigation. 

The Tornado IDS is cleared to carry almost all the air-launched weapons in the NATO inventory, 

including cluster bombs, anti-runway munitions, and nuclear weapons. Most ground-attack versions 

also have a limited air-to-air capability, being armed with Sidewinder or ASRAAM air-to-air 

missiles. The ECR variant can carry HARM missiles (air-to-ground, anti-radar missiles). 

Operational life 

German Tornado IDSs undertook NATO combat operations during the Bosnian War, the first 

combat operation for the Luftwaffe since World War II. British and Italian IDSs also participated.  

The Italian Air Force received 100 Tornado IDSs, with 15 later converted to ECR configuration. 

Italian Tornados took part in the first Gulf War (1991), losing one plane to AAA, and in Kosovo in 

1999, with the IDS in the bombing role and the ECR for suppression of enemy anti-aircraft radars 

(firing 115 HARM missiles).  
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During the 1991 Gulf War, nearly 60 IDSs were deployed by the United Kingdom to air bases at 

Muharraq (Bahrain), Tabuk and Dhahran (Saudi Arabia). In the early stages of the war, RAF 

Tornados were used to target Iraqi military airfields using unguided and laser-guided bombs. Seven 

RAF IDSs were lost during the conflict: three were shot down in combat, three crashed on 

operations and one was lost in a non-combat incident.  
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Panavia 

TORNADO ADV 

 

Role 

interceptor 

Powerplant 

two Turbo-Union 

RB199-34R turbofans 

43.8 kN – 9,850 lbf each 

First flight 

1979 

Main operators 

Royal Air Force 

Royal Saudi Air Force 

Number built 

218 

 

The Panavia Tornado ADV (Air Defence Variant) is an interceptor version of the Panavia Tornado 

in service with the British Royal Air Force. The aircraft's first flight was on 27 October 1979 and 

entered service in 1986. It is a long-range, twin-engine aircraft, originally designed to intercept 

Soviet bombers as they came in from the east to strike the United Kingdom. The Tornado ADV for 

the Royal Saudi Air Force were produced to F3 standard. Both the RAF and RSAF are replacing 

the Tornado ADV with the Eurofighter Typhoon. Tornado ADV F3 will be retired from RAF service 

in 2011. 

Development 

The aircraft was developed to meet an RAF requirement (Air Staff Requirement 395 or ASR.395) 

for a long-range interceptor to replace the Lightning F6 and Phantom FGR2. Development was 

approved on 4 March 1976, with British Aerospace (British part of Panavia) to provide 3 

prototypes. The first prototype was rolled out at Warton on 9 August 1979. The prototype made its 

maiden flight on 27 October 1979. 

Design 

The Tornado ADV's differences compared to the IDS include a greater sweep angle on the inboard 

fixed wing sections, deletion of Kreuger flaps, a longer radome for the Marconi/Ferranti AI.24 

Foxhunter airborne interception radar, and a fuselage stretch of 1.36 m to allow the carriage of four 

Skyflash semi-active radar homing missiles. The port cannon was also deleted.  

Operational life 

The Tornado ADV F3 made its combat debut in the 1991 Gulf War with 18 aircraft deployed to 

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. After 1991, combat operations continued as the southern no-fly zones over 

Iraq were patrolled.  
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Eurofighter 

EF-2000 TYPHOON 

Role 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

two Eurojet 

EJ200 turbofans 

60 kN – 13,500 lbf each 

First flight 

1994 

Main operators 

Royal Air Force 

Luftwaffe 

Italian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 210 (2010) 

 

The Eurofighter EF-2000 Typhoon (or just Eurofighter) is a twin-engine, canard-delta wing, 

4.5th-generation multirole jet fighter, designed and built by a consortium of three companies: 

Alenia Aeronautica, BAE Systems, and EADS, working through a holding company, Eurofighter 

GmbH, which was formed in 1986. The project is managed by the NATO Eurofighter and Tornado 

Management Agency, which acts as the prime customer.  

The series production of the Eurofighter Typhoon is underway, and the aircraft is being procured 

under three separate contracts (named "tranches"), each for aircraft with generally improved 

capabilities. The aircraft has entered service with the British Royal Air Force, the German 

Luftwaffe, the Italian Air Force, the Spanish Air Force and the Austrian Air Force. Saudi Arabia 

has signed a contract worth £4.43 billion (approx. €6.4 billion, $9.5 billion) for 72 aircraft. 

Development 

In 1979 British Aerospace (BAe) and Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm (MBB) presented a formal 

proposal to their respective governments for an European Collaborative Fighter (ECF). In October 

1979 Dassault joined the team for a tri-national study, which became known as the European 

Combat Aircraft (ECA). It was at this stage of development that the Eurofighter name was first 

attached to the aircraft. The early agreement was to develop different national prototypes. France 

produced the ACX. The UK produced two designs: the P.106, a single-engined "lightweight" 

fighter, and the P.110, a twin-engined one. West Germany continued to refine the TFK-90 concept. 

The ECA project collapsed in 1981 for several reasons including differing requirements, Dassault's 

insistence on "design leadership", and the British preference for a new version of the Turbo-Union 

RB199 engine to power the aircraft versus the French preference for the new SNECMA M88. 

In 1983 the UK, France, Germany, Italy and Spain launched the Future European Fighter Aircraft 

(FEFA) programme. The aircraft was to have short take-off and landing (STOL) and beyond visual 

range (BVR) capabilities. In 1984 France reiterated its requirement for a carrier-capable version and 

demanded a leading role. The UK, West Germany and Italy opted out and established a new 

European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) programme. Despite pressure from France, Spain rejoined the 
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EFA project in early September 1985, then France officially withdrew from the project to pursue its 

own ACX project, which was to become the Dassault Rafale. 

The Eurofighter Typhoon is unique in modern combat aircraft in that there are four separate 

assembly lines. Each partner company assembles its own national aircraft, but builds the same parts 

for all 683 ordered aircraft (including exports). A fifth assembly line will be established for the final 

48 Saudi aircraft. Eurofighter parts are produced as follows: 

 Alenia Aeronautica – left wing, outboard flaperons and some rear fuselage sections. 

 BAE Systems – front fuselage (including foreplanes), canopy, dorsal spine, tail fin, inboard 

flaperons and rear fuselage sections. 

 EADS Deutschland – main centre fuselage. 

 EADS CASA – right wing and leading edge slats. 

Design 

The Eurofighter features lightweight construction (82% composites consisting of 70% carbon fibre 

composites and 12% glass reinforced composites) with an estimated lifespan of 6,000 flying hours. 

The fighter achieves high agility at both supersonic and low speeds by having a relaxed stability 

design. It has a quadruplex digital fly-by-wire control system providing artificial stability, as manual 

operation alone could not compensate for the inherent instability. The fly-by-wire system is 

described as "carefree" by preventing the pilot from exceeding the permitted manoeuvre envelope. 

Roll control is primarily achieved by use of the wing flaperons, yaw control is by rudder. Pitch 

control is by operation of the foreplanes and flaperons, and the canards are also full-moving 

surfaces. All these control surfaces are moved through two independent hydraulic systems that are 

incorporated in the aircraft, which also supply various other items, such as the canopy, brakes and 

undercarriage. Each hydraulic system is powered by a 4,000 psi engine-driven gearbox.  

The aircraft employs a sophisticated and highly integrated Defensive Aids Sub-System named 

Praetorian (formerly called EuroDASS). Threat detection is provided by a Radar Warning Receiver 

(RWR) and a Laser Warning Receiver (LWR, only for UK Typhoons). Protection is provided by 

chaff, jaff and flares, Electronic Counter Measures (ECM) and a Towed Radar Decoy (TRD). 

Navigation is via both GPS and INS (inertial navigation system). The Eurofighter can use 

Instrument Landing System (ILS) for landing in poor weather. 

The Euroradar CAPTOR (formerly ECR-90) is a next-generation mechanical multi-mode pulse 

Doppler radar, designed for the Eurofighter. The CAPTOR was designed for use with Beyond 

Visual Range Air to Air Missiles (BVRAAM) and the Eurofighter will be fitted with the MBDA 

Meteor missile. Since the end of the Cold War the Eurofighter's mission has also moved from a 

primarily air-defence fighter with secondary ground-attack to a multirole aircraft. As such the 

radar's ground attack capabilities have been improved. In May 2007, Eurofighter Development 

Aircraft 5 made the first flight with a new CAPTOR-E Active Electronically Scanned Array radar, 

known as CAESAR (from CAPTOR Active Electronically Scanned Array Radar). This new 

generation of radar (AESA) is intended to replace the mechanically steered antennas and high-

power transmitters used on current Eurofighter aircraft with an electronically steered array 

consisting of 1,425 independent transmit/receive modules (TRMs). 

The aircraft also features an advanced ground proximity warning system based on the TERPROM 

Terrain Referenced Navigation (TRN) system used by the Panavia Tornado but further enhanced 

and fully integrated into the cockpit displays and controls.  
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According to RAF, the Eurofighter's RCS (radar cross section) is better than RAF requirements. 

Comments from BAE Systems suggest the radar return is around one quarter of that of the Tornado 

it replaces. The Eurofighter is thought to have an RCS of less than one square metre in a clean 

configuration, although no official value is available. This compares with the estimated RCS of the 

Rafale of 2 square metres, the 20 square metres of the Su-30MKI, the 1 square metre of the Su-

35BM and the F-117 Nighthawk’s 0.025 square metres.  

The Eurofighter features a "glass cockpit" without any conventional instrument; avionics include: 

three full colour Multi-function Head Down Displays (MHDDs) (the formats of which are 

manipulated by means of softkeys, XY cursor and voice command), a wide angle Head Up Display 

(HUD) with Forward Looking Infra Red (FLIR), Hands On Throttle And Stick (HOTAS), Helmet 

Mounted Symbology System (HMSS) (known to test pilots as 'The Electric Hat'), Multifunction 

Information Distribution System (MIDS), a Manual Data Entry Facility (MDEF) located on the left 

glareshield, and a fully integrated aircraft warning system with a Dedicated Warnings Panel (DWP). 

Reversionary flying instruments, lit by LEDs, are located under a hinged right glareshield. 

The pilot flies the aircraft by means of a centre stick and left hand throttles. Emergency escape is 

provided by a Martin-Baker Mk.16A ejection seat, with the canopy being jettisoned by two rocket 

motors. The Eurofighter is powered by two Eurojet EJ200 afterburning turbofans, with 60 kN dry 

thrust and 89 kN in afterburner, each engine.  

The Typhoon is capable of supersonic cruise without using afterburners (referred to as supercruise). 

According to the official German Luftwaffe and Austrian Eurofighter website, the maximum speed 

possible without reheat is between Mach 1.2 and Mach 1.5. The Eurofighter can only supercruise in 

a clean configuration without external missiles and fuel tanks. The maximum speed at high altitude 

is Mach 2 (2,495 km/h), and the maximum speed at sea level is Mach 1.2 (1,470 km/h).  

The aircraft features a 27 mm Mauser BK-27 revolver cannon with 150 rounds, and 13 hardpoints 

(4 under each wing, 5 under fuselage) for up to 7.5 tons (16,500 lb) of payload.  

Operational life 

During the exercise "Typhoon Meet" held in 2008, Eurofighters flew against F/A-18 Hornets, 

Mirage F1s, Harriers and F-16s in a mock combat exercise. It is claimed that the Eurofighters won 

all engagements (even outnumbered 8 vs 27) without suffering losses.
 
Former Red Arrows UK pilot 

Peter Collins said he preferred Rafale F3 to Eurofighter Typhoon and F-22 Raptor; his opinion was 

confirmed during the exercise "Air Tactical Leadership Course" held in 2009 in UAE: four 

Eurofighters Typhoon flew against four Dassault Rafale F3 in a mock combat exercise; the Rafale 

won first engagement 4-0 and second engagement 3-1 (a single disqualification for a Rafale that 

flew at too low altitude).  
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Dassault 
SUPER MYSTÈRE 

 
Role 

fighter-bomber 
Powerplant 

one SNECMA 
Atar 101G-2 turbojet 
33.3 kN – 7,490 lbf 

First flight 

1955 
Main operators 

French Air Force 
Israeli Air Force 

Number built 

180 

 

The Dassault Super Mystère was a French fighter-bomber, the first Western European supersonic 

aircraft to enter mass production and the first of the Mystère family that could exceed the speed of 

sound in level flight.  

Development 

The Super Mystère represents the final step in evolution which began with the Dassault Ouragan 
and progressed through the Mystère II/III and Mystère IV. While earlier Mystère variants could 
attain supersonic speed only in a dive, the Super Mystère did it in level flight. This was achieved 
thanks to the new thin wing with 45° of sweep (compared with 41° of sweep in the Mystère IV and 
only 33° in Mystère II) and the use of an afterburner-equipped turbojet engine. 

Design 

The first prototype Super Mystère B.1, powered by a Rolls-Royce Avon RA.7R, took to the air on 
March 2, 1955; it broke the sound barrier in level flight the following day. The aircraft entered 
production in 1957 as the Super Mystère B.2. The production version differed from the prototype 
by having a more powerful SNECMA Atar 101G engine (33.3 kN dry thrust, 44.1 kN with 
afterburner).  

In 1958, two Super Mystère B.4 prototypes were built. Equipped with a new 48° swept wing and a 
more powerful SNECMA Atar 09B engine, the aircraft was capable of Mach 1.4. Production never 
materialized because the faster Dassault Mirage III was entering service. In 1973, the Israeli Air 
Force upgraded their Super Mystère B.2s with a non-afterburning version of the Pratt & Whitney 

J52-P8A and new avionics. 

Operational life 

The Super Mystère served with the French Air Force until 1977. In addition, 36 aircraft were sold to 
the Israeli Air Force in 1958. The Super Mystère saw action in the 1967 Six-Day War and the 1973 
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Yom Kippur War; they were well-liked by the Israeli pilots and were a match for the Arab MiG-19 
aircraft in air-to-air combat.  
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Dassault 

MIRAGE III 

 

Role 

fighter 

Powerplant 

one SNECMA 

Atar 09C turbojet 

42.0 kN – 9,450 lbf 

First flight 

1956 

Main operators 

French Air Force 

Pakistan Air Force 

Number built 

1,422 

 

The Dassault Mirage III was a supersonic fighter aircraft designed in France by Dassault Aviation 

during the late 1950s, and manufactured both in France and a number of other countries. It was a 

successful fighter aircraft, being sold to many air forces around the world and remaining in 

production for over a decade. Some of the world's smaller air forces still fly Mirage IIIs or variants 

as front-line equipment today. 

Development 

The Mirage III family grew out of French government studies begun in 1952 that led in early 1953 

to a specification for a lightweight, all-weather interceptor capable of climbing to 18,000 m 

(59,040 ft) in six minutes and able to reach Mach 1.3 in level flight. 

Dassault's response to the specification was the Mystère-Delta 550. The tailless delta configuration 

has a number of limitations. The lack of a horizontal stabilizer meant flaps cannot be used, resulting 

in a long takeoff run and a high landing speed. The delta wing itself limits maneuverability; and 

suffers from buffeting at low altitude, due to the large wing area and resulting low wing loading. 

However, the delta is a simple and pleasing design, easily built and robust, capable of high speed in 

a straight line, and with plenty of space in the wing for fuel storage.  

The first prototype of the Mystère-Delta, after some redesign, was renamed Mirage I and, in late 

1955, attained Mach 1.3 in level flight. Dassault then considered a somewhat bigger version, the 

Mirage II, with a pair of Turbomeca Gabizo turbojets, but no aircraft of this configuration was ever 

built. The next fighter design was the Mirage III.  

Design 

The Mirage III incorporated the new area ruling concept, where changes to the cross section of an 

aircraft were made as gradual as possible, resulting in the famous "wasp waist" configuration of 

many supersonic fighters. The prototype Mirage III flew on 17 November 1956, and attained a 

speed of Mach 1.52 on its seventh flight. 
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The success of the Mirage III prototype resulted in an order for 10 pre-production Mirage IIIAs. 

The first Mirage IIIA flew in May 1958, and eventually was clocked at Mach 2.2, making it the first 

European aircraft to exceed Mach 2 in level flight. 

The first major production model of the Mirage series, the Mirage IIIC, first flew in October 1960. 

The IIIC was largely similar to the IIIA, though a little under a half meter longer and brought up to 

full operational fit. The IIIC was a single-seat interceptor, with a SNECMA Atar 09B turbojet 

engine, featuring an "eyelet" style variable exhaust. 

The Mirage IIIC was armed with twin 30 mm DEFA revolver-type cannons, fitted in the belly with 

the gun ports under the air intake. Early Mirage IIIC production had three stores pylons, one under 

the fuselage and one under each wing, but another outboard pylon was quickly added to each wing, 

for a total of five. The outboard pylon was intended to carry a Sidewinder air-to-air missile, later 

replaced by Matra Magic. The French Armée de l'Air (AdA) also ordered a two-seat Mirage IIIB 

operational trainer, which first flew in October 1959. A number of reconnaissance variants were 

also built under the general designation of Mirage IIIR. 

While the Mirage IIIC was being put into production, Dassault was also considering a multi-

role/strike variant of the aircraft, which eventually materialized as the Mirage IIIE. The Mirage 

IIIE differed from the IIIC interceptor most obviously in having a 300 mm (11.8 in) forward 

fuselage extension to increase the size of the avionics bay behind the cockpit. The stretch also 

helped increase fuel capacity, as the Mirage IIIC had marginal range and improvements were 

needed. The IIIE featured the Thomson-CSF Cyrano II dual mode air/ground radar, a radar warning 

receiver (RWR) system with the antennas mounted in the vertical tailplane, and a SNECMA Atar 

09C engine (42.0 kN dry thrust, 58.9 kN with afterburner), with a petal-style variable exhaust. 

Operational life 

In the Six-Day War, except for 12 Mirages (4 in the air and 8 on the ground) left behind to guard 

Israel from Arab bombers, all the Mirage IIIs were fitted with bombs, and sent to attack the Arab air 

bases; however the Mirage's performance as a bomber was limited. During the following days 

Mirages performed as fighters, and out of a total of 58 Arab planes shot down in air combat during 

the war, 48 were accounted for by Mirages.  
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Dassault 

MIRAGE F1 

Role 

fighter-attack 

Powerplant 

one SNECMA 

Atar 9K turbojet 

69 kN – 15,500 lbf 

First flight 

1966 

Main operators 

French Air Force 

Iraqi Air Force 

Spanish Air Force 

Number built 

720 

 

The Dassault Mirage F1 is a French air-superiority fighter and attack aircraft designed and built 

by Dassault Aviation as a successor of the Mirage III family. The Mirage F1 entered service in the 

French Air Force in the early seventies. Powered by a single SNECMA Atar 9K turbojet providing 

about 7 tonnes-force (69 kN) of thrust, the F1 has been used as a light multipurpose fighter and has 

been exported to about a dozen nations. Among the second generation European supersonic 

fighters, the F1 was the most successful, significantly because almost all of its operators have used 

it in wars and regional conflicts. 

Development 

Dassault designed the Mirage F1 as a private venture, using its own funds, as a successor to its 

Mirage III and Mirage 5 fighters, with the F1 being a smaller version of the Mirage F2 developed 

for the French Air Force. It was of similar size to the delta-winged Mirage III and V, and was 

powered by a SNECMA Atar 9K turbojet as used in the Dassault Mirage IV, but unlike its 

predesscors, it shared the layout of a swept wing mounted high on the fuselage and a conventional 

tail surface as used by the F2.  

Although it has a smaller wingspan than the Mirage III, the F1 nevertheless proved to be clearly 

superior to its predecessor. It can carry up to 40% more fuel, has a shorter take-off run, a superior 

range in lo-lo missions, and better maneuverability. The Mirage F1 served as the main interceptor 

of the French Air Force until the Dassault Mirage 2000 entered service. 

Design 

In order to comply with the French Air Force's requirement for an all-weather interceptor, the first 

production Mirage F1C was equipped with a Thomson-CSF Cyrano IV monopulse radar. The later 

Cyrano IV-1 version added a limited look-down capability. However Mirage F1 pilots reported that 

the radar can easily overheat, reducing its efficiency. The Mirage F1 entered French Air Force 

service in May 1973 when the first production version was delivered.  
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Initially, the aircraft was armed with two internal 30 mm cannons, and two Matra R530 medium-

range air-to-air missiles carried under the wings, replaced after 1979 with the improved Matra 

Super 530 F. In 1977, the R550 Matra Magic was released. The F1 has these missiles mounted on 

rails on the wingtips. Around the same time, the American AIM-9 Sidewinder became part of the 

Mirage F1's armament, after the Spanish and Hellenic Air Forces requested integration of the 

Sidewinder on their own Mirage F1CE and F1CG fighters, respectively.  

The French Air Force also ordered 20 Mirage F1B, a two-seat operational conversion trainer; these 

were delivered between October 1980 and March 1983. The extra seat and controls added only 

30 cm to the length of the fuselage, but at the cost of less internal fuel capacity and the loss of the 

internal cannon. Was also developed the Mirage F1A, a single-seat ground-attack fighter aircraft, 

with laser-range finder and limited air-to-air attack capability. A further variant was the Mirage 

F1E, single-seat all-weather multi-role fighter and ground-attack aircraft. 

Operational life 

During the Iran-Iraq War, Iraq's Mirage F1EQs were used intensively for interception, ground 

attack and anti-shipping missions. In November 1981, an Iraqi Mirage F1 accounted for the first 

Iranian F-14 Tomcat to be shot down, followed by several more in the following months, giving the 

previously timid Iraqi Airforce new confidence in air-to-air combat engagements with the Iranians. 

On 17 May 1987, an Iraqi Air Force pilot flying an F1EQ fired two Exocet anti-ship missiles into 

the U.S. frigate USS Stark (FFG-31) in the Persian Gulf.  
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Dassault 

MIRAGE 2000 

Role 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

one SNECMA 

M53-P2 turbofan 

64 kN – 14,400 lbf 

First flight 

1978 

Main operators 

French Air Force 

Indian Air Force 

United Arab Emirates AF 

Number built 

601 

 

The Dassault Mirage 2000 is a French multirole, single-engine, fourth-generation jet fighter 

manufactured by Dassault Aviation. It was designed as a lightweight fighter based on the Mirage 

III in the late 1970s for the French Air Force. The Mirage 2000 evolved into a successful multirole 

aircraft with several variants developed, including the attack variants Mirage 2000D and 2000N 

(nuclear), and several export versions. Over 600 aircraft were built and it is in service in nine 

countries as of 2009. 

Development 

The French Air Force developed a requirement for an Avion de Combat Futur (ACF – "Future 

Combat Aircraft") in the early 1970s. Dassault offered its twin-engine Super Mirage for the ACF 

requirement. However, the Super Mirage was to be too costly and was canceled in 1975. Dassault 

offered the single-engine Mirage 2000 as an alternative and was given approval to proceed by the 

French government on 18 December 1975. This was a return to the first generation Mirages, but 

with several important innovations that tried to solve their shortcomings. 

Development of this small aircraft would also give the company a competitor to the General 

Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon, which had defeated the Dassault Mirage F1 in a contest for a new 

fighter for the air forces of Belgium, Denmark, Netherlands and Norway. 

The prototype made its first flight in 10 March 1978 with test pilot Jean Coreau at the controls. In 

that summer, at the Farnborough Airshow, this machine displayed not only excellent handling 

capabilities, but also a full control at 204 km/h and 26 degree angle of attack. This was totally 

unexpected in a delta-wing fighter, and proved how CCD controls were capable of overcoming the 

delta wing shortcomings related to poor low-speed control, while retaining the advantages, such as 

low-drag, low radar cross section, ideal high speed aerodynamics and simplicity, provided by the 

absence of horizontal tail surfaces. 
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Design 

The aircraft has a redundant fly-by-wire automatic flight control system, providing a high degree of 

agility and easier handling, together with stability and precise control in all situations. The fighter's 

airframe is naturally unstable, and so it is coupled with FBW commands to obtain the best agility; 

however, in override mode it is still possible to exceed a 270 deg/sec roll rate and allows the aircraft 

to reach 11 g (within the 12 g structural limit), instead of 9 g when engaged. The system is reliable 

with no known losses due to its failure. 

The fighter is available as a single-seat or two-seat multi-role fighter. The pilot flies the aircraft by 

means of a centre stick and a left hand throttle, with both incorporating hands-on-throttle-and-stick 

(HOTAS) controls. The pilot sits on a SEMB Mark 10 zero-zero ejection seat (a license-built 

version of the British Martin-Baker Mark 10). Unlike in the F-16, the pilot sits in a conventional 

position, without the steep backward slope of the F-16 seat. The cockpit is quite small, and there is 

no bubble canopy. Despite this, the cockpit visibility is quite good, but less than the F-16, especially 

in the 'six o'clock' (rearwards-looking) position. 

The Mirage 2000 is equipped with a SNECMA M53-5 (first 37 airplanes), or SNECMA M53-P2 

low-bypass ratio turbofan engine, depending on the aircraft version, which provides 64 kN of dry 

trust and 98 kN in afterburner. The air intakes are fitted with an adjustable half-cone-shaped 

centerbody, which provides an inclined shock of air pressure for highly efficient air intake. 

The Mirage 2000 is equipped with built-in twin DEFA 554 (now GIAT 30-550 F4) 30 mm revolver-

type cannons with 125 rounds each. The cannons have selectable fire rates of 1,200 or 1,800 rounds 

per minute. The Mirage 2000 can carry up to 6.3 tonnes (14,000 lb) of stores on nine pylons, with 

two pylons on each wing and five under the fuselage. External stores can include Matra Super 530 

medium-range semi-active radar-guided air-to-air missiles on the inboard wing pylons and 

underbelly, and Matra Magic short-range infrared-seeking air-to-air missiles on the outboard wing 

pylons. Other short-range missiles such as the AIM-9 Sidewinder are compatible and are often used 

on Mirages which have been exported, because the Matra Magic itself was meant as 'Sidewinder 

compatible'. 

The late (1997) Mirage 2000-5 variant features the Thales TV/CT CLDP laser designator pod, as 

well as the Thales Multimode RDY (multitarget Doppler radar), which allows detection of up to 24 

targets and the ability to simultaneously track 8 threats while guiding 4 Matra MICA missiles to 

different targets; avionics were also updated, using a new night vision-compatible glass cockpit 

layout borrowed from the Rafale. The Mirage 2000-5 can also carry the oversized drop tanks 

developed for the Mirage 2000N, greatly extending its range. 

Operational life 

The first Mirage 2000 to go into service with the French Air Force was the single-seat Mirage 

2000C (C stands for Chasseur – Fighter). There were four single-seat prototypes, including the 

initial Mirage 2000 prototype. The first production Mirage 2000C flew in November 1982. The 

Mirage 2000B is a two-seat operational conversion trainer variant. The Mirage 2000N is the nuclear 

strike variant which was intended to carry the Aerospatiale Air-Sol Moyenne Portèe (ASMP) 

nuclear stand-off missile. The Mirage 2000D is a dedicated conventional attack variant developed 

from the Mirage 2000N, and the Mirage 2000-5 is the last and most advanced version (also for 

export).  
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Dassault 

RAFALE 

 

Role 
multirole fighter 

Powerplant 
two SNECMA 

M88 turbofans 

50 kN – 11,250 lbf each 

First flight 
1986 

Main operators 
French Air Force 

French Navy 

Number built 
82 (2010) 

 

The Dassault Rafale is a French twin-engined, delta-wing, agile, multi-role, 4.5th-generation jet 
fighter aircraft designed and built by Dassault Aviation. Introduced in 2000, the Rafale is being 
produced both for land-based use with the French Air Force and for carrier-based operations with 
the French Navy. It has also been marketed for export to several countries, but has not yet received 
orders. The Rafale is however an outstanding aircraft, and part of specialists consider it to be a 
more capable fighter than the European multinational Eurofighter Typhoon.  

Development 

In the mid-1970s, both the French Air Force (Armée de l'Air) and Navy (Aéronavale) had a 

requirement (the Navy's being rather more pressing) to find a new generation of fighter (principally 

to replace AdA’s SEPECAT Jaguar and Aéronavale’s F-8 Crusader), and their requirements were 

similar enough to be merged into one project. In 1983, France awarded Dassault a contract for two 

Avion de Combat eXpérimental (ACX) demonstrators; European nations, such Germany, Italy, 

Spain and the United Kingdom, agreed to jointly develop the new fighter in the early 1980s. 

However, disagreement over the fighter's size and project leadership led France to split in 1985; 

France developed the smaller Rafale, while the other nations developed what would later be named 

the Eurofighter EF-2000 Typhoon.  

Design 

The Rafale features a delta wing, combined with active-integrated (close-coupled) canard and fly-
by-wire flight control, to maximize maneuverability (withstanding +9 g or -3 g) while maintaining 

stability in flight; a maximum of 11 g can be reached in case of emergency. The canard also reduces 

landing speed to 115 knots (Rafale can operate from 400 m runways). According to internal sources 

(Les essais en vol du Rafale) low speed limit is 100 kt but 80 kt (148 km/h) is sometimes 

demonstrated during airshows by pilots willing to underline low speed qualities of the aircraft. 

Rafale M (the carrier version) is fully compatible with US Navy aircraft carriers and some French 

Navy pilots have qualified to fly the aircraft from US Navy flight decks. 
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The Rafale carries an integrated electronic survival system named SPECTRA which features a 

software-based virtual stealth technology. The most important sensor is the Thales RBE2 passive 

electronically scanned multi-mode radar. Thales claims to have achieved unprecedented levels of 

situational awareness by early detection and tracking of multiple air targets for close-combat and 

long-range interception, as well as real time generation of three-dimensional maps for terrain-

following, navigation and targeting.
 
The total value of the radar, electronic communications and 

self-protection equipment is about 30% of the cost of the entire plane. The new Thales RBE2 AA 

Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar is planned to replace the existing passive array 

of the RBE2. 

The cockpit uses a Martin-Baker Mark 16F zero-zero ejection seat, i.e., capable of being used at 

zero speed and zero altitude. The seat is inclined 29 degrees backwards to improve G-force 

tolerance. The canopy hinges open to the right. The pilot flies the aircraft with a side-stick 

controller mounted on his right and a throttle on his left; these incorporate multiple hands-on-
throttle-and-stick (HOTAS) controls. 

The SNECMA M88 is a French afterburning turbofan engine developed for the Dassault Rafale 

fighter. M88 has variable camber fan inlet guide vanes, the HP (high-pressure) compressor has six 

stages and the exhaust nozzle is of the ejector type. The M88 delivers 50 kN (11,250 lbf) of dry 

thrust and 75 kN (17,000 lbf) in full afterburner. Like its contemporaries, the engine features state-

of-the-art technologies such as single-crystal HP turbine blades, powder metallurgy discs and full 

authority digital engine controls (FADEC). The succesive M88-2 was built with easy 

maintainability and reduced operating costs in mind (it consists of twenty-one modules for 

interchangeable and replaceable repairs without the need of recalibration or balancing). 

The Rafale is armed with a 30 mm (1.18 in) GIAT 30/719B cannon with 125 rounds, and has 14 

hardpoints for Armée de l’Air versions (Rafale B, Rafale C) and 13 hardpoints for the  Rafale M, 

for a maximum ordnance load and external fuel of 9.5 tons (21,000 lb).  

Operational life 

Initial deliveries of the Rafale M were to the "F1" (France 1) standard. This meant that the aircraft 

was suitable for air-to-air combat, replacing the obsolescent F-8 Crusader as the Aéronavale's 

carrier-based fighter, but not equipped or armed for air-to-ground operations. Actual deliveries (to 

Flotille 11, after 2007) are to the "F2" standard, giving air-to-ground capability, and replacing the 

Dassault-Breguet Super Étendard in the ground attack role and the Dassault Étendard IVP in the 

reconnaissance role. This will leave the Rafale M as the only fixed-wing combat aircraft flown by 

the French Navy, and plans are to upgrade all airframes to the "F3" standard, with terrain-following 

3D radar and nuclear capability, in the decade following 2010.  
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SAAB 

J-35 DRAKEN 

Role 

fighter 

Powerplant 

one Volvo Flygmotor 

RM 6C turbojet 

56.6 kN – 12,700 lbf 

First flight 

1955 

Main operators 

Swedish Air Force 

Austrian Air Force 

Finnish Air Force 

Number built 

644 

 

The SAAB J-35 Draken is a Swedish fighter aircraft manufactured by SAAB between 1955 and 

1974. The Draken was built to replace the SAAB J-29 Tunnan and, later, the fighter variant (J-32B) 

of the SAAB J-32 Lansen. The indigenous J-35 was an effective supersonic Cold War fighter that 

was also successfully exported to Austria, Denmark and Finland. 

Development 

As the jet era started, Sweden foresaw the need for a jet fighter that could intercept bombers at high 

altitude and also successfully engage fighters. Although other interceptors such as the US Air 

Force's F-104 Starfighter were being conceived during the same period, Saab's "Draken" would 

have some specific “Swedish requirements”: the capability to operate from reinforced public roads 
(used as part of wartime airbases), and to refuel/rearm in no more than ten minutes (by conscripts 

with minimal training).  

Design 

Draken's design incorporated a distinctive "double-delta" configuration, with one delta wing within 

another larger delta. The inner wing has an 80° angle for high speed performance, while the outer 

60° wing gives good performance at low speeds. Propulsion was provided by a single Volvo 

Flygmotor RM 6B/C turbojet (licence-built Rolls-Royce Avon 200/300), with 56.5 kN dry thrust and 

78.4 kN in afterburner.  

The first prototype, not fitted with an afterburner, made its maiden flight on 25 October 1955. The 

second prototype, equipped with an afterburner, unintentionally broke the sound barrier on its first 

flight while climbing. 

The SAAB Draken featured a 30 mm M-55 ADEN cannon with 100 rounds (two 30 mm M-55 

ADEN cannons with 90 rounds each in earlier models) and four hardpoints (max. ordnance 2.9 

tons) for either fuel tanks or air-to-air missiles.  
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Operational life 

Although not designed to be a dogfighter, the J-35 Draken proved to have good instantaneous turn 

capability and was a very capable fighter. It entered service in 1960 with the Swedish Air Force; 

644 Drakens were built for Sweden as well as other European nations. Sweden's Draken fleet came 

in six different variants while two Draken models were offered for export; early models were 

intended purely for air defence. The last model built was the J-35F, the final variant to remain in 

Swedish service. These aircraft were retired in the 1990s and replaced by the SAAB JAS-39 Gripen.  
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SAAB 

JAS-39 GRIPEN 

Role 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

one Volvo Aero 

RM 12 turbofan 

54 kN – 12,100 lbf 

First flight 

1988 

Main operators 

Swedish Air Force 

Czech Air Force 

Hungarian Air Force 

Number built 

213 (2008) 

 

The SAAB JAS-39 Gripen is a lightweight, single engine, multirole fighter aircraft manufactured 

by the Swedish aerospace company SAAB. The Gripen, designed for performance, flexibility, 

effectiveness and survivability in air combat, was a market success. Gripen International acts as a 

prime contracting organisation and is responsible for marketing, selling and supporting the Gripen 

fighter around the world. 

Development 

By the late 1970s a replacement for Sweden's ageing J-35 Draken fighter and  J-37 Viggen attack 

aircraft was needed. A new multirole fighter was being considered by 1979, with design studies 

beginning the following year. The development of the JAS-39 Gripen began in 1982 with approval 

from Swedish Parliament. 

The designation JAS stands for Jakt (Fighter), Attack (Attack), and Spaning (Reconnaissance), 

indicating that the Gripen is a multirole aircraft that can fulfill each mission type. The JAS-39 

received the name Gripen through a public competition in 1982. 

Design 

In designing the aircraft, several layouts were studied. SAAB ultimately selected a canard design 

with relaxed stability and fly-by-wire flight controls. The canard configuration gives a high onset of 

pitch rate and low drag, enabling the aircraft to be faster, have longer range and carry a larger 

payload. The combination of delta wing and canards gives the Gripen significantly better takeoff 

and landing performance (can operate from 800 m runways) and flying characteristics. The aircraft 

is powered by a Volvo Aero RM 12 turbofan (54 kN dry thrust, 80.5 kN with afterburner).  

The Gripen uses the modern PS-05/A pulse-doppler X-band radar, developed by Ericsson and GEC-

Marconi, and based on the latter's advanced Blue Vixen radar for the Sea Harrier (which inspired 

the Eurofighter's CAPTOR radar as well). The radar is capable of detecting, locating, identifying 

and automatically tracking multiple targets in the upper and lower spheres, on the ground and sea or 
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in the air, in all weather conditions. It can guide four air-to-air missiles (e.g. AIM-120 AMRAAM, 

Matra MICA) simultaneously at four different targets. On 27 March 2009, SAAB and Selex Galileo 

signed an agreement for joint development of the Raven AESA radar based on Selex Galileo's AESA 

Vixen. 

One interesting feature is the Gripen's ability to take-off and land on public roads, which was part of 

Sweden's war defence strategy. The aircraft is designed to be able to operate even if the air force 

does not have air superiority. During the Cold War, the Swedish Armed Forces were preparing to 

defend against a possible invasion from the Soviet Union. Even though the defensive strategy in 

principle called for an absolute defence of Swedish territory, military planners calculated that 

Swedish defence forces could eventually be overrun. For that reason, Sweden had military stores 

dispersed all over the country, in order to maintain the capacity of inflicting damage on the enemy 

even if main military installations were lost. 

Operational life 

The aircraft is in service with the Swedish Air Force, the Czech Air Force, the Hungarian Air Force 

and the South African Air Force, and has been ordered by the Royal Thai Air Force. A total of 236 

Gripens have been ordered, and 213 built, as of 2008.  
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IAI 

KFIR 

 

Role 

fighter-bomber 

Powerplant 

one IAI Bedek turbojet 

(General Electric J-79-J1E) 

52.9 kN – 11,900 lbf 

First flight 

1973 

Main operators 

Israeli Air Force 

United States Navy 

Number built 

220 

 

The Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI) Kfir is an Israeli-built, all-weather, multi-role combat aircraft 

based on a modified Dassault Mirage III airframe, with Israeli avionics and an Israeli-made 

version of the General Electric J-79 turbojet engine. 

Development 

The project that would ultimately give birth to the Kfir can be traced back to Israel's need for 

adapting the Dassault Mirage IIIC to the specific requirements of the Israeli Air Force (IAF). In the 

mid-1960s, at the request of Israel, Dassault Aviation began developing the Mirage 5, a fair-

weather, ground-attack version of the Mirage III. By 1968, Dassault had finished production of the 

50 Mirage 5Js paid for by Israel, but an arms embargo imposed upon Israel by the French 

government in 1967 prevented deliveries from taking place.  

Design 

The Kfir development has been attributed to covert action on the part of Mossad. After General De 

Gaulle embargoed the sale of arms to Israel, the IAF feared that in the future it would no longer 

have an upper hand over its regional adversaries that were being re-equipped with more advanced 

Soviet aircraft. Mossad was able to acquire the plans for the Mirage III, which were used directly in 

the design process of the Kfir aircraft series. The Israelis are unwilling to give details on how they 

acquired the enormous documentation that was needed. 

The Elta EL/M-2032 is an advanced pulse Doppler, multimode fire-control radar, intended for 

multi-role fighter aircraft and originated from the IAI Lavi project. It is suitable for air-to-air and 

air-to-surface modes. As of 2009, Elta has integrated this radar system into F-4 Phantom II, F-5 

Tiger II, F-16, Mirage and MiG-21 fighters. It has also been used in the new HAL Tejas fighter.  

The aircraft is powered by one IAI Bedek (Israeli-built General Electric J-79-J1E) turbojet, with 

52.9 kN dry thrust and 79.6 kN thrust with afterburner. The Kfir is armed with two Rafael-built, 30 
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mm (1.18 in) DEFA 553 cannons (140 rounds each), and can carry up to 5.7 tons of payload on nine 

external hardpoints.  

Operational life 

The Kfir's first recorded combat action took place on November 9, 1977, during an Israeli air strike 

on a training camp at Tel Azia, in Lebanon. The only air victory claimed by a Kfir during its service 

with the IAF occurred on June 27, 1979 when a Kfir C.2 shot down a Syrian MiG-21. Twenty-five 

modified Kfir C.1s were leased to the US Navy (and US Marine Corps) from 1985 to 1989, to act 

as adversary aircraft in dissimilar air combat training (DACT).  
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Shenyang 

J-8 FINBACK 

 

Role 

interceptor 

fighter-attack 

Powerplant 

two Liyang 

WP-13BII turbojets 

47.1 kN – 10,600 lbf each 

First flight 

1969 

Main operators 

PLA Air Force (China) 

Number built 

390 

 

The Shenyang J-8 (NATO designation Finback) is a high-speed (Mach 2.2), high-altitude, 

Chinese-built, single-seat interceptor / fighter-attack aircraft. The twin engined J-8 competed with 

rival, single turbofan-engined Chengdu J-9 project, and ultimately emerged as the victor largely 

due to the existing availability of the former's MiG-21 based powerplant and proven layout, while 

the J-9 project was cancelled in 1980 due to difficulty in creating a suitably powerful engine. 

Development 

The nascent Chinese jet aircraft industry was established mostly with Soviet assistance, and Chinese 

designers followed Soviet design methodology to create aircraft. New projects were made possible 

largely due to the transfer of MiG-21 technology from the Soviet Union in 1961; however, the MiG-

21 lacked the speed, range, altitude, and radar capability the PLAAF needed in an all-weather 

interceptor. Then Shenyang J-8 project emerged, and the new aircraft made its maiden flight in 

1969.  

Design 

The J-8 I variant was based on two Liyang Wopen-7A turbojet engines and Type 204 mono-pulse 

fire-control radar, a primitive ranging radar for daylight within-visual-range operations. The J-8 II 

series appear quite different from the original J-8, with a new forward fuselage, intakes and nose 

structure more reminiscent of the F-4 Phantom II or Sukhoi Su-15 to house a new, more powerful 

radar.  

Early J-8 IIs are powered by Wopen-13A (WP-13A) engines and equipped with Type 208A mono-

pulse radar who did not have true beyond-visual-range (BVR) capabilities (detection range 40 km), 

nor look-down/shoot-down ground attack capabilities. Late J-8 II variants (such as J-8F, the most 

modern and capable J-8 variant currently in service and in production since 2003) features a glass 

cockpit, the more powerful WP-13BII turbojet engines (47.1 kN dry thrust, 68.7 kN with 

afterburner, each), improved avionics and Type 1492 pulse Doppler fire-control radar with true 

BVR and ground attack capabilities. 
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Operational life 

The J-8 is currently in service with the People's Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) and People's 

Liberation Army Naval Air Force (PLANAF). The J-8 is expected to be superseded by modern 

Chinese J-10 and J-11 aircraft in the coming years.  
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Chengdu 

J-10  

VIGOROUS DRAGON 

 

Role 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

one Saturn-Lyulka 

AL-31FN turbofan 

74.5 kN – 16,700 lbf 

First flight 

1998 

Main operators 

PLA Air Force (China) 

Number built 

120 (2010) 

 

The Chengdu J-10 is a multirole fighter aircraft designed and produced by the People's Republic of 

China's Chengdu Aircraft Industry Corporation (CAC), for the People's Liberation Army Air Force 

(PLAAF). Known in the West as the Vigorous Dragon, the J-10 is a multi-role combat aircraft 

capable of all-weather day/night operation, that the PRC's People's Daily has compared to the F-

16, Mirage 2000 and Su-27. 

Development 

The program was originally backed by the Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping, who authorized spending 

of half a billion Renminbi to develop an indigenous aircraft, but the program did not start until 

several years later, in January 1988, when the Chinese government began initial development of the 

Project #10 to develop a fighter to counter new fourth generation fighters then being introduced by 

the USSR. According to official Chinese sources, the J-10 is said to have been developed from the 

now canceled Chengdu J-9. However, there have been conflicting reports about a possible 

relationship between the J-10 and the canceled Israeli IAI Lavi fighter program.  

Design 

Constructed from metal alloys and composite materials for high strength and low weight, the 

airframe's aerodynamic layout adopts a tail-less canard delta wing configuration. A large delta 

wing is mid-mounted towards the rear of the fuselage, while a pair of canards (or foreplanes) are 

mounted higher up and towards the front of the fuselage, behind and below the cockpit. This 

configuration provides very high agility, especially at high speed. A rectangular air intake is located 

underneath the fuselage, providing the air supply to the engine. Also under the fuselage and wings 

are 11 hardpoints, used for carrying various types of weaponry and drop-tanks containing extra fuel. 

The cockpit is covered by a two-piece bubble canopy providing 360 degrees of visual coverage for 

the pilot. 

Due to the J-10's aerodynamically unstable design, a digital quadruplex-redundant fly-by-wire flight 

control system aids the pilot in flying the aircraft. Information is provided visually to the pilot via 
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three liquid crystal Multi-function displays (MFD) in the cockpit. In addition to the flight 

instrumentation, a Chinese holographic head-up display (HUD) is also present. A Chinese infra-red 

search and track (IRST) system developed by the Sichuan Changhong Electric Appliance 

Corporation, the Type Hongguang-I electro-optical radar, is integrated with the J-10. 

According to Chengdu Aircraft Industry Corporation officials, the J-10 uses a multi-mode fire-

control radar designed in China (KLJ-10). The radar has a mechanically scanned planar array 

antenna and is capable of tracking 10 targets. Of the 10 targets tracked, 2 can be engaged 

simultaneously with semi-active radar homing missiles or 4 can be engaged with active radar 

homing missiles. The J-10 is integrated also with an helmet-mounted display (HMD) to assist the 

pilot in targeting enemy aircraft.  

The J-10 is powered by a single Russian Saturn-Lyulka AL-31FN turbofan engine, with 74.5 kN dry 

thrust and 122.5 kN maximum thrust with afterburner. The AL-31FN was initially expected to be 

replaced by a domestic powerplant developed and manufactured in China, the WoShan-10A 

Taihang turbofan, giving a maximum thrust of 129 kN; however, given development difficulties 

with the engine, the PLAAF is reluctant to integrate the WS-10A onto the aircraft. 

The aircraft's internal armament consists of a 23 mm twin-barrel cannon, located underneath the 

port side of the intake. Other weaponry and equipment is mounted externally on 11 hardpoints, to 

which 6 tons (13,228 lb) of weaponry, such as missiles and bombs, drop-tanks containing fuel and 

other equipment such as avionics pods, can be attached. 

Operational life 

Although the existence of the J-10 was long reported both inside and outside of China, the Chinese 

government did not officially admit the existence of the aircraft until January 2007, when the first 

photographs of the J-10 were allowed to be published to the public by the Xinhua News Agency. 

According to 2010 IISS Military Balance, up to 120 J-10A and J-10AS are in service with the 

People's Liberation Army Air Force.  
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Mitsubishi 

F-1 

 

Role 

fighter 

Powerplant 

two Ishikawa-Harima 

TF40-801A turbofans 

22.8 kN – 5,110 lbf each 

First flight 

1975 

Main operators 

Japan Air Self-Defence F. 

Number built 

77 

 

The Mitsubishi F-1 is Japan's first, post WWII, domestically developed jet fighter, and was the first 

fighter to enter production in Japan since the end of World War II. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and 

Fuji Heavy Industries jointly developed the F-1. At first glance, it resembles the French/Anglo 

SEPECAT Jaguar, but was a completely independent Japanese effort. 

Development 

In the mid 1960s, the Japan Air Self-Defence Force (JASDF) commenced studies into an advanced 

jet trainer which could also be modified to serve in the ground attack and anti-shipping roles. After 

considering license production of the T-38 Talon and SEPECAT Jaguar, Japan decided to develop 

its own trainer, the supersonic Mitsubishi T-2, this first flying on 20 July 1971. Cost over-runs in 

the T-2 program lead to the proposed single seat attack version almost being abandoned, but the 

cancellation of the Kawasaki P-XL freed-up funds, and contracts were awarded in 1973 for the 

development of a fighter-attack version as the FS-T2, then renamed F-1. 

Design 

The new F-1 was a minimum change derivative of the T-2, with the rear cockpit being converted to 

an avionics bay by removing the rear seat, and replacing the canopy with a simple unglazed access 

hatch. Two additional hardpoints were fitted under the wing to allow carriage of a heavier weapon 

load, and the avionics were improved, with a new J/AWG-12 radar set, similar to that fitted in 

British RAF F-4M Phantom fighter jets.
 

The F-1 is fitted with an internally-mounted 20 mm JM61A1 Vulcan cannon with 750 rounds of 

ammunition. The aircraft also has seven external hardpoints for the carriage of a wide variety of 

stores. The fuselage hardpoint and inboard pair of underwing hardpoints are "wet", which means 

they can be used to carry external fuel tanks to increase the aircraft's range. The aircraft is powered 

by two Ishikawa-Harima TF40-801A turbofans, each with 22.8 kN dry thrust and 35.6 kN with 

afterburner. 
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The primary weapon of the F-1 is the ASM-1 and the newer ASM-2 long-range anti-ship missile. 

This weapon is roughly in the class of the American AGM-84 Harpoon or French AM.39 Exocet. 

Another weapon carried is the short-range heat-seeking AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missile. The 

Sidewinders are carried on wingtip rails usually, but can also be carried on the outboard underwing 

hardpoints for the F-1's secondary air defence role.  

Operational life 

The F-1 has slowly been replaced over the years by the newer F-2 (Japan/US developed, based on 

F-16C/D), as well as upgraded F-4EJ Phantom IIs. Units currently using the F-1 are scheduled to 

change over to the new F-2 over the next several years.  
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Mitsubishi 

F-2 

 

Role 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

one General Electric 

F110-GE-129 turbofan 

76 kN – 17,000 lbf 

First flight 

1995 

Main operators 

Japan Air Self-Defence F. 

Number built 

~ 80 (2010) 

 

The Mitsubishi F-2 is an advanced multirole fighter manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

(MHI) and Lockheed Martin for the Japan Air Self-Defence Force, with a 60/40 split in 

manufacturing between Japan and the USA. The design is based on F-16’s airframe, but the F-2 is 

substantially larger.   

Development 

Work started in 1980s under the FS-X program, and began in earnest with a memorandum of 

understanding between Japan and the United States. It would lead to a new fighter based on the 

General Dynamics (post 1993, Lockheed Martin) F-16 Fighting Falcon, and in particular the F-16 

Agile Falcon proposal. Lockheed Martin was chosen as the major subcontractor to Mitsubishi 

Heavy Industries, and the two companies co-developed and co-produced the aircraft.  

The F-2 is essentially an execution of the F-16 Agile Falcon proposal: a late-1980s plan for an 

enlarged F-16 which was passed over by the U.S. in favor of an all-new fighter program (Joint 

Strike Fighter). The F-2 used the wing design of the F-16 Agile Falcon, but much of the electronics 

were further updated to 1990s standards. The overall concept of the enlarged F-16 by General 

Dynamics was intended as a cheap counter to the then emerging threat of Su-27/MiG-29. 

Design 

There are ten companies for making the F-2: forward fuselage and wings, as well as the J/APG-1 

AESA radar, are built by Mitsubishi; Kawasaki builds the midsection of the fuselage and the doors 

to the main wheel and to the engine; Lockheed Martin supplies the aft fuselage, leading edge slats, 

stores management system, a large portion of wing boxes, and avionics; General Electric makes the 

engine; the digital fly-by-wire system has been jointly developed by Japan Aviation Electric and 

Honeywell (formerly Allied Signal); contractors for communication systems and IFF interrogators 

include Raytheon, NEC, Hazeltine, and Kokusai Electric. Final assembly is done in Japan, by MHI, 

at its Komaki-South facility in Nagoya. 
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The aircraft is powered by one General Electric F110-GE-129 turbofan (76 kN dry thrust, 125 kN 

with afterburner), and principal differences in the F-2 from the F-16A are:  

 a 25% larger wing area 

 composite materials used to reduce overall weight and radar signature 

 wider nose to accommodate the AESA radar system 

 larger tailplane and larger air intake 

 three-piece cockpit canopy 

 capabilities for four ASM-1/ASM-2 anti-ship missiles, four AAMs, and additional fuel tanks 

Operational life 

Production started in 1996 and the first aircraft entered service in 2000. By 2010, some 80 aircraft 

are in active service, with a total of 94 airframes under contract.  
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HAL 

TEJAS 

 

Role 

multirole fighter 

Powerplant 

one General Electric 

F404-GE-IN20 turbofan 

53.9 kN – 11,250 lbf 

First flight 

2001 

Main operators 

Indian Air Force 

Indian Navy 

Number built 

10 (2010) 

 

The HAL Tejas is a 4th generation lightweight multirole jet fighter being developed by India. It is a 

tailless, compound delta wing design powered by a single engine. Originally known as the Light 

Combat Aircraft (LCA) – a designation which continues in popular usage – the aircraft was 

officially named "Tejas" (Radiant) by then Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee. 

The IAF (Indian Air Force) is reported to have a requirement for 200 single-seat and 20 two-seat 

conversion trainers, while the Indian Navy may order up to 40 single-seaters to replace its Sea 

Harrier FRS.51 and Harrier T.60. During its sea level flight trials off Goa, Tejas notched a speed 

of over 1,350 km/h, thus becoming the second supersonic fighter manufactured indigenously by 

Hindustan Aeronautics Limited after the HAL Marut. 

Development 

The LCA programme was launched in 1983 for two primary purposes. The principal and most 

obvious goal was the development of a replacement aircraft for India's ageing MiG-21 fighters. The 

LCA programme's other main objective was to serve as the vehicle for an across-the-board 

advancement of India's domestic aerospace industry. To better accomplish these goals, the 

government chose to take a different management approach, and in 1984 established the 

Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA) to manage the LCA programme. Although the Tejas is 

most often described as a product of HAL, responsibility for its development actually belongs to 

ADA, a national consortium of over 100 defence laboratories, industrial organisations, and 

academic institutions with HAL being the principal contractor. 

One of the most ambitious requirements for the LCA was the specification that it would have 

relaxed static stability (RSS). Although Dassault had offered an analogue flight control system 

(FCS) in 1988, the ADA recognised that digital flight control technology would soon supplant it. 

RSS technology was introduced in 1974 on the General Dynamics YF-16, which was the world's 

first production aircraft to be slightly aerodynamically unstable by design. Most aircraft are 

designed with "positive" static stability, which means they have a natural tendency to return to level 

and controlled flight in the absence of control inputs; however, this quality tends to oppose the 
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pilot's efforts to manoeuvre. An aircraft with "negative" static stability (i.e., RSS), on the other 

hand, will quickly depart from level and controlled flight unless the pilot constantly works to keep it 

in trim; while this enhances manoeuvrability, it is very wearing on a pilot relying on a mechanical 

flight control system. 

Development of a fly-by-wire (FBW) flight control system requires extensive knowledge of flight 

control laws and the expensive writing of a considerable amount of software code for the flight 

control computers, as well as its integration with the avionics and other electronic systems. When 

the LCA programme was launched, FBW was a state-of-the-art technology and such a sensitive one 

that India could find no nation willing to export it. Therefore, in 1992 the LCA National Control 

Law (CLAW) team was set up by the National Aeronautics Laboratory to develop India's own 

version. The CLAW team's scientists and mathematicians were successful in developing their 

control laws, but could not test them since India did not possess advanced, real-time ground 

simulators at that time. 

CLAW team eventually managed to successfully complete integration of the flight control laws 

indigenously, with the FCS software performing flawlessly for over 50 hours of pilot testing on 

TD-1 (LCA first prototype), resulting in the aircraft being cleared for flight in early 2001.  

Design 

The LCA is constructed of aluminium-lithium alloys, carbon-fibre composites (C-FC), and 

titanium-alloy steels. The Tejas employs C-FC materials for up to 45% of its airframe by weight, 

including the fuselage (doors and skins), wings (skin, spars and ribs), elevons, tailfin, rudder, air 

brakes and landing gear doors. Composites are used to make an aircraft both lighter and stronger at 

the same time compared to an all-metal design, and the LCA's percentage employment of C-FCs is 

one of the highest among contemporary aircraft of its class. 

The original plan was for the LCA prototype aircraft to be equipped with the General Electric 

F404-GE-F2J3 afterburning turbofan engine, while the production aircraft would be fitted with the 

indigenous GTRE GTX-35VS Kaveri turbofan being developed in parallel. Continued development 

snags with the Kaveri resulted in a 2003 decision to procure the uprated F404-GE-IN20 engine 

(53.9 kN dry thrust, 78.7 kN with afterburner) for the early pre-production aircraft.  

The Tejas has a night vision goggles (NVG)-compatible "glass cockpit" that is dominated by an 

indigenous head-up display (HUD), three 5 in x 5 in multi-function displays, two Smart Standby 

Display Units (SSDU), and a "get-you-home" panel (providing the pilot with essential flight 

information in case of an emergency). The HUD, Elbit-furnished helmet-mounted display and sight 

(HMDS), and hands-on-throttle-and-stick (HOTAS) controls reduce pilot workload and increase 

situation awareness by allowing the pilot to easily access navigation and weapon-aiming controls. 

The coherent pulse-Doppler Multi-Mode Radar (MMR) in development is designed to keep track of 

a maximum of 10 targets, allowing simultaneous multiple-target engagement. Jointly developed by 

the LRDE and HAL Hyderabad (both domestic companies), the MMR is being designed to perform 

multi-target search, track-while-scan (TWS), and ground-mapping functions. It features look-

up/look-down modes, low-/medium-/high-pulse repetition frequencies (PRF), doppler beam-

sharpening and filtering, moving target indication (MTI), and online diagnostics to identify faulty 

processor modules. 

Weapons are carried on seven hardpoints with a total capacity of 4 tons: three stations under each 

wing and one under fuselage. There is also an 8th, offset station beneath the port-side intake trunk 
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which can carry a variety of pods (FLIR, IRST, laser rangefinder/designator, or reconnaissance), as 

can do the centreline under-fuselage station and inboard pairs of wing stations. 

Operational life 

The LCA's maiden flight was made by TD-1 prototype from National Flight Test Centre near 

Bangalore, on 4 January 2001, and its first successful supersonic flight followed on 1 August 2003. 

TD-2 made its first flight on 6 June 2002. The automatic flight control system of the Tejas has been 

highly praised by all IAF test pilots, being on some aspects even better than Mirage 2000’s.  
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Grumman 

A-6 INTRUDER 

Role 

carrier-based 

attack aircraft 

Powerplant 

two Pratt & Whitney 

J52-P8B turbojets 

41.4 kN – 9,300 lbf each 

First flight 

1960 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

United States Marine Corps 

Number built 

693 

 

The Grumman A-6 Intruder was a twin jet-engine, mid-wing, carrier-based attack aircraft built in 

the United States by Grumman Aerospace. In service with the US Navy and US Marine Corps 

between 1963 and 1997, the Intruder was designed as an all-weather replacement for the piston-

engined A-1 Skyraider medium attack aircraft. A specialized electronic warfare derivative, the EA-

6B Prowler, remains in service as of 2010. As the A-6E was slated for retirement, its precision 

strike mission was taken over by the now retired F-14 Tomcat equipped with LANTIRN pod. 

Development 

The Intruder was developed in response to a United States Navy specification for an all-weather 

attack aircraft to serve as a replacement for the World War II-era A-1 Skyraider. Grumman was 

awarded the contract in 1957, and the resulting A2F-1 made its first flight on 19 April 1960. 

Design 

The cockpit uses an unusual double panel windscreen and side-by-side seating arrangement in 

which the pilot sits in the left seat, while the bombardier/navigator sits to the right and below. The 

incorporation of an additional crew member with separate responsibilities, along with a unique 

CRT display that gives a synthetic image of terrain ahead, enabled low-level attack in all-weather 

conditions. 

The wing is very efficient at subsonic speeds compared to supersonic fighters such as the F-4 

Phantom II, which are limited to subsonic speeds when carrying a payload of bombs. A very similar 

wing would be put on pivots on Grumman's later supersonic swing-wing F-14 Tomcat, as well as 

similar landing gear. The Intruder was also equipped with the "deceleron", a type of airbrake on the 

wings with two panels that open in opposite directions (one panel goes up, another down). 

The initial version of the Intruder (A-6A) was built around the complex and advanced DIANE 

(Digital Integrated Attack/Navigation Equipment), intended to provide a high degree of bombing 

accuracy even at night and in poor weather. DIANE consisted of multiple radar systems: the Norden 
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Systems AN/APQ-92 search radar replacing the AN/APQ-88 on YA-6A, a separate AN/APG-46 

radar for tracking, an AN/APN-141 radar altimeter, and the AN/APN-122 Doppler navigational radar 

to provide position updates to the AN/ASN-31 inertial navigation system. An air-data computer and 

an ballistics computer integrated the radar information for the bombardier/navigator. When it 

worked, DIANE was perhaps the most capable nav/attack system of its era, giving the Intruder the 

ability to fly and fight in even very poor conditions (particularly important over Vietnam and 

Thailand, during the Vietnam War).  

The definitive attack version of the Intruder (A-6E), introduced in 1970, featured vastly upgraded 

navigation and attack systems. The earlier separate search and track (fire control) radars of the A-

6A/B/C were replaced by a single Norden AN/APQ-148 multi-mode radar, and the onboard 

computers with a more sophisticated (and generally more reliable) IC-based system, as opposed to 

the A-6A's DIANE discrete transistor-based technology. A new AN/ASN-92 inertial navigation 

system was added, along with the CAINS (Carrier Aircraft Intertial Navigation System), for greater 

navigation accuracy. 

The Intruder was powered by two Pratt & Whitney J52-P8B turbojets (41.4 kN each) and featured 5 

hardpoints (two under each wing, one under fuselage) for up to 8.1 tons (18,000 lb) of payload 

(mainly bombs).  

Operational life 

A-6 Intruders first saw action during the Vietnam War, where the aircraft were used extensively 

against targets in Vietnam. The aircraft's long range and heavy payload, coupled with its ability to 

fly in all weather, made it invaluable during the war. However, its typical mission profile of flying 

low to deliver its payload made it especially vulnerable to anti-aircraft fire, and in the eight years 

the Intruder was used during the Vietnam War, the US Navy and US Marine Corps lost a total of 84 

A-6 aircraft of various series. Of the 84 Intruders lost to all causes, 10 were shot down by surface to 

air missiles (SAMs), 2 were shot down by MiGs, 16 were lost by operational causes, and 56 were 

lost to conventional ground fire and AAA. 

During Operation Desert Storm in 1991, Navy and Marine Corps A-6s logged more than 4,700 

combat sorties, providing close air support, destroying enemy air defenses, attacking Iraqi naval 

units and hitting strategic targets. They were also the Navy's primary strike platform for delivering 

laser-guided bombs.  
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Ling-Temco-Vought 

A-7 CORSAIR II 

Role 

carrier-based 

attack aircraft 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

TF30-P-6 turbofan 

50.5 kN – 11,300 lbf 

First flight 

1965 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

United States Air Force 

Portuguese Air Force 

Number built 

1,569 

 

The Ling-Temco-Vought (LTV) A-7 Corsair II is a carrier-based, subsonic, light attack aircraft 

introduced to replace the United States Navy's A-4 Skyhawk, initially entering service during the 

Vietnam War. The Corsair was later adopted by the United States Air Force, to include the Air 

National Guard, to replace the A-1 Skyraider, F-100 Super Sabre and F-105 Thunderchief. The 

aircraft was also exported to Greece in the 1970s, and Portugal and Thailand in the late 1980s. The 

A-7 airframe design was based on the successful supersonic F-8 Crusader produced by Chance 

Vought. It was one of the first combat aircraft to feature a head-up display (HUD), an inertial 

navigation system (INS), and a turbofan engine. 

Development 

In 1962, the United States Navy began preliminary work on VAX (heaVier-than-air, Attack, 

Experimental), a replacement for the A-4 Skyhawk with greater range and payload. A particular 

emphasis was placed on accurate delivery of weapons to reduce the cost per target. The 

requirements were finalized in 1963, announcing the VAL (heaVier-than-air, Attack, Light) 

competition. Contrary to USAF philosophy, which was to employ only supersonic fighter-bombers 

such as the F-105 Thunderchief and F-100 Super Sabre, the Navy felt that a subsonic design could 

carry the most payload the farthest distance. 

To minimize costs, all proposals had to be based on existing designs. Vought, Douglas Aircraft, 

Grumman and North American Aviation responded. The Vought proposal was based on the 

successful F-8 Crusader fighter, having a similar configuration, but shorter and more stubby, with a 

rounded nose. It was selected as the winner on 11 February 1964, and on 19 March the company 

received a contract for the initial batch of aircraft, designated A-7. 

Design 

Compared to the F-8 fighter, the A-7 had a shorter, broader fuselage. The wing had a longer span, 

and the unique variable incidence wing of the F-8 was omitted. To achieve the required range, the 

A-7 was powered by a Pratt & Whitney TF30-P-6 turbofan producing 11,300 lbf (50.5 kN) of 
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thrust, the same innovative combat turbofan produced for the F-111 and early F-14 Tomcats, but 

without the afterburner needed for supersonic speeds. Turbofans achieve greater efficiency by 

moving a larger mass of air at a lower velocity. 

The aircraft was fitted with an AN/APQ-116 radar, later followed by the AN/APQ-126, which was 

integrated into the ILAAS digital navigation system. The radar also fed a digital weapon computer 

which made possible accurate delivery of bombs from a greater stand-off distance, greatly 

improving survivability compared with faster platforms such as the F-4 Phantom II. It was the first 

U.S. aircraft to have a modern head-up display (HUD – made by Marconi-Elliott), now a standard 

instrument, which displayed information such as dive angle, airspeed, altitude, drift and aiming 

reticle. 

The A-7 offered a plethora of leading-edge avionics compared to contemporary aircraft. This 

included data-link capabilities that, among other features, provided fully "hands-off" carrier landing 

capability when used in conjunction with its approach power compensator (APC) or auto-throttle. 

Other notable and highly advanced equipment was a projected map display located just below the 

radar scope. The map display was slaved to the inertial navigation system (INS) and provided a 

high-resolution image of the aircraft's position superimposed over TPC/JNC charts. Moreover, 

when slaved to the all-axis auto pilot, the INS could fly the aircraft "hands-off" to up to nine 

individual waypoints.  

The aircraft featured one 20 mm (0.787 in) M61 Vulcan 6-barreled gatling gun with 1,030 rounds, 

and could carry up to 6.8 tons (15,000 lb) on 6 under wing pylons and 2 lateral-mounted fuselage 

pylons (only for AIM-9 Sidewinders).  

Operational life 

In Vietnam, the hot, humid air robbed even the upgraded USAF A-7D and A-7E of power (Allison 

TF41-A-2 turbofan, 64.5 kN). Takeoff rolls were lengthy and fully-armed aircraft struggled to reach 

800 km/h. For A-7A aircraft, high density altitude and maximum weight runway takeoffs often 

necessitated a "low transition", where the aircraft was intentionally held in "ground effect" a few 

feet off the runway during gear retraction, and as much as 10 miles (16 km) from departure at 

treetop altitude, before reaching a safe flap-retraction speed.  

Carrier catapult launches at maximum weight under Vietnam’s performance-robbing conditions 

were not significantly better, and were characterized by the aircraft decelerating by as much as 

20 knots (37 km/h) immediately after launch. As a result, US Navy A-7A units operated their 

aircraft four thousand pounds (1.5 tons) below the max-rated takeoff weight for the A-7E. The 

Corsair II was second only to B-52 Stratofortress in the amount of ordnance dropped on Hanoi, and 

dropped more bombs per sortie with greater accuracy than any other U.S. attack aircraft. 

While USAF A-7s stayed home in favor of A-10s, the US Navy deployed two of their last A-7E 

squadrons to Operation Desert Shield in August 1990 aboard USS John F. Kennedy (CV 67), the 

only carrier of six deployed to operate the A-7s. The A-7 was used both day and night to attack a 

wide range of heavily defended deep interdiction targets in Iraq, as well as "kill boxes" 

(geographically defined kill zones) in Kuwait, employing a variety of weapons including general 

purpose bombs (unguided), precision-guided munitions (TV-guided Walleye glide bomb), and 

High-speed Anti-Radiation Missiles (HARM). The A-7 was also used as a tanker in numerous in-

flight refueling missions.  
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Fairchild-Republic 

A-10 THUNDERBOLT II 

 

Role 

close air support 

interdictor-strike 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

TF34-GE-100 turbofans 

40.3 kN – 9,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1972 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

716 

 

The Fairchild-Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II is an American single-seat, twin-engine, straight-

wing jet aircraft developed in the early 1970s. The A-10 was designed for a US Air Force 

requirement to provide close air support (CAS) for ground forces by attacking tanks, armored 

vehicles, and other ground targets with a limited air interdiction capability. It is the first US Air 

Force aircraft designed exclusively for close air support. 

The A-10 was designed around the GAU-8 Avenger, a heavy automatic cannon which forms the 

aircraft's primary armament. The aircraft's hull incorporates over 1,200 pounds (540 kg) of armor 

and was designed with survivability as a priority, with protective measures in place which enable 

the aircraft to continue flying even after taking significant damage. 

The A-10's official name comes from the Republic P-47 Thunderbolt of World War II, a fighter that 

was particularly effective at close air support. The A-10 is more commonly known by its nickname 

"Warthog" or simply "Hog". As a secondary mission, it provides airborne forward air control, 

guiding other aircraft against ground targets. A-10s used primarily in this role are designated OA-

10. The A-10 is expected to be replaced in 2028 or later. 

Development 

Criticism that the U.S. Air Force did not take close air support seriously prompted some staff 

members to seek a specialized attack aircraft. In the Vietnam War, large numbers of ground-attack 

aircraft were shot down by small arms, surface-to-air missiles, and low-level anti-aircraft gunfire, 

prompting the development of an aircraft better able to survive such weapons. In addition, the UH-1 

Iroquois and AH-1 Cobra helicopters of the day, which USAF commanders had said should handle 

close air support, were ill-suited for use against armor, carrying only anti-personnel machine guns 

and unguided rockets meant for soft targets. Fast jets such as the F-100 Super Sabre, F-105 

Thunderchief and F-4 Phantom II proved for the most part to be ineffective for close air support. 

Discussions with A-1 Skyraider (1945’s attack aircraft with radial engine) pilots operating in 
Vietnam and analysis of the effectiveness of current aircraft used in the role indicated the ideal 
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aircraft should have long loiter time, low-speed maneuverability, massive cannon firepower, and 

extreme survivability.  

Six companies submitted proposals to the USAF, with Northrop and Fairchild-Republic selected to 

build prototypes: the YA-9A and YA-10A, respectively. On 18 January 1973 YA-10A was selected 

for production; General Electric was selected to build the GAU-8 cannon in June 1973.  

Design 

The A-10 Thunderbolt II has significant maneuverability at low speeds and altitude because of its 

large wing area, high wing aspect ratio, and large ailerons. The large high aspect ratio wing also 

allows for short takeoffs and landings, permitting operations from primitive forward airfields near 

front lines. It typically flies at a relatively slow speed of 300 knots (560 km/h; 350 mph), which 

makes it a much better platform for the ground-attack role than fast fighter-bombers, which often 

have difficulty targeting small and slow-moving targets. 

Engine exhaust passes over the aircraft's horizontal stabilizer and between the twin tails, decreasing 

the A-10's infrared signature and lowering the likelihood that the aircraft can be targeted by heat-

seeking missiles. The A-10 has integrally machined skin panels. The skin is not load-bearing, so 

damaged skin sections can be easily replaced in the field, with makeshift materials if necessary. 

The ailerons are larger than is typical, almost 50% of the chord, providing improved control even at 

slow speeds. The aileron is also split, making it a deceleron. An unusual feature is that many of the 

aircraft's parts are interchangeable between the left and right sides, including the engines, main 

landing gear, and vertical stabilizers. The aircraft is designed to be refueled, rearmed, and serviced 

with minimal equipment. Also, most repairs can be done in the field. The front landing gear is offset 

to the aircraft's right to allow placement of the 30 mm cannon with its firing barrel along the 

centerline of the aircraft.  

The A-10 is exceptionally tough. Its strong airframe can survive direct hits from armor-piercing and 

high-explosive projectiles up to 23 mm. The aircraft has triple redundancy in its flight systems, 

with mechanical systems to back up double-redundant hydraulic systems. This permits pilots to fly 

and land when hydraulic power or part of a wing is lost. Flight without hydraulic power uses the 

manual reversion flight control system; this engages automatically for pitch and yaw control, and 

under pilot control (manual reversion switch) for roll control. In manual reversion mode, the A-10 

is sufficiently controllable under favorable conditions to return to base and land, though control 

forces are much higher than normal.  

The aircraft is designed to fly with one engine, one tail, one elevator and half a wing torn off. Its 

self-sealing fuel tanks are protected by fire-retardant foam. The A-10's main landing gear is 

designed so that the wheels semi-protrude from their nacelles when the gear is retracted so as to 

make gear-up landings (belly landing) easier to control and less damaging to the aircraft's 

underside. Additionally, the landing gear are all hinged toward the rear of the aircraft, so if 

hydraulic power is lost the pilot can drop the gear and a combination of gravity and wind resistance 

will open and lock the gear in place.  

The cockpit and parts of the flight-control system are protected by 1,200 lb (540 kg) of titanium 

armor, referred to as a "bathtub"; the armor has been tested to withstand strikes from 23 mm cannon 

fire and some strikes from 57 mm rounds. It is made up of titanium plates with thicknesses from 0.5 

to 1.5 inches (13 to 38 mm) determined by a study of likely trajectories and deflection angles. This 
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protection comes at a cost, with the armor making up almost 6% of the aircraft's empty weight. In 

addition, the front windscreen and canopy are resistant to small arms fire. 

There are several reasons for the unusual location of the A-10's General Electric TF34-GE-100 

turbofan engines (40.3 kN each). First, the A-10 was expected to fly from forward air bases, often 

with semi-prepared substandard runways that presented a high risk of foreign object damage (FOD) 

to the engines. The height of the engines lowers the chance that sand or stones will enter the inlet. 

Servicing and rearming are further helped by having wings closer to the ground than would be 

possible if the engines were wing-mounted. The position also reduces the infrared signature further, 

which is already low because of the engines' 6:1 bypass ratio. Because of engines' high position, 

they are angled upward nine degrees to bring the combined thrust line closer to the aerodynamic 

center of the aircraft. 

Although the A-10 can carry considerable disposable stores, its primary built-in weapon is the 

30 mm GAU-8/A Avenger gatling-type cannon. One of the most powerful aircraft cannon ever 

flown, it fires large depleted uranium armor-piercing shells. In the original design, the pilot could 

switch between two rates of fire: 2,100 and 4,200 rounds per minute; this was changed to a fixed 

rate of 3,900 rounds per minute. The cannon takes about half a second to come up to speed, so 50 

rounds are fired during the first second, 65 or 70 rounds per second thereafter. The gun is precise; it 

can place 80% of its shots within a 40-foot (12.4 m) circle from 4,000 feet (1,220 m) while in flight. 

The GAU-8 is optimized for a slant range of 4,000 feet with the A-10 in a 30 degree dive. 

Another commonly used weapon is the AGM-65 Maverick air-to-surface missile, with different 

variations for either electro-optical (TV-guided) or infrared targeting. The Maverick allows targets 

to be engaged at much greater ranges than the cannon, a safer proposition in the face of modern 

anti-aircraft systems.  

Operational life 

The A-10 was used in combat for the first time during the Gulf War in 1991, destroying more than 

900 Iraqi tanks, 2,000 military vehicles, and 1,200 artillery pieces. A-10s shot down two Iraqi 

helicopters with the GAU-8 cannon. Four A-10s were shot down during the war, all by surface-to-

air missiles. Another three battle-damaged A-10s returned to base but were written off, some 

sustaining additional damage in crashed landings. The A-10 had a mission capable rate of 95.7%, 

flew 8,100 sorties, and launched 90% of the AGM-65 Maverick missiles fired in the conflict.  
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Lockheed 

F-117A NIGHTHAWK 

 

Role 

stealth attack 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

F404-F1D2 turbofans 

48 kN – 10,600 lbf each 

First flight 

1981 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

64 

 

The Lockheed F-117A Nighthawk is a stealth attack aircraft formerly operated by the United 

States Air Force. The F-117A's first flight was in 1981, and it achieved initial operating capability 

status in October 1983. The F-117A was "acknowledged" and revealed to the world in November 

1988.  

A product of the Skunk Works and a development of the Have Blue technology demonstrator, it 

became the first operational aircraft initially designed around stealth technology. The F-117A was 

widely publicized during the Persian Gulf War of 1991. The Air Force retired the F-117A on 22 

April 2008, primarily due to the fielding of the F-22 Raptor and the impending fielding of the F-35 

Lightning II. 

Development 

In 1964, Pyotr Ya. Ufimtsev, a Russian mathematician, published a seminal paper, "Method of Edge 

Waves in the Physical Theory of Diffraction", in the "Journal of the Moscow Institute for Radio 

Engineering", in which he showed that the strength of a radar return is related to the edge 

configuration of an object, not its size. However, building a flat-panel airplane would make it 

aerodynamically unstable, and at that time no one was thinking how to make airborne such an 

aircraft. Ten years later, when a Lockheed analyst reviewing foreign literature found Ufimtsev's 

paper, computers and software had advanced significantly, and the stage was set for the 

development of a stealthy airplane. 

The F-117A was born after combat experience in the Vietnam War when increasingly sophisticated 

Soviet surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) downed heavy bomber flights. It was a black project, an 

ultra-secret program for much of its life, until the late 1980s. The project began in 1975 with a 

model called the “Hopeless Diamond”; in 1977 Lockheed produced two 60% scale models under 
the Have Blue contract. The Have Blue program, for a stealth technology demonstrator, lasted from 

1976 to 1979. The success of Have Blue led the Air Force to create the Senior Trend program 

which developed the F-117A. 
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The decision to produce the F-117A was made on 1 November 1978, and a contract was awarded to 

Lockheed Advanced Development Projects, popularly known as the Skunk Works, in Burbank, 

California. The program was led by Ben Rich. Rich called on Bill Schroeder, a Lockheed 

mathematician, and Denys Overholser, a computer scientist, to exploit Ufimtsev's work. They 

designed a computer program called Echo, which made it possible to design an airplane with flat 

panels, called facets, which were arranged so as to scatter over 99% of a radar's signal energy 

"painting" the aircraft.  

 

Design 

The F-117A is shaped to deflect radar signals and is about the size of an F-15 Eagle. The single-

seat Nighthawk is powered by two non-afterburning General Electric F404 turbofan engines (48 kN 

each), and has quadruple-redundant fly-by-wire flight controls.; being aerodynamically unstable, it 

can’t be flown without computer-integrated flight controls. The aircraft is air-refuelable. Among 

other penalties for stealth are lower engine power thrust (due to losses in the inlet and outlet, and no 

afterburner), a very low wing aspect ratio, and a high sweep angle (50°) needed to deflect incoming 

radar waves to the sides; with all these design considerations, the F-117A is limited to subsonic 

speeds. 

To lower development costs, the avionics, fly-by-wire systems, and other parts are derived from the 

F-16 Fighting Falcon, F/A-18 Hornet and F-15E Strike Eagle. The parts were originally described 

as spares on budgets for these aircraft, to keep the F-117A project secret. The Nighthawk has a 

radar signature of about 0.025 m
2
. 

The F-117A is equipped with sophisticated navigation and attack systems integrated into a digital 

avionics suite. It carries no radar, which lowers emissions and cross-section. It navigates primarily 

by GPS and high-accuracy inertial navigation. Missions are coordinated by an automated planning 

system that can automatically perform all aspects of an attack mission, including weapons release. 

Targets are acquired by a thermal imaging infrared system, slaved to a laser that finds the range and 

designates targets for laser-guided bombs. 

The F-117A's internal bay (no weapon is carried externally, to preserve stealth) can carry 5,000 lb 

(2.3 tons) of ordnance. Typical weapons are a pair of GBU-10, GBU-12, or GBU-27 laser-guided 

bombs, two BLU-109 penetration bombs, or two Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAMs) – a 

GPS/INS guided stand-off bomb. The Nighthawk’s defence is stealth; no cannon or air-to-air 

missile are carried.  

Operational life 

F-117A pilots called themselves "Bandits". Each of the 558 Air Force pilots who have flown the 

Nighthawk have a Bandit number, such as "Bandit 52", that indicates the sequential order of their 

first flight in the F-117A.  

The F-117A has been used several times in war. Its first mission was during the United States 

invasion of Panama in 1989. During the Persian Gulf war in 1991, the F-117A flew approximately 

1,300 sorties and scored direct hits on 1,600 high-value targets in Iraq over 6,905 flight hours. Only 

2.5% of the American aircraft in Iraq were F-117As, yet they struck more than 40% of the strategic 

targets. Nighthawks dropped over 2,000 tons of precision-guided munitions and struck their targets 

with over an 80% success rate. The aircraft has also been used in Operation Allied Force in 1999, 

Operation Enduring Freedom in 2001 and Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003. 
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The F-117A lost in Serbia 

One F-117A has been lost in combat with the Army of Yugoslavia; on 27 March 1999, during the 

Kosovo War, the 3rd Battalion of the 250th Air Defence Missile Brigade under the command of 

Colonel Zoltán Dani, downed an F-117A, callsign "Vega 31", AF serial number 82-0806, with a 

Yugoslav version of the Soviet Isayev S-125 'Neva' (NATO name SA-3 'Goa') anti-aircraft missile 

system.  

Reportedly, several SA-3s were launched from approximately 8 miles out, one of which detonated 

near the F-117A, forcing the pilot to eject. According to an interview, Zoltán Dani kept most of his 

missile sites intact by frequently moving them, and had spotters looking for F-117As and other 

NATO aircraft. It is believed that the SA-3 crews and spotters were able to locate and track F-117A 

82-0806 visually, probably with infra-red and night vision systems. 

The F-117A pilot survived and was later rescued by US Air Force Pararescue personnel. The 

wreckage of the F-117A was not promptly bombed, due to possible media fallout from news 

footage of civilians around the wreckage. The Serbs are believed to have invited Russian personnel 

to inspect the remains, compromising the 25-year old US stealth technology. Some sources claim 

that a second F-117A was damaged during the same campaign, allegedly on 30 April 1999. 

Although the aircraft returned to base, it supposedly never flew again.  
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McDonnell Douglas 

F-15E STRIKE EAGLE 

Role 

interdictor-strike fighter 

Powerplant 

two Pratt & Whitney 

F100-229 turbofans 

90 kN – 20,250 lbf each 

First flight 

1986 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Royal Saudi Air Force 

Israeli Air Force 

Number built 

334 (2010) 

 

The McDonnell Douglas F-15E Strike Eagle is an American all-weather, ground attack, strike 

fighter. It was designed in the 1980s for long-range, high speed (Mach 2.5) interdiction without 

relying on escort or electronic warfare aircraft. The Strike Eagle, a major derivative of the F-15 

Eagle air superiority fighter, was deployed in Operation Desert Storm and Operation Allied Force, 

carrying out deep strikes against high-value targets, combat air patrols, and providing close air 

support for coalition troops. US Air Force F-15E Strike Eagles can be distinguished from other 

Eagle variants by darker camouflage and conformal fuel tanks mounted along the engine intakes. 

Development 

In 1979, McDonnell Douglas and F-15’s radar manufacturer, Hughes, teamed to privately develop a 

strike version of the F-15 Eagle. In March 1981, the USAF announced the Enhanced Tactical 

Fighter (ETF) program to procure a replacement for the F-111 Aardvark. The concept envisioned 

an aircraft capable of launching deep interdiction missions without requiring additional support by 

fighter escort or jamming. General Dynamics submitted the single-engined F-16XL, while 

McDonnell Douglas submitted a variant of the F-15 Eagle with two seats. On 24 February 1984, the 

USAF awarded the ETF contract to McDonnell Douglas' F-15E Strike Eagle. One of the prime 

reasons the Air Force selected the F-15E over the F-16XL was the F-15E's 40% lower development 

costs. Other reasons were the F-15E's greater room for growth and better survivability with two 

engines.  

The F-15E's deep strike mission is a radical departure from the original intent of the F-15, since the 

F-15 was designed as an air superiority fighter under the mantra "not a pound for air-to-ground". 

The basic airframe, however, proved versatile enough to produce a very capable strike fighter. The 

F-15E, while designed for ground attack, retains the air-to-air lethality of the F-15, and can defend 

itself against enemy aircraft. 
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Design 

The F-15E prototype was a modification of the F-15B two-seater. The F-15E, despite its origins, 

includes significant structural changes and much more powerful engines (Pratt & Whitney F100-

229 turbofans, 90 kN dry thrust, 129 kN with afterburner). To extend its range, the F-15E is fitted 

with two conformal fuel tanks (CFTs) that hug the fuselage, producing lower drag than 

conventional underwing/underbelly fuel tanks. They carry 750 US gallons (2,800 liters) of fuel, and 

house six bomb racks (in two rows of three). The F-15E has also two pylons under each wing and 

five pylons under the fuselage; the total external payload is up to 24,250 lb (11 tons).  

The back seat is equipped for a Weapon Systems Officer (WSO – pronounced 'wizzo') to work the 

new air-to-ground avionics. The WSO uses multiple screens to display information from the radar, 

electronic warfare, or infrared sensors, monitor aircraft or weapons status and possible threats, 

select targets, and use an electronic moving map to navigate. Unlike earlier two-place jets (e.g. the 

F-14 Tomcat and Navy variants of the F-4 Phantom II), whose back seat lacked flying controls, the 

back seat of the F-15E cockpit is equipped with its own stick and throttle so the WSO can take over 

flying, albeit with reduced visibility.  

The APG-70 radar system allows air crews to detect ground targets from longer ranges. One feature 

of this system is that after a sweep of a target area, the crew freezes the air-to-ground map then goes 

back into air-to-air mode to clear for air threats. During the air-to-surface weapon delivery, the pilot 

is capable of detecting, targeting and engaging air-to-air targets while the WSO designates the 

ground target. The APG-70 is to be replaced by the AN/APG-82 Active Electronically Scanned 

Array (AESA) radar, with flight tests from January 2010 and operational capability expected in 

2014. 

The low-altitude navigation and targeting infrared for night (LANTIRN) system, mounted 

externally under the engine intakes, allows the aircraft to fly at low altitudes, at night and in any 

weather conditions, to attack ground targets with a variety of precision-guided and unguided 

weapons. At night, the video picture from the LANTIRN can be projected on the HUD, producing 

an infared image of ground contour. 

The navigation pod contains terrain-following radar which allows the pilot to safely fly at a very 

low altitude following cues displayed on the HUD. This system also can be coupled to the aircraft's 

autopilot to provide "hands-off" terrain-following capability. The targeting pod contains a laser 

designator and a tracking system that mark an enemy for destruction as far away as 10 mi (16 km). 

Once tracking has been started, targeting information is automatically handed off to infrared air-to-

surface missiles or laser-guided bombs. 

For air-to-ground missions, the F-15E can carry most weapons in the US Air Force inventory. It 

also can be armed with AIM-9 Sidewinders, AIM-7 Sparrow and AIM-120 AMRAAMs for self-

defense (though the Strike Eagle retains the counter-air capabilities from its Eagle lineage, it is 

rarely if ever used for counter-air missions). Like the F-15C, the Strike Eagle also carries an 

internally mounted General Electric M61A1 20 mm cannon with 650 rounds, which is effective 

against enemy aircraft and "soft" ground targets. 

Operational life 

On 17 January 1991 (Operation Desert Storm), 24 F-15Es attacked five fixed SCUD sites in 

western Iraq and missions against SCUD sites continued through the night with a second strike 

package consisting of 21 F-15Es. During the war, F-15Es flew hunter missions during the night 
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over western Iraq, searching after mobile SCUD launchers that threatened neighboring countries. 

These mobile SCUD launchers were very elusive; if JSTARS found a launch point, the mobile 

SCUD launchers most of the time would be gone when the F-15Es arrived. 

On the night of 18 January 1991, during a strike against an Iraqi petrol oil and lubricant plant near 

Basrah, an F-15E was lost to enemy fire and the pilot and WSO were killed. F-15E crews described 

this mission as the most difficult and dangerous mission of the war as ground target was heavily 

defended by SA-3s, SA-6s and SA-8s as well as by anti-aircraft artillery (AAA). Another F-15E was 

lost to ground fire during the 1991 Gulf War, and one more was damaged on the ground by a SCUD 

missile strike on Dhahran air base.  

After the government of Serbia rejected a NATO ultimatum, Operation Allied Force was launched 

in March 1999; 26 USAF F-15Es concentrated the first strikes of the war against Serb surface-to-

air-missile sites, anti-aircraft batteries and early warning radar stations.  

The largest threats to allied aircraft were the Serb's mobile SAM launchers. F-15E crews were very 

vigilant towards this threat as several aircraft had been lost in the past, most notably the stealthy F-

117 Nighthawk that was shot down during the war. When the threat was too great, or specific 

weapon effects were required, the AGM-130 missile was used to provide stand-off distance to the 

target; it was used against two MiG-29s on the ground with great success. It was an F-15E armed 

with an AGM-130 that struck a bridge just as a passenger train crossed, resulting in the loss of 14 

civilian lives.  
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Sukhoi 

SU-17 FITTER-C 

Role 

attack 

Powerplant 

one Lyulka 

AL-21F-3 turbojet 

76.4 kN – 17,180 lbf 

First flight 

1966 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

Libyan Air Force 

Egyptian Air Force 

Number built 

2,867 

 

The Sukhoi Su-17 (NATO designation Fitter-C) was a Soviet attack aircraft developed from the 

Sukhoi Su-7 fighter-bomber. It enjoyed a long career in Soviet, later Russian, service and was 

widely exported to communist and Middle Eastern air forces. 

Development 

Seeking to improve low-speed and take-off/landing performance of the Su-7B fighter-bomber 

(Fitter-A), in 1963 the Sukhoi OKB with input from TsAGI created a variable geometry wing 

technology demonstrator, the Su-7IG (Fitter-B). Su-7IG first flew on 2 August 1966, becoming the 

first Soviet variable geometry aircraft. Testing revealed that take-off and landing speeds had 

decreased by 50–60 km/h compared to the conventional Su-7B. Production aircraft was named Su-

17 (Fitter-C), and was unofficially dubbed Strizh (Martlet).  

Design 

The Su-17 had fixed inner portions of the wing with movable outer segments which could be swept 

to 28°, 45°, or 62°. A fixed inner wing simplified construction, allowing the manufacturer to retain 

the Su-7 landing gear and avoiding the need for complex pivoting underwing hardpoints. Aside 

from the new wing, the Su-17 differed from its predecessor in having a new canopy and a dorsal 

fuselage spine for additional fuel and avionics.  

The aircraft is powered by one Lyulka AL-21F-3 afterburning turbojet (76.4 kN dry thrust, 109.8 kN 

with afterburner), and is armed with two Nudelman-Rikhter NR-30 cannons. It is fitted with two 

underwing launch rails for R-60 (AA-8 Aphid) air-to-air missiles for self-defense, and can carry up 

to 4,000 kg (8,820 lb) payload on ten hardpoints (three under the fixed portion of each wing, four 

on the fuselage sides), including free-fall bombs, rocket pods, cluster bombs, SPPU-22-01 cannon 

pods with traversable barrels, ECM pods, napalm tanks, and nuclear weapons. 

A total of 2,867 Su-17 and its variants were built, of which 1,165 were exported to 15 nations. The 

base variant was the Su-17M, which differed from Su-7IG by having a new navigation and attack 
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computer (retaining Su-7B's SRD-5M ranging radar); the variable-position intake centerbody was 

providing a maximum speed of Mach 2.1. The most produced variant (almost 1,000 built) was the 

Su-17M3, fitted with a Klen-P laser rangefinder/target designator. Latest variants are the Su-17M4, 

with inertial navigation and a more powerful laser rangefinder (Klyon-54), and the Su-22U, a two-

seat combat-trainer, also for export.  

Operational life 

The Su-17 entered service with the Soviet Air Force in 1970. The aircraft was used by both the 

Soviets and the government Afghanistan forces during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. High-

altitude airfields and hot dusty climate created special operational challenges. In the summer, the 

take-off roll of the Su-17 increased 1.5-fold and landings frequently ended with burst tires and 

brake fires. Avionics failures were common due to heat and sand contamination. Despite its 

durability and payload, the aircraft proved ill-adapted for combat in the mountainous terrain due to 

high attack speeds, low maneuverability, and the need to stay out of range of anti-aircraft artillery 

due to lack of significant armor protection.  
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Sukhoi 

SU-24 FENCER 

 

Role 

interdictor-strike 

Powerplant 

two Saturn-Lyulka 

AL-21F-3A turbojets 

66.7 kN – 15,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1971 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Ukrainian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 1,400 

 

The Sukhoi Su-24 (NATO designation Fencer) is an all-weather interdiction and attack aircraft 

developed in the Soviet Union. The two-seat, twin-engined Su-24 carried the USSR's first integrated 

digital nav/attack system. It remains in service with former Soviet air forces and various export 

nations. 

Development 

In the 1960s, Soviet Air Force requirements called for a low-altitude strike aircraft with STOL 

capability. A key feature was the ability to cruise at supersonic speeds at low altitude for extended 

periods of time in order to traverse enemy air defenses. In 1964, Sukhoi started work on S-58M, a 

modification of the Su-15 interceptor, with side-by-side seating for crew since the large Orion radar 

antennae required a large frontal cross-section. On 24 August 1965 the new aircraft received the 

internal codename T-6. 

On 7 August 1968, the Sukhoi OKB was officially tasked with investigating a variable geometry 

wing for the T-6. The all-weather capability was achieved thanks to the Puma nav/attack system 

operating in conjunction with Orion-A attack radar, Relyef terrain radar and Orbita-10-58 computer. 

The first production aircraft flew on 31 December 1971 with V. T. Vylomov at the controls, and on 

4 February 1975, T-6 was formally accepted into service as the Su-24. 

Design 

The wing has four sweep settings: 16° for take-off and landing, 35° and 45° for cruise at different 

altitudes, and 69° for minimum aspect ratio and wing area in low-level dashes. The variable 

geometry wing provides excellent STOL performance, allowing a landing speed of 230 km/h 

(143 mph), even lower than the Sukhoi Su-17’s despite substantially greater take-off weight.  

The Su-24 has two Saturn-Lyulka AL-21F-3A afterburning turbojet engines with 66.7 kN dry thrust 

and 109.8 kN with afterburner, each engine. In early Su-24 aircraft air intakes had variable ramps, 

allowing a maximum speed of 2,320 km/h (Mach 2.18) at high altitude, and a ceiling of some 
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17,500 m (57,400 ft). Because the Su-24 is used almost exclusively for low-level missions, the 

actuators for the variable intakes were deleted to reduce weight and maintenance. This has no effect 

on low-level performance, but maximum speed and altitude are cut to Mach 1.35 and 11,000 m 

(36,100 ft).  

The Su-24's fixed armament is a single fast-firing GSh-6-23 cannon with 500 rounds of 

ammunition, mounted in the fuselage underside. The Fencer installation of this weapon covers the 

gun with an eyelid shutter when not in use. There are eight external hardpoints (two under the inner 

wing gloves, two swiveling pylons under the outer wings, and four under the fuselage) for a 

maximum warload of 8,000 kg (17,600 lb), including various nuclear weapons. 

Operational life 

The Soviets used some Su-24s in Afghanistan in 1984, and the aircraft saw combat again in the 

Chechen conflicts of the 1990s. Su-24 is planned to be replaced by the Sukhoi Su-34 or another 

more advanced aircraft as long as Russian financial factors permit.  
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Sukhoi 

SU-25 FROGFOOT 

Role 

close air support 

Powerplant 

two Tumansky 

R-195 turbojets 

44.1 kN – 9,480 lbf each 

First flight 

1975 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Belarusian Air Force 

Ukrainian Air Force 

Number built 

1,024 

 

The Sukhoi Su-25 (NATO designation Frogfoot) is a single-seat, twin-engine jet aircraft developed 

in the Soviet Union by the Sukhoi Design Bureau. It was designed to provide close air support for 

the Soviet ground forces. The first prototype made its maiden flight on 22 February 1975. After 

testing, the aircraft went into series production in 1978 at Tbilisi in the Soviet Republic of Georgia. 

Russian air and ground forces nicknamed it "Grach" (Rook). 

Development 

In early 1968, the Soviet Ministry of Defence decided to develop a specialised armoured shturmovik 

(assault) aircraft in order to provide close air support for the Soviet ground forces. The idea of 

creating a ground-support aircraft came about after analysing the experience of attack aviation 

during World War II, and in local wars during the 1950s and 1960s. The Soviet fighter-bombers in 

service or under development at this time (Su-7, Su-17, MiG-21 and MiG-23) did not meet the 

requirements for close air support of the army.  

In March 1969, a competition was announced by the Soviet Air Force that called for designs for a 

new battlefield close-support aircraft. Participants in the competition were the Sukhoi Design 

Bureau and the design bureaus of Yakovlev, Ilyushin and Mikoyan.
 
The Sukhoi Su-25 surpassed its 

main competitor in the Soviet Air Force competition, the Ilyushin Il-102, and series production was 

announced by the Ministry of Defence. 

Design 

The Su-25 has a normal aerodynamic layout with a shoulder-mounted trapezoidal wing and a 

conventional tailplane and rudder. Several different metals in differing amounts are used in the 

construction of the airframe: 60% aluminium, 19% steel, 13.5% titanium, 2% magnesium alloy, and 

5.5% other materials. 

The pilot flies the aircraft by means of a centre stick and left hand throttles. The pilot sits on a 

Zvezda K-36 ejection seat (similar to the Sukhoi Su-27), and has standard flight instruments. At the 
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rear of the cockpit is a 6 mm (0.24 in) thick steel headrest, mounted on the rear bulkhead. The 

cockpit has a bathtub-shaped armoured enclosure of welded titanium sheets, with transit ports 

located in the walls. Visibility from the cockpit is limited, being a trade-off for improved pilot 

protection. Rearwards visibility is very limited, though a periscope is fitted on top of the canopy to 

compensate. 

The cannon (one 30 mm GSh-30-2 with 250 rounds) is located in a compartment beneath the 

cockpit, mounted on a load-bearing beam attached to the cockpit floor and the forward fuselage 

support structure. An airtight avionics compartment is behind the cockpit and in front of the forward 

fuel tank. On the left-hand side of the fuselage, a built-in ladder provides access to the cockpit, the 

upper part of the engine nacelles, and the wing. 

The aircraft has 11 hardpoints for up to 4.4 tons (9,700 lb) of disposable ordnance, including rails 

for two R-60 (AA-8 Aphid) or other air-to-air missiles for self-defence, and a wide variety of 

general-purpose bombs, cluster bombs, gun pods, rocket pods, laser-guided bombs, and air-to-

surface missiles such as the Kh-25ML or Kh-29L.  

Early versions of the Su-25 were equipped with two R-95 non-afterburning turbojets, in separate 

compartments on either side of the rear fuselage. The engines, sub-assemblies, and surrounding 

fuselage structure are cooled by air provided by the cold air intakes located on top of the engine's 

nacelles. A drainage system collects oil, hydraulic fluid residues, and fuel from the engines after 

flight or after an unsuccessful start. The engine control systems allows independent operation of 

each engine. The latest versions (Su-25T and TM) are equipped with improved Tumansky R-195 

afterburning turbojets. 

The avionics system of the Su-25 consists of several components: 

 Weapons-aiming system, providing targeting data for ground munitions, as well as the 

targeting of enemy aircraft (Klen-PS laser designator) 

 A DISS-7 Doppler radar 

 Navigation system, permitting flight in day and night conditions, both in visual and 

instrumental modes, and providing flight data for the weapons-control system and flight 

instruments 

 Weapons-control system 

 Self-defence suite, incorporating infra-red, flare and chaff dispensers, and a radar warning 

receiver that can alert the pilot of incoming attacks 

The Klen-PS laser rangefinder utilises a glass porthole in the aircraft's nose and is perhaps the most 

notable item of avionics. The pilot locks the designator onto a target through his gun-sight, then fire 

a laser-guided missile and use the Klen-PS to guide it. 

Early variants included the Su-25UB two-seat trainer, the Su-25BM for target-towing, and the Su-

25K for export customers. Upgraded variants include the Su-25T and the further improved Su-

25TM (also known as Su-39).  

Operational life 

By 2007, the Su-25 was the only armoured airplane still in production except the Su-34 whose 

production just started. It is currently in service with Russia and various other CIS states as well as 

export customers. 
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During its more than twenty-five years in service, the Su-25 has seen combat with several air forces. 

It was heavily involved in the Soviet war in Afghanistan, flying counter-insurgency missions 

against the Mujahideen. The Iraqi Air Force employed Su-25s against Iran during the 1980-89 Iran-

Iraq War; most of them were later destroyed or fled to Iran in the 1991 Persian Gulf War. In 1993, 

Abkhazian separatists used Su-25s against Georgians during the Abkhazian War. Eight years later, 

the Macedonian Air Force employed Su-25s against Albanian insurgents in the 2001 Macedonia 

conflict, and in 2008, Georgia and Russia both used Su-25s in the South Ossetian conflict.  
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SEPECAT 

JAGUAR 

Role 
attack 

Powerplant 
2 Rolls-Royce / Turbomeca 

Adour Mk 102 turbofans 

32.5 kN – 7,300 lbf each 

First flight 
1968 

Main operators 
French Air Force 

Royal Air Force 

Indian Air Force 

Number built 
543 

 

The SEPECAT Jaguar is an Anglo-French, ground attack jet aircraft still in service with several 
export customers, notably the Indian Air Force and the Royal Air Force of Oman. It was among the 
first major Anglo-French military aircraft programs.  

Development 

The Jaguar program began in the early 1960s, in response to a British requirement (AST 362) for 

an advanced supersonic jet trainer and a French need for a cheap, subsonic dual role trainer and 

light attack aircraft. After development started, both the French and British trainer requirement 

changed and were eventually fulfilled instead by the Alpha Jet and Hawker Siddeley Hawk 

respectively.  

In the meantime, the RAF created a new requirement for the Jaguar, to replace the McDonnell 
Douglas Phantom FGR2 in the close air support, tactical reconnaissance and tactical strike roles. In 

addition, a carrier-capable version to replace the French Navy's Dassault Etendard IV was 

specified. From these apparently disparate aims would come a single and entirely different aircraft: 

relatively high-tech, supersonic, and optimised for ground attack in a high-threat environment. 

Cross-channel negotiations led to the formation of SEPECAT (Société Européenne de Production 
de l'Avion d'École de Combat et d'Appui Tactique - the European company for the production of a 

combat trainer and tactical support aircraft) in 1966, as a joint venture between Bréguet (now 

Dassault Aviation) and the British Aircraft Corporation to produce the airframe, and a separate 

teaming of Rolls-Royce and Turboméca to develop the Adour afterburning turbofan engine.  

Design 

The first of eight prototypes flew on 8 September 1968. It was an orthodox single-seat, swept-wing, 

twin-engine design but with tall landing gear. It had a maximum take-off weight in the 15 tonne-

class and could manage a combat radius on internal fuel alone of 850 km (530 mi). Maximum speed 

was Mach 1.6 (Mach 1.1 at sea level). 
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The Jaguar was powered by two Rolls-Royce / Turbomeca Adour Mk 102 turbofans, giving 32.5 kN 

(7,305 lbf) of dry thrust (each engine), and had five external hardpoints (4 under wing and 1 under 

fuselage) for up to 10,000 lb (4.5 tons) of warload. It also featured two 30 mm (1.18 in) ADEN or 

DEFA cannons (150 rounds/gun), and optionally, for RAF Jaguars and Jaguar International, two 

overwing pylons.  

Operational life 

Jaguar’s career on French aircraft carriers (Jaguar M version) was not a brillant one; it has constant 

operational problems aboard ships, including the inability to land back on a carrier after an engine 

failure. It was soon replaced by the Dassault Super Étendard. Different, Air Force Jaguars served as 

main French strike/attack aircraft until July 2005, when replaced by Dassault Rafale. Royal Air 

Force Jaguars were retired on April 2007.  
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Dassault-Brèguet 
SUPER ÉTENDARD 

Role 
carrier-based 
attack fighter 
Powerplant 

one SNECMA 
Atar 9K-50 turbojet 
49 kN – 11,000 lbf 

First flight 
1974 

Main operators 
French Navy 

Argentine Navy 
Iraqi Air Force 

Number built 
85 

 

The Dassault-Brèguet Super Étendard is a French carrier-borne strike fighter aircraft designed 
for service with the French Navy. The aircraft entered service in June 1978 and was also exported. 
It was first used in combat by Argentina during the 1982 Falklands War. 

Development 

The Super Étendard is a development of the earlier Étendard IVM that was originally to have been 
replaced by a navalised version of the SEPECAT Jaguar (the Jaguar M), until this plan was stalled 
by political problems, together with problems with operating the Jaguar aboard ships, including the 
inability to land back on a carrier after an engine failure. Instead, Dassault proposed an improved 
version of the Étendard IVM, with a more powerful engine, a new wing and improved avionics. 
This proposal was accepted by the French Navy in 1973 as the Super Étendard. 

Design 

The Super Étendard is a small, single-engined, mid-winged aircraft with an all metal structure. Both 
the wings and tailplane are swept, with the folding wings having a sweepback of about 45 degrees. 
The aircraft is powered by a non-afterburning SNECMA Atar 9K-50 turbojet with a rating of 49 kN 
(11,025 lbf). It is fitted with a Thomson-CSF Agave radar, closely integrated with the new air-
launched version of Aérospatiale's anti-shipping missile, the AM 39 Exocet, which forms the main 
anti-ship armament of the aircraft. French Étendards could also carry tactical nuclear weapons. 

Operational life 
 
French Navy Super Étendards 

Deliveries of the Super Étendard to the French Navy started in 1978, with the first squadron, 
Flotille 11F, becoming operational in February 1979. The first operational missions took place in 
Lebanon during Operation Olifant. On 22 September 1983, French Navy Super Étendards operating 
from the aircraft carrier Foch bombed and destroyed Syrian forces positions after a few artillery 
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rounds were fired at the French peace-keepers. On 17 November 1983, the same airplanes attacked 
and destroyed a Hizbollah training camp in Baalbeck after a terrorist attack on French paratroopers 
in Beirut. 

From 1991, the original Étendard IVMs were withdrawn from French service (although the 
reconnaissance version of the Étendard IVP remained in service until July 2000), and the Super 
Étendards underwent a series of upgrades throughout the 1990s to better suit them to modern 
warfare. These uprated aircraft, designated Super Étendard Modernisé (SEM), participated in 
NATO's Allied Force operations over Kosovo in 1999, flying over 400 combat missions with 73% 
of the assigned objectives destroyed: the best performance of all the air forces involved in the 
missions over Kosovo. 

Argentine Navy Super Étendards 

The Argentine Naval Aviation decided to buy 14 Super Étendards in 1980, after the United States 
put an arms embargo in place and refused to supply spare parts for their A-4Q Skyhawks. Future 
Argentine Super Étendard pilots used French flight trainers in France, but at the time of the 
Falklands War, they had received only 45 hours of actual flight time in the new aircraft.  

Between August and November 1981, five Super Étendards and five Exocets were shipped to 
Argentina. All five of the missiles were used during the Falklands conflict, with one missile hitting 
the British destroyer HMS Sheffield and two the merchant aircraft transporter Atlantic Conveyor; 
two missiles were used in each of those attacks. The fifth Exocet was launched in an attack intended 
to strike against the British aircraft carrier HMS Invincible, but the missile failed to find its target.  
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SAAB 

J-37 VIGGEN 

 

Role 

attack fighter 

Powerplant 

one Volvo 

RM8B turbofan 

72.1 kN – 16,200 lbf 

First flight 

1967 

Main operators 

Swedish Air Force 

Number built 

329 

 

The SAAB J-37 Viggen was a Swedish single-seat, single-engine, short-medium range attack 

fighter, manufactured by SAAB between 1970 and 1990. Several variants were produced to perform 

the roles of all-weather fighter-interceptor, ground attack and photo-reconnaissance, as well as a 

two-seat trainer. 

Although the Viggen was offered for sale worldwide, and regarded as a very competent aircraft, no 

export sales occurred. The United States blocked an export of Viggens to India in 1978 by not 

issuing an export license for the RM8/JT8D engine, forcing India to choose the SEPECAT Jaguar 

instead.  

Development 

The Viggen was initially developed as a replacement for the SAAB J-32 Lansen in the attack role 

and later the SAAB J-35 Draken as a fighter. The first studies were carried out between 1952 and 

1957 involving the Finnish aircraft designer Aarne Lakomaa. The aim was to produce a robust 

aircraft with good short-runway performance that could be operated from numerous specially 

prepared roads and highways to reduce the vulnerability to attack in the event of war. Other 

requirements included supersonic ability at low level, Mach 2 performance at altitude, and the 

ability to make short landings at low angles of attack.  

To meet these design goals, SAAB selected a radical configuration: a conventional delta wing with 

small, high-set canard wings. Canards have since become common in fighter aircraft, notably with 

the Eurofighter Typhoon, Dassault Rafale, SAAB Gripen and IAI Kfir, but mainly for agility reasons 

rather than STOL capabilities. The final proposal was presented and accepted on 28 September 

1962. Construction started in 1964, with the first prototype maiden flight on 8 February 1967. 

Design 

The Viggen was powered by a single Volvo RM8B turbofan (72.1 kN dry thrust, 125 kN with 

afterburner). This was essentially a licence-built variant of the Pratt & Whitney JT8D engine that 
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powered commercial airliners of the 1960s, with an afterburner added for the Viggen. The airframe 

also incorporated a thrust-reverser to use during landings and land manoeuvres, which, combined 

with the aircraft having flight capabilities approaching a limited STOL-like performance, enabled 

operations from 500 m airstrips with minimal support. The thrust reverser could be pre-selected in 

the air to engage when the nose-wheel strut was compressed after touchdown. The Viggen was the 

first aircraft to feature both afterburners and thrust-reversers. Only the Viggen and the Panavia 

Tornado featured both afterburners and thrust-reversers. 

With the performance requirements to a large extent dictating the choice of the engine, the airframe 

turned out to be quite bulky compared to contemporary slimmer designs with turbojet engines. To 

withstand the stresses of no-flare landings, Saab made extensive use of titanium in the construction 

of the Viggen, especially in the fuselage, and incorporated an unusual arrangement for the main 

landing gear, in which the two wheels on each leg were placed in tandem. The tall single vertical 

stabilizer (45 degrees sweepback on the leading edge) was foldable to make it easier to store in 

hangars. 

The six tanks in the fuselage and wings held approximately 5,000 litres of fuel with an additional 

1,500 litres in an external drop tank. The Viggen's consumption was around 15 kg/sec at maximum 

afterburner, which meant that the internal fuel was exhausted in just seven minutes due to the 

relative inefficiency of the turbofan over a turbojet at full afterburner. Performance comparisons 

with other aircraft from the same age are however slightly difficult, since no other fighter or attack 

aircraft aside from the Harrier and Yak-38 were designed for STOL capability. 

In the early 1960s, it was decided that the Viggen should be a single seat aircraft. A digital central 

computer and a head-up display replaced the human navigator. This computer, called CK 37 

(central kalkylator 37), was the world's first airborne computer to use integrated circuits. It utilized 

the STRIL 60 system to be linked with the Swedish defence systems. The main sensor was an 

Ericsson PS 37 X-band monopulse radar with several functions: air-to-ground and air-to-air 

telemetry, and cartography. A Honeywell radar altimeter with transmitter and receiver in the canard 

wings was used to assist low altitude flight. A Decca Type 72 doppler navigation radar and a series 

of other electronic sub-systems were also provided. 

The radar on the JA-37 version (interceptor) was upgraded to a multi-mode, pulse-Doppler 

Ericsson PS 46/A unit, more optimized for the fighter/interceptor role. It sported look-down/shoot-

down capability, range up to 48 km (30 mi), continuous-wave illumination for the Skyflash missiles 

as well as the ability to track two targets while scanning. Look-down/shoot-down radars provide a 

combat aircraft with the ability to engage targets flying below them, without being confused by the 

ground clutter. This is highly desirable, as it allows an aircraft to detect and attack targets whilst 

maintaining the tactically advantageous position conferred by superior altitude. 

A weapon load of up to 7 tons could be accommodated on seven hardpoints: one centerline pylon, 

two fuselage pylons, two inner and two outer wing pylons. The centerline pylon was the only wet 

pylon and was usually occupied by an external fuel tank. The outboard wing pylons were never 

used in peacetime operations since aerodynamic flutter loads would structurally fatigue the wing. 

Operational life 

Viggen performed well as a fighter-attack with Swedish Air Forces; the final interceptor version, 

the JA-37, entered service in 1980, and the last of 149 JA-37s was delivered in 1990. Swedish JA-

37 pilots have managed to lock often their missiles on the SR-71 Blackbird, using the predictable 

flight patterns of SR-71 routine flights over the Baltic Sea.  
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Nanchang 

Q-5 FANTAN 

Role 

close air support 

Powerplant 

two Liyang 

WP-6A turbojets 

29.4 kN – 6,600 lbf each 

First flight 

1965 

Main operators 

PLA Air Force (China) 

Pakistan Air Force 

North Korean Air Force 

Number built 

~ 1,000 

 

The Nanchang Q-5 (NATO designation Fantan), also known as the A-5 in its export versions, is a 

Chinese-built, ground-attack jet aircraft based on the Soviet MiG-19. Its main role is close air 

support. 

Development 

The People’s Republic of China (PRC) was an enthusiastic user of the MiG-19, which it 

manufactured locally as the Shenyang J-6 from 1958. In August 1958 the People's Liberation Army 

Air Force (PLAAF) requested the development of a jet attack-aircraft for the air support role. 

Design 

Although based on the MiG-19, the new design, designated Qiangjiji-5 (fifth attack aircraft 

design), had a longer fuselage, area ruled to reduce transonic drag and accommodate a 4 m (13 ft) 

long internal weapon bay. The air intakes were moved to the fuselage sides to make space in the 

nose for a planned target radar (which was never actually fitted). New wings with greater area and 

reduced sweep were incorporated. The Q-5 shares the J-6's Liyang Wopen-6A (license-built 

Tumansky R-9) turbojet engine (two WP-6A, 29.4 kN dry thrust, 36.7 kN with afterburner, each).  

Fixed armament of the Q-5 consist of two Type 23-1 23 mm cannon with 100 rounds per gun, 

mounted in the wing roots. Two pylons under each wing and two pairs of tandem pylons under the 

engines were provided in addition to the weapons bay. A total of 1,000 kg (2,205 lb) of ordnance 

could be carried internally, with an additional 1,000 kg externally. 

Operational life 

About 1,000 aircraft were produced, 600 of them being the updated Q-5A. A small number, perhaps 

a few dozen, Q-5As were modified to carry nuclear weapons; these are believed to retain their 

internal weapons bay. A long-range Q-5I, introduced in 1983, added a fuel tank instead of the 

internal weapons bay, compensating for that with the provision of two additional underwing pylons. 
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Some of these aircraft serve with the PLA Navy, and have apparently been equipped with radar to 

guide anti-ship missiles. Subsequent minor upgrades include the Q-5IA, with a new gun/bomb 

sighting system and avionics, and the Q-5II, with radar warning receiver (RWR).  
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Boeing 

B-52 STRATOFORTRESS 

 

Role 

strategic bomber 

Powerplant 

eight Pratt & Whitney 

TF33-P-3/103 turbofans 

76 kN – 17,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1952 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

744 

 

The Boeing B-52 Stratofortress is a long-range, subsonic, jet-powered strategic bomber designed 

and built by Boeing and operated by the US Air Force. Beginning with the successful contract bid 

of June 1946, the B-52 design evolved from a straight-wing aircraft powered by turboprop engines 

to the final swept-wing prototype YB-52 with turbojet engines.  

Although a veteran of a number of wars and built to carry nuclear weapons, the Stratofortress has 

dropped only conventional munitions in combat. Its Stratofortress name is rarely used outside of 

official contexts; it has been referred to by Air Force personnel as the BUFF (Big Ugly Fat 

Fellow).  

Development 

On 23 November 1945, Air Materiel Command (AMC) issued desired performance characteristics 

for a new strategic bomber "capable of carrying out the strategic mission without dependence upon 

advanced and intermediate bases controlled by other countries". On 5 June 1946, Boeing's Model 

462, a straight-wing aircraft powered by six Wright T35 turboprops with a gross weight of 

360,000 pounds (160 tons) was declared the winner. In December 1946, Boeing was asked to 

change their design to a four-engine bomber with a top speed of 400 miles per hour, range of 

12,000 miles (19,000 km), and the ability to carry a nuclear weapon.  

In May 1948, AMC asked Boeing to incorporate the previously discarded, but now more fuel-

efficient, jet engine into the design. This resulted in Boeing developing yet another revision; in July 

1948, Model 464-40 was powered by Westinghouse J40 turbojets. Nevertheless, on 21 October 

1948, Boeing was told to create an entirely new aircraft using Pratt & Whitney J57 turbojets. On 25 

October, Boeing engineers produced a proposal and a hand-carved Model 464–49. 

Design 

The 464-49 design built upon the basic layout of the B-47 Stratojet with 35° swept wings, eight 

turbojets paired in four underwing pods, and bicycle landing gear with wingtip outrigger wheels. A 
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notable feature of the landing gear was the ability to pivot the main landing gear up to 20° from the 

aircraft centerline to increase safety during crosswind landings.  

The major 1951 design change was a switch from the B-47 style tandem seating to a more 

conventional side-by-side cockpit which increased the effectiveness of the copilot and reduced crew 

fatigue. Currently, crew positions are 5, all in ejection seats: pilot and co-pilot are side by side on 

the upper flight deck, along with the electronic warfare officer (EWO), seated behind the pilot 

facing aft; side by side on the lower flight deck are the radar navigator, responsible for weapons 

delivery, and the navigator, responsible for guiding the aircraft through waypoints.  

In November 1959, SAC (Strategic Air Command) initiated the Big Four modification program, 

completed by 1963. The four modifications were: ability to perform all-weather, low-altitude 

(below 500 feet or 150 m) interdiction missions, as a response to advancements in Soviet Union's 

missile defenses; ability to launch AGM-28 Hound Dog standoff nuclear missiles; ability to launch 

ADM-20 Quail decoys; and an advanced electronic countermeasures (ECM) suite.  

Ongoing problems with advanced avionics were addressed in the Jolly Well program, completed in 

1964, which improved components of the AN/ASQ-38 bombing navigational computer and the 

terrain computer. The MADREC (Malfunction Detection and Recording) upgrade fitted to most 

aircraft by 1965 could detect failures in avionics and weapons computer systems, and was essential 

in monitoring the Hound Dog missiles. The electronic countermeasures capability of the B-52 was 

expanded with Rivet Rambler (1971) and Rivet Ace (1973) programs. The navigational capabilities 

of the B-52 were later augmented with the addition of GPS.  

To further improve the B-52's offensive ability, Air Launched Cruise Missiles (ALCMs) were fitted. 

After testing of both the Air Force-backed Boeing AGM-86 and the Navy-backed General 

Dynamics AGM-109 Tomahawk, the AGM-86B was selected for operation by the B-52. In 2007 the 

LITENING targeting pod was fitted, increasing the combat effectiveness of the aircraft during day, 

night and poor weather conditions in the attack of ground targets with a variety of standoff 

weapons, using laser guidance, a high resolution forward-looking infrared sensor (FLIR) and a 

CCD camera to obtain target imagery.  

Late Stratofortress variants features eight Pratt & Whitney TF33-P-3/103 turbofans (17,000 lbf – 76 

kN each) and can carry up to 70,000 pounds (31,5 tons) of mixed ordnance. The 20 mm (0.787 in) 

M61 Vulcan cannon mounted in a remote controlled tail turret, or the four 0.50 caliber machine-

guns, quad-mounted in a remote controlled tail turret, were removed from all current operational 

aircraft.  

Operational life 

The B-52 has been in active service with the USAF since 1955. The bombers flew under the 

Strategic Air Command (SAC) until it was disestablished in 1992; since February 2010 all B-52 

Stratofortress and B-2 Spirit aircraft were transferred to the recently established Air Force Global 

Strike Command (AFGSC). The B-52 marked its 50th anniversary of continuous service with its 

original primary operator in 2005. 

Early operations were problematic; in addition to supply problems, technical issues also struck. 

Ramps and taxiways deteriorated under the weight of the aircraft, while the fuel system was prone 

to leaks and icing, and bombing and fire control computers were unreliable. The two-story cockpit 

presented a unique climate control problem – the pilots' cockpit was heated by sunlight while the 

observer and the navigator on the bottom deck sat on the ice-cold floor.  
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On 21 May 1956, a B-52B dropped its first test hydrogen bomb (an Mk-15) over the Bikini Atoll. In 

a demonstration of the B-52's global reach, from 16 to 18 January 1957, three B-52Bs made a 

nonstop flight around the world during Operation Power Flite, covering 39,165 km in 45 hours and 

19 minutes with several in-flight refuelings by KC-97 tankers. From 10 to 11 January 1962, a B-

52H set a world distance record by flying unrefueled from Kadena Air Base, Okinawa, Japan, to 

Torrejon Air Base, Spain, covering 20,177 km.  

Throughout the Cold War, B-52s performed airborne alert patrols under code names such as Head 

Start, Chrome Dome, Hard Head, Round Robin, and Giant Lance. Bombers loitered at high altitude 

near points outside the Soviet Union to provide rapid first strike or retaliation capability in case of 

nuclear war. 

In March 1965, the United States commenced Operation Rolling Thunder in Vietnam. Beginning in 

late 1965, a number of B-52Ds underwent Big Belly modifications to increase bomb capacity for 

carpet bombings. The Big Belly modification created enough capacity for a total of 60,000 pounds 

(27.2 tons) in 108 bombs. The zenith of B-52 attacks in Vietnam was Operation Linebacker II 

which consisted of waves of B-52s: over 12 days, B-52s flew 729 sorties, dropping 15,237 tons of 

bombs on Hanoi, Haiphong, and other targets.  

B-52 strikes were an important part of Operation Desert Storm (Iraq, 1991). Flying about 1,620 

sorties, B-52s delivered 40% of the weapons dropped by coalition forces while suffering only one 

non-combat aircraft loss, with several receiving minor damage from enemy action.  
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North American 

A-5 VIGILANTE 

 

Role 

carrier-based bomber 

reconnaissance aircraft 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

J79-GE-8 turbojets 

48 kN – 10,900 lbf each 

First flight 

1958 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

Number built 

158 

 

The North American A-5 Vigilante was a powerful, highly-advanced, carrier-based supersonic 

bomber designed for the United States Navy. Its service in the nuclear strike role to replace the A-3 

Skywarrior was very short; however, as the RA-5C, it saw extensive service during the Vietnam 

War in the tactical strike reconnaissance role. Prior to the unification of the Navy designation 

sequence with the Air Force sequence in 1962, it was designated as the A3J Vigilante. 

Development 

In 1953, North American Aviation began a private study for a carrier-based, long-range, all-weather 

strike bomber, capable of delivering nuclear weapons at supersonic speeds. This proposal, the 

NAGPAW (North American General Purpose Attack Weapon) concept, was accepted by the United 

States Navy, with some revisions, in 1955. A contract was awarded on 29 August 1956. 

Design 

At the time of its introduction, the Vigilante was one of the largest and by far the most complex 

aircraft to operate from US Navy aircraft carriers. It had a high-mounted swept wing with a 

boundary-layer control system (blown flaps) to improve low-speed lift, as well as being used 

instead of conventional ailerons. Use of aluminum-lithium alloy for wing skins and titanium for 

critical structures were also unusual. The A-5 had two widely-spaced General Electric J79 turbojets 

(48 kN dry thrust, 76 kN with afterburner, each engine – the same as used on the F-4 Phantom II 

fighter), and a single large all-moving vertical stabilizer. The wings, vertical stabilizer and the nose 

radome folded for carrier storage. The Vigilante had a crew of two in tandem: a pilot and a 

bombardier-navigator (BN) – reconnaissance/attack navigator (RAN) on later recon versions – in 

individual ejection seats.  

The Vigilante had extremely advanced and complex electronics when it first entered service. It had 

one of the first fly-by-wire systems of an operational aircraft (with mechanical/hydraulic backup) 

and a computerized AN/ASB-12 nav/attack system incorporating a head-up display (Pilot's Projected 

Display Indicator (PPDI), one of the first), a multi-mode radar, a Radar-Equipped Inertial 
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Navigation System, a closed-circuit television camera under the nose, and an early digital computer 

known as VERDAN (Versatile Digital Analyzer) to run it all. 

Given its original design as a carrier-based nuclear heavy attack aircraft, the Vigilante's main 

armament was carried in a novel "linear bomb bay" between the engines in the rear fuselage, which 

was intended to make bomb delivery safer for the flight crew and more accurate. When 

conventional bombers "drop" a bomb, the bomb falls downward, but continues forward at the same 

speed as the aircraft, decelerating progressively. This requires pilot and navigator/bombardier skill 

and complicated equipment to place a bomb on its intended target. The linear bomb bay would eject 

the payload rearward at approximately the same speed as the forward velocity of the aircraft, 

causing the bomb to "stand still" and drop straight down. No calculation is needed – the bomb falls 

at the point at which it was dropped. As an added benefit, the aircraft is rapidly moving away from 

the dropped bomb, enabling lower drop altitudes or safer drops from higher altitudes. 

The single nuclear weapon, commonly the Mk 28 bomb, was attached to two disposable fuel tanks 

in the cylindrical bay in an assembly known as the "stores train". The idea was for the fuel tanks to 

be emptied during flight to the target and then jettisoned as part of the bomb by an explosive drogue 

gun. In practice the system was never reliable and no live weapons were ever carried in the linear 

bomb bay. In the RA-5C configuration, the bay was used solely for fuel. 

Operational life 

The Vigilante's early service proved troublesome, with many teething problems for its advanced 

systems. Although these systems were highly sophisticated, the technology of the time was in its 

infancy, and its reliability was poor. The A-5's service coincided with a major policy shift in the 

U.S. Navy's strategic role, which switched to emphasize submarine launched ballistic missiles 

rather than manned bombers. As a result, in 1963, procurement of the A-5 was ended and the type 

was converted to the fast reconnaissance role. 

Eight of 10 squadrons of RA-5C Vigilantes also saw extensive service in Vietnam starting in August 

1964, carrying out hazardous medium-level reconnaissance missions. Although it proved fast and 

agile, 18 RA-5Cs were lost in combat: 14 to anti-aircraft fire, three to surface-to-air missiles, and 

one to a MiG-21. With the end of the Vietnam War, disestablishment of RVAH squadrons began in 

1974, with the last Vigilante squadron, RVAH-7, completing its final deployment to the Western 

Pacific aboard USS Ranger (CV-61) in late 1979.  
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Rockwell 

B-1 LANCER 

 

Role 

strategic bomber 

Powerplant 

four General Electric 

F101-GE-102 turbofans 

64.9 kN – 14,600 lbf each 

First flight 

1974 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

104 

 

The Rockwell (now part of Boeing) B-1 Lancer is a four-engine, variable-sweep wing, strategic 

bomber used by the United States Air Force. First envisioned in the 1960s as a supersonic bomber 

with sufficient range and payload to replace the Boeing B-52 Stratofortress, it developed primarily 

into a low-level penetrator with long range and supersonic speed capability. 

The bomber's development was delayed multiple times over its history, as the theory of strategic 

balance changed from "flexible response" to "mutually assured destruction" and back again. The 

initial B-1A version was developed in the early 1970s, but its production was canceled and only 

four prototypes were built. In 1980, the B-1 resurfaced as the B-1B version with the focus on low-

level penetration bombing. The B-1B entered service with the US Air Force in 1986. 

Development 

In December 1957, the US Air Force selected North American Aviation's proposal to replace the 

Boeing B-52 Stratofortress with the B-70 Valkyrie. The Valkyrie was a six-engine bomber that 

could reach Mach 3 speeds at high altitude (70,000 feet / 21,000 m) to avoid interceptor aircraft, the 

only effective anti-bomber weapon in the 1950s. Soviet interceptors were unable to intercept the 

high-flying Lockheed U-2; the Valkyrie was to fly at similar altitudes and much higher speeds. By 

the late 1950s, however, anti-aircraft surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) could threaten high-altitude 

aircraft, as demonstrated by the 1960 downing of Gary Powers' U-2.  

The USAF Strategic Air Command (SAC) began moving to low-level penetration before the U-2 

downing. This tactic greatly reduces radar detection distances by use of terrain masking. At that 

time SAMs were ineffective against low-flying aircraft. Also during the era, low flying aircraft were 

difficult to detect by higher flying interceptors since their radar systems (with no look-down/shoot 

down capabilities) could not readily pick out the aircraft because of clutter from ground reflections. 

Unsuited for this new role and because of a growing intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) force, 

the B-70 Valkyrie bomber program was canceled in 1961.  
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In mid-1964, the USAF launched a project called Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (AMSA), 

which was demanding for a high-speed low-level approach combined with high-altitude capability, 

albeit slower than the Valkyrie (at about Mach 2). In April 1969 the program officially became the 

B-1A. Proposals were submitted by Boeing, General Dynamics and North American-Rockwell in 

January 1970. In June 1970, Rockwell's design was selected and was awarded a development 

contract.  

In 1976, Viktor Belenko defected to Japan with his MiG-25 Foxbat. During debriefing he described 

a new "super-Foxbat" (almost certainly referring to the MiG-31) that had look-down/shoot-down 

radar systems in order to attack cruise missiles. This would also make any low-level penetration 

aircraft "visible" and easy to attack. Given that B-1As armament suite was similar to the B-52, 

future development was increasingly questioned and remained highly controversial. On 30 June 

1977 president Carter announced that the B-1A would be canceled in favor of ICBMs 

(intercontinental ballistic missiles), SLBMs (submarine-launched ballistic missiles), and a fleet of 

modernized B-52s armed with ALCMs (air-launched cruise missiles); no mention of the stealth 

work was made public with the program being top secret, but today it is known that in early 1978 he 

authorized the Advanced Technology Bomber (ATB) project, which eventually led to the B-2 Spirit. 

On taking office, president Reagan was faced with the same decision as Carter before: whether to 

continue with the B-1 for the short term, or to wait for the development of the ATB. Reagan 

decided the best solution was to purchase both the B-1 and ATB (later B-2), and this eventually led 

to Reagan's 2 October 1981 announcement for development and production of 100 new B-1B 

bombers.  

Design 

Rockwell's design for B-1A featured a number of features common to 1960s U.S. designs. These 

included the use of variable-sweep wings in order to provide both high lift during takeoff and 

landing, and low drag during a high-speed dash phase. In order to achieve the required Mach 2+ 

performance at high altitudes, the exhaust nozzles and air intake inlets were variable. A pair of 

small canards mounted near the nose are part of an active vibration damping system that smooths 

out the otherwise bumpy low-altitude ride. The first three B-1As featured an escape capsule that 

ejected the cockpit with all four crew members inside. The fourth B-1A was equipped with a 

conventional ejection seat for each crew member (aircraft commander, copilot, offensive systems 

officer and defensive systems officer).  

Changes made for the B-1B’s design, to better fit to real-world missions, included a reduction in 

maximum high-altitude speed (to Mach 1.25), but an increased maximum sea-level speed (to Mach 

0.92), by replacing the variable-aspect intake ramps with simpler fixed-geometry intake ramps. 

This also reduced the B version's radar signature; the reduction in radar cross-section was seen as a 

good trade off for the high-altitude speed decrease. The B-1B's maximum take-off weight was 

increased to 477,000 pounds (216 tons) from the B-1A's 395,000 pounds (179 tons). In order to deal 

with the introduction of Soviet aircraft with look-down/shoot-down capabilities, the B-1B's 

electronic warfare suite was significantly upgraded.  

B-1B features four General Electric F101-GE-102 augmented turbofans (each of 64.9 kN of dry 

thrust and 136.9 kN thrust with afterburner), triangular fin control surfaces and wings that can 

sweep from 15 degrees to 67.5 degees (full forward to full sweep). Forward-swept wing settings are 

used for takeoff, landings and high-altitude maximum cruise. Aft-swept wing settings are used in 

high subsonic and supersonic flight. The aircraft has 3 internal bomb bays for 75,000 lb (34 tons) of 

ordnance, and can be fitted with 6 external hardpoints for another 50,000 lb (22 tons) of ordnance.    
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The B-1B's offensive avionics include the Westinghouse (now Northrop Grumman) AN/APQ-164 

forward-looking, passive electronically scanned array radar set, with electronic beam steering (and a 

fixed antenna pointed downward for reduced radar observability), synthetic aperture radar, ground 

moving target indicator (MTI), and terrain-following radar modes; avionics also include Doppler 

navigation, radar altimeter and an inertial navigation suite. The B-1B Block D upgrade added a 

Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver beginning in 1995.  

Operational life 

The B-1B began service with the USAF Strategic Air Command as a nuclear bomber. In the 1990s, 

it was converted to conventional bombing use. It was first used in combat during Operation Desert 

Fox in 1998 and during the NATO action in Kosovo the following year. The B-1 bomber is 

commonly called the Bone (originally from "B-One"). With the retirement of the Grumman F-14 

Tomcat in 2006, the B-1B is the U.S. military's only active variable-sweep wing aircraft.  
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Northrop 

B-2 SPIRIT 

 

Role 
stealth bomber 

Powerplant 
four General Electric 

F118-GE-100 turbofans 

77 kN – 17,300 lbf each 

First flight 
1989 

Main operators 
United States Air Force 

Number built 
21 

 

The Northrop B-2 Spirit is an American heavy bomber with "low observable" stealth technology 
designed to penetrate dense anti-aircraft defenses and deploy both conventional and nuclear 
weapons. Because of its considerable capital and operational costs, the project was controversial in 
Congress and among the Joint Chiefs of Staff. During the late 1980s and early 1990s, Congress 
slashed initial plans to purchase 132 bombers to just 21. 

The cost of each aircraft averaged US$737 million in 1997 dollars. Total procurement costs 
averaged US$929 million per aircraft, which includes spare parts, equipment, retrofitting, and 
software support. The total program cost, which includes development, engineering and testing, 
averaged US$2.1 billion per aircraft (in 1997 dollars). 

Twenty B-2s are operated by the US Air Force. Though originally designed in the 1980s for Cold 
War operations scenarios, B-2s were first used in combat to drop bombs on Serbia during the 
Kosovo War in 1999, and saw continued use during the ongoing wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. One 
aircraft was lost in 2008 when it crashed just after takeoff; the crew ejected safely. 

Development 

The B-2 Spirit originated from the Advanced Technology Bomber (ATB) black project that began in 

1979. On 22 August 1980, the incumbent Carter administration publicly disclosed that the 

Department of Defense was working to develop stealth aircraft including the ATB. In 2007, it was 

revealed publicly that MIT scientists helped assess the mission effectiveness of the aircraft under 

classified contract during the 1980s. 

After the evaluations of the companies' proposals, the ATB competition was reduced to the 

Northrop/Boeing and Lockheed/Rockwell teams with each receiving a study contract for further 

work. Both teams used flying wing designs. The Northrop design was larger while the Lockheed 

design was smaller and included a small tail. The Northrop/Boeing team's ATB design was selected 

over the Lockheed/Rockwell design on 20 October 1981. 
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The B-2 was first publicly displayed on 22 November 1988, at Air Force Plant 42, Palmdale, 

California, where it was assembled. This initial viewing was heavily guarded and guests were not 

allowed to see the rear of the B-2. Its first public flight was on 17 July 1989 from Palmdale. 

Design 

The B-2's low-observable, or stealth, characteristics give it the ability to penetrate an enemy's most 

sophisticated anti-aircraft defenses to attack its most heavily defended targets. The bomber's stealth 

comes from a combination of reduced acoustic, infrared, visual and radar signatures, making it 

difficult for opposition defenses to detect, track and engage the aircraft.  

Many specific aspects of the low-observability process remain classified. The B-2's composite 

materials, special coatings and flying wing design, which reduces the number of leading edges, 

contribute to its stealth characteristics. The Spirit has a radar signature of about 0.1 m
2
. Each B-2 

requires a climate-controlled hangar large enough for its 172-foot (52 m) wingspan to protect the 

operational integrity of its sophisticated radar absorbent material and coatings. The engines (four 

General Electric F118-GE-100 non-afterburning turbofans, 77 kN each) are buried within the wing 

to conceal the induction fans and hide their exhaust. 

The bomber can drop up to 80 x 500 lb (230 kg) JDAM GPS-guided bombs, or 16 x 2,400 lb (1,100 

kg) B83 nuclear bombs in a single pass through extremely dense anti-aircraft defenses. The B-2 is 

the only aircraft that can carry large air-to-surface standoff weapons in a stealth configuration.  

The B-2 has a crew of two: the pilot in the left seat, and the mission commander in the right. The B-

2 has provisions for a third crew member if needed. For comparison, the B-1B has a crew of four 

and the B-52 has a crew of five. B-2 crews have been used to pioneer sleep cycle research to 

improve crew performance on long sorties. The B-2 is highly automated and with unusual facilities 

for the crew: one crew member can sleep, use a toilet or prepare a hot meal while the other fly 

(monitors) the aircraft.  

Operational life 

The B-2 has seen service in three campaigns. Its combat debut was during the Kosovo War in 1999. 

It was responsible for destroying 33% of selected Serbian bombing targets in the first eight weeks 

of U.S. involvement in the War. During this war, B-2s flew non-stop to Kosovo from their home 

base in Missouri and back; the B-2 was the first aircraft to deploy GPS satellite guided JDAM 

"smart bombs" in combat use. 

The B-2 has been used to drop bombs on Afghanistan in support of the ongoing war. With the 

support of aerial refueling, the B-2 flew one of its longest missions to date from Whiteman Air 
Force Base, Missouri to Afghanistan and back. 

During the ongoing War in Iraq, B-2s have operated from Diego Garcia and an undisclosed 

"forward operating location"; other sorties in Iraq have launched from Whiteman AFB. This resulted 

in missions lasting over 30 hours and one mission of over 50 hours. The possible "forward 

operating location" can be Guam or RAF Fairford, where new climate controlled hangars have been 

constructed. In 2003, B-2s have conducted 27 sorties from Whiteman AFB and 22 sorties from a 

forward operating location, releasing more than 1.5 million pounds of munitions, including 583 

JDAM "smart bombs".  
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Ilyushin 

IL-28 BEAGLE 

Role 

bomber 

Powerplant 

two Klimov 

VK-1 turbojets 

26.5 kN – 6,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1948 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

PLA Air Force (China) 

Czechoslovak Air Force 

Number built 

6,731 

 

The Ilyushin Il-28 (NATO designation Beagle) was a jet bomber aircraft of the immediate post war 

period that was originally manufactured for the Soviet Air Force. It was the USSR's first such 

aircraft to enter large-scale production, and was also licence-built in China as the Harbin H-5. In 

the 1990s hundreds remained in service with various air forces over 40 years after the Il-28 first 

appeared.  

Development 

Beginning in 1945, the OKBs (experimental design bureaus) under the direction of Pavel Sukhoi, 

Andrei Tupolev, and Sergei Ilyushin began work on the first generation of Soviet jet bomber 

designs. The Ilyushin OKB came up with the "Il-22", which was along the lines of a scaled-up 

German Arado Ar-234 jet bomber; it was powered by four Lyulka TR-1 axial-flow turbojets in 

individual underwing nacelles, featured a dorsal turret and tail turret with twin cannons, had a 

maximum bombload of 2 tons, and a crew of five. The single prototype performed its initial flight 

on 24 July 1947, but the Lyulka engines were far from mature: the machine was underpowered and 

suffered from limited range.  

In late 1947, Ilyushin proposed development of a tactical jet bomber powered by twin RD-45F 

turbojets. Formal approval wasn't granted until June 1948, when the prototype of the "Il-28", as it 

was designated, was already in taxi testing. Serial Il-28s were powered by two Klimov VK-1 

turbojets, 26.5 kN each. 

Design 

The aircraft is conventional in layout, with high, unswept wings carrying large engine nacelles 

beneath them. The crew was three: pilot, bombardier and gunner. The bombardier was 

accommodated in the glazed nose, and the aft fuselage carried a turret with two 23 mm NR-23 

cannons operated by the gunner. These features make it resemble the World War II medium 

bombers that preceded it, but the swept tail surfaces and the pilot's bubble canopy and ejector seat 

were more similar to other aircraft of its own era, making it a blend of old and new features. 
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The bomber was armed also with two 23 mm NR-23 cannons in a fixed nose installation; up to 3 

tons of disposable stores could be carried in a lowerfuselage weapons bay. The Il-28R variant is a 

three-seat tactical reconnaissance version with four or five cameras. The Il-28U variant is an 

operational conversion trainer lacking radar and armament but fitted with a second cockpit in the 

nose.  

Operational life 

The Il-28 was widely exported, serving in the air arms of some 20 nations ranging from the Warsaw 

Pact to various Middle-Eastern and African air forces. Egypt was an early customer, and targeting 

Egyptian Il-28s on the ground was a priority for the Israeli Air Force during the Suez Crisis. The 

Soviet Union was in the process of providing the type for local assembly in Cuba when this was 

halted by the Cuban Missile Crisis; the type also saw limited use in Vietnam and in Afghanistan.  

On 11 November 1965, Li Xianbin, a PLAAF captain of an Ilyushin Il-28 of the 8th Bomber 

Division, defected by flying his bomber numbered 0195 from Jianqiao Air Base in Hangzhou to 

Chiang Kai-shek International Airport, Taiwan, and this was the first fully operational Il-28 in 

western hands.  

The Soviet Union withdrew the type in the 1980s, while the last Soviet-built examples were still 

flying in Egypt into the 1990s. Chinese-built H-5s were also flying in the 1990s with several 

hundred in China itself, and a smaller number in North Korea and Romania.  
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Tupolev 

TU-16 BADGER 

Role 

strategic bomber 

Powerplant 

two Mikulin 

AM-3 M-500 turbojets 

93.2 kN – 21,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1952 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

Egyptian Air Force 

Indonesian Air Force 

Number built 

1,509 

 

The Tupolev Tu-16 (NATO designation Badger) was a twin-engine jet bomber used by the Soviet 

Union. It has flown for more than 50 years and the Chinese license-built Xian H-6 remains in 

service with the Chinese air force. 

Development 

In the late 1940s the Soviet Union was strongly committed to matching the United States in 

strategic bombing capability. The Soviets' only long-range bomber at the time was Tupolev's Tu-4, 

a reverse-engineered version of the American B-29 Superfortress. The development of the 

extremely powerful Mikulin AM-3 turbojet led to the possibility of a large, jet-powered bomber. 

The Tupolev design bureau began work on the Tu-88 prototypes in 1950. After winning a 

competition against the Ilyushin Il-46, it was approved for production in December 1952. The first 

production bombers entered service with Frontal Aviation in 1954, receiving the service designation 

Tu-16; NATO’s reporting name was 'Badger-A'. 

Design 

The Tu-16 had a new, large swept wing and two large Mikulin AM-3 M-500 turbojets (93.2 kN 

thrust each), one in each wing root. It could carry a single massive, 9 tons, FAB-9000 conventional 

bomb or various nuclear weapons to a range of around 4,800 km (3,000 mi). The crew was four; the 

aircraft was equipped with six or seven 23 mm Nudelman-Rikhter NR-23 cannons (two in dorsal 

and ventral remote turrets, two in a manned tail turret, with the occasional addition of one fixed 

forward in the nose).  

Although the Tu-16 began as a high-altitude, free-fall strategic bomber, in the mid-1950s it was 

equipped to carry early Soviet cruise missiles. The Tu-16KS ('Badger-B') version could carry AS-1 

'Kennel' missiles over a combat radius of 1,800 km (1,125 mi). These very large weapons were 

aerodynamically similar to the MiG-15 Fagot fighter, fitted with either a nuclear or conventional 

warhead, had a range of about 140 km (90 mi). They were intended for use primarily against US 
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Navy aircraft carriers and other large surface ships. A versatile design, the Tu-16 was built in 

numerous specialized variants for reconnaissance, maritime surveillance, electronic intelligence 

gathering (ELINT), and electronic warfare (ECM).  

Operational life 

The Tu-16 was in service with the Air Force and the Naval Aviation of the Soviet Union, and 

subsequently Russia, until 1993. It was also exported to Egypt, Indonesia, and Iraq. At least 120 

Xian H-6 remain still in service.  
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Tupolev 

TU-95 BEAR 

 

Role 

strategic bomber 

airborne surveillance 

Powerplant 

four Kuznetsov 

NK-12M turboprops 

11,000 kW each 

First flight 

1952 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 500 

 

The Tupolev Tu-95 (NATO designation Bear) is a large, four-engine turboprop powered strategic 

bomber and missile platform. First flown in 1952, the Tu-95 was put into service by the former 

Soviet Union in 1956 and is expected to serve the Russian Air Force until at least 2040. A naval 

development of the bomber is designated Tu-142. 

Commonly referred to even in Russia by its NATO designation, "Bear", the aircraft has four 

Kuznetsov NK-12 engines, each driving contra-rotating propellers. It remains the fastest propeller-

driven aircraft in history and the only turboprop-powered strategic bomber in operational use. Its 

distinctively swept-back wings are at 35 degrees, a very sharp angle by the standards of propeller-

driven aircraft, and justified by its operating speeds and altitudes. Its blades, which rotate faster 

than the speed of sound, make it the noisiest military aircraft on earth.  

Development 

The design bureau led by Andrei Tupolev designed the Soviet Union's first intercontinental bomber, 

the 1949 Tu-85, a scaled up version of the Tu-4, a Boeing B-29 Superfortress copy. The Tu-4 was 

deemed to be inadequate against the new generation of American all-weather interceptors. A new 

requirement was issued to both Tupolev and Myasishchev design bureaus in 1950: the proposed 

bomber had to have an un-refueled range of 8,000 km (far enough to threaten key targets in the 

United States) and the ability to carry an 11,000 kg load over the target. 

The big problem for Tupolev was the engine choice: the Tu-4 showed that piston engines were not 

powerful enough to fulfill that role, while the fuel-hungry AM-3 jet engines did not provide 

adequate range.Turboprops offered more power than piston engines and better range than jets, with 

a top speed in between. Tupolev's proposal was selected and Tu-95 development was officially 

approved by the government on 11 July 1951. 
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Design 

Tu-95 features four coupled turboprops (Kuznetsov NK-12M, 11,000 kW – 14,800 shp each) fitted 

with eight-bladed contra-rotating propellers. Unlike the advanced engine design, the fuselage was 

conventional: a mid-wing cantilever monoplane with 35 degrees of sweep, an angle which ensured 

the main wing spar passed through the fuselage in front of the bomb bay. Retractable tricycle 

landing gear was fitted, with the main gear units retracting rearwards into extensions of the inner 

engine nacelles. The crew is 6-7. 

Like its American counterpart, the B-52, the Tu-95 has continued to operate in the Russian Air 

Force while several subsequent iterations of bomber design have come and gone. Part of the reason 

for this longevity was its suitability, like the B-52, for modification to different missions. Whereas 

the Tu-95 was originally intended to drop free-falling nuclear weapons, it was subsequently 

modified to perform a wide range of roles, such as the deployment of cruise missiles, maritime 

patrol (Tu-142), and even civilian airliner (Tu-114). An AWACS platform (Tu-126) was developed 

from the Tu-114.  

The Tu-95 is armed with 1 or 2, 23 mm, AM-23 autocannons in a tail turret, and can carry up to 

33,000 lb (15 tons) warload, including the Raduga Kh-20, Kh-22, Kh-26, and Kh-55 air-to-surface 

missiles. An icon of the Cold War, the Bear has served not only as a weapons platform but as a 

symbol of Soviet and later Russian national prestige, performing a vital maritime surveillance and 

targeting mission for other aircraft, surface ships and submarines.  

Operational life 

The US Navy placed high priority in intercepting Tu-95 aircraft at least two hundred miles from 

aircraft carriers with its interceptors, which would then escort the Tu-95 away from NATO airspace. 

During interceptions, Tu-95 tail gunners typically kept their twin cannons pointed upwards so as not 

to antagonize the intercepting fighters. Similarly, NATO rules of engagement for interceptions 

restricted aircrews from locking onto the Tu-95 with their fire control radar, so that action couldn’t 
be misinterpreted as a hostile act.  

During the height of the Cold War, the long range of the Tu-95 was demonstrated weekly, as a pair 

of Tu-95s would fly from the Kola Peninsula to Cuba along the east coast of the United States, 

escorted continuously along the way. The Tu-95 carried and dropped the AN602 Tsar Bomba, the 

largest and most powerful nuclear test-weapon ever detonated (deliberately de-rated from 100 to 50 

megatons), in 1961.  

NATO fighters were (and still are) often sent to intercept Tu-95s as they performed their missions 

along the periphery of NATO airspace, often in very close formation (during the 1980s there were 

many well-known anecdotes about U.S. pilots showing erotic magazines and alcoholic beverages to 

the Russians). In August 2010, NORAD said its aircraft had intercepted four Russian bombers 

flights in 2010, and 16 flights in 2009.  
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Tupolev 

TU-160 BLACKJACK 

 

Role 

strategic bomber 

Powerplant 

four Kuznetsov 

Samara NK-321 turbofans 

137.3 kN – 30,800 lbf each 

First flight 

1981 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Number built 

35 (2010) 

 

The Tupolev Tu-160 (NATO designation Blackjack) is a supersonic, variable-sweep wing strategic 

bomber designed by the Soviet Union. Although several civil and military transport aircraft are 

larger in overall dimensions, the Tu-160 is: the largest combat aircraft, the largest supersonic 

aircraft and the largest variable-sweep aircraft ever built. The Tu-160 also has the greatest total 

thrust (980 kN with afterburners) and the heaviest takeoff weight of any combat aircraft. 

Entering service in 1987 with the 184 Guards Bomber Regiment, based at Priulki, Soviet Union, the 

Tu-160 was the last strategic bomber designed by the Soviet Union. The aircraft remains in limited 

production, with at least 16 currently in service with the Russian Air Force. Pilots of the Tu-160 

call it the “White Swan”, due to its maneuverability and anti-flash white finish. While similar in 

appearance to the American B-1 Lancer, the Tu-160 is an entirely different class of combat aircraft, 

its primary role being standoff missile platform (strategic missile carrier). Tu-160 is also 

significantly larger and faster than the B-1B, and has a greater range. 

Development 

In 1972, the Soviet Union launched a new multi-mission bomber competition to create a new 

supersonic, variable-geometry ("swing-wing") heavy bomber with a maximum speed of Mach 2.3, 

in response to the US Air Force B-1 bomber project. The Tupolev design, dubbed Aircraft 160M, 

with a lengthened flying wing layout and incorporating some elements of the Tu-144, competed 

against the Myasishchev M-18 and the Sukhoi T-4 designs. Myasishchev's version, proposing a 

variable-geometry aircraft, was considered to be the most successful, although the Tupolev 

organization was regarded as having the greatest potential for completing this complex project.  

Consequently, Tupolev was assigned in 1973 the development of a new aircraft based on the 

Myasishchev design. The prototype was photographed by an airline passenger at Zhukovsky Airfield 

in November 1981, about a month before the aircraft's first flight on 18 December 1981. Production 

was authorized in 1984, beginning at Kazan Aircraft Production Association. 
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Design 

The Tu-160 is a variable-geometry wing aircraft, with sweep selectable from 20° to 65°. The 

aircraft employs a blended wing profile and full-span slats are used on the leading edges, with 

double-slotted flaps on the trailing edges. The Tu-160 has a fly-by-wire control system. It is 

powered by four Samara NK-321 afterburning turbofans (137.3 kN dry thrust, 245 kN with 

afterburner, each), the most powerful engines ever fitted to a combat aircraft. Unlike the B-1B 

Lancer, which failed the Mach 2+ requirement of the original B-1A, it retains variable intakes, and 

is capable of reaching speeds slightly higher than Mach 2 at high altitude. 

The Tu-160 is equipped with a probe and drogue in-flight refueling system for extended-range 

missions, although it is rarely used. The Tu-160's massive internal fuel capacity of 130 tons gives 

the aircraft a roughly 15-hour flight endurance at a cruise speed of around 850 km/h at 9,145 m. The 

Tu-160 has an electro-optical bombsight and an Obzor-K attack radar in a slightly upturned 

dielectric radome, and a separate Sopka terrain-following radar, which provides fully automatic 

terrain-following flight at low altitude.  

The Tu-160 has a crew of four (pilot, co-pilot, weapons systems officer and defensive systems 

operator) in K-36DM ejection seats. The pilot has a fighter-style control stick, but the flight 

instruments are traditional "steam gauge" dials. A crew rest area, a toilet, and a galley are provided 

for long flights. Weapons are carried in two internal bays, each capable of holding 20 tons 

(44,400 lb) of free-fall weapons or a rotary launcher for nuclear missiles; additional missiles may 

also be carried externally. The aircraft's total warload is 45 tons (99,208 lb), making it the heaviest 

bomber ever built. However, no defensive weapons are provided; the Tu-160 is the first unarmed 

post-World War II Soviet bomber. 

Operational life 

On 17 August 2007 President Vladimir Putin announced that Russia was resuming the strategic 

flights stopped in 1991, sending its bomber aircraft on long-range patrols. On 14 September 2007, 

British and Norwegian fighters intercepted two Tu-160s which breached NATO airspace near the 

UK and Finland. According to Russian government sources, on 11 September 2007, a Tu-160 was 

used to drop the massive "Father of all bombs" (most poweful non-nuclear device ever tested), for 

its first ever field test.  
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Vickers 

VALIANT 

 

Role 

strategic bomber 

Powerplant 

four Rolls-Royce Avon 

RA.28 Mk 204 turbojets 

44 kN – 10,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1951 

Main operators 

Royal Air Force 

Number built 

107 

 

The Vickers Valiant was a British four-jet bomber, part of the Royal Air Force's V bomber force; it 

makes its maiden flight on May 1951. The Valiant was originally developed for use as high-level 

strategic bomber. When the other V-bombers came into use it was also used as a tanker.  

Development 

The British Royal Air Force (RAF) Bomber Command left World War II with a policy of using 

heavy bombers with four piston-engines for massed raids. It remained committed to this policy in 

the immediate postwar period, adopting the Avro Lincoln, an updated version of the Avro 

Lancaster, as its standard bomber. The development of jet aircraft and nuclear weapons soon made 

this policy obsolete. The future appeared to belong to jet bombers that could fly at high altitude and 

speed, without defensive armament, to act as a deterrent particularly to a Soviet attack and, if 

deterrence failed, to perform a nuclear strike. 

After considering various specifications for such an advanced jet bomber in late 1946, in January 

1947 the British Air Ministry issued a request in the form of Specification B.35/46 for an advanced 

jet bomber that would be at least the equal of anything the US or the USSR had. The request went 

to most of the UK's major aircraft manufacturers. Handley-Page and Avro came up with very 

advanced designs for the bomber competition. These would become the Victor and the Vulcan 

aircraft respectively, and the Air Staff decided to award contracts to both companies as a form of 

insurance in case one design failed. 

Vickers-Armstrong's submission (later named the Valiant) had initially been rejected as not as 

advanced as the Victor and Vulcan, but Vickers' chief designer George Edwards energetically 

lobbied the Air Ministry and made changes. Edwards managed to sell the Vickers design on the 

basis that it would be available much sooner than the competition, going so far as to promise 

delivery of a prototype in 1951 and production aircraft in 1953. One argument was that the Vickers 

bomber would be useful as a "stopgap" until the more advanced bombers were available. Although 

the idea of developing and putting into service three entirely different large aircraft in response to a 
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single Operational Requirement (OR) is unthinkable today, the imperative of deterring Stalin's 

Soviet Union from aggression in Europe created a situation of urgency. 

In April 1948, the Air Staff issued a specification with the designation B.9/48 written around the 

Vickers design, which was given the company designation of Type 660. In February 1949, two 

prototypes of the aircraft were ordered. The first was to be fitted with four Rolls-Royce RA.3 Avon 

engines, while the second was to be fitted with four Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire engines; the first 

prototype took to the air on 18 May 1951.  

Design 

The Valiant was a conservative design, with a shoulder-mounted wing and four turbojets, two in 

each wing root (on early aircraft, an Rolls-Royce Avon RA.3, 29 kN of thrust each engine; on late 

models an Avon RA.28, 44 kN thrust each). The design gave an overall impression of a plain and 

clean aircraft with simple aerodynamics. The root chord thickness ratio (ratio of wing thickness to 

length at the root) was 12% and allowed the Avon engines to be within the wing rather than on pods 

as in the contemporary Boeing B-47. This "buried engine" fit contributed to the aircraft's 

aerodynamic cleanliness. However, it made engine access for maintenance and repair difficult and 

increased the risk that the failure of one engine would contribute to the failure of its pair due to 

flying debris such as turbine blades. 

The Valiant wing had a "compound sweep" configuration, devised by Vickers aerodynamicist Elfyn 

Richards. It had a 45° angle of sweepback in the inner third of the wing, reducing to an angle of 

about 24° at the tips. The engine inlets were long rectangular slots in the first prototype, but later 

Valiants featured oval or "spectacle" shaped inlets to permit greater airflow for more powerful Avon 

engine variants. The jet exhausts emerged from fairings above the trailing edge of the wings.  

Most of the aircraft's systems were electric including flaps and undercarriage; brakes and steering 

gear were hydraulic, but its pumps were electrically driven. The flight controls consisted of two 

channels of power control with full manual back-up. Practice flying in manual was allowed, even 

landings, under conditions of little turbulence and low crosswind. 

The Valiant was built around a massive backbone beam that supported the wing spars and the 

weight of bombs in the long bomb bay. The crew were contained in a pressurized "egg" and 

consisted of pilot, copilot, two navigators, and an electronics operator. Only the pilot and copilot 

had ejection seats. This was a concern for the other three crew members, who had to bail out of the 

crew door on the port side of the fuselage. 

The Valiant B.1 could carry a single 10,000 lb (4.5 tons) nuclear weapon or up to 21 1,000 lb 

(450 kg) conventional bombs in its bomb bay. Large external fuel tanks under each wing with a 

capacity of 1,650 Imp gal (7,500 l), could be used to extend range. The aircraft had no defensive 

armament. Valiant production ended in August 1957. 

Operational life 

The Valiant was the first of the V-bombers to see combat, during the Anglo-French-Israeli Suez 

intervention in October and November 1956. During Operation Musketeer, Valiants operating from 

the airfield at Luqa on Malta dropped conventional bombs on Egyptian targets. Although the 

Egyptians did not oppose the attacks and there were no Valiant combat losses, the results of the 

raids were disappointing. Their primary targets were seven Egyptian airfields. Although the 
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Valiants dropped a total of 842 tons of bombs, only three of the seven airfields were seriously 

damaged.  

On May 15, 1957 a 49 Squadron Valiant B.1 dropped the first British hydrogen bomb, the "Short 

Granite", over the Pacific as part of Operation Grapple. The blast was impressive, but the test was 

largely a failure, as the measured yield was less than a third of the maximum expected and while 

achieving the desired thermonuclear explosion the device had failed to operate as intended. The first 

British hydrogen bomb that detonated as planned (or actually with a higher yield than planned), 

"Grapple X Round A", was dropped by a Valiant on November 8, 1957. 

Originally the bombing role was at high level but with the shooting down of the Lockheed U-2 

flown by Gary Powers by an early SA-2 guideline missile, the SAM threat caused the V-force to 

train for low-level attack. They were repainted in grey/green camouflage, replacing their anti-flash 

white scheme. Valiant was originally assigned to the strategic nuclear bombing role; when the 

Vulcans and Victors became operational, it was used mainly as a tanker. 

However, low-level flying in the Valiant, along with the choice of an inappropriate type of 

aluminium alloy used for the manufacture of the wing spar attachment castings, caused premature 

fatiguing with inter-crystalline corrosion. Rather than repair or rebuild the fleet, it was grounded 

and the Victor took over the tanker role.  
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Avro 

VULCAN 

 

Role 

strategic bomber 

Powerplant 

four Bristol 

Olympus 102 turbojets 

49 kN – 11,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1952 

Main operators 

Royal Air Force 

Number built 

136 

 

The Avro Vulcan (sometimes referred to as the Hawker Siddeley Vulcan), was a delta wing 

subsonic jet strategic bomber that was operated by the Royal Air Force from 1953 until 1984. At 

the time, both jet engines and delta wings were considered cutting-edge and relatively unexplored; 

in flight, the Vulcan was an agile aircraft for its size. In service, it was armed with nuclear weapons 

and was a part of the RAF's V bomber force; the aircraft had a small radar cross-section, aiding its 

deterrent role by evading detection and therefore increasing the likelihood of penetrating Soviet 

airspace and deploying its weapons load successfully. 

The B.1 variant was first delivered to the RAF in 1956. A second batch of aircraft, the B.2, was 

produced with new features, including a larger wing and greater fuel capacity, along with more 

advanced electronics and radar systems. Other B.2 variants were the B.2A (carrying the Blue Steel 

nuclear missile), the B.2MRR (Marine Radar Reconnaissance), and the K.2 (air-to-air refuelling 

tanker). The Vulcan was also used in the secondary role of conventional bombing near the end of 

its service life in the 1982 Falklands War. One example, XH558, was recently restored for use in 

display flights.  

Development 

Design work began at Avro in 1947 under Roy Chadwick; however, the delta-wing design was a 

wartime work of Professor Alexander Lippisch. The Air Ministry specification B.35/46 required a 

bomber with a top speed of 570 mph (920 km/h), an operating ceiling of 50,000 ft (15,000 m), a 

range of 3,400 miles (5,500 km) and a bomb load of 10,000 lb (4.5 tons) – intended to carry out 

delivery of Britain's nuclear-armed gravity bombs to strategic targets within Soviet territory.  

Design work also began at Vickers and Handley-Page; all three designs were approved – aircraft 

that would become the Valiant, the Victor, and the Avro Vulcan.  

Design 

The Type 698, as first envisaged in March 1949, was a tailless delta wing aircraft, as Avro felt this 

would be able to give the required combination of large wing area and sweepback to offset the 
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transonic effects and a thick wing root to embed the engines; the thick wing gave considerable 

space for the engines and made allowances for future larger models to be installed. Early Vulcans 

were powered by four Bristol Olympus 102 turbojets (49 kN each).  

The Vulcan normally operated with a crew of five: two pilots, two navigators and an Air 

Electronics Operator (AEO), with the AEO responsible for all electrical equipment in a role similar 

to that of flight engineer on earlier propeller aircraft. Only the pilot and co-pilot were provided with 

ejection seats; the fact that the rear crew were not provided ejection seats led to considerable 

criticism. There have been several instances of the pilot and co-pilot ejecting in an emergency and 

the rear crew being killed because there was not enough time for them to bail out.  

Despite its large size, it had a relatively small radar cross-section (RCS) as it had a fortuitously 

stealthy shape apart from the tail fin; at certain angles, it would vanish from the radar altogether. 

The Vulcan used entirely powered control surfaces; this allowed a joystick to be used instead of a 

larger yoke. The main navigation and bombing aid on the Vulcan was the Navigation and Bombing 

System, (NBS) the main element being a H2S radar with a nose-mounted scanner. In order to assist 

in low level flying (which became a common bomber tactic as Soviet SAM capabilities and 

numbers grew in the late 1950s), the Vulcans were outfitted with Terrain Following Radar (TFR) 

in 1966. 

Although the primary weapon for the aircraft was nuclear, Vulcans could carry up to 21 1,000 lb 

(454 kg) bombs in a secondary role, and squadrons had been conducting training for conventional 

bombing and strike roles since the 1960s.  

Operational life 

As part of Britain's independent nuclear deterrent, the Vulcan initially carried Britain's first nuclear 

weapon, the Blue Danube gravity bomb. Blue Danube was a low-kiloton yield fission bomb 

designed before the United States detonated the first hydrogen bomb. From 1962, 26 Vulcan B.2As 

and the Victor bombers were armed with the Blue Steel missile, a rocket-powered stand-off bomb, 

which was also armed with the 1.1 Mt (4.6 PJ) yield Red Snow nuclear warhead.  

The only combat missions involving the Vulcan took place in 1982 during the Falklands War with 

Argentina. This was also the only time V-bombers took part in conventional warfare. The Vulcans 

flew missions knows as the Black Buck raids, 3,889 mi (6,259 km) from Ascension Island to Port 

Stanley on the Falklands.  

The first raid struck on 1 May when a lone Vulcan bomber flew over Port Stanley and dropped 

bombs across the main airfield; this was quickly followed up by strikes against anti-air installations 

made by carrier-based Sea Harriers. In total, there were three missions to bomb the airfield at 

Stanley and two to attack Argentine radar installations with missiles, while two missions were 

cancelled. The Vulcan's ECM system was effective at jamming Argentine radars, greatly reducing 

the likelihood of British airborne elements coming under effective fire.  
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Handley-Page 

VICTOR 

 

Role 

strategic bomber 

Powerplant 

four Rolls-Royce Conway 

RCo.11 turbofans 

76.7 kN – 17,250 lbf each 

First flight 

1952 

Main operators 

Royal Air Force 

Number built 

86 

 

The Handley-Page Victor was a British jet bomber aircraft produced by the Handley Page Aircraft 

Company during the Cold War. It was the third and final of the V bombers which provided Britain's 

nuclear deterrent; the other two V-bombers were the Avro Vulcan and the Vickers Valiant. Some 

Victors were modified for strategic reconnaissance role using both cameras and radar. After the 

Royal Navy assumed the nuclear deterrence mission using submarine-launched Polaris missiles in 

1969 many surviving bombers were converted into aerial refuelling tankers.  

Development 

Like the other V bombers, the Victor was designed for high-altitude, high-speed penetration of 

Soviet airspace to deliver a free-fall nuclear weapon. It was intended to fly higher and faster than 

contemporary fighter aircraft. Handley-Page's design, with the internal designation of HP.80, was 

prepared in response to Air Ministry Specification B.35/46. To achieve the required performance, 

the HP.80 was given a crescent wing developed by Handley Page's aerodynamicist Dr. Gustav 

Lachmann and his deputy, Godfrey Lee. The sweep and chord of the wing decrease in three distinct 

steps from the root to the tip, to ensure a constant limiting Mach number across the entire wing and 

consequently a high cruise speed. 

Design 

The Victor was a futuristic-looking, streamlined machine, the engines buried in the thick wing roots 

and a large, highly swept T-tail with considerable dihedral on the horizontal stabilisers. A feature of 

the Victor was the prominent chin bulge that contained the targeting radar, cockpit, nose landing 

gear unit and an auxiliary bomb aimer's position. Unlike the Vulcan and Valiant, the Victor's pilots 

sat at the same level as the rest of the crew, thanks to a larger pressurised compartment that 

extended all the way to the nose. As with the other V bombers, only the pilots were provided with 

ejection seats; the three systems operators relying on "explosive cushions" that would help them 

from their seats and towards a traditional bail out. 
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Production B.1 Victors were powered by the Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire ASSa.7 turbojets rated at 

11,000 lbf (49 kN) and carried the Yellow Sun nuclear weapon. A total of 24 were upgraded to B.1A 

standard by the addition of Red Steer tail warning radar in an enlarged tailcone and a suite of radar 

warning receivers and electronic countermeasures (ECM). 

The B.2 was an improved Victor powered by the Rolls-Royce Conway RCo.11 turbofan engines 

providing 17,250 lbf (76.7 kN). This required enlarged and redesigned intakes to provide greater 

airflow. The wing was stretched and incorporated two speed pods or "Küchemann carrots". These 

are anti-shock bodies; bulged fairings that reduced wave drag at transonic speeds. 21 B.2 aircraft 

were upgraded to the B.2BS standard with Conway RCo17 engines (20,600 lbf – 92 kN thrust) and 

facilities to carry a Blue Steel stand off nuclear missile. With the move to low level penetration 

missions, the Victors were fitted with air-to-air refuelling probes above the cockpit, large 

underwing fuel tanks and received a two-tone camouflage finish in place of the anti-flash white. 

Operational life 

On 1 June 1956, the production Victor XA917 flown by test pilot Johnny Allam inadvertently 

exceeded the speed of sound after Allam let the nose drop slightly at a higher power setting. Allam 

noticed a cockpit indication of Mach 1.1 and ground observers from Watford to Banbury reported 

hearing a sonic boom. The Victor was the largest aircraft to have broken the "sound barrier" at that 

time. 

The withdrawal of the Valiant fleet left the RAF with a shortfall in front line tanker aircraft, so the 

B.1 and B.1A aircraft, now judged to be obsolescent in the strike role, were refitted for this duty. 

The remaining B.2 aircraft were not as suited to the low level strike mission as the Vulcan with its 

strong delta wing. This, combined with the switch of the nuclear deterrent from the RAF to the 

Royal Navy (with the Polaris missile) meant that the Victor was now surplus to requirements. 

Hence, 24 B.2 were modified to refuelling tanker standards.  

The Victor was the last of the V bombers to enter service and the last to retire, nine years after the 

last Vulcan (although the Vulcan survived longer in its original role as a bomber). It saw service in 

the Falklands War and 1991 Gulf War as an in-flight refuelling tanker. The last Victor was retired 

from service on 15 October 1993.  
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Beechcraft 

T-34 MENTOR 

Role 

primary trainer 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

Canada PT6A-25 turboprop 

553 kW derated to 298 kW 

First flight 

1948 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

United States Navy 

Japan Air Self-Defence F. 

Number built 

2,300 

 

The Beechcraft T-34 Mentor is a propeller-driven, single-engined, military trainer aircraft derived 

from the Beechcraft Model 35 Bonanza. The earlier versions of the T-34, dating from around the 

late 1940s to the 1950s, were piston-engined. These were eventually succeeded by the upgraded T-

34C Turbo-Mentor, powered by a turboprop engine. The T-34 remains in service almost six 

decades after it was first designed. 

Development 

The T-34 was the brainchild of Walter Beech, who developed it as the Beechcraft Model 45 private 

venture at a time when there was no defense budget for a new trainer model. Beech hoped to sell it 

as an economical alternative to the North American T-6 Texan, then in use by all services of the 

U.S. military. 

Design 

 

The Bonanza's fuselage with four-passenger cabin was replaced with a narrower fuselage 

incorporating a two-seater tandem cockpit and bubble canopy, which provided greater visibility for 

the trainee pilot and flight instructor. Structurally, the Model 45 was much stronger than the 

Bonanza, being designed for +10g and -4.5g, while the Continental E-185 engine of 185 hp at 

takeoff (less than a third of the power of the T-6's engine) was the same as that fitted to 

contemporary Bonanzas. 

 

The upgraded T-34C Turbo-Mentor is powered by a Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-25 turboprop, 

715 shp – 533 kW, derated to 400 shp – 298 kW.  

 

Operational life 

 

T-34 production begin in 1953, with Beechcraft delivering the T-34A variant to the US Air Force, 

and similar Model B45 aircraft for export. Production of the T-34B for the US Navy began in 1955. 

After a production hiatus of almost 15 years, the T-34C was developed in 1973; the last Turbo-

Mentor rolled off the production line in 1990.  
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Cessna 

T-37 TWEET 

Role 

primary trainer 

Powerplant 

two Continental-Teledyne 

J69-T-9 turbojets 

4.1 kN – 920 lbf each 

First flight 

1954 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Brazilian Air Force 

Pakistan Air Force 

Number built 

1,269 

 

The Cessna T-37 Tweet (designated Model 318 by Cessna) is a small, economical twin-engine jet 

trainer-attack type aircraft which flew for decades as a primary trainer for the US Air Force and in 

the air forces of several other nations. The A-37 Dragonfly variant served in the light attack role 

during the Vietnam War and continues to serve in the air forces of several South American nations. 

The T-37 served as the U.S. Air Force's primary pilot training vehicle for over 52 years after its 

first flight. 1,269 Cessna T-37s were built, with 419 still serving in the USAF in 2006. 

Development 

In the spring of 1952 the US Air Force issued a request for proposals for a "Trainer Experimental" 

(TX) program, specifying a lightweight two-seat basic trainer for introducing USAF cadets to jet 

aircraft. Cessna responded to the TX request with a twin-jet design with side-by-side seating. The 

USAF liked the Cessna design and the side-by-side seating since it let the student and instructor 

interact more closely than with tandem seating. The Air Force designated the type as XT-37. 

Design 

The XT-37 had a low straight wing, with the engines buried in the wing roots, a clamshell-type 

canopy hinged to open vertically to the rear, a control layout similar to that of contemporary 

operational USAF aircraft, ejection seats, and tricycle landing gear with a wide track of 4.3 m 

(14 ft). It first flew in October 12, 1954. 

The wide track and a steerable nosewheel made the aircraft easy to handle on the ground, and the 

short landing gear avoided the need for access ladders and service stands. The aircraft was designed 

to be simple to maintain, with more than a hundred access panels and doors. An experienced ground 

crew could change an engine in about a half hour. 

The T-37A was fitted with two Continental-Teledyne J69-T-9 turbojet engines, French Turbomeca 

Marboré engines built under license, with 920 lbf (4.1 kN) thrust each. Tests showed the T-37 had a 
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maximum speed of 628 km/h (390 mph) at altitude, with a range of 1,505 km (935 mi). The aircraft 

was unpressurized, and so limited to a ceiling of 7.6 km (25,000 ft) by USAF regulations. 

The improved version T-37B was fitted with uprated J69-T-25 engines. The new engines provided 

about 10% more thrust and were more reliable. Improved avionics were also specified for the new 

variant. A total of 552 newly-built T-37Bs were constructed through 1973.  

The version T-37C was a modified T-37B, with stronger wings and a stores pylon under each wing 

outboard of the main landing gear well. A computing gunsight and gun camera were added. The T-

37C could also be fitted with a reconnaissance camera mounted inside the fuselage. The primary 

armament of the T-37C was the General Electric "multi-purpose pod" with a 12.7 mm (0.50 

caliber) machine gun with 200 rounds, two 70 mm (2.75 in) folding-fin rockets, and four practice 

bombs. Other stores, such as Sidewinder air-to-air missiles, could be carried. 

Operational life 

The T-37 was very noisy, even by the standards of a jet aircraft. The intake of air into its small 

turbojets emitted a high-pitched shriek that led some to describe the trainer as a "Screaming Mimi" 

or "Converter" (converts fuel and air into noise and smoke). The piercing whistle quickly gave the 

T-37 its name: "Tweety Bird", or just "Tweet". The Air Force spent a lot of time and money sound-

proofing buildings at bases where the T-37 was stationed, and ear protection remains mandatory for 

all personnel when near an operating aircraft. 

The USAF ordered 444 T-37As, with the last produced in 1959. The Air Force liked the T-37A, but 

considered it to be underpowered; consequently they ordered the improved version T-37B. All 

surviving T-37As were eventually upgraded to the T-37B standard as well. Between 2001 and July 

2009 the USAF phased out the T-37 in favor of the T-6 Texan II.  
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Northrop 

T-38 TALON 

Role 

advanced trainer 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

J85-5A turbojets 

9.1 kN – 2,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1959 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Turkish Air Force 

United States Navy 

Number built 

1,187 

 

The Northrop T-38 Talon is an American supersonic jet advanced trainer. It was the world's first 

supersonic trainer and to date, is also the most produced. It remains in service as of 2010 in air 

forces throughout the world. The US Air Force is the largest user; in addition to USAF pilots, the 

T-38 is used by NASA astronauts, with the aircraft bailed to NASA from USAF. The US Naval Test 

Pilot School is the principal US Navy operator.  

Development 

In the 1950s Northrop began studying lightweight and more affordable fighter designs. Although 

the US Air Force had no need for a small fighter at the time, it became interested in the trainer as a 

replacement for the T-33 Shooting Star it used at the time in that role. The first of three prototypes 

(designated YT-38) flew on 10 March 1959. When production ended in 1972, 1,187 T-38s had been 

built.  

Design 

The basic airframe is that used for the light combat aircraft F-5 Freedom Fighter / Tiger II family; 

T-38 is of conventional configuration, with a small, low, long-chord wing, a single vertical 

stabilizer, and tricycle undercarriage. The aircraft seats a student pilot and instructor in tandem, and 

has intakes for its two turbojet engines (General Electric J85-5A, 9.1 kN dry thrust, 17.1 kN with 

afterburner, each engine) at the wing roots. Its nimble performance has earned it the nickname 

White Rocket. In 1962, T-38 set four climb records. 

Operational life 

The USAF Air Training Command (ATC) uses the T-38C to prepare pilots for aircraft such as the 

F-15E Strike Eagle, F-15C Eagle, F-16 Fighting Falcon, B-1B Lancer, A-10 Thunderbolt II and F-

22 Raptor. Since its introduction, it is estimated that some 50,000 military pilots have trained on 

this aircraft. The USAF remains one of the few armed flying forces using dedicated supersonic final 

trainers, as most, such as the US Navy, use high subsonic trainers.  
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McDonnell Douglas 

T-45 GOSHAWK 

 

Role 

carrier-based 

advanced trainer 

Powerplant 

1 Rolls-Royce Turbomeca 

Adour F405-401 turbofan 

26 kN – 5,800 lbf 

First flight 

1988 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

Number built 

207 (2009) 

 

The McDonnell Douglas T-45 Goshawk is a highly modified version of the BAe Hawk land-based 

training jet aircraft. Manufactured by McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) and British Aerospace 

(now BAE Systems), the T-45 is used by the US Navy as an advanced carrier-based trainer. On 

March 2007, the 200th airframe was delivered to the USN; their requirements call for 223 aircraft, 

and the Goshawk service is slated to continue until at least 2035.  

Development 

The Goshawk's origins began in the mid-1970s, when the US Navy began looking for replacement 

for its T-2 and TA-4 trainers. British Aerospace and McDonnell Douglas proposed a version of the 

Hawk and were awarded the T-45 contract in 1981. 

Design 

The Hawk had not been designed for carrier operations. Numerous modifications were required for 

Navy carrier use, including improvements to the low-speed handling characteristics and a reduction 

in the approach speed. Other changes were strengthened airframe, more robust and wider landing 

gear with catapult attachment and an arresting hook. It features a two-wheel nose landing gear.  

The Goshawk first flew in 1988, powerwd by an Rolls-Royce Turbomeca Adour F405-RR-401 

turbofan (26 kN). BAE Systems manufactures the fuselage aft of the cockpit, the air inlets and the 

vertical stabilizer at Samlesbury, and the wings at Brough, England. Boeing manufactures the 

remainder, and assembles the aircraft in St. Louis, Missouri. The T-45A, which became operational 

in 1991, contains an analog cockpit design while the newer T-45C, which was first delivered in 

December 1997, features a new digital "glass cockpit" design.  
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Operational life 

The T-45 has been used for intermediate and advanced training of the Navy/Marine Corps pilots at 

Meridian NAS, Mississippi and Kingsville NAS, Texas; in 2008, it began operation for Naval 

Flight Officers (NFOs) advanced training at Pensacola Naval Air Station, Florida.  
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Beechcraft 

T-6 TEXAN II 

Role 

primary trainer 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

Canada PT6A-68 turboprop 

820 kW 

First flight 

1992 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

United States Navy 

Canadian Forces 

Number built 

435 (2010) 

 

The Beechcraft T-6 Texan II is a single-engined turboprop aircraft built by the Raytheon Aircraft 

Company, now Hawker Beechcraft. The Texan II was introduced to Moody Air Force Base and 

Randolph Air Force Base in 2000-2001, and the Air Force awarded the full rate T-6 production 

contract in December 2001. 

 

Development 

 

The T-6 Texan II is a development of the Pilatus PC-9, modified significantly by Beechcraft in 

order to enter the Joint Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) competition in the 1990s.  

 

Design 

 

The basic variant (T-6A) is powered by a Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-68 turboprop (1,100 hp – 
820 kW) ; it was followed by the T-6B – an upgraded version with a digital glass cockpit that 

includes a Head-Up Display (HUD), six multi-function displays (MFD) and Hands On Throttle And 

Stick (HOTAS).  

 

AT-6B is an armed version of the T-6B for primary weapons training or light attack roles; it has the 

same digital cockpit, but upgraded to include datalink and integrated electro-optical sensors along 

with several weapons configurations; engine power is increased to 1,600 hp and the structure is 

reinforced.  

 

Operational life 

The T-6 is used by the US Air Force for basic pilot training, and by the US Navy for primary and 

intermediate Joint Naval Flight Officer (NFO) and Air Force Combat Systems Officer (CSO) 

training. It has replaced the Air Force's T-37B Tweet and is replacing the Navy's T-34C Turbo-

Mentor.  

The T-6A is also used as a basic trainer by the Canadian Forces, Luftwaffe, Greek Air Force, Israeli 

Air Force, and the Iraqi Air Force.  
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Yakovlev 

YAK-18 

Role 

primary trainer 

Powerplant 

one Ivchenko 

AI-14RF radial engine 

224 kW 

First flight 

1946 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

PLA Air Force (China) 

Polish Air Force 

Number built 

4,830 

 

The Yakovlev Yak-18 was a Soviet tandem two-seat military primary trainer aircraft. Originally 

powered by one 119 kW (160 hp) Shvetsov M-11 five-cylinder radial engine, it was introduced in 

1946 and, as of 2010, is still in service with Russian Air Force and other East air forces. The Yak-

18 is also produced in China as the Nanchang CJ-5. 

Development 

In May 1945, Yakovlev initiated design of the Yak-18 two-seat primary trainer. He designed it to 

replace the earlier Yakovlev UT-2 and Yak-5 in service with the Soviet Air Force and DOSAAF 

(Voluntary Society for Collaboration with the Army, Air Force and Navy – sponsored aero clubs 

throughout the USSR).  

Design 

The basic variant (Yak-18) first flew in 1946 and was built by Yakovlev up until 1956. The Yak-

18A is a re-engined version, powered by a 194 kW (260 hp) Ivchenko AI-14 radial engine, with 

retractable tricycle landing gear. Later models are powered by an AI-14RF radial, 224 kW (300 hp). 

The design proved exceptionally easy to build and maintain, and it continues in production today in 

two of its many variants, the four-seat Yak-18T and two-seat Yak-54.  

Operational life 

The Yak-18's greatest claim to fame is its use as a night bomber by the North Korean Air Force 

during the Korean War. Aircraft were modified with bomb racks on the wing center section and 

flew over UN troop locations at night to drop bombs and harass UN forces. The single most 

successful such attack during the war was destroying of a fuel dump with nearly 5.5 million gallons 

of fuel in Inchon area in June 1953, by 4 or 5 Yak-18s.  
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Yakovlev 

YAK-52 

Role 

primary trainer 

Powerplant 

one Vedeneyev 

M14P radial engine 

268 kW 

First flight 

1976 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

DOSAAF 

Romanian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 1,800 

 

The Yakovlev Yak-52 is a Soviet primary trainer aircraft which first flew in 1976. It is still being 

produced in Romania by Aerostar. Since the early 1990s and the fall of the Soviet Union, many 

Yak-52s have been exported to the west.  

Development 

The Yak-52 was designed originally as an aerobatic trainer for students in the Soviet DOSAAF 

training organisation, which trained both civilian sport pilots and military pilots. 

Design 

A descendant of the single-seat competition aerobatic Yakovlev Yak-50, the all-metal Yak-52 is 

powered by a 268 kW (360 hp) Vedeneyev M14P 9-cylinder radial engine. The aircraft has inverted 

fuel and oil systems permitting inverted flight for as long as two minutes. The engine drives a two-

bladed counter-clockwise rotating, variable pitch, wood and fiberglass laminate propeller. It is 

stressed to +7g and –5g, and rolls (to the right) at 180 degrees/second. 

The Yak-52, like most Soviet military aircraft, was designed to operate in rugged environments 

with minimal maintenance. One of its key features, and a radical departure from most western 

aircraft, is its extensive pneumatic system. Engine starting, landing gear, flaps, braking and steering 

are all pneumatically actuated. Spherical storage bottles for air, replenished by an engine driven 

compressor, are situated behind the rear cockpit and contents displayed on the instrument panels. 

The steering/braking arrangement, especially, takes some adjustment for flyers accustomed to 

hydraulics, because the plane uses differential braking controlled by rudder pedals and a hand-

operated lever on the control stick. 

The tricycle landing gear is retractable, but it remains partially exposed in the retracted position, 

affording both a useful level of drag in down manoeuvres and a measure of protection should the 

plane be forced to land "wheels up." 
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Operational life 

As of 2010, the Yak-52 is in service with Armenian AF, Georgian AF, Hungarian AF, Romanian 

AF, Russian AF and Vietnam People’s AF.  
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Dassault-Dornier 

ALPHA JET 

Role 
advanced trainer 

light attack 

Powerplant 
two SNECMA Turbomeca 

Larzac 04-C5 turbofans 

13.2 kN – 2,900 lbf each 

First flight 
1973 

Main operators 
French Air Force 

Luftwaffe 

Royal Thai Air Force 

Number built 
480 

 

The Dassault-Dornier Alpha Jet is a light attack jet and advanced trainer aircraft co-manufactured 
by Dornier of Germany and Dassault-Breguet of France. The Patrouille de France, air 
demonstration team of the French Air Force, fly the Alpha Jet. 

Development 

In the early 1960s, the British and French began a collaboration on development of what was 

supposed to be a supersonic jet trainer/light attack aircraft. The result of this collaboration, the 

SEPECAT Jaguar, proved to be an excellent aircraft, but its definition had evolved in the interim, 

and the type emerged as a full-sized strike fighter, with two-seat variants used for operational 

conversion to the type. 

This left the original requirement unfulfilled and so the French began discussions with West 

Germany for collaboration. A joint specification was produced in 1968. The trainer was now 

subsonic, supersonic trainers having proven something of a dead end. A joint development and 

production agreement was signed in July 1969 which indicated that the two nations would buy 200 

machines, each assembled in their own country. 

Proposals were generated by three groups of manufacturers: Dassault-Breguet/Dornier; 

SNIAS/MBB and VFW/Fokker. All the proposals were to be powered by twin SNECMA Turbomeca 
Larzac turbofans. The Luftwaffe had insisted that the trainer have two engines after suffering severe 

attrition from accidents with their single-engine Lockheed F-104 Starfighter. The Dassault-Dornier 

TA501 was declared the winner of the competition in July 1970, with full development approved in 

February 1972.  

Design 

The different avionics fit makes French and German Alpha Jets easy to tell apart, with French 

machines featuring a rounded-off nose and German machines featuring a sharp, pointed nose. 
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Considerable foreign sales were expected for the Alpha Jet, with the type becoming available before 

its main rival, the BAe Hawk. However, the Hawk ended up winning on sales. 

The Alpha Jet is powered by twin Turbomeca Larzac 04-C5 turbofans, 13.24 kN each. The aircraft 

can be fitted with one 27 mm (1.06 in) Mauser BK-27 revolver cannon in centreline gun pack, and 

can carry Matra rocket pods, AIM-9 Sidewinders missiles, or AGM-65 Maverick missiles on four 

underwing hardpoints.  

Operational life 

The French Air Force decided to use the Alpha Jet primarily as a trainer, and the first production 

Alpha Jet for the French performed its first flight on 4 November 1978. The French variant was 

known as the Alpha Jet E (the "E" standing for École, French for "School") or Alpha Jet Advanced 
Trainer/Light Attack aircraft. 

The Luftwaffe decided to use the Alpha Jet in the light strike role, preferring to continue flight 

training in the sunny Southwestern United States on American trainer types instead of performing 

training in cloudy Germany. The first production German Alpha Jet performed its first flight on 12 

April 1978. It was designated the Alpha Jet A (the "A" standing for Appui Tactique – "Tactical 

Strike") or Alpha Jet Close Support variant.  
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British Aerospace 

HAWK 

Role 

advanced trainer 

light attack 

Powerplant 

one Rolls-Royce 

Adour Mk.951 turbofan 

29 kN – 6,500 lbf 

First flight 

1974 

Main operators 

Royal Air Force 

Royal Australian Air Force 

Finnish Air Force 

Number built 

~ 900 (2010) 

 

The British Aerospace Hawk is a British single engine, advanced jet trainer aircraft. It first flew in 

1974 as the Hawker Siddeley Hawk. The most famous Royal Air Force operator of the Hawk is the 

Red Arrows aerobatic team, which adopted the plane in 1979. 

Development 

In 1964 the Royal Air Force specified a requirement (Air Staff Target (AST) 362) for a new fast jet 

trainer to replace the Folland Gnat. The SEPECAT Jaguar was originally intended for this role, but 

it was soon realised that it would be too complex for fast jet training and only a small number of 

two-seat versions were purchased. Accordingly, in 1968, Hawker Siddeley Aviation (HSA) began 

studies (as a private venture) for a simpler aircraft, initially as Special Project SP 117.  

Through 1969 the project was first renamed P.1182, then HS.1182. The RAF selected the HS.1182 

for their requirement on 1 October 1971 and the principal contract, for 175 aircraft, was signed in 

March 1972. In 1977 Hawker Siddeley merged with other British aircraft companies to form the 

nationalised British Aerospace (BAe), which subsequently became BAE Systems upon merger with 

Marconi Electronic Systems in 1999. 

Design 

The fuselage design was led by the need to get a height differential between the two tandem 

cockpits, this enabling increased visibility for the instructor in the rear seat. Each cockpit is fitted 

with a Martin-Baker Mk 10B zero-zero rocket assisted ejection seat. The centre fuselage has an 823 

litre (181 Imp Gal) flexible fuel tank. The two-shaft turbofan Rolls-Royce Turbomeca Adour 

Mk.951 (29 kN) is fitted in the rear-fuselage with inlets on each side above the forward wing roots. 

The Hawk was designed to be manoeuvrable and can reach Mach 0.88 in level flight, and 

Mach 1.15 in a dive, thus allowing trainees to experience transonic flight before advancing to a 

supersonic trainer. Its airframe is very durable and strong, stressed for +9g, but the normal limit in 

RAF service is +7.5/-4g.
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The Hawk is designed to carry a centreline gun pod (normally a 30 mm ADEN cannon) and four 

under-wing pylons. Most Hawks use two hardpoints but the aircraft is designed to carry four. The 

RAF has used the under-wing pylons to carry Sidewinder air-to-air missiles. 

Operational life 

The Hawk is used by the Royal Air Force, and other air forces, as either a trainer or a low-cost 

attack aircraft. The Hawk is still in production with over 900 Hawks sold to 18 customers around 

the world.  
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Aermacchi 

MB-339 

Role 

advanced trainer 

light attack 

Powerplant 

one Rolls-Royce 

Viper Mk.632 turbojet 

17.8 kN – 4,000 lbf 

First flight 

1976 

Main operators 

Italian Air Force 

Royal Malaysian Air Force 

Number built 

235 

 

The Aermacchi MB-339 is an Italian military advanced trainer and light attack aircraft. It was 

developed as a replacement for the earlier MB-326. The Frecce Tricolori, air demonstration team 

of the Italian Air Force (Aeronautica Militare), fly the MB-339. 

Development 

The MB-339, designed by engineer Ermanno Bazzocchi and built by AerMacchi (M-Macchi, B-

Bazzocchi), is of conventional configuration, and shares much of the 326's airframe. The most 

significant revision was a redesign of the forward fuselage to raise the instructor's seat to allow 

visibility over student pilot's head.  

Design 

The MB-339 has a low, un-swept wing with tip tanks and jet intakes in the roots, tricycle 

undercarriage, and accommodation for the student and instructor in tandem. The engine (a Rolls-

Royce Viper Mk.632 turbojet, 17.8 kN) generally requires little maintenance, beeing designed with 

an expected operating life of more than 5,000 flight hours; large fixed geometry of the compressor 

blades provide a great tolerance to damage from ingestion of foreign objects. The speed of approach 

and landing is low (180 km/h) and the aircraft has STOL capabilities (can take-off in 500 m).  

The MB-339K is a ground attack and close air support variant introduced in May 1980, 

incorporating the following features: the cockpit is of type single seat, the guns are built into the 

structure (two DEFA 550, 30 mm, 120 hits), and there are six underwing pylons for auxiliary fuel or 

offensive armament (up to 2,000 kg).  

Operational life 

The first flight took place on 12 August 1976 and deliveries to the Italian Air Force commenced in 

1979. The MB-339 was still in production in 2004, in an enhanced version with a much-modernised 

cockpit. Of the 235 MB-339s built, roughly half are in service with the Italian Air Force. 
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The Lockheed-Aermacchi MB-339 T-Bird II was a losing contender in the USA's Joint Primary 

Aircraft Training System (JPATS) aircraft selection. Among the seven to enter, the Raytheon 

Pilatus entry won, which became the T-6 Texan II.  
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Aero 

L-29 DELFIN 

Role 

basic and advanced 

trainer 

Powerplant 

one Motorlet 

M-701C 500 turbojet 

8.7 kN – 1,960 lbf 

First flight 

1959 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

Czechoslovak Air Force 

Bulgarian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 3,500 

 

The Aero L-29 Delfin is a military jet trainer aircraft that became the standard jet trainer for the 

air forces of Warsaw Pact nations in the 1960s (Soviet Air Force operated as many as 2,000). It 

was Czechoslovakia's first locally designed and built jet aircraft. 

Development 

In the late 1950s, the Soviet Air Force was seeking a jet-powered replacement for its fleet of piston-

engined trainers, and this requirement was soon broadened to finding a trainer aircraft that could be 

adopted in common by Eastern Bloc air forces. Aero's response, the prototype XL-29 designed by 

Z. Rublič and K. Tomáš first flew on 5 April 1959, powered by a British Bristol Siddeley Viper 

engine. The second prototype was powered by the Czech-designed M701 engine, which was used in 

all subsequent aircraft. 

In 1961, the Czech Aero L-29 Delfin was evaluated against the Polish PZL TS-11 Iskra and the 

Russian Yakovlev Yak-30, and emerged the winner. Poland chose to pursue the development of the 

TS-11 Iskra anyway, but all other Warsaw Pact countries adopted the Delfin under the agreements 

of COMECON. 

Design 

The basic design concept was to produce a straightfoward, easy-to-build and operate aircraft. 

Simplicity and ruggedness were stressed with manual flight controls, large flaps and the 

incorporation of perforated airbrakes on the fuselage sides providing stable and docile flight 

characteristics, leading to an enviable safety record for the type.  

The sturdy L-29 was able to operate from grass, sand or unprepared fields. Both student pilot and 

instructor had ejection seats, and were positioned in tandem, under separate canopies with a slightly 

raised instructor position. Production aircraft were powered by a Motorlet M-701C 500 turbojet, 8.7 

kN (1,960 lbf).  
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Operational life 

Production began on April 1963 and continued for 11 years, with 3,500 eventually built. The Delfin 

served in both basic and advanced training roles. It also performed light-attack missions, equipped 

with hardpoints to carry gunpods, bombs or rockets; thus armed, Egyptian L-29s were sent into 

combat against Israeli tanks during the Yom Kippur War.  
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Aero 

L-39 ALBATROS 

Role 

advanced trainer 
light attack 

Powerplant 

one Ivchenko 
AI-25TL turbofan 

16.8 kN – 3,800 lbf 

First flight 

1969 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 
Czechoslovak Air Force 

Libyan Air Force 

Number built 

~ 3,000 

 

The Aero L-39 Albatros is a high-performance jet trainer aircraft developed in Czechoslovakia to 

meet requirements for a "C-39" (C for cvičný – trainer) during the 1960s to replace the L-29 

Delfin. It was the first of the second-generation jet trainers, and the first turbofan-powered trainer 

produced, and was later updated as the L-59 Super Albatros. The design is still produced in an 

evolved state as the L-159 ALCA, while more than 2,800 L-39s still serve with over 30 air forces 

around the world. The Albatros is versatile, seeing duty in light-attack missions as well as in basic 

and advanced pilot training. 

Development 

The Aero L-39 (under the name Prototype X-02) first flew on 4 November 1969 and was piloted by 
Rudolf Duchoň, main factory's test pilot. The design is Czechoslovak – the construction of Aero's 
chief designer Jan Vlček. Serial production began in 1971; the Albatros is a widely flown 
trainer/light attack aircraft similar in mission to the Italian MB339. 

Design 

The low, slightly swept wing has a double-taper planform, 2½-deg dihedral from the roots, a 
relatively low aspect ratio, and 26½-gal US (100-liter) fuel tanks permanently attached to the 
wingtips . Side-by-side airbrakes are located under the fuselage ahead of the wing's leading edge. 
Flaps, landing gear, wheel brakes and air brakes are powered by a hydraulic system. Controls are 
pushrod-actuated and have electrically powered servo tabs on the ailerons and rudder. Operational 
g-force limits at 9,259 lb (4,200 kg) are +8/-4 g. 

A single turbofan engine, an Ivchenko AI-25TL (16.8 kN, made in Soviet Union) is embedded in the 
fuselage and is fed through shoulder-mounted, semi-circular air intakes (fitted with splitter plates) 
just behind the cockpit; the engine exhausts below the tailplane. Five rubber bag fuel tanks are 
located in the fuselage behind the cockpit. A long, pointed nose made of fiberglass leads back to the 
tandem cockpit, in which the student and instructor sit under individual canopies that are hinged on 
the right. The rear (instructor's) seat is raised slightly; both ejection seats are made by Aero.  
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The basic trainer is not armed, but has two underwing pylons for drop tanks and practice weapons. 
Light-attack variants have four underwing hardpoints for ground attack stores.  

Operational life 

While newer versions are now replacing older L-39s in service, thousands remain in active service 
as trainers, and many are finding new homes with private owners all over the world. This is 
particularly evident in the United States, where their $200,000-$300,000 price puts them in range of 
moderately wealthy pilots looking for a fast, agile personal jet.  
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Embraer 

EMB 312 TUCANO 

Role 

primary trainer 

light attack 

Powerplant 

one Pratt & Whitney 

Canada PT6A turboprop 

560 kW 

First flight 

1980 

Main operators 

Brazilian Air Force 

Argentine Air Force 

French Air Force 

Number built 

504 

 

The Embraer EMB 312 Tucano is a two seat turboprop basic trainer developed in Brazil. The 

Tucano family of aircraft became one of Embraer's first international marketing successes, with 

more than 500 units produced. 

Development 

In 1978 the Brazilian state owned aircraft manufacturer Embraer started the design for a new basic 

trainer for the Brazilian Air Force, receiving a contract for two EMB 312 prototypes in December 

that year.  

Design 

 

The EMB 312 is a two-seater low-wing with trapezoidal wings, retractable landing gear and air-

conditioned cabin. It is powered by a Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-25C turboprop, 560 kW (750 

hp). The aircraft can carry on four under-wing pylons up to 1,000 kg (12.7 mm gun pod, unguided 

rocket pods, free-fall bombs). The upgraded EMB 312H Super Tucano was a losing contender in the 

USA's Joint Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) aircraft selection of the 1990s.  

 

Operational life 

 

The prototype first flew in 1980 and initial production units were delivered in 1983. The French Air 

Force operated 50 EMB 312F from 1993 to 2009. The French Tucano fleet was retired in 2009 as a 

cost-saving measure, despite the fact that most aircraft had only reached half of their potential 

operational life.  

The EMB 312 is designated T-27 in Brazilian Air Force (FAB) service. It is the aerobatic 

demonstration aircraft of the Brazilian Air Force Demonstration Squadron, the "Smoke Squadron" 

(Esquadrilha da Fumaça). The FAB purchased 133 AT-27 light attack versions. The aircraft, along 

with the Cessna A-37 Dragonfly, has been widely used for drug-busting operations in Central and 

South America.  
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Lockheed 

C-130 HERCULES 

Role 

tactical airlifter 

Powerplant 

four Allison 

T56-A-15 turboprops 

3,430 kW each 

First flight 

1954 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

United States Marine Corps 

Royal Air Force 

Number built 

~ 2,300 (2010) 

 

The Lockheed C-130 Hercules is a four-engine turboprop military transport aircraft designed and 

built originally by Lockheed, now Lockheed Martin. Capable of using unprepared runways for 

takeoffs and landings, the C-130 was originally designed as a troop, medical evacuation, and cargo 

transport aircraft. The versatile airframe has found uses in a variety of other roles, including as a 

gunship (AC-130), for airborne assault, search and rescue, scientific research support, weather 

reconnaissance, aerial refueling, maritime patrol and aerial firefighting.  

C-130 is the main tactical airlifter for many military forces worldwide. Over 40 models and 

variants of the Hercules serve with more than 60 nations. During its years of service, the Hercules 

family has participated in countless military, civilian and humanitarian aid operations. The family 

has the longest continuous production run of any military aircraft in history.  

Development 

The Korean War, which began in June 1950, showed that World War II-era transports were 

inadequate for modern warfare. Thus on 2 February 1951, the USAF issued a General Operating 

Requirement (GOR) for a new transport to Boeing, Douglas, Fairchild, Lockheed, Martin, Chase 

Aircraft, North American, Northrop, and Airlifts Inc. The new transport would have a capacity for 

92 passengers, 72 combat troops or 64 paratroopers in a cargo compartment that is approximately 

41 feet (12 m) long, 9 feet (2.7 m) high, and 10 feet (3 m) wide. Unlike transports derived from 

passenger airliners, it was designed from the ground-up as a combat transport with loading from a 

ramp at the rear of the fuselage (the ramp makes possible to drive vehicles onto the plane and 

airdrop various cargo).  

A key feature was the introduction of the T56 turboprop, which was first developed specifically for 

the new cargo plane. At the time, the turboprop was a new application of jet engines that used 

exhaust gases to turn a shafted propeller, which offered greater range at propeller-driven speeds 

compared to pure jets, which were faster but thirstier. As was the case on helicopters of that era 

such as the UH-1 Huey, turboshafts produced much more power for their weight than piston 

engines. The Lockheed design won the contract for the now-designated Model 82 on 2 July 1951.  
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Design 

Initial Hercules production model, the C-130A, was powered by Allison T56-A-9 turboprops with 

three-blade propellers. The C-130B model incorporated new features, particularly increased fuel 

capacity in the form of auxiliary tanks built into the center wing section and an AC electrical 

system; four-bladed Hamilton Standard propellers replaced the Aero Product three-bladed 

propellers that distinguished the earlier A-models. 

The extended range C-130E model entered service in 1962; essentially a B-model, the new 

designation was the result of the installation of 1,360 US gal (5,150 l) external fuel tanks under each 

wings (mid-section) and more powerful Allison T56-A-7A turboprops. The KC-130 tankers are 

equipped with a removable 3,600 US gal (13,626 l) stainless steel fuel tank carried inside the cargo 

compartment; the two wing-mounted hose and drogue aerial refueling pods each transfer up to 

300 US gal per minute (19 l per second) to two aircraft simultaneously.  

The C-130H model has updated Allison T56-A-15 turboprops (3,430 kW – 4,590 shp, each 

engine), a redesigned outer wing and updated avionics. Later H models (C-130H3) included ring 

laser gyros for inertial navigation, GPS receivers, a partial glass cockpit, a more capable APN-241 

color radar, night vision device compatible instrument lighting, and an integrated radar and missile 

warning system. A standard H model has a crew of 5 (two pilots, navigator, flight engineer and 

loadmaster), a range of 2,050 nmi (3,800 km) and can carry 92 passengers, or 64 airborne troops, or 

74 litter patients with 2 medical personnel, or 6 pallets (up to 20 tons), or 3 Humvee vehicles, or 2 

M113 armored personnel carrier.  

In the 1990s, the improved C-130J Super Hercules was developed by Lockheed (later Lockheed 

Martin). This model is the newest version and the only model in production. Externally similar to 

the classic Hercules in general appearance, the J model has new turboprop engines (Rolls-Royce AE 

2100 D3), six-bladed Dowty R391 composite scimitar propellers, digital avionics (including HUDs 

for each pilot) and reduced crew requirements (two pilots and one loadmaster – no navigator or 

flight engineer). The aircraft can also be configured with the "enhanced cargo handling system" (a 

computerized load-master station from where the user can remotely control the under floor winch 

and also configure the flip floor system to palletized roller or flat floor cargo handling). 

Operational life 

The Hercules holds the record for the largest and heaviest aircraft to land on an aircraft carrier. In 

October and November 1963, a USMC KC-130 made 29 touch-and-go landings, 21 unarrested full-

stop landings and 21 unassisted take-offs on the USS Forrestal carrier at a number of different 

weights. The tests were highly successful, but the idea was considered too risky for routine "Carrier 

Onboard Delivery" (COD) operations. Instead, the C-2 Greyhound was developed as a dedicated 

COD aircraft.  

C-130 Hercules saw operational use during recent Gulf War (Operation Desert Storm – 1991), 

invasion of Afghanistan (Operation Enduring Freedom – 2001) and 2003 invasion of Iraq 

(Operation Iraqi Freedom).  
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Boeing 

KC-135 STRATOTANKER 

Role 

tanker 

Powerplant 

four CFM International 

CFM-56 turbofans 

100 kN – 22,500 lbf each 

First flight 

1956 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

French Air Force 

Turkish Air Force 

Number built 

803 

 

The Boeing KC-135 Stratotanker is an aerial refueling military aircraft. It and the Boeing 707 

airliner were developed from the Boeing 367-80 prototype. The KC-135 was the US Air Force's 

first jet powered refueling tanker and was initially tasked to refuel strategic bombers, but was used 

extensively in the Vietnam War and later conflicts such as Desert Storm to extend the range and 

endurance of Air Force, Navy and Marine tactical fighters and bombers. 

Development 

In 1954 USAF's Strategic Air Command held a competition for a jet-powered aerial refueling 

tanker. Lockheed's tanker version of the proposed Lockheed L-193 airliner with tail mounted 

engines was declared the winner in 1955. Since Boeing's proposal was already flying, the KC-135 

could be delivered two years earlier and Air Force Secretary Harold E. Talbott ordered 250 KC-135 

tankers until the Lockheed's design could be manufactured. In the end, orders for the Lockheed 

tanker were dropped rather than supporting two tanker designs. Lockheed never produced its jet 

airliner, while Boeing would eventually dominate the market with a family of airliners based on the 

B 707.  

Design 

All KC-135s were originally equipped with Pratt & Whitney J-57-P-59W turbojet engines which 

produced 10,000 lbf (44 kN) of thrust dry, and approximately 13,000 lbf (58 kN) of thrust wet. Wet 

thrust is achieved through the use of water injection on takeoff. In the 1980s the first modification 

program re-engined 157 Air Force Reserve (AFRES) and Air National Guard (ANG) tankers with 

the Pratt & Whitney TF-33-PW-102 engines from 707 airliners retired in the late 1970s and early 

1980s. The re-engined tanker, designated the KC-135E, was 14% more fuel efficient than the KC-

135A and could offload 20% more fuel on long duration flights. 

The second modification program re-engined 500 aircraft with new CFM International CFM56 

(military designation: F108) engines produced by General Electric and Snecma. The CFM-56 

turbofans are capable of producing approximately 22,500 lbf (100 kN) of thrust, nearly a 100% 
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increase in power compared to the original J-57 engines. The re-engined tanker, designated either 

the KC-135R or KC-135T, can offload up to 50% more fuel (on a long duration sortie), is 25% 

more fuel efficient, costs 25% less to operate and is 96% quieter than the KC-135A.  

Nearly all internal fuel (31,275 US gal – 118,400 l) can be pumped through the tanker's flying 

boom, the KC-135's primary fuel transfer method. A special shuttlecock-shaped drogue, attached to 

and trailing behind the flying boom, may be used to refuel aircraft fitted with probes. A boom 

operator (In-Flight Refueling Technician) stationed in the rear of the aircraft controls the boom 

while lying prone. A cargo deck above the refueling system can hold a mixed load of passengers 

and cargo. 

The Multi-Point Refueling System adds refueling pods to the KC-135's wings. The pods allow 

refueling of US Navy, US Marine Corps and most NATO tactical jet aircraft while keeping the tail-

mounted refueling boom. This allows the tanker to refuel two receivers at the same time, which 

increases throughput compared to the boom drogue adapter.  

Operational life 

Serving with the US Air Force since 1957, it is one of just six military fixed wing aircraft with over 

50 years of continuous service with its original operator. Despite increased maintenance costs, 

studies conclude many of the aircraft could be flown until 2040, with 80-years ages before reaching 

lifetime flying hour limits.  
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Lockheed 

C-141 STARLIFTER 

 

Role 

strategic/tactical airlifter 

Powerplant 

four Pratt & Whitney 

TF33-P-7 turbofans 

90.1 kN – 20,250 lbf each 

First flight 

1963 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

285 

 

The Lockheed C-141 Starlifter was a military strategic and tactical airlifter in service with the Air 

Mobility Command (AMC) of the US Air Force. In later years served also with Air Education and 

Training Command (AETC), dedicated to C-141, C-5, C-17 and KC-135 training. 

Development 

In the early 1960s, the USAF Military Air Transport Service (MATS) relied on a substantial 

number of propeller-driven aircraft for strategic airlift. As these aircraft were mostly obsolescent 

designs and the Air Force needed the benefits of jet power, the USAF ordered 48 Boeing C-135 

Stratolifters as an interim step. The C-135 was a useful stop-gap, but only had side-loading doors 

and most bulky and oversize equipment would not fit, especially that employed by the US Army. 

In the spring of 1960 the Air Force released Specific Operational Requirement 182, calling for a 

new aircraft that would be capable of performing both strategic and tactical airlift missions. The 

strategic role demanded that the aircraft be capable of missions with a radius of at least 3,500 nmi 

(4,000 mi, 6,500 km) with a 60,000 lb (27,000 kg) load. The tactical role required it to be able to 

perform low-altitude air drops of supplies, and carry and drop paratroops in combat. Several 

companies responded to SOR 182, including Boeing, Lockheed and General Dynamics.  

Lockheed responded to the requirement with a unique design: the Lockheed Model 300, the first 

large jet designed from the start to carry freight. President John F. Kennedy's first official act after 

his inauguration was to order the development of the Lockheed 300 on 13 March 1961, with a 

contract for five aircraft for test and evaluation to be designated the C-141. 

Design 

The C-141 Starlifter had a swept high-mounted wing with four turbofan engines, pod-mounted 

below the wings. Late Starlifter production models were powered by four Pratt & Whitney TF33-P-

7 turbofans, 20,250 lbf – 90.1 kN each.  
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An important aspect was the cabin floor's height of only 50 in (1.27 m) above the ground, allowing 

easy access to the cabin through the rear doors. The two rear side doors were also designed to allow 

the aircraft to drop paratroopers and airborne freight; the crew was 5. The size enabled the Starlifter 

to carry, for example, a complete LGM-30 Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missile in its 

container. 

Operational life 

Introduced to replace slower piston-engined cargo planes such as the C-124 Globemaster II, the C-

141 Starlifter was designed to requirements set in 1960 and first flew in 1963. The aircraft remained 

in service for almost 40 years. On 16 September 2004, the C-141 left service with nearly all active 

duty USAF units, being confined to Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard units for the 

remainder of its operational service life.  
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Lockheed 

C-5 GALAXY 
 

Role 

strategic airlifter 

Powerplant 

four General Electric 
TF39-GE-1C turbofans 

190 kN – 43,000 lbf each 

First flight 

1968 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

131 

 

The Lockheed C-5 Galaxy is a large military transport aircraft built by Lockheed. It was designed 

to provide strategic heavy airlift over intercontinental distances and to carry outsize and oversize 

cargo. The C-5 Galaxy has been operated by the US Air Force since 1969 and is one of the largest 

military aircraft in the world. 

Development 

In 1961, several aircraft companies began studying heavy jet transport designs that would 
complement C-141 Starlifters. By late 1963, the conceptual design was named CX-X. The cargo 
compartment has to be 17.2 ft (5.24 m) wide by 13.5 feet (4.11 m) high and 100 ft (30.5 m) long, 
with front and rear access doors. Providing required power and range with only four engines 
required a new engine with dramatically improved fuel efficiency. 

The official Request for Proposal was sent out in April 1964 for the "Heavy Logistics System" (CX-

HLS) (previously CX-X). After a downselect, Boeing, Douglas and Lockheed were given one-year 
study contracts for the airframe, along with General Electric and Pratt & Whitney for the engines. 
The Air Force considered Boeing's design better than the Lockheed design, although Lockheed's 
proposal was the lowest total cost bid. Lockheed was selected the winner in September 1965, then 
awarded a contract in December. General Electric's engine design was selected in August 1965 for 
the new airlifter. 

Design 

The C-5 Galaxy features a cargo compartment 121 ft (37 m) long, 13.5 ft (4.1 m) high, and 19 ft 
(5.8 m) wide, or just over 31,000 cu ft (880 m3), and is powered by four General Electric TF39-GE-

1C high-bypass turbofans (43,000 lbf – 190 kN each). The cargo compartment can accommodate up 
to 36 463L master pallets or a mix of palletized cargo and vehicles. The nose and aft doors open the 
full width and height of the cargo compartment to permit faster and easier loading. Ramps are full 
width at each end for loading double rows of vehicles. 
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The aircraft has a typical crew of 8 (pilot, first pilot, copilot, two flight engineers, three 
loadmasters), a minimal crew of 4 (pilot, copilot, two flight engineers), and an upper deck seating 
area for 73 passengers. Its takeoff and landing distances, at maximum gross weight, are 8,300 ft 
(2,500 m) and 4,900 ft (1,500 m) respectively. Its high flotation main landing gear has 28 wheels to 
share the weight. The rear main landing gear is steerable for a smaller turning radius and it rotates 
90 degrees horizontally before it is retracted after takeoff. The "kneeling" landing gear system 
permits lowering of the parked aircraft so the cargo floor is at truck-bed height to facilitate vehicle 
loading and unloading. 

During static and fatigue testing, cracks in the wings of several aircraft occurred before completion 
of testing. All of the C-5A fleet were restricted to 80% of maximum design loads. To restore full 
payload capability (120 tons) and service life, a $1.5 billion program to re-wing the 76 C-5As began 
in 1976. After design and testing of the new wing design, the C-5As received their new wings from 
1980 to 1987. During 1976, cracks were also found in the fuselage along the upper fuselage on 
centerline aft of the refueling port and extending back to the wing. The cracks required a redesign to 
the hydraulic system for the visor (the front cargo entry point). 

As part of President Ronald Reagan's military planning, a new version of the C-5, the C-5B, was 
approved by Congress for purchase in July 1982. The C-5B includes all C-5A improvements and 
numerous additional system modifications to improve reliability and maintainability. 

Operational life 

The C-5 Galaxy was a core part of the extensive airlift operations supplying troops involved in 
Operation Desert Storm (1991), and in delivering relief aid to Rwanda in 1994. The C-5 is the 
largest aircraft to ever operate in the Antarctic; Williams Field near McMurdo Station is capable of 
handling C-5 aircraft and the first C-5 landed there in 1989.  

The C-5 is also known by its crews as FRED (Fucking Ridiculous Economic Disaster), due to its 
maintenance/reliability issues and large consumption of fuel. The C-5 requires an average of 16 
hours of maintenance for each flight hour (based on 1996 data).  
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Boeing 

C-17 GLOBEMASTER III 

Role 

strategic/tactical airlifter 

Powerplant 

four Pratt & Whitney 

F117-PW-100 turbofans 

180 kN – 40,400 lbf each 

First flight 

1991 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Royal Air Force 

Royal Australian Air Force 

Number built 

212 (2010) 

 

The Boeing (formerly McDonnell Douglas) C-17 Globemaster III is a large military transport 

aircraft. Developed for the USAF from the 1980s to the early 1990s by McDonnell Douglas, the C-

17 is used for rapid strategic airlift of troops and cargo to main operating bases or forward 

operating bases throughout the world; it can also perform tactical airlift, medical evacuation and 

airdrop missions. The C-17 carries the name of two previous U.S. military cargo aircraft, the C-74 

Globemaster and the C-124 Globemaster II. 

The C-17 is operated by the US Air Force, the RAF, Australia, Canada, NATO, and Qatar air 

forces, while the United Arab Emirates have aircraft on order. 

Development 

 

By 1980, the USAF found itself with a large fleet of aging C-141 Starlifter cargo aircraft. 

Compounding matters, USAF historically never possessed sufficient strategic airlift capabilities to 

fulfill its airlift requirements. The USAF set mission requirements and released a request for 

proposals (RFP) for C-X in October 1980. On 28 August 1981, McDonnell Douglas was chosen to 

build its proposed aircraft, by then designated C-17. With swept wings and powerful engines, the 

new aircraft would make all work performed by the C-141, but also fulfill some of the duties of the 

C-5 Galaxy, freeing the C-5 fleet for outsize cargo.  

 

Design 

The C-17 is 174 feet (53 m) long and has a wingspan of about 170 feet (52 m). It can airlift cargo 

fairly close to a battle area. The size and weight of U.S. mechanized firepower and equipment have 

grown in recent decades from increased air mobility requirements, particularly for large or heavy 

non-palletized outsize cargo. 

The C-17 is powered by four fully reversible, Pratt & Whitney F117-PW-100 turbofan engines. 

Each engine is rated at 40,400 lbf (180 kN) of thrust. The thrust reversers direct air upward and 

forward, reducing the chance of foreign object damage (FOD) and providing enough thrust to back 
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the aircraft on the ground. The thrust reversers can also be used in flight at idle-reverse for added 

drag in maximum-rate descents. 

The aircraft requires a crew of three (pilot, copilot, and loadmaster) for cargo operations. Cargo is 

loaded through a large aft door that accommodates rolling stock, such as the 70-ton M1 Abrams 

tank, other armored vehicles, trucks, trailers, etc., along with palletized cargo. The cargo 

compartment is 88 feet (26.82 m) long by 18 feet (5.49 m) wide by 12 feet 4 inches (3.76 m) high. 

The cargo floor has rollers for palletized cargo that can be flipped to provide a flat floor suitable for 

rolling stock. 

Maximum payload of the C-17 is 170,900 lb (77.5 tons), and its maximum takeoff weight is 

585,000 lb (265.3 tons). With a payload of 160,000 lb (72.6 tons) and an initial cruise altitude of 

28,000 ft (8,500 m), the C-17 has an unrefueled range of about 2,400 nautical miles (4,400 km) on 

the first 71 aircraft, and 2,800 nautical miles (5,200 km) on all subsequent extended-range models 

that include sealed center wing bay as a fuel tank. The C-17 is designed to airdrop 102 paratroopers 

and their equipment. 

 

The C-17 is designed to operate from runways as short as 3,500 ft (1,064 m) and as narrow as 90 ft 

(27 m). In addition, the C-17 can operate from unpaved, unimproved runways (although with 

greater chance of damage to the aircraft). 

 

Operational life 

 

The C-17 Globemaster III have been and continue to deliver military goods and humanitarian aid 

during Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan as well as Operation Iraqi Freedom in Iraq.  

 

On 26 March 2003, fifteen USAF C-17s participated in the biggest combat airdrop since the United 

States invasion of Panama in December 1989: the night-time airdrop of 1,000 paratroopers from the 

173rd Airborne Brigade occurred over Bashur, Iraq. It opened the northern front to combat 

operations and constituted the largest formation airdrop carried out by the United States since 

World War II.  
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Antonov 

AN-12 CUB 

Role 

tactical airlifter 

Powerplant 

four Ivchenko Progress 

AI-20M turboprops 

3,000 kW each 

First flight 

1957 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

PLA Air Force (China) 

Indian Air Force 

Number built 

1,248 

 

The Antonov An-12 (NATO designation Cub) is a four-engined turboprop transport aircraft 

designed in the Soviet Union. It is the military version of the Antonov An-10 airliner and the eastern 

equivalent of the Lockheed C-130 Hercules, and as such has not only been used as a tactical 

transport aircraft, but also as a bomber. 

Development 

The first Soviet turboprop transport was An-8, a twin-engined aircraft produced in about 100 copies 

since 1955; military version was armed with a 23 mm gun in a defensive position. One enlarged 

development was the An-10, a four-engine transport that was produced predominantly civilian in 

about 200 different variants. The An-12 was a military development of the former, with a raised tail 

to accommodate a cargo hatch, whereas the caudal end was changed to a defensive position armed 

with two Nudelman-Rikhter 23 mm cannons. 

Design 

The An-12 was powered by four Progress AI-20L or AI-20M turboprops (3,000 kW each). The 

crew was usually 5: two pilots, flight engineer, navigator (housed in the glass nose) and gunner (in 

tail turret). The cargo area can accommodate about 100 paratroopers, or up to 20 tons payload, or an 

armored amphibious BMD-1. Despite its considerable weight, the An-12 can operate from short and 

semi-prepared runways. 

In the 1960s China purchased several An-12 aircraft from the Soviet Union, along with a license to 

assemble the aircraft locally. However, due to the Sino-Soviet split, the Soviet Union withdrew its 

technical assistance. It was not until 1974 that the first Chinese-assembled An-12 had its maiden 

flight. The Xi'an Aircraft Company and Xi'an Aircraft Design Institute worked to reverse-engineer 

the An-12 for local production. In 1981, the Chinese copy version of the An-12, designated Y-8 

entered serial production. Since then, the Y-8 has become one of China's most popular military and 

civilian transport/cargo aircraft, with many variants produced and exported.  
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Operational life 

 

Sometimes used in wars, Cub’s most popular mission was to carry (and then supply for 8 years) the 
Soviet troops in Afghanistan, during the invasion of 1979.  

 

The end of his career was in 1972; the arrival of the Ilyushin Il-76, also capable of executing short 

take-offs from semi-prepared runways, marked the preference to heavier machines but able to 

operate under the same conditions.  
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Antonov 

AN-24 COKE 

Role 

tactical airlifter 

Powerplant 

two Ivchenko 

AI-24A turboprops 

2,100 kW each 

First flight 

1959 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

PLA Air Force (China) 

Romanian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 2,000 

 

The Antonov An-24 (NATO designation Coke) is a 44-seat civilian and military twin turboprop 

transport designed and manufactured in the Soviet Union by the Antonov Design Bureau from 

1957. The machine is rugged, requiring minimal ground support equipment, and is still flying with 

many East Europe air forces.  

 

Development 

The An-24 was designed to replace veteran piston Ilyushin Il-14 military and civilian transport on 

short to medium haul trips, optimised for operating from rough strips and unprepared airports in 

remote locations.  

Design 

The high-wing layout protects engines and blades from debris, and the power-to-weight ratio is 

higher than that of many comparable aircraft. The aircraft is powered by two Ivchenko AI-24A 

turboprops – 2,100 kW each engine. The crew is usually 3-4: 2 pilots, flight engineer and radio 

operator (optional).  

Due to its rugged airframe and good performance, the An-24 was adapted to carry out many 

secondary missions such as ice reconnaissance and engine/propeller test-bed, as well as further 

development to produce the An-26 tactical transport, An-30 photo-mapping/survey aircraft and An-

32 tactical transport with more powerful engines. Production in USSR was shut down by 1978, but 

continues at China's Xi'an Aircraft Industrial Corporation which makes licenced, reverse-

engineered and redesigned aircraft as the Xian Y-7, and its derivatives.  

Using the majority of the An-24 airframe, the An-26 included a retractable cargo ramp and other 

military equipment, such as tip-up paratroop canvas seats, overhead traveling hoist, bulged 

observation windows and parachute static line attachment cables.  

Operational life 
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Togheter with the An-26 variant, the An-24 was the most widely used military transport aircraft in 

Warsaw Treaty’s countries, and still in use with many of them.  
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Ilyushin 

IL-76 CANDID 

Role 

strategic airlifter 

Powerplant 

four Soloviev 

D-30KP turbofans 

118 kN – 26,500 lbf each 

First flight 

1971 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Ukrainian Air Force 

Indian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 900 

 

The Ilyushin Il-76 (NATO designation Candid) is a multi-purpose 4-engined strategic airlifter 

designed by the Soviet Ilyushin bureau. Intended as a replacement for the An-12, the Il-76 was 

designed for delivering heavy machinery to remote, poorly-serviced areas of the USSR. Military 

versions of the Il-76 have seen widespread use in Europe, Asia and Africa, including use as an 

airborne refueling tanker or as a command center. 

Development 

The Il-76 was conceived by Ilyushin in 1967 to meet a requirement for a freighter able to carry a 

payload of 40 tons (88,000 lb) over a range of 5,000 km (2,700 nmi; 3,100 mi) in less than six 

hours, able to operate from short and unprepared airstrips, and capable of coping with the worst 

weather conditions likely to be experienced in Siberia and the Soviet Union's Arctic regions.  

Design 

Production of Il-76s was placed in Tashkent Aviation Production Association in Tashkent, 

Uzbekistan (then a republic of the Soviet Union). The aircraft has a crew of 5-7, is powered by four 

Soloviev D-30KP turbofans (118 kN each), has a minimal landing run of 450 m with thrust reversal, 

and can carry two 23 mm guns in radar-directed manned turret at base of tail.  

Some 860 of the basic transport variants were made. In the 1990s, modernized variants were 

developed (MF, TF), with a cargo compartment sized 20 m (length) x 3.4 m (width) x 3.4 m 

(height), but were not produced in significant quantity due to financial problems of the major user, 

the Russian Air Force. The prototype of the longer variant Il-76MF, with greater capacity, first flew 

on 1 August 1995. The production ceased around 1997, and the factory has since deteriorated. 

Operational life 

Between 1979 and 1991, the Soviet Air Force Il-76s made 14,700 flights into Afghanistan, 

transporting 786,200 servicemen, and 315,800 tons of freight. The Il-76 carried 89% of Soviet 
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troops and 74% of the freight that was airlifted. As Afghan rebels were unable to shoot down high-

flying Il-76s, their tactics were to damage it at take-off or landing. Il-76s were often hit by shoulder-

launched Stinger and Strela heat-seeking missiles and large-calibre machine-gun fire, but because 

the strong airframes were able to take substantial damage and still remain operational, the aircraft 

had a remarkably low attrition rate during the period of conflict. 

As of 2006, the Russian Air Force had some 200 Il-76s, fewer than half of which were airworthy. 

The Il-76 has been used as emergency response transport for civilian evacuations and to deliver 

humanitarian/disaster relief aid around the world, especially to undeveloped areas due to its ability 

to operate from unpaved runways. There is also a model used for zero-G training.  
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Antonov 

AN-124 RUSLAN 

 

Role 

strategic airlifter 

Powerplant 

four Ivchenko 

Progress D-18T turbofans 

229.5 kN – 51,600 lbf each 

First flight 

1982 

Main operators 

Soviet Air Force 

Russian Air Force 

Number built 

45 

 

The Antonov An-124 Ruslan (NATO designation Condor) is an strategic airlift jet airplane. It was 

designed by the Soviet Union's Antonov design bureau and is the world's largest ever serially 

manufactured cargo airplane. First flown in 1982, civil certification was issued on 30 December 

1992. Over forty are currently in service (25 with Russian Air Force, nearly 20 with civilian 

airlines).  

Development 

The An-124 was created primarily for air transportation of intercontinental ballistic missiles mobile 

launchers, such as tractor MZKT-79221, as well as for large-scale transport (amphibious airlift, 

heavy weapons and machines, personnel). The prototype aircraft first flew on 24 December 1982 in 

Kiev. The An-124 was manufactured in parallel by two plants: by the Russian company Ulyanovsk 

Aviation Industrial Complex (Aviastar) and by the Ukrainian company Kiev Aviation Plant 

(AVIANT).  

Design 

The aircraft is powered by four Ivchenko Progress D-18T turbofans (229.5 kN each) and has a crew 

of six. Externally, the An-124 is similar to the American Lockheed C-5 Galaxy, but has a 25% 

larger payload, and instead of the Galaxy's T-tail, the An-124 uses a conventional empennage, 

similar in design to that of the Boeing 747. The plane has an on-board overhead crane capable of 

lifting up to 30 tons of cargo, and items up to 120 tons can be winched on board. The An-124 is 

able to kneel to allow easier front loading.  

An-124s have been used to carry locomotives, yachts, aircraft fuselages, and a variety of other 

oversized cargoes. Up to 150 tons of cargo can be carried in a military An-124; it can also carry 88 

passengers in an upper deck behind the wing centre section. The cargo compartment of An-124 is 

36 m x 6.4 m x 4.4 m, slightly larger than the main cargo compartment of C-5 Galaxy. However, 

due to limited pressurization in the main cargo compartment (3.57 psi), it seldom carries 

paratroopers.  
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Operational life 

Under NATO SALIS (Strategic AirLift Interim Solution) programme, NAMSA (NATO Maintenance 

and Supply Agency) is chartering six An-124-100 transport aircraft. According to the contract, 

Antonov Airlines and Volga-Dnepr An-124-100s are used within the limits of NATO SALIS 

programme to transport cargo by requests of 18 countries. The aircraft proved extremely useful for 

NATO especially with ongoing operations in Iraq and Afghanistan.  

An enlarged and more powerful variant (six engines) of the An-124, An-225 Mriya, is the world’s 
heaviest fixed-wing aircraft, designed to transport the Buran orbiter; currently there is only one An-

225 in operation.  
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Transall 

C-160 

Role 

tactical airlifter 

Powerplant 

two Rolls-Royce Tyne 

Rty.20 Mk 22 turboprops 

4,550 kW each 

First flight 

1963 

Main operators 

Luftwaffe 

French Air Force 

Turkish Air Force 

Number built 

214 

 

The Transall C-160 (often C.160) is a military transport aircraft developed by a consortium of 

French and German aircraft manufacturers for the air forces of those two nations and that of South 

Africa. The C-160 will be replaced in French and German service by the Airbus A400M, now under 

development. 

Development 

The C-160 was originally conceived as a replacement for the French Air Force's Nord Noratlas 

fleet. Three prototypes flew in 1963, followed by pre-production examples in 1965 and production 

airframes from 1967. The first batch included 110 C-160Ds for the Luftwaffe, 50 C-160Fs for the 

French Air Force, and 9 C-160Zs for the South African Air Force. Production continued until 1972 

with French aircraft built by Aérospatiale and German aircraft by Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm 

(MBB).  

Design 

The C-160 is turboprop-powered (two Rolls-Royce Tyne Rty.20 Mk 22 engines – 4,550 kW each) 

and of conventional configuration for aircraft of this type, with high wings, and a loading ramp built 

into the rear of the fuselage. Has a crew of three (two pilots, flight engineer) and can carry up to 16 

tons payload (or 93 troops or 61 paratroops or 62 stretchers). In size it falls between the C-27J 

Spartan and the C-130 Hercules. 

Operational life 

From 1994 to 1999, all French C-160s underwent an avionics upgrade and the addition of new anti-

missile countermeasures. Luftwaffe airframes have similarly undergone life-extension programmes 

by BAE Systems, but all French and German C-160s are reaching the end of their service lives. All 

South African C-160s have already been retired, while the Turkish Air Force continues to operate 

20 obtained from Germany (C-160T). To replace the Transall, the Luftwaffe, the French Air Force, 

and the South African Air Force ordered respectively 60, 50 and 8 Airbus A400M.  
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Airbus 

A400M 

 

Role 

tactical/strategic airlifter 

Powerplant 

four Europrop 

TP400-D6 turboprops 

8,250 kW each 

First flight 

2009 

Main operators 

aircraft under development 

Number built 

3 (2010) 

 

The Airbus A400M is a multi-national four-engine turboprop military transport aircraft. It was 

designed by Airbus Military as a tactical airlifter with strategic capabilities.  

The final partner nations, France, United Kingdom, Germany, Italy, Spain, Turkey, Belgium and 

Luxembourg, signed an agreement in May 2003 to buy 212 aircraft. On 28 April 2005, South Africa 

joined the partnership programme; following the withdrawal of Italy and revision of procurement 

totals the revised requirement was for 184 aircraft. The A400M is assembled at the Seville plant of 

EADS Spain.  

Development 

The project began with the Future International Military Airlifter (FIMA) group, set up in 1982 by 

Aerospatiale, British Aerospace, Lockheed, and MBB to develop a replacement for the C-130 

Hercules and Transall C-160. Varying requirements and the complications of international politics 

caused slow progress. In 1989 Lockheed left the grouping and went on to develop an upgraded 

Hercules, the C-130J Super Hercules. With the addition of Alenia of Italy and CASA of Spain the 

FIMA group became Euroflag. 

The A400M is positioned as an intermediate size between the C-130 Hercules and the C-17 

Globemaster III. Originally the SNECMA M138 turboprop was selected to power the A400M. 

Airbus Military issued a new Request for Proposal in April 2002 which Pratt & Whitney Canada 

with the PW180, and Europrop International with the TP400-D6 answered; the latter was a new 

design. Airbus Military preferred the PWC engine, but political interference resulted in the selection 

of the TP400-D6 in May 2003. 

Design 

The A400M's wings are primarily carbon fibre reinforced plastic. The eight-bladed Scimitar 

propeller is also made from a woven composite material. The aircraft is powered by four Europrop 

TP400-D6 engines rated at 8,250 kW (11,000 hp) each, which are the third most powerful 
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turboprop engines ever produced after the contra-rotating Kuznetsov NK-12 and Progress D-27, 

making the Europrops the most powerful single-axle props. 

The propellers on each wing of the A400M turn in opposite directions, with the tips of the 

propellers advancing from above towards the midpoint between the two engines. This is in contrast 

to the overwhelming majority of multi-engine propeller driven aircraft where all propellers on the 

same wing turn in the same direction. The counter-rotation is achieved by the use of a gearbox fitted 

to two of the engines, and only the propeller turns the opposite direction; all four engines are 

identical and turn in the same direction which eliminates the need to have two different "handed" 

engines on stock. This configuration has been dubbed DBE (Down Between Engines); it allows the 

aircraft to produce more lift and lessens the torque and prop wash on each wing. It also reduces yaw 

in the event of an outboard engine failure.  

The cockpit features a fly-by-wire flight control system with sidestick controllers and flight 

envelope protection. Like Airbus' other aircraft, the A400M will have a full glass cockpit (all 

information accessed through large colour screens) and as such will represent a technological leap 

compared to the older C-130s and C-160s that many countries now operate. 

The aircraft has a minimal crew of three (2 pilots, 1 loadmaster) and can carry up to 37 tons payload 

or 116 paratroops or 66 stretchers with 25 medical personnel; the range is 4,540 km (2,450 nmi) 

with 30 tons or 6,390 km (3,450 nmi) with 20 tons payload. The A400M is intended also for aerial 

refuelling and electronic surveillance.  

Operational life 

The aircraft's maiden flight, originally planned for 2008, took place on 11 December 2009 in 

Seville, Spain. Currently 184 aircraft are ordered by 8 nations. First deliveries to the French Air 

Force are planned to take place at the end of 2012. Deliveries of the current orders will conclude in 

2025.  
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Alenia 

C-27J SPARTAN 

Role 

tactical airlifter 

Powerplant 

two Rolls-Royce 

AE 2100-D2 turboprops 

3,460 kW each 

First flight 

1999 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

United States Army 

Italian Air Force 

Number built 

81 (2010) 

 

The Alenia C-27J Spartan is a medium-sized military transport aircraft. The C-27J is an advanced 

derivative of Alenia Aeronautica's G.222 (C-27A Spartan in US service), with the engines and 

systems of the Lockheed Martin C-130J Super Hercules.  

Development 

In 1995, Alenia and Lockheed Martin began discussions to improve Alenia's G.222 using C-130J's 

glass cockpit and more powerful Rolls-Royce AE 2100 engines with six-blade propellers. Alenia 

and Lockheed Martin formed Lockheed Martin Alenia Tactical Transport Systems (LMATTS) for 

the development of C-27J in 1997. The C-27J has a 35% increase in range and a 15% faster cruise 

speed than the G.222.  

Design 

The C-27J is a twin-engine turbine-powered (two Rolls Royce AE 2100-D2 – 3,460 kW each) with 

state of the art technology in avionics, propulsion system and other onboard systems. The aircraft 

can take off and land from unprepared runways in less than 500 m, with a maximum takeoff weight 

of 30,500 kg, and can carry up to 60 equipped troops or 46 paratroopers and, as ambulance aircraft, 

36 stretchers and 6 medical assistants. C-27J has a crew of two pilots, plus one loadmaster when 

needed.  

The large section of the cargo compartment (2.60 m tall and 3.33 m wide) along with the rugged 

load floor of the aircraft (load capacity of 4,900 kg/m) enable the transport of heavy military 

equipment. The C-27J is the only aircraft in its class capable of ensuring full interoperability with 

transport aircraft in service with other NATO air forces, also due to the load compartment which 

allows the use of NATO standard pallets. 

To reduce the workload for the pilots, the aircraft has a modern flight management system and flight 

director system. In addition to various other displays five multi-function color screens are installed, 
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complemented by a head-up display. All cockpit displays are designed so that they can be used in 

conjunction with night vision devices. 

Data exchange is via a digital MIL-STD-1553B bus and the digital technology is already the 

technology of the new Future Air Navigation System (FANS). The navigation is by a GPS / INS 

system; the surrounding airspace and the ground are monitored by a Northrop Grumman AN/APN-

241 digital mapping radar with color displays. The device is interoperable with a weather radar and 

an air target acquisition radar. A so-called "beacon mode" is used to identify take-off and 

discharge zones. 

Operational life 

The aircraft was selected as the Joint Cargo Aircraft (JCA) for the United States military. The C-

27J has also been ordered by the air forces of Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Morocco, and 

Romania.  
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CASA 

C-295 

Role 

tactical airlifter 

Powerplant 

two Pratt & Whitney 

Canada PW127 turboprops 

1,972 kW each 

First flight 

1997 

Main operators 

Spanish Air Force 

Brazilian Air Force 

Polish Air Force 

Number built 

78 (2010) 

 

The CASA C-295 is a tactical transport aircraft that was designed by the Spanish company CASA 

in 1990 as a successful development of the CN-235. Since 2000, with the addition of CASA to 

aircraft group EADS, the plane became EADS CASA C-295. It first flew on 28 November 1997 and 

entered service with the Spanish Air Force in 2001. 

Development 

The aircraft development program began in November 1996 and was officially announced at the 

Paris Air Show in June 1997, with first prototype first flight on November 1997. In particular, the 

C-295 can be seen as a competitor of the Alenia C-27J Spartan in the segment immediately below 

the C-130J Super Hercules.  

Design 

Compared with the CN-235, the C-295 fuselage was lengthened up to 24.5 meters and equipped 

with new engines and systems. The elected engines were two turboprops Pratt & Whitney Canada 

PW127G with 2,645 hp (1,972 kW) each, giving it excellent STOL performance, and a cruising 

speed of 480 km/h.  

The C-295 is capable of performing a variety of missions effectively: tactical and logistical 

transport, launch of paratroops and cargo, medical evacuation, and also has a maritime patrol 

version called C-295 Persuader. His denomination as C-295 follows the pattern of aircraft designed 

by CASA, with the initial C of the manufacturer and then a three digit number, of which the first 

indicating the number of engines (two) and the last two the payload in tons (9.5 tons). C-295 can 

carry 71 troops or 24 stretchers. 

The C-295 has dual controls for pilot and copilot. It is equipped with HIAS (Highly Integrated 

Avionics System) avionics developed by Topdeck Sextant Avionique (Thales Avionics from 2001), 

featuring color LCD screens and night vision goggles. The standard radar is a Honeywell RDR-
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1400C, although the Portuguese variant has a Northrop Grumman AN/APN-241 (same mounting the 

C-130J Super Hercules) in a large nose radome. 

Operational life 

With the Spanish Air Force the C-295 was seen in numerous operational missions, from the former 

Yugoslavia to Lebanon and Afghanistan.  
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Lockheed 

U-2 DRAGON LADY 

Role 

reconnaissance aircraft 

Powerplant 

one General Electric 
F118-101 turbofan 

84.5 kN – 19,000 lbf 

First flight 

1955 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 
Central Intelligence Agency 
R. of China A.F. (Taiwan) 

Number built 

86 

 

The Lockheed U-2, nicknamed Dragon Lady, is a single-engine, very high-altitude reconnaissance 

aircraft operated by the US Air Force and previously flown by the Central Intelligence Agency. It 

provides day and night, very high-altitude (70,000 feet / 21,000 meters), all-weather surveillance. 

The aircraft is also used for electronic sensor research and development, satellite calibration, and 

satellite data validation. 

Development 

In the early 1950s, with Cold War tensions on the rise, the U.S. military required better strategic 
reconnaissance to help determine Soviet capabilities and intentions. The existing surveillance 
aircraft were primarily bombers converted for reconnaissance duty, vulnerable to anti-aircraft 
artillery, missiles, and fighters. It was thought an aircraft that could fly at 70,000 feet (21,000 m) 
would be beyond the reach of Soviet fighters, missiles, and even radar. This would allow 
"overflights" – knowingly violating a country's airspace – to take aerial photographs. 

Under the code name AQUATONE, the Air Force gave contracts to Bell Aircraft, Martin Aircraft, 
and Fairchild Engine and Airplane to develop proposals for the new reconnaissance aircraft. 
Officials at Lockheed Aircraft Corporation heard about the project and asked aeronautical engineer 
Clarence "Kelly" Johnson to come up with a design. Johnson was a brilliant designer, responsible 
for the P-38 Lightning, and the P-80 Shooting Star. He was also known for completing projects 
ahead of schedule, working in a separate division of the company jokingly called the Skunk Works. 

Design 

Johnson's design, called the CL-282, married long glider-like wings to the fuselage of another of his 
designs, the F-104 Starfighter. To save weight, his initial design didn't even have conventional 
landing gear, taking off from a dolly and landing on skids. The design was rejected by the Air 
Force, but caught the attention of several civilians on the review panel, notably Edwin Land, the 
father of instant photography. Land proposed to CIA director Allen Dulles that his agency should 
fund and operate this aircraft. After a meeting with President Eisenhower, Lockheed received a 
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$22.5 million contract for the first 20 aircraft. It was renamed the U-2, with the "U" referring to the 
deliberately vague designation "utility". 

The first flight occurred at the Groom Lake Test Site (Area 51) on 1 August 1955, during what was 
only intended to be a high-speed taxi run. The sailplane-like wings were so efficient that the aircraft 
jumped into the air at 70 knots (130 km/h). 

James Baker developed the optics for a large-format camera to be used in the U-2 while working 
for Perkin-Elmer. These new cameras had a resolution of 2.5 feet (76 cm) from an altitude of 
60,000 feet (18,000 m). Balancing is so critical on the U-2 that the camera had to use a split film, 
with reels on one side feeding forward while those on the other side feed backward, thus 
maintaining a balanced weight distribution through the whole flight. 

The unique design that gives the U-2 its remarkable performance also makes it a difficult aircraft to 
fly. It was designed and manufactured for minimum airframe weight, which results in an aircraft 
with little margin for error. Most aircraft were single-seat versions, with only five two-seat trainer 
versions known to exist. Early U-2 variants were powered by Pratt & Whitney J57 turbojet engines. 
The U-2S and TU-2S variants incorporated the more powerful General Electric F118 turbofan 
engine (84.5 kN).  

To maintain their operational ceiling of 70,000 feet (21,000 m), the U-2A and U-2C models (no 
longer in service) must fly very near their maximum speed. The aircraft's stall speed at that altitude 
is only 10 knots (19 km/h) less than its maximum speed. This narrow window was referred to by the 
pilots as the "coffin corner". For 90% of the time on a typical mission the U-2 was flying within 
only five knots above stall, which might cause a decrease in altitude likely to lead to detection, and 
additionally might overstress the lightly built airframe. 

The U-2's flight controls are designed around the normal flight envelope and altitude that the aircraft 
was intended to fly in. The controls provide feather-light control response at operational altitude. 
However, at lower altitudes, the higher air density and lack of a power-assisted control system 
makes the aircraft very difficult to fly. Control inputs must be extreme to achieve the desired 
response in flight attitude, and a great deal of physical strength is needed to operate the controls in 
this manner. 

The U-2 is very sensitive to crosswinds which, together with its tendency to float over the runway, 
makes the U-2 notoriously difficult to land. As the aircraft approaches the runway, the cushion of 
air provided by the high-lift wings in ground effect is so pronounced that the U-2 will not land 
unless the wing is fully stalled. To assist the pilot, the landing U-2 is paced by a chase car (usually a 
"souped-up" performance model including a Ford Mustang SSP, Chevrolet Camaro B4C or the 
Pontiac G8) with an assistant (another U-2 pilot) who "talks" the pilot down by calling off the 
declining height of the aircraft in feet as it decreases in airspeed. 

Instead of the typical tricycle landing gear, consisting of a nose wheel and two sets of main wheels, 
one under each wing, the U-2 uses a bicycle configuration, with the forward set of main wheels 
located just behind the cockpit, and the rear set of main wheels located behind the engine, coupled 
to the rudder in order to provide taxi steering. To maintain balance while taxiing for takeoff, the 
ground crew installs two auxiliary wheels, called "pogos". These fit into sockets under each wing at 
about mid-span, and fall onto the runway as the aircraft takes off. To protect the wings during 
landing, each wingtip has a titanium skid. After the U-2 comes to a halt, the ground crew re-installs 
the pogos. Two of the ground crew members pull down on the higher, lighter wing to level the 
aircraft and allow the third member to install the first pogo on the lower, heavier wing. The lighter 
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wing is then eased back up and one crew member lifts it slightly while another installs the second 
pogo. Once the aircraft weight rests on the heavier wing's pogo, the ground crew clears the aircraft 
and it continues its taxi to parking. 

Because of the high operating altitude, the pilot must wear the equivalent of a space suit. The suit 
delivers the pilot's oxygen supply and emergency protection in case cabin pressure is lost at altitude 
(the cabin provides pressure equivalent to about 29,000 feet / 8,800 metres). To prevent hypoxia and 
decrease the chance of decompression sickness, pilot wear a full-pressure suit and begin breathing 
100% oxygen one hour prior to launch to de-nitrogenize the blood; while moving from the building 
to the aircraft they breathe from a portable oxygen supply. 

The aircraft carries a variety of sensors in the nose, Q-bay (behind the cockpit, also known as the 
camera bay), or wing pods. The U-2 is capable of simultaneously collecting signals, imagery 
intelligence and air samples. Imagery intelligence sensors include either wet film photo, electro-
optic or radar imagery – the latter from the Raytheon ASARS-2 system. It can use both line-of-sight 
and beyond-line-of-sight data links. One of the most unusual instruments in the newest version of 
the U-2 is the off-the-shelf Sony video camera that functions as a digital replacement for the purely 
optical viewsight (an upside down periscope-like viewing device) that was used in older variants to 
get a precise view of the terrain directly below the aircraft, especially during landing. 

When the first overflights of the Soviet Union were tracked by radar, the CIA initiated Project 

RAINBOW to reduce the U-2's radar cross section. This effort ultimately proved unsuccessful, and 
work began on a follow-on aircraft, which resulted in the SR-71 Blackbird. 

Operational life 

Though the US Air Force and Navy would eventually fly the U-2, it was originally a CIA operation, 
run through the Office of Scientific Intelligence. Due to the political implications of a military 
aircraft invading a country's airspace, only CIA U-2s conducted overflights. The pilots had to resign 
their military commissions before joining the CIA as civilians, a process they referred to as "sheep 
dipping". 

Once U-2 units became operational, two units were deployed to Europe and one to the Far East. The 
first U-2 overflight of the Soviet Union occurred in 1956. Leaving from Wiesbaden, Germany, the 
pilot Harvey Stockman flew over Poland, Belorussia, and the Soviet Baltic, before returning to 
Wiesbaden.  

The U-2 came to public attention when CIA pilot Francis Gary Powers was shot down over Soviet 
territory on 1 May 1960, causing the U-2 incident. The United States government at first denied the 
plane's purpose and mission, but then was forced to admit its role as a covert surveillance aircraft 
when the Soviet government produced its remains (largely intact) and surviving pilot. Coming just 
over two weeks before the scheduled opening of an East-West summit in Paris, the incident was a 
great embarrassment to the United States and prompted a marked deterioration in its relations with 
the Soviet Union. 

On 14 October 1962, a U-2 from the 4080th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing, based at Laughlin 

AFB near Del Rio, Texas, and piloted by Major Richard S. Heyser, photographed the Soviet 
military installing nuclear warhead missiles in Cuba, precipitating the Cuban Missile Crisis. In 
1963, the CIA started project Whale Tale to develop carrier-based U-2Gs to overcome range 
limitations. During development of the capability, CIA pilots took off and landed U-2Gs on the 
aircraft carrier USS Ranger and other ships. The U-2G was used only twice operationally. Both 
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flights occurred from USS Ranger in May 1964 to observe France's development of an atomic bomb 
test range at Moruroa in French Polynesia.  

At the end of Republic of China (Taiwan)'s U-2 operations (May 1974), out of a total of 19 U-2 
operated by the 35th Squadron from 1959 to 1974, 11 were lost. The squadron flew a total of about 
220 missions, with about half over mainland China, resulting in five aircraft shot down, with three 
fatalities and two pilots captured, and another six U-2s lost in training with six pilots killed.  

The U-2 remains in USAF frontline service more than 50 years after its first flight despite the 
advent of surveillance satellites. This is primarily due to the ability to direct flights to objectives at 
short notice, which satellites cannot do. The U-2 has outlasted its Mach 3 SR-71 replacement, which 
was retired in 1998. As of early 2010, U-2s from the 99th Expeditionary Reconnaissance Squadron 
have flown over 200 missions in support of operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom.  
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Lockheed 

P-3 ORION 

Role 

maritime patrol 

reconnaissance 

Powerplant 

four Allison 

T56-A-14 turboprops 

3,700 kW each 

First flight 

1959 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

Japan Maritime SDF 

Royal Australian Air Force 

Number built 

757 

 

The Lockheed P-3 Orion is a four-engine turboprop anti-submarine and maritime surveillance 

aircraft developed for the US Navy and introduced in the 1960s. Lockheed based it on the L-188 

Electra commercial airliner. The aircraft is easily recognizable by its distinct tail stinger or "MAD 

Boom", used for the magnetic detection of submarines. Over the years, the aircraft saw numerous 

design advancements, most notably to its electronics packages. The P-3 Orion is still in use by 

numerous navies and air forces around the world, primarily for maritime patrol, reconnaissance, 

anti-surface warfare and anti-submarine warfare.  

Development 

In August 1957, the US Navy called for replacement proposals for the aging P2V Neptune (later 

redesignated P-2) and P5M Marlin (later redesignated P-5) with a more advanced aircraft to 

conduct maritime patrol and antisubmarine warfare. Modifying an existing aircraft was expected to 

save on cost and allow rapid introduction into the fleet. Lockheed suggested a military version of 

their L-188 Electra, which was still in development and had yet to fly. In April 1958 Lockheed won 

the competition and was awarded an initial research and development contract in May.  

Design 

The Orion has four Allison T56-A-14 turboprops (3,700 kW – 4,600 shp each) which give it a top 

speed of 411 knots (761 km/h) comparable to the fastest propeller fighters, or even slow turbofan 

jets such as the A-10 Thunderbolt II. Once on station, one engine is often shut down (usually the 

No. 1 engine - the port outer engine) to conserve fuel and extend the time aloft and/or range when at 

low level. On occasion, both outboard engines can be shut down, weight, weather, and fuel 

permitting. 

More than 40 combatant and noncombatant P-3 variants have demonstrated the rugged reliability 

displayed by the platform flying 12 hour plus missions, 200 ft (61 m) over salt water, while 

maintaining an excellent safety record. The P-3 has an internal bomb bay under the front fuselage 

which can house conventional Mark 50 or Mark 46 torpedoes and/or special (nuclear) weapons. 
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Additional underwing stations, or pylons, can carry other armament configurations including the 

AGM-84 Harpoon, AGM-84E SLAM, AGM-65 Maverick, and various other sea mines and gravity 

bombs. 

The P-3 is equipped with a Magnetic Anomaly Detector (MAD) in the tail. This instrument is able 

to detect the magnetic anomaly generated by a submarine in the Earth's magnetic field. The limited 

range of this instrument requires the aircraft to be overhead or very close to the submarine. Because 

of this it is primarily used for pinpointing the location of a submarine prior to a torpedo attack. Due 

to the incredibly sensitive nature of the detector, electro-magnetic noise can interfere with its 

operation. For this reason, the detector is placed in P-3's distinct tail stinger or "MAD boom", far 

away from rest of the electronics on the aircraft.  

The crew complement varies depending on the role being flown, the variant being operated, and the 

country that is operating the type. In US Navy service, the normal complement is 11: three Naval 

Aviators (Commander, 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 pilot), two Naval Flight Officers (Tactical Coordinator and 

Navigator/Communicator), two flight engineers, three sensor operators (one Radar/MAD operator, 

two Acoustic operators), and one in-flight technician.  

Operational life 

Developed during the Cold War, the P-3's primary mission was to track and eliminate ballistic 

missile submarines, and fast attack submarines, in the event of war. Reconnaissance missions in 

international waters led to occasions where Soviet fighters would "bump" US Navy P-3s or other P-

3 operators such as the Royal Norwegian Air Force. 

In October 1962, P-3A aircraft flew several blockade patrols in the vicinity of Cuba (during Cuban 

Missile Crisis). Having just recently joined the operational fleet earlier that year, this was the first 

employment of the P-3 in a real world "near conflict" situation. Beginning in 1964, forward 

deployed P-3 aircraft began flying a variety of missions under Operation Market Time from bases 

in the Philippines and Vietnam. The only confirmed combat loss of a P-3 also occurred during 

Operation Market Time: in April 1968, a US Navy P-3B of Patrol Squadron 26 (VP-26) was 

downed by anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) fire in the Gulf of Thailand with the loss of the entire crew. 

On 2 August 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait and was poised to strike Saudi Arabia. Within forty-eight 

hours of the initial invasion, US Navy P-3C Orion aircraft were the first American forces to arrive 

in the area. One was a modified platform with a prototype system known as "Outlaw Hunter." 

Within hours of the start of the coalition air campaign, Outlaw Hunter detected a large number of 

Iraqi patrol boats and naval vessels attempting to move from Basra and Umm Qasr to Iranian 

waters. Outlaw Hunter vectored in strike elements which attacked the flotilla near Bubiyan Island 

destroying 11 vessels and damaging scores more. Several days before the 7 January 1991 

commencement of Operation Desert Storm, a P-3C equipped with an APS-137 Inverse Synthetic 

Aperture Radar (ISAR) conducted coastal surveillance along Iraq and Kuwait to provide pre-strike 

reconnaissance on enemy military installations. A total of 55 of the 108 Iraqi vessels destroyed 

during the conflict were targeted by Orion aircraft.  
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Lockheed 

SR-71 BLACKBIRD 

Role 
strategic reconnaissance 

Powerplant 
two Pratt & Whitney 

J58-P4 engines 

(hybrid turbojet-ramjet) 

145 kN – 32,500 lbf each 

First flight 
1964 

Main operators 
United States Air Force 

NASA 

Number built 
32 

 

The Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird was an advanced, long range, Mach 3+ strategic reconnaissance 
aircraft. It was developed from the Lockheed A-12 reconnaissance aircraft in the 1960s by the 
Lockheed Skunk Works as a black project. Clarence "Kelly" Johnson was responsible for many of 
the design's innovative concepts. During reconnaissance missions the SR-71 operated at high 
speeds and altitudes to allow it to outrace threats; if a surface-to-air missile launch was detected, 
standard evasive action was simply to accelerate.  

The SR-71 was unofficially named Blackbird, and called Habu by its crews, referring to an 
Okinawan species of pit viper. Since 1976, it has held the world record for the fastest air breathing 
manned aircraft, a record previously held by the YF-12.  

Development 

During early 1960s, US Air Force was searching for a new, fast, strategic reconnaissance aircraft. 

The B-70 aircraft was proposed for a Reconnaissance/Strike role, with an RS-70 designation. When 

it was clear that CIA’s A-12 performance potential was much greater, the Air Force ordered a 

variant of the A-12 in December 1962. Originally named R-12 by Lockheed, the Air Force version 

was longer and heavier than the A-12. Its fuselage was lengthened for additional fuel capacity to 

increase range. Its cockpit included a second seat and the chines were reshaped. Reconnaissance 

equipment included signals intelligence sensors, a side-looking radar and a photo camera.  

During the 1964 campaign, Republican presidential nominee Barry Goldwater continually criticized 

President Lyndon B. Johnson and his administration for falling behind the Soviet Union in the 

research and development of new weapons systems. Johnson decided to counter this criticism by 

announcing the YF-12A Air Force interceptor (which never went into serial production, but served 

as cover for the still-secret A-12) and the RS-71 Air Force reconnaissance model. Air Force Chief 
of Staff General Curtis LeMay preferred the SR (Strategic Reconnaissance) designation and decided 

the RS-71 to be renamed SR-71. 
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Design 

A particularly difficult issue with flight at over Mach 3 is the high temperatures generated. As an 

aircraft moves through the air at supersonic speed, the air in front of the aircraft is compressed into 

a supersonic shock wave, and the energy generated by this heats the airframe. To address this 

problem, high-temperature materials were needed, and the airframe of the SR-71 was substantially 

made of titanium, obtained from the USSR at the height of the Cold War. Lockheed used many 

guises to prevent the Soviet government from knowing what the titanium was to be used for. 

Finished aircraft were painted a dark blue (almost black) to increase the emission of internal heat 

(since fuel was used as a heat sink for avionics cooling) and to act as camouflage against the night 

sky. The aircraft was designed to minimize its radar cross-section, an early attempt at stealth design.  

Building the Blackbird's structure using 85% titanium and 15% composite materials was a first in 

the aircraft industry. The advances made by Lockheed in fabricating this material have been used in 

subsequent high-speed aircraft, including most modern fighters. Major portions of the upper and 

lower inboard wing skin of the SR-71 were corrugated, not smooth. The thermal expansion stresses 

of a smooth skin would have caused splitting or curling. By making the surface corrugated, the skin 

was allowed to expand vertically and horizontally without overstressing, which also increased 

longitudinal strength. The red stripes on some SR-71s are to prevent maintenance workers from 

damaging the skin. The curved skin near the center of the fuselage is thin and delicate. There is no 

support underneath with exception of the structural ribs, which are spaced several feet apart. 

To allow for thermal expansion at the high operational temperatures, the fuselage panels were 

manufactured to fit only loosely on the ground. Proper alignment was only achieved when the 

airframe heated due to air resistance at high speeds, causing the airframe to expand several inches. 

Because of this, and the lack of a fuel sealing system that could handle the thermal expansion of the 

airframe at extreme temperatures, the aircraft would leak JP-7 jet fuel onto the runway before it 

took off. The aircraft would quickly make a short sprint, meant to warm up the airframe, and was 

then refueled in the air before departing on its mission. Cooling was carried out by cycling fuel 

behind the titanium surfaces at the front of the wings (chines). On landing after a mission the 

canopy temperature was over 300 °C (572 °F), too hot to approach. 

The SR-71 was the first operational aircraft designed around a stealthy shape and materials. The 

first studies in radar stealth technology seemed to indicate that a shape with flattened, tapering sides 

would avoid reflecting most radar energy toward the radar beams' place of origin. To this end, the 

radar engineers suggested adding chines to the design and canting the vertical control surfaces 

inward. The SR-71 made its debut years before Pyotr Ya. Ufimtsev's ground-breaking research 

made possible today's stealth technologies, and, despite Lockheed's best efforts, the SR-71 was still 

easy to track by radar and had a huge infrared signature when cruising at Mach 3.2 or more. It was 

visible on air traffic control radar for hundreds of miles, even when not using its transponder. SR-

71s were evidently detected by radar, as missiles were often fired at them. 

One of the Blackbird's interesting features was its chines, sharp edges leading aft on either side of 

the nose and along the sides of the fuselage. The Blackbird was originally not going to have chines. 

At its A-3 design stage, the fuselage had a circular or vertical oval cross section. Dr. Frank Rodgers, 

of the Scientific Engineering Institute (a CIA front company), had discovered that a section of a 

sphere – round on the bottom and flat on top – had a greatly reduced radar reflection. He adapted 

this to a cylindrical fuselage by 'stretching' the sides out and leaving the bottom round. 

The aerodynamicists discovered that the chines generated powerful vortices around themselves, 

generating much additional lift near the front of the aircraft, leading to surprising improvements in 
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aerodynamic performance. Landing speeds were reduced, since the chines' vortices created 

turbulent flow over the wings at high angles of attack, making it harder for the wings to stall. The 

chines act like the leading edge extensions that increase the agility of modern fighters such as the F-

16, F/A-18, MiG-29 and Su-27.  

The Pratt & Whitney J58-P4 engines used in the Blackbird were the only American engines 

designed to operate continuously on afterburner, and became more efficient as speed increased. 

Each J58 engine could produce 32,500 lbf (145 kN) of static thrust. The Blackbird's engines started 

up with the assistance of an external engine referred to as a "start cart". The cart included two Buick 
Wildcat V8 engines positioned underneath the aircraft. The two engines powered a single, vertical 

driveshaft connecting to a single J58 engine. Once one engine was started, the cart was wheeled to 

the other side of the aircraft to start the other engine. 

The J58 was unique in that it was a hybrid jet engine. It could operate as a regular turbojet at low 

speeds, but at high speeds it became a ramjet. The engine can be thought of as a turbojet engine 

inside a ramjet engine. At lower speeds, the turbojet provided most of the compression and most of 

the energy from fuel combustion. At higher speeds, the turbojet throttled back and sat in the middle 

of the engine as air passed around it, having been compressed by the shock cones and only burning 

fuel in the afterburner. 

The air inlets allowed the plane to cruise at over Mach 3.2, yet kept air flowing into the turbojet 

engines at a subsonic, Mach 0.5 speed. At the front of each inlet was a sharply pointed, movable 

shock cone called a "spike", that was locked in its full forward position on the ground and when in 

subsonic flight. As the aircraft accelerated past Mach 1.6, an internal jackscrew moved the spike as 

much as 26 inches (66 cm) to the rear.  

SR-71 engines are burning special JP-7 jet fuel, which had a relatively high flash point (140 °F, 60 

°C) to cope with the heat. The fuel was used as a coolant and hydraulic fluid in the aircraft before 

being burned. The fuel contained fluorocarbons to increase its lubricity and an oxidizing agent to 

enable it to burn in the engines. JP-7 is very slippery and extremely difficult to light in any 

conventional way. The slipperiness was a disadvantage on the ground, because the aircraft leaked 

small amounts of fuel when not flying; fortunately JP-7 was not a fire hazard.  

When the engines of the aircraft were started, puffs of triethylborane (TEB), which ignites on 

contact with air, were injected into the engines to produce temperatures high enough to ignite the 

JP-7 initially. The TEB produced a characteristic puff of greenish flame that could often be seen as 

the engines were ignited. TEB was also used to ignite the afterburners. The aircraft had only 20 

fluid ounces (600 ml) of TEB on board for each engine, enough for at least 16 injections (a counter 

advised the pilot of the number of TEB injections remaining), but this was more than enough for the 

requirements of any missions it was likely to carry out. 

The aircraft's maximum speed is limited by the specific maximum temperature for the compressor 
inlet of 800 °F (427 °C). Recent studies of inlets of this type have shown that current technology 

could allow for speeds with a lower limit of Mach 6. It is known that the J58 engines were most 

efficient at around Mach 3.2, and this was the Blackbird's typical cruising speed. The SR-71's J58 

engines never exceeded test bench values above Mach 3.6 in unclassified tests. 

Crews flying the SR-71 at 80,000 ft (24,000 m) faced two main survival problems: maintaining 

consciousness at high altitude, and surviving ejection. With a standard pressure demand oxygen 

mask, human lungs cannot absorb oxygen quickly enough above 43,000 ft (13,000 m). The pressure 

difference inside the mask versus the cockpit pressure on the chest also makes exhalation extremely 
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difficult. In addition, emergency ejection at Mach 3.2 would expose the pilot to an instant heat rise 

pulse of approximately 450 °F (230 °C) as a result of the air flow. To solve these problems, the 

David Clark Company was hired to produce protective full pressure suits for the A-12, YF-12 and 

SR-71 aircraft. These suits were later adapted for use on the Space Shuttle. 

Blackbird precision navigation requirements for route accuracy, sensor pointing and target tracking 

preceded the development and fielding of the Global Positioning System (GPS). U-2 and A-12 

Inertial Navigation Systems (INSs) existed, but US Air Force planners wanted a system that would 

limit inertial position error growth for longer missions envisioned for the SR-71. 

Nortronics, the electronics development organization of Northrop, had extensive astro-inertial 

experience, having provided an earlier generation system for the USAF Snark missile. With this 

background, Nortronics developed the Astro-Inertial Navigation System (ANS) for the AGM-48 
Skybolt missile, which was to be launched from B-52H bombers. When the Skybolt program was 

cancelled in December 1962, the assets Nortronics developed for the Skybolt program were ordered 

to be adapted for the Blackbird program.  

The ANS primary alignment was done on the ground and was time consuming, but brought the 

inertial components to a high degree of accuracy for the start of a mission. A "blue light" source star 

tracker, which could detect and find stars during day or night, would then continuously track stars 

selected from the system's digital computer ephemeris as the changing aircraft position would bring 

them into view. Originally equipped with data on 56 selected stars, the system would correct inertial 

orientation errors with celestial observations. The ANS was located behind the RSO 

(Reconnaissance Systems Officer) station and tracked stars through a round quartz window in the 

upper fuselage. The ANS was a reliable and accurate self-contained navigation system. 

Reconnaissance capabilities for the SR-71 included optical/infrared imagery systems, a side-
looking airborne radar (SLAR), and electronic intelligence (ELINT) gathering systems.  

Wide area imaging was given by two Itek Operational Objective Cameras (located in the wing 

chines), that provided stereo imagery left and right of the flight track. A closer view of the target 

area was given by the HYCON Technical Objective Camera, that could look straight down or up to 

45 degrees left or right of centerline; SR-71s were equipped with two of them, each with a six-inch 

(152 mm) resolution and the ability to show such details as the painted lines in parking lots from an 

altitude of 83,000 feet (25,000 m). In the later years of the SR-71 operation, usage of the infrared 

camera was discontinued. 

The side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) was carried in the removable nose section; it was 

eventually replaced by an Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar System (ASARS). Both were ground 

mapping imaging systems and could collect data in fixed swaths left or right of centerline or from a 

spot location where higher resolution was desired.  

The ELINT gathering system, called the Electro Magnetic Reconnaissance system (EMR), could be 

carried in both the left and right chine bays to provide a wide view of the electronic signal fields the 

Blackbird was flying through. Computer-loaded instructions looked for items of special intelligence 

interest.  

Operational life 

The SR-71 was in service with the US Air Force from 1964 to 1998. Twelve of the 32 aircraft were 

destroyed in accidents; none was lost to enemy action. 
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Swedish J-37 Viggen pilots, using the predictable patterns of SR-71 routine flights over the Baltic 

Sea, managed to lock their radar on the SR-71 on numerous occasions. Despite heavy jamming 

from the SR-71, target illumination was maintained by feeding target location from ground-based 

radars to the fire-control computer in the Viggen. The most common site for the lock-on to occur 

was the thin stretch of international airspace between Öland and Gotland that the SR-71 used on the 

return flight.  

Although equipped with defensive electronic countermeasures, the SR-71's greatest protection was 

its high top speed, which made it almost invulnerable to the attack technologies of the time; all the 

pilot had to do was to accelerate. Over the course of its service life, not one was shot down, despite 

over 4,000 attempts to do so.  
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Grumman 

E-2 HAWKEYE 

Role 

airborne early warning 

Powerplant 

two Allison 

T56-A-427 turboprops 

3,800 kW each 

First flight 

1960 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

Japan Air Self-Defence F. 

Egyptian Air Force 

Number built 

205 

 

The Grumman E-2 Hawkeye is an American all-weather, carrier-capable, tactical Airborne Early 

Warning (AEW) aircraft. This twin-turboprop airplane was designed and developed during the late 

1950s and early 1960s by the Grumman Aircraft Company for the US Navy as a replacement for 

the earlier E-1 Tracer, which was rapidly becoming obsolete. E-2 performance has been upgraded 

with the E-2B and E-2C versions, where most of the changes were made to the radar and radio 

communications due to advances in electronic integrated circuits and other electronics. The last 

version is the E-2D Advanced Hawkeye, which first flew in 2007. 

In recent decades, the E-2 has been commonly referred to as the "Hummer" because of the 

distinctive sounds of its turboprop engines, quite unlike that of turbojet and turbofan engines. The 

E-2 and its sister, the C-2 Greyhound, are currently the only propeller airplanes that operate from 

aircraft carriers. In addition to US Navy service, smaller numbers of E-2s have been sold to the 

armed forces of Egypt, France, Israel, Japan, Singapore and Taiwan. 

Development 

Continual improvements in airborne radars up through 1956 led to the construction of AEW 

airplanes by several different countries and several different armed forces. The functions of 

command and control, and sea and air surveillance, were also added. The first airplane to perform 

these missions for the US Navy and its allies was the Grumman E-1 Tracer, which was a modified 

version of the venerable S-2 Tracker piston-engined anti-submarine warfare plane. The E-1 was 

utilized by the US Navy from 1958 to 1977.  

The E-1 successor, the E-2 Hawkeye, was the first carrier plane that had been designed from its 

wheels up as an AEW and command and control airplane. The E-2A entered US Navy service in 

January 1964 with VAW-11 at North Island NAS. The first deployment was aboard the USS Kitty 

Hawk (CVA-63) in October 1965. 
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Design 

The E-2 Hawkeye is a high-wing airplane, with one turboprop engine (Allison T56-A-427 – 3,800 

kW) in each wing, and tricycle landing gear. As with all carrier-borne airplanes, the E-2 is equipped 

with a tail hook for landings, and it is capable of using the aircraft carrier's catapults for take-off. A 

distinguishing feature of the Hawkeye is its 24-foot (7.3 m) diameter rotating dome that is mounted 

above its fuselage and wings. This carries the E-2's primary antennas for its long-range radars. No 

other carrier-borne aircraft possesses one of these, and among land-based aircraft, they are mostly 

seen atop the Boeing's E-3 Sentry, a larger AEW airplane operated by the US Air Force and NATO 

in large numbers. The aircraft has a standard crew of five: two pilots, one combat information 

center officer, one air control officer and the radar operator.  

The E-2C variant use advanced electronic sensors combined with digital computerized signal 

processing, for early warning of enemy aircraft attacks and anti-ship missile attacks, and the control 

of the carrier's combat air patrol (CAP) fighters, and secondarily for surveillance of the surrounding 

sea and land for enemy warships and guided-missile launchers, and any other electronic 

surveillance missions as directed by the battle group's admiral in charge, or the captain of the 

aircraft carrier. Last E-2C variants features the APS-145 radar with a new mission computer and 

CIC (Combat Information Center) workstations, and carries US Navy’s new CEC (Cooperative 

Engagement Capability) data-link system; they are also fitted with a larger capacity vapor cycle 

avionics cooling system. 

The latest version, the E-2D Advanced Hawkeye, is currently under development and, as of early 

2010, the first two aircraft, "Delta One" and "Delta Two" are in flight testing. The E-2D features an 

entirely new avionics suite, including the new APY-9 radar, radio suite, mission computer, 

integrated satellite communications capability, flight management system, improved turboprop 

engines, a new "glass cockpit", and the added capability for air-to-air refueling. The APY-9 AESA 

radar features an Active Electronically Scanned Array, which adds electronic scanning to the 

mechanical rotation of the radar in its radome. 

Operational life 

The E-2 Hawkeye is a crucial component of all US Navy carrier air wings, and each carrier is 

equipped with four Hawkeyes (five in some situations), allowing for continuous 24-hour-a-day 

operation of at least one Hawkeye, and allowing for one or two of them to be undergoing 

maintenance in the aircraft carrier's hangar deck at all times. 

Since entering combat in 1964 during the Vietnam War, the E-2 has served the US Navy around the 

world, acting as the electronic "eyes of the fleet". More recently, E-2Cs provided the command and 

control for both aerial warfare and land-attack missions during the Persian Gulf War. Hawkeyes 

have supported the US Coast Guard, the US Customs Service, and American federal and state 

police forces during anti-drug operations. During Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation 

Iraqi Freedom, all ten regular Navy Hawkeye squadrons flew overland sorties.  
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Boeing 

E-3 SENTRY 

Role 

airborne warning and 

control system 

Powerplant 

four Pratt & Whitney 

TF33-PW-100A turbofans 

93 kN – 20,900 lbf each 

First flight 

1976 

Main operators 

United States Air Force 

Royal Air Force 

Royal Saudi Air Force 

Number built 

68 

 

The Boeing E-3 Sentry is an American military Airborne Warning And Control System (AWACS) 

aircraft based on the Boeing 707, that provides all-weather surveillance, command, control and 

communications. It is used by countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom, France, 

Saudi Arabia, and NATO air defense forces. It is distinguished by the disc-shaped radome above 

the fuselage. Production ended in 1992 after 68 had been built. 

Development 

In June 1965, the USAF asked for proposals for feasibility studies into the provision of an AWACS 

system to replace the Air Force's existing EC-121 Warning Stars, which served in the AEW 

(Airborne Early Warning) role, taking advantage of improvements in radar technology which 

allowed airborne radars to "Look Down" and detect low flying aircraft, even over land, which 

would previously be undetectable due to ground clutter. Contracts were given to Boeing, Douglas 

and Lockheed. Lockheed was eliminated in July 1966 and Boeing was selected ahead of McDonnell 

Douglas's proposal based on the DC-8, in July 1970.  

Westinghouse Corporation and the Hughes Aircraft Company have been asked to compete to 

produce the radar for the new aircraft; Westinghouse's engineering team won this competition by 

having a programmable 18-bit computer whose software could be modified before each mission, 

and for multiplexing a Beyond The Horizon (BTH) mode that could complement the pulse-Doppler 

radar mode.  

The USAF E-3 fleet completed its largest upgrade in 2001. Known as the Block 30/35 Modification 

Program, the upgrade includes four enhancements:  

 Electronic Support Measures (ESM) for passive detection – an electronic surveillance 

capability to detect and identify air and surface-based emitters. 

 Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) to provide secure, anti-jam 

communication for information distribution, position location and identification capabilities. 
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 An increase in the memory capability of the computer to accommodate JTIDS, ESM and 

future enhancements. 

 Global Positioning System (GPS). 

Design 

The E-3 Sentry is a modified Boeing 707-320B Advanced commercial airframe with four Pratt and 

Whitney TF33-PW-100A turbofans, 93 kN each. Modifications included a rotating radar dome, 

single-point ground, air-to-air refueling capability, and a bail-out chute. 

The unpressurized dome is 30 feet (9.1 m) in diameter, six feet (1.8 m) thick at the center, and is 

held 11 feet (3.4 m) above the fuselage by two struts. It is tilted down six degrees at the front to 

reduce its air drag during take-offs, and while flying endurance speed (which is corrected 

electronically by both the radar and SSR antenna phase shifters). The hydraulically-rotated antenna 

system permits the Westinghouse AN/APY-1 and AN/APY-2 passive electronically scanned array 

radars to provide surveillance from the Earth's surface up into the stratosphere, over land or water. 

The pulse doppler radar has a range of more than 250 miles (400 km) for low-flying targets at its 

operating altitude (essentially to the radar horizon), and the (BTH) beyond the horizon radar mode 

has a range of approximately 400 miles (650 km) for aerospace vehicles flying at medium to high 

altitudes (essentially above the radar horizon). The radar is combined with an SSR (Secondary 

Surveillance Radar) subsystem thus providing a look-down to detect, identify and track enemy and 

friendly low-flying aircraft while eliminating ground clutter returns. 

The E-3 as equipped by the USAF and NATO, can fly without refueling for about eight hours, or 

around 4,000 miles (6,400 km). The Sentry's range and on-station time can be increased through 

air-to-air refueling and the crews can work in shifts by the use of an on-board crew rest and meals 

area. Standard missions features a flight crew of 4 and a mission crew of 13-19.  

Operational life 

The US Air Force have a total of 32 E-3s in active service (2010). 27 are stationed at Tinker AFB 

and belong to the Air Combat Command (ACC). Four are assigned to the Pacific Air Forces 

(PACAF) and stationed at Kadena AB, Okinawa AFB and Elmendorf AFB. One aircraft (TS-3) is 

assigned to the Boeing Aircraft Company for testing and development.  

E-3 Sentry aircraft were among the first to deploy during Operation Desert Shield where they 

immediately established an around-the-clock radar screen to defend against Iraqi forces. During 

Operation Desert Storm, E-3s flew more than 400 missions and logged more than 5,000 hours of 

on-station time. The data collection capability of the E-3 radar and computer subsystems allowed an 

entire air war to be recorded for the first time in history. In addition to providing senior leadership 

with time-critical information on the actions of enemy forces, E-3 controllers assisted in 38 of the 

40 air-to-air kills recorded during the conflict.  
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Bell-Boeing 

V-22 OSPREY 

 

Role 

VTOL transport 

Powerplant 

two Rolls-Royce Allison 

T406/AE 1107C turboshafts 

4,590 kW each 

First flight 

1989 

Main operators 

United States Marine Corps 

United States Air Force 

Number built 

112 (2010) 

 

The Bell-Boeing V-22 Osprey is an American multi-mission, military, tiltrotor aircraft with both a 

vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) and short takeoff and landing (STOL) capability. It is designed 

to combine the functionality of a conventional helicopter with the long-range, high-speed cruise 

performance of a turboprop aircraft. 

The V-22 originated from the United States Department of Defense Joint-service Vertical take-

off/landing eXperimental (JVX) aircraft program started in 1981. The team of Bell Helicopter, and 

Boeing Helicopters was awarded a development contract in 1983 for the tiltrotor aircraft. The V-22 

first flew in 1989, and began flight testing and design alterations; the complexity and difficulties of 

being the first tiltrotor intended for military service in the world led to many years of development. 

The US Marine Corps began crew training for the Osprey in 2000, and fielded it in 2007; it is 

supplementing and will eventually replace their CH-46 Sea Knights. The Osprey's other operator, 

the US Air Force fielded their version of the tiltrotor in 2009. Since entering service with the USMC 

and USAF, the Osprey has been deployed for combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Development 

The failure of the Iran hostage rescue mission in 1980 demonstrated to the United States military a 

need for "a new type of aircraft, that could not only take off and land vertically but also could carry 

combat troops, and do so at speed." The US Department of Defense began the JVX aircraft program 

in 1981, under US Army leadership. The US Navy/Marines was given the lead in 1983. A request 

for proposals (RFP) was issued in December 1982 for JVX preliminary design work. The Bell-

Boeing team submitted a proposal for a enlarged version of the Bell XV-15 prototype on 17 

February 1983. This was the only proposal received and a preliminary design contract was awarded 

on 26 April 1983.  

Work has been split evenly between Bell and Boeing. Bell Helicopter manufactures and integrates 

the wing, nacelles, rotors, drive system, tail surfaces, and aft ramp, as well as integrates the Rolls-

Royce turboshafts and performs final assembly. Boeing Helicopters manufactures and integrates the 
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fuselage, cockpit, avionics, and flight controls. The USMC variant of the Osprey received the MV-

22 designation, and the USAF variant received the CV-22 one. Full-scale development of the V-22 

Osprey tilt-rotor aircraft began in 1986.  

The first of six MV-22 prototypes first flew on 19 March 1989 in the helicopter mode, and on 14 

September 1989 as a fixed-wing plane. The third and fourth prototypes successfully completed the 

Osprey's first sea trials on the USS Wasp in December 1990. The fourth and fifth prototypes 

crashed in 1991-92. From October 1992 until April 1993, Bell and Boeing redesigned the V-22 to 

reduce empty weight, simplify manufacture and reduce production costs. This redesigned version 

became the V-22B model. V-22 flights resumed in June 1993 after safety improvements were 

incorporated in the prototypes.  

The first of four low rate initial production aircraft, ordered on 28 April 1997, was delivered on 27 

May 1999. In 2000, there were two further fatal crashes, killing a total of 19 Marines, and the 

aircraft was again grounded while the cause of these crashes was investigated and various parts 

were redesigned. The V-22 completed its final operational evaluation in June 2005. The evaluation 

was deemed successful; events included long range deployments, high altitude, desert and 

shipboard operations. The problems identified in various accidents had been addressed.  

Design 

The Osprey is the world's first production tiltrotor aircraft, with one three-bladed proprotor, 

turboprop engine, and transmission nacelle mounted on each wingtip. For takeoff and landing, it 

typically operates as a helicopter with the nacelles vertical and rotors horizontal. Once airborne, the 

nacelles rotate forward 90° in as little as 12 seconds for horizontal flight, converting the V-22 to a 

more fuel-efficient, higher-speed turboprop aircraft. STOL-rolling takeoff and landing capability is 

achieved by having the nacelles tilted forward up to 45°. For compact storage and transport, the V-

22's wing rotates to align, front-to-back, with the fuselage. The proprotors can also fold in a 

sequence taking 90 seconds. Composite materials make up 43% of the V-22's airframe; the 

proprotors blades also use composites.  

The V-22's two Rolls-Royce Allison T406/AE 1107C-Liberty turboshafts (6,150 hp – 4,590 kW 

each) are connected by drive shafts to a common center gearbox so that one engine can power both 

proprotors if an engine failure occurs. Most Osprey missions will use fixed wing flight 75% or 

more of the time, reducing wear and tear on the aircraft and reducing operational costs. This fixed 

wing flight is higher and faster than typical helicopter missions, allowing longer operational range 

and improved command and control.  

The aircraft has a crew of four (two pilots, two flight engineers) and a capacity of 24 troops seated, 

or 32 troops floor-loaded, or 20,000 lb (9 tons) of internal cargo, or up to 15,000 lb (6.8 tons) of 

external cargo using a dual hook. Its operational range is roughly five times greater than the range 

of a classical helicopter with the same payload.  

The V-22 is equipped with a glass cockpit, which incorporates four Multi-Function Displays 

(MFDs) and one shared Central Display Unit (CDU), allowing the pilots to display a variety of 

images including: digimaps centered or decentered on current position, Forward-Looking Infra Red   

(FLIR) imagery, primary flight instruments, navigation (TACAN, VOR, ILS, GPS, INS), and 

system status. The flight director panel of the Cockpit Management System (CMS) allows for fully-

coupled (autopilot) functions which will take the aircraft from forward flight into a 50 ft (15 m) 

hover with no pilot interaction other than programming the system.  
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The V-22 is a fly-by-wire aircraft with triple-redundant flight control systems. With the nacelles 

pointing straight up in conversion mode at 90° the flight computers command the aircraft to fly like 

a helicopter, with cyclic forces being applied to a conventional swashplate at the rotor hub. With the 

nacelles in airplane mode (0°) the flaperons, rudder, and elevator fly the aircraft like an airplane. 

This is a gradual, computer-made transition, and occurs over the rotation range of the nacelles. The 

lower the nacelles, the greater effect of the airplane-mode control surfaces. The nacelles can rotate 

past vertical to 97.5° for rearward flight.  

The Osprey can be armed with one 7.62x51mm NATO M240 machine gun or 12.7 mm M2 machine 

gun on the loading ramp, that can be fired rearward when the ramp is lowered. BAE Systems 

developed a belly-mounted, remotely operated gun turret system for the V-22, named the Interim 

Defense Weapon System. This system is remotely operated by a gunner inside the aircraft, who 

acquires targets with a separate pod using color television and FLIR imagery. The belly gun system 

was installed on half of the first V-22s deployed to Afghanistan in 2009, but found limited use due 

to its 800 lb (360 kg) weight and restrictive rules of engagement.  

Operational life 

The MV-22 reached initial operational capability (IOC) with the US Marine Corps on 13 June 

2007. On 10 July 2007 an MV-22 Osprey landed aboard the Royal Navy aircraft carrier HMS 

Illustrious in the Atlantic Ocean. This marked the first time a V-22 had landed on any non-US 

vessel.  

On 13 April 2007, the US Marine Corps announced that it would be sending ten V-22 aircraft and 

over 150 Marines to Iraq for Osprey's first combat deployment. On 17 September 2007, ten MV-

22Bs of VMM-263 left for Iraq aboard the USS Wasp. The Osprey has provided support in Iraq, 

with 3,000 sorties totaling 5,200 hours as of July 2008.  

The MV-22 was deployed to Afghanistan in November 2009 with VMM-261, and saw its first 

offensive combat mission, Operation Cobra's Anger, on 4 December 2009: Ospreys assisted in 

inserting 1,000 Marines and 150 Afghan troops into the Now Zad Valley of Helmand Province in 

southern Afghanistan, to disrupt communication and supply lines of the Taliban. 

In June 2009, USAF CV-22s of the 8th Special Operations Squadron delivered 43,000 pounds 

(20,000 kg) of humanitarian supplies to remote villages in Honduras that were not accessible by 

conventional vehicles.  
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Yakovlev 

YAK-38 FORGER 

 

Role 

VTOL fighter-attack 

Powerplant 

1 Tumansky R-27 turbojet 

(66.7 kN – 15,000 lbf) 

2 Rybinsk RD-38 turbojets 

(31.9 kN – 7,100 lbf each) 

First flight 

1971 

Main operators 

Soviet Naval Aviation 

Number built 

231 

 

The Yakovlev Yak-38 (NATO designation Forger) was Soviet Naval Aviation's first and only 

operational VTOL strike fighter aircraft. It saw little operational service, and for 15 years only 

(1976-1991), but was a remarcable Soviet achievement with many advanced operational features 

for that time (hands-free landing sistem on aircraft carriers, automatic pilot ejection on takeoff and 

landing procedures if a failure of any one of the three engines).  

Development 

An initial order for an operational VTOL ship-borne jet fighter for the Soviet Navy was placed in 

December 1967, after the successful demonstration of the Yakovlev Yak-36 Freehand experimental 

jet-lift aircraft, which had begun its flight test programme at Zhukovsky in early 1963. 

The design of the subsequent Yak-38 was governed by the need to operate from small aircraft-

carrier decks. The joint requirement specified by the Soviet AVMF (Aviatsiya Voyenno-Morskovo 

Flota – naval air force) and VVS (Voyenno-Vozdushniye Sily – air force), finalised in January 1969, 

envisaged a high-subsonic aircraft for operations from ‘aviation cruisers’ as well as from 
unprepared landing strips. Supersonic performances would have implied many difficulties of 

development, and it was decided to initially develop a relatively simple aircraft limited to Mach 

0.95. Although the Yak-38 was initally developed from the land-based Yak-36, the aircraft had 

quite nothing in common. 

Design 

For lift and cruise modes, the Yak-38 was fitted with a single Tumansky R-27 V-300 turbojet (66.7 

kN), with a plenum chamber directing thrust through two rotating exhaust nozzles, these being 

arranged one on either side of the rear fuselage, with a rotational arc of 95°. This main engine was 

essentially a vectored-thrust, non-afterburning version of the turbojet used in the MiG-23.  

The main engine alone did not develop enough power for vertical flight modes, and was therefore 

supplemented by two Rybinsk RD-38 turbojets (31.9 kN each), arranged in vertical tandem 
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configuration within the forward fuselage immediately aft of the cockpit, and angled aft at 10° from 

the vertical. In order to ensure a smooth transition from vertical to horizontal flight, these two lift 

engines were ultimately fitted with deflector vanes that directed the thrust over a range of 30° fore 

and aft. A rear-hinged door incorporating 24 spring-loaded louvres covered the intakes for the two 

lift engines during horizontal flight.  

Additional control for the low-speed and VTOL flight regimes was provided by main-engine bleed 

air dispensed from reaction-control valves, located above and below the wingtips, and below the 

nose and tailcone.  

The SK-EM (Sistema Katapultirovaniya EkstreMalnaya – extreme ejection system) was engaged 

when the aircraft left the deck and was engineered to automatically eject the pilot on his ‘zero-zero’ 
seat on the failure of any one of the three engines. In addition, the SK-EM monitored parameters 

relating to aircraft attitude and rate of descent; any combination of dangerous factors resulted also 

in an automatic pilot ejection. 

The Yak-38 used a hands-free landing system. The aircraft could negotiate a telemetry / 

telecommand link with a computer system in the aircraft carrier which would allow it to be guided 

onto the deck with no interaction from the pilot. A similar feature for carrier operations of the 

British VTOL Sea Harrier has been experienced only in 2005, when the aircraft was already 

timetabled to be retired.  

The Yak-38’s powerplant and characteristics could’n afford it an important payload even on short 
range. On four pylons in total, the aircraft could be armed with one or two GSh-23L 23 mm pod-

mounted guns, or two anti-ship or air-to-surface Kh-23 missiles (the Kh-23 was radiocontrolled, had 

10 kilometres of range, and required a guidance pod on a separate pylon).  

Operational life 

The Yak-38 Forger was sent for flight tests in June 1970. Mikhail Deksbakh carried out the first 

flight, in conventional mode, on January 15, 1971. The Yak-38 made its first flight in short takeoff 

mode on May 25, 1971. Sea trials aboard the "aviation cruiser" Kiev were observed in 1975. The 

Yak-38’s limited useful payload was always its Achilles’ heel, but the high ambient temperatures 
that had been encountered in the Black Sea during the summer 1976 trials frequently prevented the 

aircraft from carrying any external stores, despite a reduced fuel load. 

During April and May 1980, four Yak-38s were deployed to Afghanistan as part of a 50-day trial 

codenamed Romb-1, although the ‘hot and high’ conditions prevented any meaningful combat 
missions from being undertaken. The aircraft was retired from operational service in 1991.  
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Hawker Siddeley 

HARRIER 

Role 

VTOL fighter-attack 

Powerplant 

one Rolls-Royce Pegasus 

F402-RR-408 turbofan 

105 kN – 23,600 lbf 

First flight 

1967 

Main operators 

Royal Air Force 

Royal Navy 

United States Marine Corps 

Number built 

824 

 

The Hawker Siddeley Harrier, informally referred to as the Jump Jet, is a family of British-

designed military jet aircraft capable of Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing (V/STOL) via thrust 

vectoring. The Harrier family is the only truly successful design of this type from the many that 

arose in the 1960s. 

There are four main versions of the Harrier family: Hawker Siddeley Harrier, British Aerospace 

Sea Harrier, Boeing/BAE Systems AV-8B Harrier II, and BAE Systems/Boeing Harrier II. The 

Hawker Siddeley Harrier is the first generation version and is also known as the AV-8A Harrier. 

The Sea Harrier is a naval strike/air defence fighter. The AV-8B and BAE Harrier II are the US and 

British variants respectively of the second generation Harrier aircraft. 

Development 

Following an approach by the Bristol Engine Company in 1957, that was planning a vectored thrust 

engine, Hawker Aircraft came up with a design (P.1127) for an aircraft that could meet the NATO 

specification for a "Light Tactical Support Fighter". The P.1127 was ordered as a prototype and 

flew in 1960; development continued with 9 evaluation aircraft, the Hawker Siddeley Kestrel. These 

started flying in 1964 and were assessed by the "Tri-partite Evaluation Squadron" which consisted 

of British, US and German pilots. In 1966, RAF ordered a modified P.1127/Kestrel as the Harrier 

GR.1.  

The Hawker Siddeley Harrier GR.1/GR.3 and the AV-8A Harrier were the first generation of the 

Harrier series, the first operational close-support and reconnaissance attack aircraft with 

Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing (V/STOL) capabilities. These were developed directly from the 

Hawker P.1127 prototype and the Kestrel evaluation aircraft. 

The British Aerospace Sea Harrier is a naval V/STOL jet fighter, reconnaissance and attack 

aircraft, a development of the Hawker Siddeley Harrier. The first version entered service with the 

Royal Navy's Fleet Air Arm in April 1980 as the Sea Harrier FRS.1, and was informally known as 

the Shar. The upgraded Sea Harrier FA2 entered service in 1993. It was withdrawn from Royal 
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Navy service in March 2006. The Sea Harrier FRS Mk.51 is in active service with the Indian 

Navy, which operates the jet from its aircraft carrier INS Viraat.  

The Harrier was extensively redeveloped by McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) and British 

Aerospace (now BAE Systems), leading to the AV-8B Harrier II and Harrier GR.5/GR.7/GR.9, 

respectively.  

The Boeing/BAE Systems AV-8B Harrier II is a family of second-generation V/STOL jet multi-

role aircraft of the late 20th century. Developed from the earlier Hawker Siddeley Harrier, it is 

primarily used for light attack or multi-role tasks, typically operated from small aircraft carriers. 

Versions are used by several NATO countries, including Spain, Italy, and the United States. The 

BAE Systems/Boeing Harrier II (GR.5/GR.7/GR.9) is a modified AV-8B Harrier II, used by the 

RAF and, since 2006, the Royal Navy.  

Between 1969 and 2003, 824 Harrier variants were delivered. While manufacture of new Harriers 

concluded in 1997, the last remanufactured aircraft (Harrier II Plus configuration) was delivered in 

December 2003 which ended the Harrier production line.  

Design 

The Harrier is a subsonic attack aircraft. The crew is one, two on training version. It has two 

landing gear on the fuselage and two outrigger landing gear on the wings. The Harrier is equipped 

with four (six on Harrier II) wing and three fuselage pylons, for carrying weapons and external fuel 

tanks. 

The Harrier family features a single Rolls-Royce Pegasus vectored-thrust turbofan engine (on AV-

8B the F402-RR-408 type, 105 kN thrust) with two air intakes and four vectorable nozzles (two cold 

forward, two hot aft). The Harrier also has smaller valved control nozzles (puffers) in nose, tail and 

wingtips to provide hover control. 

Air enters the Pegasus engine via the two intakes and first passes through the low-pressure (LP) 

compressor. Upon exiting the LP compressor around 58% percent of the airflow enters a plenum 

chamber; on either side of this chamber are the two forward vectoring nozzles through which this 

cold (100º C) air is expelled to provide thrust. The remaining 42% of the airflow passes to the high-

pressure (HP) compressor. On leaving the HP compressor it enters the combustion chambers, is 

heated by burning fuel in the air stream and then passes over the HP and LP turbines, which drive 

their respective compressors. Once the heated air leaves the turbines it passes into a bifurcated duct 

which leads to the further pair of aft vectoring nozzles. These nozzles allow the hot (650º C) air to 

exit the aircraft and balance the thrust from the forward nozzles, the two sets of nozzles being set 

about the aircraft's centre of gravity. In order to eliminate gyroscopic precessional effects when 

manoeuvering in the hover, the LP and HP spools of the engine contra-rotate, their respective 

gyroscopic forces cancelling each other out. 

In addition to the vectoring engine nozzles, the Harrier also requires a method of controlling its 

attitude during jet-borne flight (hover), when the normal aerodynamic surfaces are ineffective. To 

this end, a system of reaction control nozzles in the nose (blowing down), wingtips (blowing up and 

down) and tail (down and lateral blowing) are fitted to the aircraft. These nozzles are supplied with 

high pressure air bled from the engine and are operated by the normal flying controls. Pilot controls 

operate valves in each nozzle that allow powerful jets of compressed air to provide the desired 

movement in pitch, roll or yaw. The system is energized once the engine nozzles have been partially 

vectored, with the amount of engine bleed air increasing with reducing airspeed, allowing for the 
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seamless passing of authority from aerodynamic to reaction controls. This frees the pilot from any 

excessive workload during the transition to and from conventional flight, increasing aircraft safety. 

However, the level of understanding and skill needed to pilot the Harrier is considerable. The 

aircraft is capable of both forward flight (where it behaves in the manner of a typical fixed-wing 

aircraft above its stall speed), and VTOL and STOL maneuvers (where the traditional lift and 

control surfaces are useless). This requires skills more usually associated with helicopters; many 

recruit trainee pilots come from the most experienced and skilled helicopter pilots in their 

organisations. 

The four vectorable nozzles position can be set between zero degrees (horizontal, pointing directly 

back) and 98 degrees (pointing down and slightly forwards). The 90 degree place is generally used 

for VTOL maneuvering. Thrust vector is adjusted by a control lever next to the thrust lever. The 

reaction control is achieved by manipulating the control stick and is similar in action to the cyclic 

control of a helicopter. While irrelevant during forward flight mode, these controls are essential 

during VTOL and STOL, and are used together during these maneuvers.  

Wind direction and the point of reference of the aircraft to this is also crucial during VTOL 

maneuvers. The procedure for vertical takeoff involves parking the aircraft facing into the wind. 

Once airborne, a side wind would cause the aircraft to pitch away from the lee side. This would 

alter the thrust vector away from vertical and cause the aircraft to slew sideways; this is hard to 

control and highly dangerous. The Harrier's landing gear configuration also complicates normal 

landing; it is necessary to ensure that the wing-mounted stabiliser struts contact the runway 

simultaneously; bounce or tilt to one side can result if this is not achieved. 

The short takeoff procedure involves proceeding with normal takeoff and then applying a thrust 

vector (less than 90 degrees) at a runway speed below normal take off speed. For lower take off 

speeds, the thrust vector applied is greater. At heavier weights, the Harrier's Pegasus can use water 

injection for additional thrust for approximately 90 seconds; at lighter loads the aircraft can hover 

for as long as 5 minutes before requiring conventional flight modes to allow the engine to cool. 

In forward flight, the Harrier is at an advantage compared with fixed wing aircraft in that in the 

event of stalling, recovery is possible by quickly adjusting the thrust vector and throttle. For STOL 

and VTOL landing, it is necessary to drop below the normal stall speed and apply this method 

(against all the instincts of the trained fixed wing pilot). The thrust vector control allows for the 

engine nozzles to be adjusted to a maximum stop of 98 degrees. 

The technique of Vectoring in Forward Flight, or "VIFFing", involves rotating the vectored thrust 

nozzles into a forward-facing position (max. 98 degrees) during normal flight. It is a dogfighting 

tactic for both higher turns rates and sudden braking; the latter causes a chasing aircraft to 

overshoot and present itself as a target. Viffing was used to great effect during the Anglo-

Argentinian Falklands War where RAF Harriers did not incur any losses in dogfighting. 

In 2005, although already timetabled to be retired, a Sea Harrier was modified with an 'Autoland' 

system (developed by British QuinetiQ) to allow the fighter to perform a safe vertical landing 

without any pilot interaction. Despite the natural ship pitching, the modified Harrier successfully 

landed on HMS Invincible in May 2005. Autoland uses GPS positioning to allow the vessel and the 

aircraft to find each other. Inertial data from the ship tells the plane how the deck is rolling and 

pitching, so it can fine tune its approach and touchdown. The ability to land an aircraft 

automatically onto a ship will also enable pilots of JSF (Joint Strike Fighter, the F-35 Lightning II) 
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to conduct missions by day or night and in any weather conditions, that would previously have not 

been possible. 

The Sea Harrier FA2 featured the Blue Vixen radar, which was described as one of the most 

advanced pulse doppler radar systems in the world; it formed the basis for development of the 

Eurofighter's CAPTOR radar. The Sea Harrier FA2 also carried AIM-120 AMRAAM missiles, the 

first UK aircraft to be provided with this capability; other improvements included an increase to the 

air-to-air weapons load, look-down radar mode, increased range, and improved cockpit displays.  

The Harrier II is an extensively modified version of the first generation series. The original 

aluminium alloy fuselage was replaced by a fuselage which makes extensive use of composites, 

providing significant weight reduction and increased payload or range. An all-new one-piece wing 

provides around 14 per cent more area and increased thickness.  

British Harrier II (GR.5/GR.7/GR.9) has no radar; US Harrier II (AV-8B) features an APG-65 radar 

in an extended nose, making it capable of operating advanced BVR (beyond-visual-range) missiles 

such as the AIM-120 AMRAAM. The AV-8B variant has also a GAU-12 (25 mm) 5-barreled gatling 

cannon mounted under fuselage in the left pod, with 300 rounds of ammunition in the right pod.  

Operational life 

Royal Navy Sea Harrier FRS.1s took part in the Falklands War of 1982, flying from the aircraft 

carriers HMS Invincible and HMS Hermes and performing the primary air defence role with a 

secondary role of ground attack. Royal Air Force Harrier GR.3s (operated from HMS Hermes) 

provided the main ground attack force; a total of 28 FRS.1s and 14 GR.3s were deployed in the 

theatre. The Sea Harrier squadrons shot down 20 Argentine aircraft in air-to-air combat with no air-

to-air losses, although two Sea Harriers were lost to ground fire and four to accidents. Out of the 

total Argentine air losses, 28% were shot down by Harriers.  

Both sides' aircraft were operating in adverse conditions. Argentine aircraft were forced to operate 

from the mainland because airfields on the Falklands were only suited for propellor-driven 

transports. As most Argentine aircraft lacked in-flight refuelling capability, they were forced to 

operate at the limit of their range. The Sea Harriers also had limited fuel reserves due to the tactical 

decision to station the British carriers out of Exocet missile range and the dispersal of the fleet. So, 

an Argentine aircraft could only allow five minutes to search and attack an objective, while a Sea 

Harrier could stay only 30 minutes waiting in the Argentine approach corridors. As a result, Sea 

Harriers could not establish complete air superiority and prevent Argentine attacks during day or 

night, nor completely stop the Argentine C-130 Hercules transport flights to the islands.  

British Sea Harriers participated in the 1991 Gulf War, attacking Iraqi military ground targets and 

escorting other aircraft in and out of the zone, and saw action in war again when were deployed by 

the United Kingdom in the 1991–1995 conflict in Bosnia. In the 1999 NATO campaign against 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Operation Allied Force), Sea Harriers operating from HMS 

Invincible patrolled the airspace frequently to keep Yugoslavian MiGs on the ground.  
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Bell 

UH-1 IROQUOIS 

Role 

utility helicopter 

Powerplant 

one Avco Lycoming 

T53-L-11 turboshaft 

820 kW 

First flight 

1956 

Main operators 

United States Army 

Japan Ground Self-Def. F. 

Australian Army 

Number built 

~ 16,000 

 

The Bell UH-1 Iroquois is a military helicopter powered by a single turboshaft engine, with a two-

bladed main rotor and tail rotor. The helicopter was developed by Bell Helicopter to meet the US 

Army's requirement for a medical evacuation and utility helicopter in 1952, and first flew on 20 

October 1956. Ordered into production in March 1960, the UH-1 was the first turbine-powered 

helicopter to enter production for the United States military, and more than 16,000 have been 

produced worldwide. 

The first combat operation of the UH-1 was in the service of the US Army during the Vietnam War. 

The original designation of HU-1 led to the helicopter's nickname of Huey. In September 1962, the 

designation was changed to UH-1, but Huey remained in common use. Approximately 7,000 UH-1s 

saw service in Vietnam. 

Development 

In 1952, the US Army identified a requirement for a new helicopter to serve as medical evacuation 

(MEDEVAC), instrument trainer and general utility aircraft. The Army determined that current 

helicopters were too large, underpowered, or were too complex to maintain easily. Twenty 

companies submitted designs in their bid for the contract, including Bell Helicopter with the Model 

204; on 23 February 1955, the Army announced its decision, selecting Bell to build three copies of 

the Model 204 for evaluation.  

The Army indicated the need for improved, follow-on models even as the first UH-1As were being 

delivered. In response, Bell proposed the UH-1B, equipped with an more powerful engine and a 

longer cabin that could accommodate seven passengers, or four stretchers and a medical attendant. 

A new rotor system was developed for the UH-1C (1960) to allow higher airspeeds and reduce the 

incidence of retreating blade stall during diving engagements. 

While earlier "short-body" Hueys were a success, the Army wanted a version that could carry more 

troops. Bell's solution was to stretch the HU-1B fuselage by 41 in (104 cm) and use the extra space 

to fit four seats next to the transmission, facing out. Seating capacity increased to 15, including 
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crew. Fitted with a new engine, these production aircraft were designated as the UH-1D and UH-

1H.  

In 1962, the US Marine Corps variant was designated UH-1E and featured the use of all-aluminum 

construction for corrosion resistance, a rotor brake for shipboard use to stop the rotor quickly on 

shutdown and a roof-mounted rescue hoist. In 1967, following a USAF requirement for a helicopter 

powered by a General Electric T58 turboshaft (USAF having a large inventory of these engines), 

Bell released the UH-1F Huey version.  

The single engine UH-1 variants were followed by the twin-engine UH-1N Twin Huey (1968); it 

changed to the more powerful Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6T twin-engine set and a external 

payload of 5,000 lb (2,268 kg). In 1996, the US Marine Corps began the “H-1 upgrade program” 
by awarding a contract to Bell Helicopter for developing the improved UH-1Y Venom variant, with 

a lengthened cabin, four-blade rotor and two more powerful GE T700 engines; the UH-1Y entered 

service with the USMC in 2008.  

Design 

The UH-1 has a metal fuselage of semi-monocoque construction with tubular landing skids and two 

rotor blades on the main rotor. The UH-1D and UH-1H versions are the most-produced, and are 

representative of all types; UH-1D features a Lycoming T53-L-11 turboshaft, 1,100 shp (820 kW).  

The UH-1's dynamic components include the engine, transmission, rotor mast, main rotor blades, 

tail rotor driveshaft, and the 42-degree and 90-degree gearboxes. The transmission is of a planetary 

type and reduces the engine's output to 324 rpm at the main rotor. The two-bladed main rotor 

system reduces storage space required for the aircraft, but at a cost of higher vibration levels. The 

two-bladed design is also responsible for the characteristic 'Huey thump' when the aircraft is in 

flight, which is particularly evident during descent and in turning flight. The tail rotor is driven 

from the main transmission, via the two directional gearboxes which provide a tail rotor speed 

approximately six times that of the main rotor to increase tail rotor effectiveness. 

The Huey also features a synchronized elevator on the tail boom, which is linked to the cyclic 

control and allows a wider center of gravity range. The standard fuel system consists of five 

interconnected fuel tanks, three of which are mounted behind the transmission and two of which are 

under the cabin floor. Internal seating is made up of two pilot seats and additional seating for up to 

13 passengers or crew in the cabin. The cabin may also be configured with up to six stretchers, an 

internal rescue hoist, auxiliary fuel tanks, spotlights, or many other mission kits. Access to the 

cabin is via two aft-sliding doors and two small, forward-hinged panels. The doors and hinged 

panels may be removed for flight or the doors may be pinned open. Pilot access is via individual 

hinged doors. 

The Huey's dual controls are conventional for a helicopter and consist of a single hydraulic system 

boosting the cyclic stick and the collective lever, and anti-torque pedals. The collective levers have 

integral throttles, although these are not used to control rotor rpm, which is automatically governed, 

but are used for starting and shutting down the engine. The cyclic and collective controls the main 

rotor pitch through torque tube linkages to the swash plate, while the anti-torque pedals change the 

tail rotor pitch via a tensioned cable arrangement. 

The Huey armament is variable, but may include a combination of two 7.62 mm M60 machine 

guns, or two 7.62 mm GAU-17/A machine guns, or two 7-round or 19-round 2.75 in (70 mm) rocket 

pods.  
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Operational life 

The Huey has long been a symbol of US involvement in Southeast Asia in general and Vietnam in 

particular, and as a result of that conflict, has become one of the world's most recognized 

helicopters. In Vietnam primary missions included general support, air assault, cargo transport, 

aeromedical evacuation, search and rescue, electronic warfare, and later, ground attack. 

UH-1s tasked with a ground attack or armed escort role were outfitted with rocket launchers, 

grenade launchers, and machine guns. These gunship UH-1s were commonly referred to as Frogs or 

Hogs if they carried rockets, and Cobras or simply Guns if they had guns. UH-1s tasked and 

configured for troop transport were often called Slicks due to the absence of weapon pods. Slicks 

did have door gunners, but were generally employed in the troop transport and medevac roles. UH-

1 troop transports were designated by Blue teams, hence the nickname for troops carried in by these 

Hueys as the Blues. The reconnaissance or observation teams were White teams. The attack ships 

were called Red teams. 

During the Vietnam War 7,013 UH-1s served with American forces and of these 3,305 were 

destroyed. In total 1,074 Huey pilots were killed, along with 1,103 other crew members. 

The UH-1N Twin Huey version saw service during the recent Persian Gulf War (1991). The US 

Army phased out the UH-1 with the introduction of the UH-60 Black Hawk, although the Army UH-

1 Residual Fleet has around 700 UH-1s that were to be retained until 2015.  
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Sikorsky 

SH-3 SEA KING 

Role 

anti-submarine warfare 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

T58-GE-10 turboshafts 

1,044 kW each 

First flight 

1959 

Main operators 

United States Navy 

Italian Navy 

Brazilian Navy 

Number built 

~ 1,100 

 

The Sikorsky SH-3 Sea King (company designation S-61) is a twin-engined anti-submarine 

warfare (ASW) helicopter. It served with the United States Navy and other forces, and continues to 

serve in many countries around the world. The Sea King has been built under license in Italy and 

Japan, and in the United Kingdom as the Westland Sea King. 

Development 

In 1957, Sikorsky was awarded a contract to develop an all-weather amphibious helicopter. It would 

combine submarine hunter and killer roles. The prototype flew on 11 March 1959. 

Design 

The SH-3 was designed for shipboard operations, as the five main rotor blades as well as tail section 

with its five blades can be folded for easy storage. Because of its amphibious hull, the Sea King has 

the ability to land on water. However, this is a risky maneuver and used only in emergencies, as the 

hull can only remain watertight for a limited period of time. The sponsons were fitted with 

deployable airbags to enhance floatation.  

Armament and equipment of Sea Kings vary widely with their role. Typical armaments can be four 

torpedoes, four depth charges, two anti-ship missiles (Sea Eagle or Exocet), or one B-57 nuclear 

depth charge. A large chaff pod was sometimes carried for anti-ship missile defense of the Carrier 

Battle Group. ASW equipment included an AQS-13B/E dipping sonar with a 500 foot cable, a 

Sonar Data Computer for processing sonar and sonobuoy data, 21 sonobuoys (various models), 

ARR-75 sonobuoy receivers, an ASQ-81 Magnetic Anomaly Detector (MAD) and AKT-22 data-link 

to transmit sonar and sonobuoy data to the rest of the Fleet.  

The aircraft is powered by two General Electric T58-GE-10 turboshafts (1,400 shp – 1,044 kW, 

each). In the search and rescue role, Sea King’s cabin can accommodate 22 survivors or nine 
stretchers and two medical officers. In the troop transport role 28 soldiers can be accommodated. 

The crew is four (two pilots, two ASW systems operators). 
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Operational life 

The Sea King became operational with the US Navy in June 1961 as the HSS-2. The designation for 

the aircraft was changed with the introduction of the unified aircraft designation system in 1962 to 

the SH-3A. It was used primarily for anti-submarine warfare (ASW), but also served in anti-ship, 

search and rescue (SAR), transport, communications, executive transport and airborne early 

warning (AEW) roles. Aircraft carriers always deployed the Sea King as the first aircraft in the air, 

and it was the last to land on deck, serving in air operations as plane guard and SAR for the fixed-

wing aircraft. 

In the US Navy, it was replaced in the ASW and SAR roles by the SH-60 Sea Hawk during the 

1990s, but continues in service for other roles, for ASW in the reserves, and around the world. Sea 

Kings are used as one of the official helicopters of the President of the United States; these SH-3s 

are operated by the US Marine Corps. Sea Kings use the call-sign Marine One when the president is 

aboard. 

The licence-built Westland Sea King was deployed during the Falklands War, performing mainly 

anti-submarine search and attack, and also replenishment, troop transport, and Special Forces 

insertions into the occupied islands. It also serves during the 1991 Gulf War, the UN’s intervention 
in Bosnia (1992) and the 2003 invasion of Iraq.  
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Boeing-Vertol 

CH-47 CHINOOK 

Role 

heavy-lift cargo 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Lycoming 

T55-GA-712 turboshafts 

2,796 kW each 

First flight 

1961 

Main operators 

United States Army 

Royal Air Force 

Japan Ground Self-Def. F. 

Number built 

1,180 

 

The Boeing-Vertol CH-47 Chinook is a twin-engine, tandem rotor heavy-lift helicopter. Its top 

speed of 170 knots (196 mph, 315 km/h) was faster than contemporary utility and attack helicopters 

of the 1960s. It is one of the few aircraft of that era, such as the C-130 Hercules and the UH-1 

Huey, that is still in production and front line service, with over 1,180 built to date.  

Its primary roles include troop movement, artillery emplacement and battlefield resupply. It has a 

wide loading ramp at the rear of the fuselage and three external cargo hooks. Chinooks have been 

sold to 16 nations with the US Army and the Royal Air Force (Boeing Chinook UK variant) being 

the largest users.  

Development 

Vertol began work on a new tandem-rotor helicopter designated Vertol Model 107 or V-107 in 1957. 

In June 1958, the US Army awarded a contract to Vertol for the aircraft under the YHC-1A 

designation. The YHC-1A had a capacity for 20 troops. Three were tested by the Army to derive 

engineering and operational data. However, the YHC-1A was considered by most of the Army users 

to be too heavy for the assault role and too light for the transport role. The YHC-1A model would 

be improved and adopted by the Marines as the CH-46 Sea Knight in 1962. 

The decision was made to procure a heavier transport helicopter and at the same time upgrade the 

UH-1 Huey as a tactical troop transport. The Army ordered the larger Model 114 under the 

designation HC-1B. The pre-production Boeing-Vertol YCH-1B made its initial hovering flight on 

September 21, 1961. In 1962 it was redesignated the CH-47A under the 1962 United States Tri-

Service aircraft designation system. The name "Chinook" alludes to the Chinook people of the 

Pacific Northwest.  

Chinook has also been licensed to be built by companies outside of the United States, such as 

Elicotteri Meridionali (now AgustaWestland) in Italy, Kawasaki in Japan, and a Boeing subsidiary 

in the United Kingdom. 
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Design 

The CH-47 is powered by two turboshaft engines (Lycoming T55-GA-712, 3,750 hp – 2,796 kW 

each), mounted on either side of the helicopter's rear end and connected to the rotors by driveshafts. 

Initial models were fitted with engines of 2,200 horsepower. The counter-rotating rotors eliminate 

the need for an anti-torque vertical rotor, allowing all power to be used for lift and thrust. The 

ability to adjust lift power in either rotor makes it less sensitive to changes in the center of gravity, 

important for the cargo lifting role. If one engine fails, the other can drive both rotors.  

The "sizing" of the Chinook was directly related to the growth of the Huey and the Army's 

tacticians' insistence that initial air assaults be built around the squad. The crew is 3 (pilot, copilot 

and flight engineer) and Chinook’s capacity is for max. 55 troops, or 24 stretchers with 3 attendants, 

or 28,000 lb (12.7 tons) cargo. Armament include up to 3 pintle mounted, medium machine guns (1 

on loading ramp and 2 at shoulder windows), generally 7.62 mm (0.308 in) machine guns.  

Improved and more powerful versions of the CH-47 have been developed since the helicopter 

entered service. The US Army's first major design leap was the now-common CH-47D, which 

entered service in 1982. Improvements from the CH-47C included upgraded engines, composite 

rotor blades, a redesigned cockpit to reduce pilot workload, improved and redundant electrical 

systems, an advanced flight control system and improved avionics. The latest mainstream 

generation is the CH-47F, which features several major upgrades to reduce maintenance, digitized 

flight controls, and is powered by two 4,733-horsepower Honeywell engines. 

Operational life 

The most spectacular mission in Vietnam for the Chinook was the placing of artillery batteries in 

perilous mountain positions inaccessible by any other means, and then keeping them resupplied 

with large quantities of ammunition. The 1st Cavalry Division found that its Chinooks were limited 

to 7,000 pounds payload when operating in the mountains, but could carry an additional 1,000 

pounds when operating near the coast. 

The Chinook soon proved to be such an invaluable aircraft for artillery movement and heavy 

logistics that it was seldom used as an assault troop carrier. Some of the Chinook fleet were used for 

casualty evacuation; due to the very heavy demand for the helicopters, they were usually 

overburdened with wounded. Perhaps the most cost effective use of the Chinook was the recovery 

of other downed aircraft. Of the nearly 750 Chinooks deployed in Vietnam, about 200 were lost in 

combat or wartime operational accidents.  

During the 1970s, the United States and Iran had a strong relationship, in which many American 

military craft were introduced as a part of modernisation efforts, most notably the F-14 Tomcat. 

After an agreement signed between Boeing and Elicotteri Meridionali, Iran purchased 90 italian-

built CH-47Cs during the period of 1971-1976. Despite the actual arms embargo on Iran, they have 

managed to keep their fleet operational. 

The Chinook was used both by Argentina and the United Kingdom during the Falklands War in 

1982. Approximately 163 CH-47Ds served in Kuwait and Iraq during Operations Desert Shield and 

Desert Storm in 1990-91. The CH-47D is currently seeing wide use in Operation Enduring 

Freedom in Afghanistan and Operation Iraqi Freedom in Iraq. In today's usage it is typically 

escorted by attack helicopters such as the AH-64 Apache for protection. Its tandem rotor design and 

lift capacity is particularly useful in the mountainous terrain of Afghanistan where high altitudes 

and temperatures limited the use of the UH-60 Black Hawk.  
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Boeing-Vertol 

CH-46 SEA KNIGHT 

Role 

medium-lift cargo 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

T58-GE-16 turboshafts 

1,400 kW each 

First flight 

1962 

Main operators 

United States Marine Corps 

Japan Self-Defence Forces 

Swedish Armed Forces 

Number built 

524 

 

The Boeing-Vertol CH-46 Sea Knight is a medium-lift tandem rotor transport helicopter, used by 

the US Marine Corps to provide all-weather, day or night assault transport of combat troops, 

supplies and equipment. Additional tasks include combat support, search and rescue, support for 

forward refueling and rearming points, CASEVAC (Casualty Evacuation) and TRAP (Tactical 

Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel).  

Development 

Piasecki was a pioneering developer of tandem-rotor helicopters, with the most famous previous 

helicopter being the H-21 "Flying Banana". Piasecki's former company Vertol began work on a new 

tandem rotor helicopter designated the Vertol Model 107 in 1957. The V-107 prototype had two 

Lycoming T53 turboshaft engines, producing 877 shp (640 kW) each. The first flight of the V-107 

took place on 22 April 1958. 

During 1960, the US Marine Corps (USMC) evolved a requirement for a twin-turbine troop/cargo 

assault helicopter to replace the piston engine types then in use. Boeing had acquired Vertol in 1960 

and renamed the group Boeing-Vertol. The early US Army YHC-1A model (based on the V-107) 

was improved and adopted by the Marines as the CH-46 Sea Knight in 1962. 

The Sea Knight first flew in August 1962. Fleet introduction of CH-46As with the Marines was in 

November 1964. The CH-46A was equipped with a pair of T58-GE8-8B turboshaft engines rated at 

1,250 shp (930 kW) each, and could carry 17 passengers or 4,000 pounds (1,815 kg) of internal 

cargo. Most USMC Sea Knights were upgraded to CH-46E standard. The CH-46E features 

fiberglass rotor blades, airframe reinforcement, and further uprated T58-GE-16 engines. 

Design 

The CH-46E has tandem contrarotating rotors powered by two General Electric T58-GE-16  

turboshaft engines (1,870 shp – 1,400 kW each). The engines are mounted on each side of the rear 

rotor pedestal with a driveshaft to the forward rotor. The engines are coupled so either could power 
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both rotors in an emergency. The rotors feature three blades and can be folded for on-ship 

operations.  

The CH-46 has a cargo bay with a rear loading ramp that could be removed or left open in flight for 

extended cargo or for parachute drops. An internal winch is mounted in the forward cabin and can 

be used to pull external cargo on pallets into the aircraft via the ramp and rollers. A belly sling hook 

(cargo hook) could be attached for carrying external cargo (max. 4 tons).  

The Sea Knight can carry up to 25 troops and has a minimal crew of three (2 pilots, 1 crew chief), 

but can accommodate a larger crew depending on mission specifics (for example, a search and 

rescue mission  will add 1 swimmer and 1medic, or a combat support mission adds 1 aerial 

gunner/observer and 1 tail gunner). The aircraft can carry two door-mounted GAU-15/A (12.7 x 99 

mm) machine guns and one ramp-mounted M240D (7.62 x 51 mm) machine gun; service in 

southeast Asia resulted in the addition of armor with the guns.  

The CH-46 has fixed tricycle landing gear, with twin wheels on all three units. The gear 

configuration causes a nose-up stance to facilitate cargo loading and unloading. The main gear are 

fitted in rear sponsons that also contain fuel tanks with a total capacity of 350 US gallons (1,438 l).  

Operational life 

Known colloquially as the "Phrog", the CH-46 was used in all Marine combat and peacetime 

environments since its introduction. Still regularly flown by the Marine Corps, its longevity as a 

reliable airframe has led to such mantras as "phrogs phorever" and "never trust a helicopter under 

30". 

CH-46E Sea Knights were used by the USMC during its 2003 invasion of Iraq. CH-46Es 

transported personnel, brought supplies to forward arming and refueling points (FARP), carried 

ammunition and other various tasks. While the US Navy retired the airframe on September 24, 

2004, replacing it with the SH-60 Seahawk, the Marine Corps plans to maintain its fleet until the 

MV-22 Osprey is fully fielded.  
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Sikorsky 

CH-53 SEA STALLION 

Role 

heavy-lift cargo 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

T64-GE-413 turboshafts 

2,927 kW each 

First flight 

1964 

Main operators 

United States Marine Corps 

United States Navy 

German Army 

Number built 

~ 500 

 

The Sikorsky CH-53 Sea Stallion is a heavy-lift transport helicopter originally developed for use 

by the US Marine Corps. It is also in military service with Germany, Iran, Israel, and Mexico. The 

dimensionally-similar CH-53E Super Stallion is a heavier-lifting, improved version designated S-

80E by Sikorsky. Its third engine makes it more powerful than the Sea Stallion, which it has 

replaced in the heavy-lift mission. 

Development 

In March 1962, the US Navy's Bureau of Naval Weapons, acting on behalf of the Marines, issued a 

request for a "Heavy Helicopter Experimental / HH(X)". The specifications dictated a load 

capability of 8,000 pounds (3,600 kg) with an operational radius of 100 nautical miles (190 km; 120 

mi) at a speed of 150 knots (280 km/h; 170 mph). The HH(X) was to be used in the assault 

transport, aircraft recovery, personnel transport, and medical evacuation roles. In the assault 

transport role, it was to be mostly used to haul heavy equipment instead of troops.  

In response, Boeing-Vertol offered a modified version of the CH-47 Chinook and Sikorsky offered 

what amounted to a scaled-up version of the S-61R, with twin General Electric T64 turboshafts and 

the dynamic system of the S-64; Sikorsky threw everything into the contest and was awarded the 

contract in July 1962.  

The CH-53A arrived in Vietnam in January 1967 and proved useful; a total of 141 CH-53As were 

built, including the two prototypes. The US Air Force ordered the HH-53B in September 1966; this 

variant added a refueling probe, drop fuel tanks and a rescue hoist and featured upgraded T64-GE-3 

engines. The Air Force used the HH-53B for combat search and rescue (CSAR). 

Heavy lifting in tropical climates demanded more power, so the Marines decided to acquire an 

improved variant, the CH-53D, with uprated engines, originally the T64-GE-412 then later the T64-

GE-413. The CH-53D served alongside the CH-53A through the rest of the Vietnam War. A VIP 

transport version with plush accommodations (VH-53D) was used by the Marines for the US 

presidential flights. 
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Design 

The Sea Stallion has a passenger door on the right side of the fuselage behind the cockpit and a 

power-operated rear loading ramp. The fuselage was watertight, though not intended for 

amphibious use, and only landed on water in emergencies. The Stallion has mechanical flight 

controls which are backed by three independent hydraulic systems. Armor protects crew and vital 

systems.  

The CH-53A carries a crew of four (pilot, copilot, crew chief, and an aerial observer), a load of 38 

troops, 24 litters with medical attendants, an internal cargo load of 8,000 pounds (3.6 tons) or an 

external load of 13,000 pounds (5.9 tons) on the single-point sling hook. The CH-53A is equipped 

with a pair of 7.62 mm M60 machine guns that point out to each side of the fuselage. 

The CH-53A features the six-bladed main rotor and four-bladed tail rotor from the S-64 Skycrane. 

To save space on board naval vessels, the tail boom and the rotors folded. The rotor system is 

driven by twin General Electric T64-6 turboshaft engines providing 2,850 shp (2,130 kW) each, 

with an engine on each side of the forward fuselage. 

The CH-53D features uprated engines, initially T64-GE-412 with 3,695 shp (2,755 kW) then the 

T64-GE-413 with 3,925 shp (2,927 kW) with an uprated transmission. Its interior added seats to 

allow for 55 troops. CH-53Ds are generally armed with twin 12.7 mm M2/XM218 machine guns. In 

later years, CH-53Ds have been fitted with defensive countermeasures including an AN/ALE-39 

chaff dispenser and an AN/ALQ-157 infrared countermeasure.  

Later production CH-53Ds featured a Blade Inspection Method (BIM) scheme to detect cracks in its 

metal rotors. BIM involved pressurizing the interior of the rotor blades with nitrogen. If a crack is 

present pressure is lost and a red indicator on the rotor blade tip was tripped. Later, the BIM system 

was connected to a cockpit display. 

Operational life 

The CH-53D served alongside the CH-53A through the rest of the Vietnam War, with both types 

involved at the end of the conflict in performing evacuations of personnel from Saigon and Phnom 

Penh. The CH-53 is operated by the US Marine Corps and US Air Force in support of Operation 

Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom in Iraq and Afghanistan.  
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Bell 

AH-1 COBRA 

Role 

attack helicopter 

Powerplant 

one Avco Lycoming 
T53-L-13 turboshaft 

820 kW 

First flight 

1965 

Main operators 

United States Army 
United States Marine Corps 
Japan Ground Self-Def. F. 

Number built 

2,387 

 

The Bell AH-1 Cobra (company designation Model 209) is a two-bladed, single engine attack 

helicopter manufactured by Bell Helicopter. It shares a common engine, transmission and rotor 

system with the older UH-1 Huey (Iroquois). The AH-1 is also referred to as the HueyCobra or 

Snake. 

The AH-1 was the backbone of the United States Army's attack helicopter fleet, but has been 

replaced by the AH-64 Apache in Army service. Upgraded versions continue to fly with the 

militaries of several other nations. One of the AH-1 twin engine versions, AH-1 SuperCobra, 

remain in service with United States Marine Corps as the service's primary attack helicopter. 

Surplus AH-1 helicopters have been converted for fighting forest fires. 

Development 
 
The UH-1 Huey made the theory of air cavalry practical in Vietnam, as the new tactics called for 
US forces to be highly mobile across a wide area. Unlike before, they would not stand and fight 
long battles, and they would not stay and hold positions. It soon became clear that unarmed troop 
helicopters were vulnerable against ground fire from Việt Cộng and North Vietnamese troops, 
particularly as they came down to drop their troops in a landing zone. The linchpin of US Army 
tactics were the helicopters, and the protection of those helicopters became a vital role. 
 
Bell had been investigating helicopter gunships since the late 1950s, and had created a mockup of 
its D 255 helicopter gunship concept, named Iroquois Warrior. In 1963, Bell also modified a Model 
47 into the sleek Model 207 Sioux Scout, which had all the key features of a modern helicopter 
gunship (a tandem cockpit, stub wings for weapons and a chin-mounted gun turret), but was too 
small and underpowered for practical use. 
 
Army's solution to the shortcomings of the Sioux Scout was to launch the Advanced Aerial Fire 

Support System (AAFSS) competition. The AAFSS requirement would give birth to the Lockheed 

AH-56 Cheyenne, a heavy battlefield helicopter that would prove to be over-ambitious, over-
complex and over-budget, before being canceled 10 years later in 1972. At the same time, despite 
the Army's preference for the AAFSS, Bell struck with their own idea of a smaller and lighter 
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gunship. In January 1965 Bell invested $1 million to proceed with a new design. Mating the proven 
transmission, the "540" rotor system of the UH-1C with a Stability Control Augmentation System 
(SCAS), and the T53 turboshaft engine of the UH-1 with the design philosophy of the Sioux Scout, 
Bell produced the Model 209. Bell added Cobra to the UH-1's Huey nickname to produce the 
HueyCobra name for the 209. 
 
Design 
 
The Bell 209 design was modified for production. The retractable skids were replaced by simpler 
fixed skids. A new wide-blade rotor was featured. For production, a plexiglass canopy replaced the 
209's armored glass canopy which was heavy enough to harm performance. The co-pilot/gunner 
(CPG) was seated in the nose, with the pilot behind him. Other changes were incorporated after 
entering service. The main one of these was moving the tail rotor from the helicopter's left side to 
the right for improved effectiveness of the rotor. 
 
The AH-1G was the initial 1966 production model gunship for the US Army, with one 1,100 shp 
(820 kW) Avco Lycoming T53-L-13 turboshaft. This version armament consist of  2 × 7.62 mm 
(0.308 in) multi-barrel miniguns, or 2 × M129 40 mm grenade launchers, or one of each, in the M28 

turret, and 2.75 in (70 mm) rockets (7 rockets mounted in the M158 launcher or 19 rockets in the 
M200 launcher), on hardpoints. The AH-1Q variant was equipped with the M65 TOW/Cobra 
missile subsystem, M65 Telescopic Sight Unit (TSU), and M73 reflex sight. The baseline AH-1S is 
an AH-1Q upgraded with a 1,800 shp (1,300 kW) T53-L-703 turboshaft engine. 
 
Further versions were the AH-1P (100 production aircraft with composite rotors, flat plate glass 
cockpit, and improved cockpit layout for nap-of-earth (NOE) flight), and the AH-1E (98 production 
aircraft with the Enhanced Cobra Armament System (ECAS), featuring the M97A1 armament 
subsystem with a three-barreled M197 20 mm cannon, and the M147 rocket management subsystem 
to fire 2.75-inch (70 mm) rockets).  
 
The last single-engine variant was the AH-1F, with 143 production aircraft and 387 converted AH-
1G Cobras. The AH-1F incorporates all Step 1 and 2 upgrades to the AH-1S as well an M143 Air 
Data Subsystem (ADS), a laser rangefinder and tracker, an infrared jammer mounted above the 
engine exhaust, and an infrared suppressing engine exhaust system.  
 
The US Marine Corps interest in the Cobra would lead to an improved twin-engined version in 
1968, under the designation AH-1J SeaCobra (in the picture above). The AH-1T is an improved 
twin-engine version with extended tailboom and fuselage and an upgraded transmission, and the 
AH-1W SuperCobra ("Whiskey Cobra") is a day/night version with more powerful engines and 
advanced weapons capability. 

The last twin-engine version is the AH-1Z Viper ("Zulu Cobra" – first flight on December 8, 2000), 
made in conjunction with the UH-1Y Venom upgrade program; this variant includes an upgraded 4 
blade main rotor and adds the Night Targeting System (NTS). It features two General Electric 

T700-GE-401C turboshafts (1,800 shp – 1,340 kW each), an 20 mm (0.787 in) M197 3-barreled 
gatling cannon in the A/A49E-7 turret (750 round ammo capacity), 6 hardpoints for rockets (70 mm 
Hydra 70 rockets, mounted in LAU-68C/A (7 shot) or LAU-61D/A (19 shot) launchers) and/or 
missiles (AGM-114 Hellfire air-to-surface missiles – up to 16 missiles mounted in four 4-round 
M272 missile launchers, two on each stub wing), and a total of 2 AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air 
missiles (on each wing-tip station). The Viper version is fitted also with a Lockheed Martin / 

Northrop Grumman AN/APG-78 Longbow fire control radar.  
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Operational life 
 
AH-1 Cobras were in use by the US Army during the Tet offensive in 1968 and through the end of 
the Vietnam War. HueyCobras provided fire support for ground forces, escorted transport 
helicopters and acted as aerial rocket artillery (ARA) battalions in the two Airmobile divisions 
deployed in Vietnam. They also formed "hunter-killer" teams by pairing with smaller OH-6 or OH-

58 scout helicopters (a team featured one “scout” flying slow and low to find enemy forces; if the 
scout drew fire, the Cobra could strike at the then revealed enemy). The Cobras chalked up over a 
million operational hours in Vietnam; out of nearly 1,110 AH-1s delivered from 1967 to 1973 
approximately 300 were lost to combat and accidents during the war.  

During Operation Desert Shield (1990) and Operation Desert Storm (Jan-Feb 1991), the Cobras 
and SeaCobras deployed in a support role. The US Marine Corps deployed 91 SeaCobras and the 
US Army 140 Cobras, generally fitted with engine inlet sand filters and operating from forward, 
dispersed sites in the desert. Three AH-1s were lost in accidents during fighting and afterward. 
SeaCobras destroyed hundreds of Iraqi armored vehicles and other targets in the fighting, while the 
Army relegated the Cobras to the patrol and scout roles.  
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Bell 

OH-58 KIOWA 

Role 

observation-scout 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

one Rolls-Royce 

T703-AD-700A turboshaft 

485 kW 

First flight 

1966 

Main operators 

United States Army 

Australian Army 

Number built 

~ 2,200 

 

The Bell OH-58 Kiowa is a family of single-engine, single-rotor, military helicopters used for 

observation, utility, and direct fire support. Bell Helicopter manufactured the OH-58 for the US 

Army based on the civilian 206A JetRanger helicopter. The OH-58 has been in continuous use by 

the US Army since 1969. 

The latest model, the OH-58D Kiowa Warrior, is primarily operated in an armed reconnaissance 

role in support of ground troops. The OH-58 has been exported to Austria, Canada, Dominican 

Republic, Taiwan, and Saudi Arabia. It has also been produced under license in Australia. 

Development 

On 14 October 1960, the US Navy asked 25 helicopter manufacturers on behalf of the Army for 

proposals for a Light Observation Helicopter (LOH). Bell developed the D-250 design into the 

Model 206 aircraft, redesignated as YOH-4A in 1962, and produced five prototype aircraft for the 

Army's test and evaluation phase. When the YOH-4A was rejected by the Army, Bell went about 

solving the problem of marketing the helicopter. The solution was a fuselage redesign, to be more 

sleek and aesthetic, adding 16 cubic feet (0.45 m
3
) of cargo space in the process; the redesigned 

aircraft was named Bell 206A JetRanger, denoting an evolution from the popular Ranger (Model 

47J).  

In 1967, the Army reopened the LOH competition for bids because Hughes Tool Co. Aircraft 

Division could not meet the contractual production demands. Bell resubmitted using the JetRanger 

and win the contract; the new aircraft was designated as the OH-58A. Following the US Army's 

naming convention for helicopters, the OH-58 was named Kiowa in honor of the Native American 

tribe.  

On 30 November 1979, the decision was made to defer development of an advanced scout 

helicopter in favor of pursuing modification of existing airframes in the inventory as a near term 

scout helicopter (NTSH) option. The Army's decision to acquire the NTSH resulted in the “Army 
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Helicopter Improvement Program” (AHIP). On 21 September 1981, Bell Helicopter Textron was 

awarded a development contract and the new aircraft entered service in 1985 as the OH-58D.  

Based on experience with Task Force 118's performance operating armed OH-58D helicopters in 

the Persian Gulf (1987), the Secretary of the Army suggested that the aircraft's armament systems 

should be upgraded and that the aircraft should be used primarily for scouting and armed 

reconnaissance. The armed aircraft would be known as the OH-58D Kiowa Warrior, denoting its 

new armed configuration. Beginning with the production of the 202nd aircraft (s/n 89-0112) in May 

1991, all remaining OH-58D aircraft were produced in the Kiowa Warrior configuration. In January 

1992, Bell Helicopter received its first retrofit contract to convert all remaining OH-58D Kiowa 

helicopters to the Kiowa Warrior configuration.  

Design 

With characteristic low infrared and acoustic signatures, as well as multi-purpose quick-change kits, 

the Kiowa can be armed and ready to fight less than 10 minutes after off-load from a C-130 

Hercules. Universal weapons pylons offer quick-change selection of the helicopter's diverse 

weapons systems. Each of the helicopter's two pylons can be armed with any of the following: 

Hellfire and anti-tank missiles, Hydra 70 rockets, air-to-air Stinger missiles or a .50-caliber machine 

gun.  

The mast-mounted sight enables the Kiowa Warrior to fight both day and night, at the maximum 

range of its weapons systems - and with minimum exposure. The aircraft remains concealed during 

all but a few seconds of an autonomous engagement, making it considerably more survivable than 

gunships with nose-mounted sensors. Systems inside the mast include: high-resolution TV camera 

for long-range, low-light target detection; IR thermal imaging sensor for navigation, target 

acquisition at night or under obscured conditions; laser rangerfinder for precise target location and 

guidance of armament.  

The Kiowa's powerplant gives the speed, lift and maneuverablilty needed to endure battlefield 

conditions. Standard on the OH-58D are one Rolls-Royce T703-AD-700A or 250-C30R/3 turboshaft 

(650 hp – 485 kW, each) and the four-bladed main rotor system with all-composite, lifetime 

rotorblades capable of surviving shell hits up to .50 caliber. To avoid wire strikes that can be 

encountered at low altitudes, the aircraft features knife-like extensions above and below the cockpit 

who can protect 90% of the frontal area of the helicopter by directing wires to the upper or lower 

blade-extensions before they can entangle the rotor blade or landing skids.  

The OH-58D is also fitted with a data transfer system with data-loading module for pre-mission 

storing of navigation waypoints and radio frequencies, night vision goggles, and LCD displays to 

align and fire weapons systems.  

Operational life 

Early OH-58s were used for observation and reconnaissance during the Vietnam War, flying 

“hunter-killer” missions along with gunship helicopters (AH-1 Cobra); 45 OH-58A helicopters 

were destroyed in Vietnam due to combat and accidents. The US Army has employed Kiowa 

Warriors during Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom. Through attrition to combat 

and accidents, over 35 OH-58D airframes have been lost in the two operations, with most pilots 

killed. The age of the Kiowa helicopters and the loss of airframes resulted in the Armed 

Reconnaissance Helicopter (ARH) program to procure a new scout helicopter, the Bell ARH-70, but 

the program was canceled due to cost overruns.  
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Sikorsky 

UH-60 BLACK HAWK 

Role 

utility helicopter 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

T700-GE-701C turboshafts 

1,410 kW each 

First flight 

1974 

Main operators 

United States Army 

United States Navy 

Republic of Korea Army 

Number built 

~ 3,000 (2010) 

 

The Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk is a four-bladed, twin-engine, medium-lift utility helicopter 

manufactured by Sikorsky Aircraft. Sikorsky submitted the S-70 design for the US Army's Utility 

Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS) competition in 1972. The UH-60A entered service with 

the Army in 1979, to replace the UH-1 Iroquois as the Army's tactical transport helicopter. 

Further variants were the SH-60 Seahawk for US Navy, capable of anti-submarine warfare (ASW), 

anti-surface warfare (ASUW), search and rescue (SAR), and medical evacuation (MEDEVAC); and 

the US Air Forces’s HH-60 Pave Hawk, whose primary mission is combat search and rescue 

(CSAR) of downed pilots.  

Development 

In the late 1960s, the United States Army began forming requirements for a helicopter to replace the 

UH-1 Huey, and designated the program as the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System 

(UTTAS). The Army also initiated the development of a new, common turbine engine for its 

helicopters that would become the GE T700. Based on experience in Vietnam, the Army required 

significant performance, survivability and reliability improvements from both UTTAS and the new 

powerplant. The Army released its UTTAS request for proposals (RFP) in January 1972. 

Sikorsky submitted the S-70 design; the Army designated the prototype as the YUH-60A and 

selected the Black Hawk as the winner of the program in 1976, after a fly-off competition with the 

Boeing Vertol YUH-61. After entering service, the helicopter was modified for new missions and 

roles, including mine laying and medical evacuation. An EH-60 variant was developed to conduct 

electronic warfare and special operations aviation developed the MH-60 variant to support its 

missions.  

Due to weight increases from the addition of mission equipment and other changes, the Army 

ordered the improved UH-60L in 1987. The UH-60L featured more power and lifting capability 

with upgraded engines and a stronger gearbox, both developed for the SH-60B Seahawk. Production 

of the L-model began in 1989. Development of the next improved variant, the UH-60M, was 
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approved in 2001, to extend the service life of the UH-60 design into the 2020s. By March 2009, 

100 UH-60M helicopters had been delivered to the Army. 

Design 

The UH-60 features a four-blade main and tail rotors and is powered by two General Electric T700-

GE-701C turboshaft engines (1,890 hp – 1,410 kW each). It has a long, low profile shape to meet 

the Army's requirement for transporting aboard a C-130 Hercules. It can carry 14 troops with 

equipment or 6 stretchers, lift 2,600 lb (1,170 kg) of cargo internally or 9,000 lb (4,050 kg) of cargo 

(for UH-60L/M) externally by sling. The crew is usually four (2 pilots, 1 crew chief, 1 gunner).  

The Black Hawk helicopter series can perform a wide array of missions, including the tactical 

transport of troops, electronic warfare, and aeromedical evacuation. In air assault operations it can 

move a squad of 11 combat troops or reposition a 105 mm M102 howitzer with thirty rounds 

ammunition. The Black Hawk is equipped with advanced avionics and electronics for increased 

survivability and capability, such as the GPS. 

The UH-60 can be equipped with stub wings at top of fuselage to carry fuel tanks or various 

armaments. The initial stub wing system was called External Stores Support System (ESSS). It has 

two pylons on each wing to carry two 230 US gal (870 l) and two 450 US gal (1,700 l) tanks in 

total. The ESSS can also carry 10,000 lb (4,500 kg) of armament such as rockets, missile and gun 

pods. The ESSS entered service in 1986. However it was found that with four fuel tanks it would 

obstruct the firing field of the door guns. To alleviate the issue, the External Tank System (ETS) 

with unswept stub wings to carry two fuel tanks was developed. 

The SH-60B Seahawk maintained 83% commonality with the UH-60A. The main changes made 

included corrosion protection, more powerful T700 engines, single-stage oleo main landing gear, 

replacing left side door with fuselage structure, adding two weapon pylons, and shifting the tail 

landing gear 13 feet (3.96 m) forward to reduce the footprint for shipboard landing. Other changes 

included larger fuel cells, an electric blade folding system, folding horizontal stabilators for storage, 

and adding a 25-tube pneumatic sonobuoy launcher on left side. 

Operational life 

The UH-60 entered service with the US Army's 101st Airborne Division in June 1979. The U.S. 

military first used the UH-60 in combat during the invasion of Grenada in 1983, and again in the 

invasion of Panama in 1989. During the Gulf War in 1991, the UH-60 participated in the largest air 

assault mission in US Army history with over 300 helicopters involved. In 1993, Black Hawks 

featured prominently in the assault on Mogadishu in Somalia. Black Hawks also saw action in the 

Balkans and Haiti in the 1990s. UH-60s continue to serve in Afghanistan and Iraq.  

The Navy received the first production SH-60B in February 1983 and assigned it to squadron HSL-

41. The aircraft entered service in 1984, and began its first deployment in 1985.  
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Hughes Helicopters 

AH-64 APACHE 

Role 

attack helicopter 

Powerplant 

two General Electric 

T700-GE-701C turboshafts 

1,410 kW each 

First flight 

1975 

Main operators 

United States Army 

Israel Air Force 

Royal Netherlands Air F. 

Number built 

1,174 (2010) 

 

The Hughes Helicopters (now Boeing) AH-64 Apache is a four-blade, twin-engine attack 

helicopter with tailwheel-type landing gear arrangement, and tandem cockpit for a crew of two. 

The Apache was developed as Model 77 by Hughes for the US Army's Advanced Attack Helicopter 

program to replace the AH-1 Cobra. First flown on 30 September 1975, the AH-64 features double- 

and triple-redundant aircraft systems to improve survivability for the aircraft and crew in combat, 

as well as improved crash survivability for the pilots. 

McDonnell Douglas continued production and development after purchasing Hughes Helicopters 

from Summa Corporation in 1984. The first production AH-64D Apache Longbow, a greatly 

upgraded version of the original Apache, was delivered to the Army in March 1997. AH-64 

production is continued by the Boeing Defense, Space & Security division. 

Development 

Following the cancellation of the AH-56 Cheyenne in 1972 (in favor of US Air Force and Marine 

Corps projects like the A-10 Thunderbolt II and Harrier Jump Jet), the US Army sought an aircraft 

to fill an anti-armor attack role that would still be under Army command; the 1948 Key West 

Agreement forbade the Army from owning fixed-wing aircraft. The Army wanted an aircraft better 

than the AH-1 Cobra in firepower, performance and range. It would have the maneuverability for 

terrain following – nap-of-earth (NoE) flying. Helicopters can do NoE flying at treetop levels or 

even below the height of surrounding trees where there are clear areas (such as in river gullies). 

Attack helicopters can hide behind trees or buildings, "popping up" just enough to use their (rotor 

mast-mounted) radar or other sensors and then minimally exposing themselves to launch weapons; 

escape can then be made by further NoE flying.  

To this end, the US Army issued a Request For Proposals (RFP) for an Advanced Attack Helicopter 

(AAH) on 15 November 1972. Proposals were submitted by five manufacturers: Bell, Boeing-Vertol 

(teamed with Grumman), Hughes, Lockheed, and Sikorsky. The US Army selected the Hughes 

YAH-64A over the Bell YAH-63 in 1976. The AH-64A then entered phase 2 of the AAH program. 
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This called for building three pre-production AH-64s with further integration of new weapons and 

sensor systems (including the new Hellfire missile).  

The AH-64A was named the Apache in late 1981, keeping with the Army's traditional use of 

American Indian tribal names for its helicopters and it was approved for full scale production in 

1982. In 1983, the first production helicopter was rolled out at Hughes Helicopter's facility at Mesa, 

Arizona. Development of the AH-64D Apache Longbow was approved by the Defense Acquisition 

Board in August 1990. The first AH-64D prototype was flown on 15 April 1992, and testing of the 

prototypes ended in April 1995 after they had significantly outperformed the AH-64A model. On 13 

October 1995 full-scale production of the Apache Longbow was approved. 

Design 

The Apache has a four-blade main rotor and a four-blade tail rotor. The crew sits in tandem, with 

the pilot sitting behind and above the copilot/gunner. The crew compartment and fuel tanks are 

armored such that the aircraft will remain flyable even after sustaining hits from 23-millimeter 

(0.91 in) gunfire. The AH-64D is powered by two General Electric T700-701C turboshaft engines 

(1,890 shp – 1,410 kW) with high-mounted exhausts on either side of the fuselage.  

One of the revolutionary features at the introduction of the Apache was its helmet mounted display, 

the Integrated Helmet and Display Sighting System (IHADSS); among other abilities the pilot or 

gunner can slave the helicopter's 30 mm automatic M230 Chain Gun to his helmet, making the gun 

track head movements to point at where he looks. The gun can be alternatively fixed to a locked 

forward firing position, or controlled via the Target Acquisition and Designation System (TADS).  

The AH-64 is designed to endure front-line environments and to operate during day or night in 

adverse weather, using avionics such as the TADS and Pilot Night Vision System (PNVS) – with 

nose-mounted sensor suite.  

The AH-64D Apache Longbow is equipped with a glass cockpit and improved sensor suite and 

weapon systems, but the main improvement over the A-variant is the dome installed over the main 

rotor which houses the AN/APG-78 Longbow millimeter-wave Fire Control Radar (FCR) target 

acquisition system and the Radar Frequency Interferometer (RFI). The raised position of the 

radome allows for detection and launching of missiles at targets when the helicopter is hidden by an 

obstacle (e.g. terrain, trees or buildings). A radio modem integrated with the sensor suite allows the 

AH-64D to share targeting data with other D-models. This allows a group of Longbow Apaches to 

fire on targets detected by the FCR of a single helicopter.  

The AH-64 is adaptable to numerous different roles within its context as Close Combat Attack 

(CCA), and has a customizable weapons loadout for the role desired. In addition to the 30-mm 

M230 Chain Gun (1,200 rounds), the Apache carries a range of external stores on its four stub-wing 

pylons, typically a mixture of AGM-114 Hellfire anti-tank missiles and Hydra 70 general-purpose 

unguided 70 mm rockets. External fuel tanks can also be carried by the pylons to increase range and 

mission time. 

For example, on an anti-armor mission the Apache can carry max. 16 Hellfire missiles, on an escort 

mission max. 76 Hydra rockets (on four launchers), and on a covering force mission a mixture of 8 

Hellfire and 38 Hydra. The Hellfire missile is the primary 100 lb-class air-to-ground high-precision 

weapon for the armed forces of the United States and many other nations. The Hellfire II has a 

semi-active laser homing guidance system (can achieve pinpoint accuracy by homing in on a 

reflected laser beam aimed at the target from the launching platform), while the Longbow Hellfire 
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features a millimeter wave radar seeker guidance, being a fire-and-forget weapon (requires no 

further guidance after launch and can hit its target without the launcher being in line of sight of the 

target).  

Operational life 

The US Army is the primary operator of the AH-64, however it has also become the primary attack 

helicopter of several nations it has been exported to, including the United Kingdom, Israel, Japan, 

Greece and the Netherlands.  

During Operation Desert Storm on 17 January 1991, eight US Army AH-64As guided by four MH-

53 Pave Low IIIs, were used to destroy a portion of the Iraqi radar network. This was the first attack 

of Desert Storm and it allowed further deployment of attack aircraft into Iraq without detection. The 

Apaches carried an asymmetric load of Hydra 70 rockets, Hellfires, and one auxiliary fuel tank 

each. During the “100-hour ground war” a total of 277 AH-64s took part, destroying over 500 

tanks, numerous armored personnel carriers and other Iraqi vehicles. Only one AH-64 was lost in 

the war; it was hit by an RPG (rocket-propelled grenade) at close range and crashed, but the crew 

survived. 

The US Army AH-64s played roles in the Balkans during separate conflicts in Bosnia and Kosovo 

in the 1990s. During these deployments the Apache encountered problems such as deficiencies in 

training, night vision equipment, fuel tanks, and survivability. The AH-64 took also part in invasion 

of Iraq in 2003 during Operation Iraqi Freedom. In one engagement on 24 March 2003, 31 

Apaches were damaged, and one Apache was shot down and captured by Iraqi troops near Karbala. 

As of 2009, 12 Apache helicopters were shot down by enemy fire in Iraq.  

The US Apaches have been serving in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan from 2001. 

American AH-64Ds are flying in Iraq and Afghanistan without the Longbow Fire Control Radar as 

there are no armored threats to be dealt with. Most Apache helicopters that have taken heavy 

combat damage have been able to continue their missions and return safely.  

The Israeli Air Force AH-64As were used frequently during the 1990s to attack and destroy 

Hezbollah outposts in Lebanon, attacking in many weather conditions – day and night.  

The UK operates a modified version of the Apache Longbow initially called the Westland WAH-64 

Apache, now designated Apache AH1 by the British Army. The Apache AH1s have been regularly 

deployed to Afghanistan, in support of UK and Coalition forces in the south of the country. British 

Apaches routinely use the Longbow Fire Control Radar in Afghanistan, stating that it improves 

situational awareness and avoidance of other aircraft during tactical maneuvers. 

In 2004, six Dutch AH-64s were deployed as part of the Netherlands contribution to Multinational 

Force in Iraq to support the Dutch ground forces. The Apaches performed close combat support 

and display of force missions, along with providing reconnaissance information to ground forces. In 

February 2006, the Netherlands contribution to NATO forces in Afghanistan was increased from 

600 to 1,400 troops and 6 AH-64s were sent in support.  
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Mil 

MI-8 HIP 

Role 

medium-lift multirole 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Klimov 

TV3-117VM turboshafts 

1,633 kW each 

First flight 

1961 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Russian Army 

Egyptian Air Force 

Number built 

17,000 (2010) 

 

The Mil Mi-8 (NATO designation Hip) is a medium twin-turbine transport helicopter that can also 

act as a gunship. The Mi-8 is the world's most-produced helicopter, and is used by over 50 

countries. Russia is currently the largest active operator of the Mi-8 helicopter.  

Development 

The Mil OKB is the most prolific Soviet helicopter manufacturer, and has produced more machines 

than any other helicopter manufacturer. One of the major successes was the Mi-4 Hound, a 

helicopter with a radial piston engine fitted in aircraft’s nose. 

New turboshafts availability, which were much lighter and more powerful, had also led to the 

creation of the huge Mi-6 Hook; it has two powerful turbines (Soloviev D-25V, 4,100 kW – 5,500 

shp each), one of which was used for the prototype of the Mi-8 Hip, but the power was reduced to 

2,700 shp to avoid overloading the transmission. The prototype went in the air in 1961 and had the 

NATO designation Mi-8 Hip-A. 

The next version featured two turboshafts (Klimov/Isotov TV-117, 1,500 shp each), but still the old 

type of four-bladed rotor of the Mi-4. It was called Mi-8 Hip-B. Flew for the first time in September 

1962, the B version went into limited production until new mechanics were fully developed; this 

happened in 1964, and the new five-bladed rotor was practically a reproduction of the type used in 

the Mi-6, but scaled in size.  

Design 

Aircraft’s body is stocky and elongated with traditional construction in ribs and stringers, covered 
with metal panels. The cockpit has no fewer than 10 light-framed windows that give the crew 

excellent visibility. Little space is devoted to instrumentation, with a panel in the characteristic blue 

color of the Soviet aircraft. The Mi-8 has a crew of 3 (2 pilots, 1 flight engineer) and can 

accommodate 24 troops, or 12 stretchers and 1 medical attendant, or up to 3,000 kg (6,600 lb) of 

internal/external load. 
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The Mi-8 has a fixed, tricycle landing gear. An access door is on the right side, while there is a 

sliding door on the left, although its dimensions are not impressive. The interior can be customized 

in various ways, as the helicopter was produced for both civilian and military operations. In any 

case, remains the aft vertical-valve door, with hydraulic opening; it has a fundamental role because 

allows cargo loading (such a light truck) without using a hook outside (still available), which could 

limit speed and maneuverability. 

The Mi-8 Hip-E is the basic gunship version, with a significant firepower, which can exceed even 

that of the Mi-24 helicopter. It features a nose-mounted 12.7 mm machine gun (or 30 mm grenade 

launcher) and six external hardpoins for, typically, UV-57 rocket launchers (32 rounds each), but it 

can carry also Swatter AT-2 anti-tank missiles.  

Tactic needs like that to remain in flight with one engine (in the Afghan theater of war) have led to 

the use of more powerful engines. This is the case of the Mi-8 version for export, named Mi-17 Hip-

H, with two Klimov TV3-117VM turboshafts (1,633 kW – 2,190 shp each). The designation Mi-17 

is for export; Russian armed forces call it Mi-8MT. The Mi-17 can be recognized because it has the 

tail rotor on the port side instead of the starboard side, and dust shields in front of the engine 

intakes. 

Operational life 

The Hip’s greatest and most challenging operational campaign was in Afghanistan (1980-1989); in 

squadrons of eight, they were mixed together with Mi-24 Hind attack helicopters. The dynamic 

components of the two helicopters were the same, so the maintenance was easy. In Afghanistan, the 

Mi-8s accomplished a demanding job of transport, supply of isolated garrisons and ground attack. 

Their large size and reduced protection have caused very high losses, as always happens to the 

tactical helicopters flying over hostile territory. 

Another theater of war where Hips were involved was the Persian Gulf. At least since 1980 Iraqi 

Mi-8s have been used against Iran, then against Kuwait in the 1990 Gulf War, when dozens of 

helicopters have directly attacked the capital Kuwait City. During Desert Storm an Iraqi Hip was 

shot down by a US Navy F-14, the only aerial victory assigned to this aircraft type; another Mi-8 

was locked by a F-15E laser designator and subsequently hit by a laser-guided weapon and 

disintegrated.  
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Mil 

MI-24 HIND 

Role 

attack-transport 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Isotov 

TV3-117 turboshafts 

1,600 kW each 

First flight 

1969 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Polish Air Force 

Iraqi Air Force 

Number built 

~ 2,000 

 

The Mil Mi-24 (NATO designation Hind) is a large helicopter gunship and low-capacity troop 

transport (carries 8) produced by Mil Moscow Helicopter Plant and operated from 1972 by the 

Soviet Air Force, its successors, and over thirty other nations. In October 2007, the Russian Air 

Force announced it would replace its 250 Mi-24 helicopter gunships with 300 more modern Mi-28s 

and possibly Ka-50s by 2015. 

In NATO circles the export versions, Mi-25 and Mi-35, are simply denoted with a letter suffix as 

"Hind D" and "Hind E" respectively. Soviet pilots called the aircraft “Кр ди ” (Crocodile), due 
to the helicopter's camouflage scheme, or “Ста а ” (Glass), because of the flat glass plates which 
surrounded the three-place cockpit of the Mi-24A. 

Development 

During the early 1960s, it became apparent to Soviet designer Mikhail Leont'yevich Mil that the 

trend towards ever-increasing battlefield mobility would result in the creation of flying infantry 

fighting vehicles, which could be used to perform both fire support and infantry transport missions. 

The development of gunships and attack helicopters by the US Army during the Vietnam War 

convinced the Soviets of the advantages of armed helicopter ground support doctrine. This had a 

positive influence on moving forward with the development of the Mi-24. 

Mil engineers prepared two basic designs: a 7-ton single-engine design and a 10.5-ton twin-engine 

design, both based on the 1,700 hp Izotov TV3-177A turboshaft. The Kamov bureau suggested an 

army version of their Ka-25 Hormone ASW (anti-submarine warfare) helicopter as a low-cost 

option. This was considered but later dropped in favor of the new Mil twin-engine design. A 

number of changes were made at the insistence of the military, including the replacement of the 

23 mm cannon with a rapid-fire heavy machine gun mounted in a chin turret, and the use of the then 

under development 9K114 Shturm (AT-6 Spiral) anti-tank missile. 
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Design 

The core of the aircraft was derived from the previous Mil Mi-8 Hip: two top-mounted turboshaft 

engines (Isotov TV3-117, 1,600 kW – 2,200 shp each) driving a mid-mounted 17.3 m five-blade 

main rotor and a three-blade tail rotor. The engine configuration gave the aircraft its distinctive 

double air intake. Original versions have an angular greenhouse-style cockpit; Model D and later 

have a characteristic tandem cockpit with a "double bubble" canopy. Two mid-mounted stub wings 

provide weapon hardpoints, each offering three stations, in addition to providing lift. The load-out 

mix is mission dependent; Mi-24s can be tasked with close air support, anti-tank operations, or 

aerial combat. 

The body is heavily armored and can resist impacts from .50 caliber (12.7 mm) rounds from all 

angles (including the titanium rotor blades). The cockpit is an even more heavily armored titanium 

tub and can resist impact from 37mm cannon rounds. The cockpit and crew compartment are 

overpressurized to protect the crew from NBC (Nuclear, Biological and Chemical) conditions. The 

crew is 2-3 (pilot, weapon system officer and optionally flight engineer); the aircraft can carry 8 

troops or 4 stretchers and has a maximum speed of 335 km/h (208 mph).  

Considerable attention was given to making the Mi-24 fast. The airframe was streamlined, and 

fitted with retractable tricycle undercarriage landing gear to reduce drag. The wings provide 

considerable lift at high speed, up to a quarter of total lift. The main rotor was tilted 2.5° to the right 

from the fuselage to counteract dissymmetry of lift at high speed and provide a more stable firing 

platform. The landing gear was also tilted to the left so the rotor would still be level when the 

aircraft was on the ground, making the rest of the airframe tilt to the left. The tail was also 

asymmetrical to give a side force at speed, thus unloading the tail rotor.  

Operational life 

As a combination gunship and troop transport, the Mi-24 has no direct NATO counterpart. While 

UH-1 Huey helicopters were used in Vietnam either to ferry troops, or were used as gunships, they 

were not able to do both at the same time. Converting a UH-1 into a gunship meant stripping the 

entire passenger area to accommodate extra fuel and ammunition, and removing its troop transport 

capability. The Mi-24 was designed to do both, and this was greatly exploited by airborne units of 

the Soviet Army during the 1980–1989 Soviet war in Afghanistan.  

The aircraft was operated extensively in Afghanistan, mainly for bombing Mujahideen troops. The 

US supplied heat-seeking Stinger missiles to the Mujahideen, and the Soviet Mi-8 and Mi-24 

helicopters proved to be favorite targets of the rebels. After a brutal learning curve in the face of 

Afghan rebels, Mi-24 pilots learned to be dangerous themselves, and the rebels called the Mi-24 

"Shaitan-Arba" (Satan's Chariot). The Mi-24's favoured munition was the 80-millimetre (3.1 in) S-8 

rocket and the 23 mm (0.91 in) pod-mounted gun. Some Mi-24 crews became experts at dropping 

or tossing bombs precisely on targets. 

The Hind was a very maneouvrable aircraft; early in the war, head of Mil, Marat Tischenko, visited 

Afghanistan to see what the troops thought of his helicopter, and some pilots even demonstrated 

maneuvers such as barrel rolls, which design engineers considered impossible. An astounded Dr. 

Tischenko commented: "I thought I knew what my helicopters could do, now I'm not so sure!"  
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Kamov 

KA-27 HELIX 

Role 

anti-submarine warfare 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Klimov/Isotov 

TV3-117VMA turboshafts 

1,660 kW each 

First flight 

1973 

Main operators 

Russian Navy 

Ukrainian Navy 

Indian Navy 

Number built 

270 

 

The Kamov Ka-27 (NATO designation Helix) is an ASW (anti-submarine warfare) helicopter 

developed for the Soviet Navy, and currently in service with Russia, Ukraine, Vietnam, South 

Korea, China, Taiwan and India. Variants include the Ka-29 assault transport and the Ka-32 for 

civilian use. 

Development 

The Ka-27 helicopter was developed for ferrying and anti-submarine warfare. Design work began in 

1970 and the first prototype flew in 1973. It was intended to replace the decade-old Kamov Ka-25, 

and is similar in appearance to its predecessor due to the requirements of fitting in the same hangar 

space.  

Design 

The Ka-27 features a contra-rotating coaxial rotor with folding blades. To allow operations in 

Arctic conditions and rough sea, the composite blades are fitted with an electric thermal de-icing 

system and the structure is made of corrosion-resistant materials. Each rotor move independently 

and can vary its power to ensure that the helicopter can rotate on its axis. In the event of a turbine 

failure, a special mechanism of transmission allows both-rotor operation for a safe emergency-

landing. 

The landing gear consists of four single-wheeled reinforced struts; both front and back wheels are 

freely rotating to allow easy hangar handling. For emergencies on sea, automatically inflatable 

boats are installed on the fuselage; an external winch for rescue operations can also be fitted. 

As an ASW helicopter, the Ka-27 (Helix-A) is able to detect and fight submarines to a maximum 

depth of 500 m and speed of 75 km/h, respectively. Thanks to an stable autopilot and INS (inertial 

navigation system), the pilot can hover the helicopter in any weather conditions and by night. 

Avionics include a nose-mounted search radar (with Osminog MAD – magnetic anomaly detector), 
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a VGS-3 dipping sonar, and releasable sonobuoys. The Ka-27 usually operates in 'hunter-killer' 

teams, with one aircraft tracking the target sub, the other dropping depth charges. 

The original Ka-27’s weapon bay was modified in the Ka-29 assault variant (Helix-B) to 

accommodate up to 16 troops; under the central fuselage, active homing depth charges, a homing 

torpedo, or a Kh-35 anti-ship missile can be carried. The Ka-27/29 has a crew of 2-3 and is powered 

by two Klimov/Isotov TV3-117VMA turboshafts (1,660 kW – 2,225 shp each) mounted above and 

behind the cockpit.  

Operational life 

Kamov helicopters are carried on the Russian aircraft carrier Admiral Kuznetsov and some 

destroyers and battle cruisers as the nuclear cruiser Peter the Great (in the stern, under a covered 

hangar).  

A Russian Navy KA-27 helicopter from the Russian Udaloy Class destroyer RS Serveromorsk 

(DDG 619) conducted interoperability deck landing training on board of American USS Mount 

Whitney (LCC-20) on 22 July 2010.  
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Mil 

MI-26 HALO 

Role 

heavy-lift cargo 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Lotarev 

D-136 turboshafts 

8,500 kW each 

First flight 

1977 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Ukrainian Air Force 

Indian Air Force 

Number built 

276 

 

The Mil Mi-26 (NATO designation Halo) is a Soviet/Russian heavy transport helicopter. It is the 

largest and most powerful helicopter ever to have gone into production. The Mi-26 is in service 

with military and civilian operators.  

Development 

 

Following the incomplete development of the Mi-12 in the early 1970s, work began on a new heavy 

lift helicopter, the Mi-26. The new design was required to have an empty weight be less than half its 

maximum takeoff weight. The helicopter was designed by Marat Tishchenko, protégé of Mikhail 

Mil, founder of the Mil OKB design bureau. The first Mi-26 flew on 14 December 1977. 

Development was completed in 1983 and it was in Soviet military and commercial service from 

1985.  

 

Design 

 

The Mi-26 was designed as a heavy-lift helicopter intended for military and civil use. It was 

designed to replace the earlier Mi-6 and Mi-12 heavy-lift helicopters, with a design that had twice 

the cabin space and payload of the Mi-6, then the world's largest and fastest production helicopter. 

The primary purpose was to move military equipment such as 13 tons (29,000 lb) amphibious 

armored personnel carriers, as well as mobile ballistic missiles lanuchers to remote locations.  

 

The Mi-26 was the first helicopter equipped from the factory with an eight-blade rotor. It is capable 

of single-engine flight in the event of loss of power by one engine (depending on aircraft mission 

weight), because of an engine load sharing system. While it is only slightly heavier than the Mi-6, it 

can lift up to 20 tons – 8 tons more than Mi-6.  

 

The Mi-26 Halo has a crew of five (2 pilots, 1 navigator, 1 flight engineer, 1 flight technician) and a 

capacity of 90 troops or 60 stretchers, and can carry up to 44,000 lb (20 tons) of cargo. It is powered 

by two Lotarev D-136 turboshafts (8,500 kW – 11,399 shp each).  
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Operational life 

 

The Mi-26S was a hastily developed version for disaster relief tasks following the Chernobyl 

nuclear facility accident. This version was used for measuring radiation levels and for precisely 

dropping isolating components while blocking the damaged No. 4 reactor . It was also equipped 

with deactivating liquid tank and underbelly spraying apparatus. 

 

In spring 2002 a civilian Mi-26 was leased to recover an US Army CH-47 Chinook helicopter from 

a mountain in Afghanistan. With all fuel, rotors and non-essential equipment removed the Chinook 

was estimated to weigh 12,000 kilograms, which theoretically exceeds Mi-26's payload at that 

altitude (2,600 metres). However, the Chinook was snatched with a hook and successfully flown 

with the Mi-26 to Kabul, then later to Bagram Air Force Base in Parvan, Afghanistan for shipment 

to Fort Campbell, Kentucky for repairs. 

 

On 19 August 2002, Chechen separatists hit an Mi-26 with a shoulder-fired surface-to-air missile, 

causing it to crash-land in a minefield. Reportedly, a total of 127 Russian troops and the air crew 

were killed in the crash.  
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Kamov 

KA-50 HOKUM 

 

Role 

attack helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Klimov 

TV3-117VK turboshafts 

1,660 kW each 

First flight 

1982 

Main operators 

Russian Army 

Turkish Army 

Number built 

25 (2010) 

 

The Kamov Ka-50 (NATO designation Hokum-A) “Black Shark” is a single-seat Russian attack 

helicopter with the distinctive coaxial rotor system of the Kamov design bureau. It was designed in 

the 1980s and adopted for service in the Russian Army in 1995. It is currently manufactured by the 

Progress company in Arsenyev. 

During the late 1990s, Kamov and Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) developed a tandem-seat 

version, the Ka-50-2 “Erdogan”, to meet Turkey's attack helicopter requirement. Kamov also 
designed another two-seat variant, the  Ka-52 “Alligator” (Hokum-B).  

Development 

The Ka-50 is the production version of the V-80Sh-1 prototype. Production of the attack helicopter 

was ordered by the Soviet Council of Ministers on 14 December 1987. Development of the 

helicopter was first reported in the West in 1984. The first photograph appeared in 1989. Following 

initial flight testing and system tests the Council ordered the first batch of helicopters in 1990. The 

attack helicopter was first described publicly as the "Ka-50" in March 1992 at a symposium in the 

United Kingdom.  

However, the effects of the collapse of the Soviet Union had led to a massive drop in defense 

procurement. This resulted in a mere dozen Ka-50s instead of the planned several hundred being 

delivered, meaning that there was still no proper replacement for the Mi-24 Hind.  

Design 

The Ka-50 was designed to be small, fast and agile to improve survivability and lethality. For 

minimal weight and size (thus maximum speed and agility) it was – uniquely among gunships – to 

be operated by a single pilot. Kamov concluded after thorough research of helicopter combat in 

Afghanistan and other war zones that the typical attack mission phases of low-level approach, pop-

up target acquisition and weapon launch do not simultaneously demand navigation, maneuvering 

and weapons operation of the pilot; and thus with well-designed support automation a single pilot 
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can carry out the entire mission alone. However, it is still an unanswered question whether in 

practice the rank and file of Black Shark pilots would suffer from excess fatigue from this combined 

workload. 

Like other Kamov helicopters, the Hokum features a characteristic contra-rotating co-axial rotor 

system, which removes the need for the entire tail rotor assembly and improves the aircraft's 

aerobatic qualities – it can perform loops, rolls and “the funnel” (circle-strafing, where the aircraft 

maintains a line-of-sight to the target while flying circles of varying altitude, elevation and airspeed 

around it). Using two rotors means that a smaller rotor system with slower-moving rotor tips can be 

used instead  a faster-moving single-rotor design. Since the speed of the advancing rotor tip is a 

primary limitation to the maximum speed of a helicopter, this allows to Ka-50 a greater top speed 

than AH-64 Apache’s.  

The elimination of the tail rotor is a qualitative advantage because the torque-countering tail rotor 

can use up to 30% of engine power. Furthermore, the vulnerable boom and rear gearbox are fairly 

common causes of helicopter losses in combat; the Black Shark's entire transmission presents a 

comparatively small target to ground fire. Kamov maintains that the co-axial drive assembly is built 

to survive hits from 23 mm ammunition like the other vital parts of the helicopter. The zero native 

torque also allows the aircraft to be fairly immune to wind strength and direction, and to have an 

unsurpassed turn rate in all travel speed envelopes.  

For improved pilot survivability the Ka-50 is fitted with a NPP Zvezda K-37-800 ejection seat, 

which is a rare feature for a helicopter. Before the rocket in the ejection seat deploys, the rotor 

blades are blown away by explosive charges in the rotor disc and the canopy is similarly jettisoned. 

The helicopter has a maximum speed (in dive) of 390 km/h (242 mph) and is powered by two 

Klimov TV3-117VK turboshafts (1,660 kW – 2,226 shp each).  

The aircraft carries a substantial load of weapons in four external hardpoints under the stub wings 

plus two on the wingtips, a total of some 2,000 kg depending on the mix. The main armament are 

the twelve laser-guided Vikhr anti-tank missiles with a maximum range of some 8 km. The laser 

guidance is reported to be virtually jam-proof and the system features automatic guidance to target, 

enabling evasive action immediately after missile launch. The Ka-50 can also carry several rocket 

pods, which include the S-13 and the S-8 rockets.  

An integrated 30 mm cannon is semi-rigidly fixed on the helicopter's side, movable only slightly in 

elevation and azimuth. The semi-rigid mounting improves the cannon's accuracy, giving the 30 mm 

a longer practical range and better hit ratio at medium ranges than with a free-turning turret mount. 

Manufacturing of the first Ka-52 Alligator airframe began in mid-1996. Serial production was 

started in autumn 2008. Developed from the Ka-50 airframe, the Ka-52 features a two-seat side-by-

side cockpit and is designed to detect targets and redistribute them among supporting Ka-50s. In 

comparison to the original Ka-50, it has a somewhat "softer" nose profile due to the wider cockpit, 

reduced cockpit armor and large nose-mounted radome. Equipment includes radar with two 

antennas – mast-mounted for aerial targets and nose-mounted for ground targets, and Samshite day-

and-night TV/thermal sighting system in two spherical turrets (one over the cockpit and the second 

under the nose). The Ka-52 retains the side-mounted cannon and six wing-mounted hardpoints of 

the original Ka-50.  
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Operational life 

Ka-50 Hokum-A took part in the Russian Army's operations against rebels in the Chechen Republic. 

In December 2000, a pair of production Ka-50s arrived to the area. With the Ka-50s was also a Ka-

29 Helix-B, to provide reconnaissance and target designation.  

On January 9, 2001, at the entry into a mountain gorge in the area of a settlement named 

Komsomolskoye, a single Ka-50, accompanied by a Mi-24 Hind, used S-8 unguided rockets to 

destroy a warehouse full of ammunition belonging to Chechen insurgents. On February 6, in the 

forest covered mountain area to the south of the village of Tsentoroj, the strike group composed of 

two Ka-50s and the Ka-29 discovered and, from a range of 3 km, destroyed a fortified camp of 

insurgents using two Vikhr guided missiles. February 14, saw a similar strike group carrying out a 

"hunting" mission in the area of Oak-Yurt and Hatun; in difficult conditions, pilots found and 

destroyed eight targets.  

These missions tested the type's airframe, as well as its on-board systems and armament. Its 

successful performance in difficult, mountainous terrain once again confirmed the usefulness of the 

many advanced features of the Ka-50's design, including its power and maneuverability.  
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Mil 

MI-28 HAVOC 

 

Role 

attack helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Klimov 

TV3-117VMA turboshafts 

1,636 kW each 

First flight 

1988 

Main operators 

Russian Air Force 

Venezuelan Air Force 

Number built 

37 (2010) 

 

The Mil Mi-28 (NATO designation Havoc) is a Russian all-weather, day-night, military tandem 

two-seat, anti-armour attack helicopter. It is a dedicated attack helicopter with no intended 

secondary transport role, better optimized than the Mi-24 for the anti-tank missions. Introduced 

with Russian Air Force in 1996, it carries a single gun in an undernose barbette, plus external 

loads on pylons beneath stub wings. 

Development 

 

In late 1970s, following completion of the Mi-24, development began on a unique attack helicopter 

with low-transport capability. The new design had a reduced transport capability (3 troops instead 

of 8, omitted the crew of two), to provide better overall performance and higher top speed. 

Improved performance was important for its intended role fighting against tanks and enemy 

helicopters and covering helicopter landing operations. 

Design work began on the Mi-28 began under Marat Tishchenko in 1980. In 1984 the Mi-28 

completed the first stage of state trials, but in October 1984 the Soviet Air Force chose the more 

advanced Kamov Ka-50 as the new standard anti-tank helicopter. The Mi-28 development was 

continued, but given lower priority. In January 1988 the first Mi-28A was on air. Mi-28A program 

was cancelled in 1993 because it was deemed uncompetitive with the Ka-50, and in particular, it 

was not all-weather capable. 

Then the new Mi-28N was unveiled in 1995, the N designation meaning "night". The prototype (no. 

014) first flew on 14 November 1996; the most significant new feature was a radar in a round cover 

above the main rotor, similar to that of the AH-64D Longbow Apache. Mi-28N also has an laser 

aiming device under the nose, a TV camera and a FLIR (forward looking infra-red) device.  

 

Changes in the military situation after the Cold War made specialized anti-tank helicopters, like Ka-

50, less useful. On the other hand, its all-weather, two-seat variant Ka-52 had worse performance 

due to increased weight. The advantages of the Mi-28N, like all-weather action ability, lower cost, 

and similarity to the Mi-24, have become important. In 2003, the head of Russian Air Forces stated 
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that the Mi-28N will become the standard Russian attack helicopter. A total of 67 Mi-28Ns are to be 

purchased by 2015, when the Mi-24 Hind is to be completely replaced. 

 

Design 

The Mi-28 has two heavily armored cockpits, a windshield able to withstand hits from 12.7 mm 

caliber bullets, a nose equipped with electronics, and a narrow-X tail rotor (55 deg) with reduced 

noise characteristics. It is powered by two 2,194 shp (1,636 kW) Klimov TV3-117VMA turboshaft 

engines. 

The crew is two: one pilot (rear), and the navigator/weapons operator. Havoc’s maximum speed is 
320 km/h (199 mph). While the Mi-28 is not intended for use as a transport, it does have a small 

passenger compartment capable of carrying three people. The planned purpose of this is to enable 

the rescue of downed helicopter crews. 

The gun armament of the Mi-28 is the 30 x 165 mm Shipunov SA42 autocannon. It is a select fire, 

dual-feed gun, which allows for a cyclic rate of fire between 200 and 550 rounds per minute. Its 

effective range varies from 1500 meters for ground vehicles to 2500 meters for air targets. The Mi-

28N features a helmet-mounted display for the pilot, who would designate targets for the weapons 

officer.  

There are two pylons under each stub wing to mount bombs, rockets, missiles, and gun pods. The 

Ataka anti-tank missile has 3 variants for different tasks: the 9M120 tandem High Explosive Anti-

Tank (HEAT) warhead variant is used against tanks; the 9M120F thermobaric variant is used 

against infantry, buildings and bunkers; and the 9M120M expanding rod warhead variant is used 

against other helicopters. All this variants have a range of 6 km and are using SACLOS (Semi-

Automatic Command to Line Of Sight) missile guidance. 

The S-8 and S-13 rockets used by the Mi-28 are unguided. In the most common configuration, one 

can expect 40 S-8 rockets or 10 S-13 rockets. Both rockets have their variants, from HEAT to 

thermobaric warheads. The S-8 has a shorter range and smaller warhead than the S-13, but 

compensates with numbers. The Mi-28 can be armed also with Igla-V or Vympel R-73 air-to-air 

missiles, or KMGU-2 mine dispensers. 

Operational life 

The Russian Air Force added 27 Mi-28N to inventory between 2007 and 2009, with total number 

uncertain. The Venezuelan Air Force has 10 Mi-28N on order as of April 2010, with delivery date 

unknown.  
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Eurocopter 

AS565 PANTHER 

Role 

multirole helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Turboméca 

Arriel 2C turboshafts 

635 kW each 

First flight 

1984 

Main operators 

French Navy 

Brazilian Army 

United Arab Emirates Air F. 

Number built 

260 (2010) 

 

The Eurocopter AS565 Panther is the military version of the Eurocopter AS365 Dauphin 2 

medium-weight multi-purpose twin-engine helicopter. The Panther is used for a wide range of 

military roles, including combat assault, fire support, anti-submarine warfare, anti-surface 

warfare, search and rescue, and medical evacuation. 

Development 

The first Dauphin prototype made its first flight on June 1972, a year after the Gazelle, of which it 

was inspired in many ways. The initial model was the Sud-Aviation SA 360C, fitted over its fairly 

voluminous fuselage with a new type of rotor, the 4-blade Starflex of 11.5 m in diameter. The 

engine (a single turboshaft Turboméca Astazou XVIII of 1,050 shp) proved insufficient, and three 

years later, in 1975, the aircraft was re-engind with two Turboméca Arriel (710 shp each). With an 

extensive redesign, derived the SA 365N Dauphin 2 which had a lighter structure, pointed nose, 

more fuel, a retractable tricycle undercarriage and two turboshafts Arriel 2C of 838 shp each.  

The latest version is the military Aérospatiale (now Eurocopter) AS565 Panther, with further 

increases in power and capacity. The Panther, fully suitable with French Navy Leygues Class and 

La Fayette Class frigates, can be armed with AS-15TT air-to-surface missiles and even an Exocet 

anti-ship missile.  

Design 

The AS565 has a partially composite type structure, with use of large surfaces and structures made 

of Nomex, Kevlar and Rohacell; the rotor blades are made of carbon fibers. The mechanical 

properties of rotor resistance forced the adoption of an engine power (two Turbomeca Arriel 2C 

turboshafts, 635 kW – 851 shp each) below that of competing models such as the Westland Lynx 

(two Rolls-Royce Gem turboshafts, 835 kW – 1,120 shp each). Therefore, to compensate for 

possible speed difference with competing models, attention was given to aerodynamics, with a 

remaining penalty for performance at high altitude and maximum take-off weight. 
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The tail rotor is of the type introduced by the Aérospatiale Gazelle and called fenestron. This allows 

much more security on the ground, combined with less drag and less noise. The cabin can 

accommodate 10 troops, and has two doors with almost total transparency, one small for the two 

pilots and one larger for passengers. Main variants are: AS565 UB (utility version with FADEC – 
full authority digital engine control), AS565 AB (attack version), AS565 MB (anti-surface and anti-

submarine warfare, search and rescue, medical evacuation – with cabin-mounted 20 mm cannon 

and various missiles), and AS565 CA (anti-tank version with HOT missiles).  

Operational life 

The Eurocopter Panther is in service with: French Navy, Brazilian Army, United Arab Emirates Air 

Force, PLA Air Force (China), Israeli Air Force, Royal Navy, Hellenic Coast Guard and United 

States Coast Guard (a special version called HH-65 Dolphin, with state-of-the-art communications 

and navigation equipment, allowing for hands-off hover over a pre-determined location even in 

darkness or inclement weather).  
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AgustaWestland 

AW101 MERLIN 

Role 

anti-submarine warfare - 

- multirole helicopter 

Powerplant 

3 Rolls-Royce / Turboméca 

RTM322 turboshafts 

1,725 kW each 

First flight 

1987 

Main operators 

Royal Navy 

Royal Air Force 

Italian Navy 

Number built 

70 (2010) 

 

The AgustaWestland AW101 (EH101 until June 2007) is a medium-lift helicopter for military 

applications but also marketed for civil use. The helicopter was developed as a joint venture 

between Westland Helicopters in the UK and Agusta in Italy (now merged as AgustaWestland). The 

aircraft is manufactured at the AgustaWestland factories in Yeovil, England and Vergiate, Italy. 

The name Merlin is used for AW101s in the British, Danish and Portuguese militaries.  

Development 

In spring 1977, the UK Ministry of Defence issued a requirement for an anti-submarine warfare 

(ASW) helicopter to replace the Royal Navy's Westland Sea Kings. Westland responded with a 

design (the WG.34) that was then approved for development. Meanwhile, the Marina Militare 

(Italian Navy) was also seeking a replacement for its (Agusta-built) Sea Kings, leading Agusta to 

discussions with Westland about the possibility of a joint development. This culminated in the joint-

venture being finalised in November 1979 and a new London-based company, EH Industries 

Limited (EHI), being formed in June the following year to manage the project. 

After a lengthy development, the first prototype flew on 9 October 1987. In 1989 demand for the 

EH-101 was uncertain, the american Black Hawk providing competition with potential export 

customers, and neither Britain or Italy had placed production orders yet. Finally, Britain maintained 

its commitment to the project, ordering 22 EH-101 helicopters in February 1995; Italy also pressed 

ahead with its order for 16 EH-101s in October 1995. Westland and Agusta merged together to 

form AgustaWestland International Limited in July 2000, closing down EHI as a separate entity 

shortly afterwards. Consequently in June 2007 the EH101 was re-branded as the AW101.  

Design 

The AW101 Merlin is well known for its extensive use of composite materials. The modular 

aluminium-lithium alloy fuselage structure is damage and crash resistant, with multiple primary and 

secondary load paths. Active vibration control of the structural response (ACSR) uses a vibration-

canceling technique to reduce the stress on the airframe. The AW101 is rated to operate in 
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temperatures ranging from -40 to +50 °C. High flotation tyres permit operation from soft or rough 

terrain. The main rotor blades are a derivative of the BERP rotor blade design, which improves the 

aerodynamic efficiency at the blade tips, as well as reducing the blade's noise signature.  

The cockpit is fitted with armoured seats for the crew (4), and can withstand an impact velocity of 

over 10 m/s. Dual flight controls are provided, though the AW101 can be flown by a single person. 

The pilot's instrument displays include six full colour high-definition screens and an optional 

mission display. A digital map and forward looking infra-red (FLIR) system display can also be 

installed.  

The Merlin is powered by either three Rolls-Royce / Turboméca RTM322 turboshafts (1,725 kW – 
2,312 shp each) used by the UK, Japan, Denmark and Portugal, or three General Electric CT7-6 

turboshafts (1,491 kW – 1,998 shp each) in Italy, Canada, and Japan; the RTM322 engine was 

specifically designed for the AW101. Engine inlet particle separator systems provide protection 

when operating in sandy environments. Each engine is supplied by a separate 1,074 litre self-sealing 

fuel tank using dual booster pumps. A fourth tank acts as a reservoir supply, topping up the main 

tanks during flight, while a fifth transfer tank can be added to increase range, as can airborne 

refuelling.  

The engines powers an 18.59 metre diameter five-bladed main rotor. The rotor blades are 

constructed from carbon/glass fibre with nomex honeycomb and rohacell foam, edged with titanium 

alloy. Computer control of the engines via the aircraft EECU's (electronic engine control unit) 

allows the AW101 to hover reliably in winds of over 80 km/h. 

It has two hardpoints for weapon carriers (two anti-ship missiles, four homing torpedoes, depth 

charges or rockets); all variants can mount General Purpose Machine Guns (GPMGs) in up to 5 

locations in the main cabin, pointing out of door and window apertures. The AW101 can 

accommodate up to 24 seated or 45 standing combat troops and their equipment. Alternative loads 

include a medical team and 16 stretchers or cargo pallets (up to 5 tons). The cabin floor and rear 

ramp are fitted with flush tie-down points, a Semi-Automatic Cargo Release Unit (SACRU). A 

cargo hook under the fuselage can carry external loads of 5,440 kg.  

Avionics include a Selex Galileo Blue Kestrel 5000 (or Eliradar MM/APS-784) maritime 

surveillance radar, GPS and inertial navigation systems, tactical air navigation (TACAN) and 

automatic direction finding. A Smiths Industries OMI 20 SEP automatic flight control system 

provides dual redundant digital control, giving autostabilisation and four-axis auto-pilot operation. 

Operational life 

The Royal Navy's final order was for 44 ASW machines, originally designated Merlin HAS.1 but 

soon changed to Merlin HM1. The first fully operational Merlin was delivered on 17 May 1997, 

entering service on 2 June 2000. All aircraft were delivered by the end of 2002, and are operated by 

four Fleet Air Arm squadrons. The Merlin HM1 has been cleared to operate from the Royal Navy's 

aircraft carriers, amphibious assault ships, Type 23 frigates and a number of RFA vessels including 

the Fort Victoria Class. Royal Navy Merlins have seen action in the Caribbean, on counter-

narcotics and hurricane support duties. They have also been active in Iraq, providing support to 

British and coalition troops on the ground, as well as maritime security duties in the North Persian 

Gulf. 

Royal Air Force ordered 22 transport helicopters designated Merlin HC3, the first of which entered 

service with No. 28 Squadron based at RAF Benson, in January 2001. The first operational 
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deployment was to the Balkans in early 2003. They were deployed to southern Iraq as part of 

Operation Telic until July 2009 when British Forces withdrew from Iraq. 

In 1997, the Italian government ordered 24 EH101 helicopters for the Italian Navy in the following 

variants: 10 anti-surface and anti-submarine warfare, 6 airborne early-warning (AEW), 4 utility 

aircraft, and 4 ASH (Amphibious Support Helicopter). Deliveries started at the beginning of 2001 

and were completed by 2006.  

In 2001, the Royal Danish Air Force announced the purchase of eight EH101 for search and rescue 

(SAR) duties and six more for tactical troop transports; the last of the 14 EH101s was delivered in 

March 2007. The Portuguese Air Force has operated 12 Merlins since 24 February 2005, in 

transport, search and rescue, combat search and rescue and maritime surveillance missions; all are 

painted in a tactical green and brown camouflage. The Japan Maritime Self-Defence Force 

(JMSDF) operates 3 AW101 for transport and minesweeping, with 11 more on order; the first unit 

was built by AgustaWestland, the rest under agreement by Kawasaki.  
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Eurocopter 

EC665 TIGER 

Role 

attack helicopter 

Powerplant 

two MTU Turboméca / 

/ Rolls-Royce MTR390 

turboshafts – 873 kW each 

First flight 

1991 

Main operators 

German Army 

French Army 

Australian Army 

Number built 

57 (2010) 

 

The Eurocopter EC665 Tiger is an attack helicopter manufactured by Eurocopter. In Germany it is 

known as the Tiger; in France and Spain it is called the Tigre. 

The Eurocopter Group was formed in 1992 through the merger of the helicopter divisions of 

Aérospatiale and Daimler-Benz Aerospace AG (DASA). As a consequence of the merger of the 

Eurocopter Group's former parents in 2000, the firm is now a wholly owned subsidiary of EADS.  

Development 

In 1984, the West German and French governments issued a requirement for an advanced multi-role 

battlefield helicopter. A joint venture consisting of MBB (later merged into DASA) and Aérospatiale 

was subsequently chosen as the preferred supplier. Serial production of the Tiger began in March 

2002 and the first flight of the first production Tigre HAP (Hélicoptère d'Appui Protection – 
support and escort helicopter) for the French Army took place in March 2003 (80 aircraft ordered). 

Deliveries of Tiger UHT (Unterstützungs Hubschrauber Tiger – support helicopter Tiger) for the 

German Army began at the end of 2003 (80 ordered).  

In December 2001, Eurocopter was awarded the contract for the Australian Army's "AIR 87 

requirement", which was for 22 helicopters of the Tiger ARH (Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter) 

version. The first Tiger ARH was scheduled to enter service in 2004. However, in October 2010 it 

was revealed that the helicopters will not be fully operational for another two years.  

In September 2003, Spain selected a variant of the Tiger HAP – the Tiger HAD (Hélicoptère 

d'Appui Destruction – support and attack helicopter) – for its army. Deliveries for 24 helicopters of 

this type are scheduled for 2007–2008. The French Army Light Aviation (ALAT) decided to 

upgrade most of their HAP helicopters to the HAD variant and thus the former HAC variant 

(Hélicoptère Anti-Char – anti-tank helicopter) was cancelled. 
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Design 

The body of the Tiger is made from 80% carbon fiber reinforced polymer and kevlar, 11% 

aluminium, and 6% titanium. The rotors are made from fiber-plastic able to withstand combat 

damage and bird strikes. Protection against lightning and electromagnetic pulse is ensured by 

embedded copper/bronze grid and copper bonding foil.  

While the Tiger has a conventional helicopter gunship configuration of the two crew sitting in 

tandem, it is somewhat unusual in that the pilot is in the front seat and the gunner is in the back, 

unlike all other current attack helicopters. The seats are offset to opposite sides of the centerline to 

improve the forward view of the gunner. 

The navigation system contains two Thales Avionique three-axis ring laser gyro units, two 

magnetometers, two air data computers, a BAE Systems Canada CMA 2012 four-beam Doppler 

radar, radio altimeter, global positioning system, and a suite of low air speed sensors and sensors for 

terrain following. A noticeable UHT-variant difference is the use of a mast-mounted sight, which 

has second-generation infrared and CCD TV cameras.  

The Tiger HAP is powered by two MTU Turbomeca / Rolls-Royce MTR390 turboshafts engines 

(873 kW – 1,170 shp each). Some variants have enhanced engines, such as the Tiger HAD or some 

UHTs. French and Australian Tigers are equipped with TopOwl helmet-mounted sight display 

(HMSD) for both pilot/gunner and one HUD for the pilot from Thales Avionique; German crew is 

equipped with HMSD from BAE Systems.  

The Tiger has one 30 mm (1.18 in) GIAT 30 cannon in a chin turret. It can carry on each of its two 

inner hardpoints 2 x 20 mm (0.787 in) machine cannons in a pod, or 22 × 68 mm (2.68 in) SNEB 

unguided missiles in a pod, or 8 x AGM-114 Hellfire laser guided missiles. On each of its two outer 

hardpoints can have 2 × Mistral air-to-air missiles, or 12 × 68 mm (2.68 in) SNEBs in a pod.  

Operational life 

As of mid 2010 orders and deliveries stand as follows: 

 French Army ordered 80 aircraft (40 HAP and 40 HAD); 23 HAP have been delivered of 

which 3 have been deployed to Afghanistan since mid-2009.  

 German Army ordered 80 UHT aircraft of which 11 have been delivered. 

 Australian Army ordered 22 aircraft of the ARH version of which 18 have been delivered.  

 Spanish Army ordered 24 aircraft of the HAD version; 5 HAP variants have been delivered 

to help the army prepare for operations.  
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NHIndustries 

NH90 

Role 

multirole helicopter 

Powerplant 

2 Rolls-Royce / Turboméca 

RTM322-01/9 turboshafts 

1,662 kW each 

First flight 

1995 

Main operators 

German Army 

Italian Navy 

French Navy 

Number built 

40 (2010) 

 

The NHIndustries NH90 is a medium sized, twin-engine, multi-role military helicopter 

manufactured by NHIndustries. The first prototype has it maiden flight in December 1995. It has 

been ordered by 16 nations, and deliveries began in 2006. 

Development 

NHI (NATO Helicopter Industries) is a helicopter manufacturing company established in 1992 by 

Eurocopter of France and Germany (62,5%), Agusta of Italy (now AgustaWestland – 32%) and 

Stork Fokker Aerospace of the Netherlands (5,5%). NHI was specifically established to be the 

prime contractor for the design and development, industrialisation, production and logistic support 

of the NH90 series of helicopters. Design work on the helicopter started in 1993; the first prototype, 

PT1, made the type's first flight on 18 December 1995.  

The NH90 has been developed in two main variants: the Tactical Transport Helicopter (TTH) and 

the NATO Frigate Helicopter (NFH). However, many of the customer countries have requested 

specific changes for their NH90s. The program had some technical and funding problems in the 

1990s. Then the partner nations placed a large production order for 366 helicopters in June 2000. 

This was soon followed by a series of orders from Europe, Asia, and Australia. The program ran 

into a 2 year production delay, and the first NH90s were delivered by late 2006.  

Design 

The NH90 is the first production helicopter that features a four axis fly-by-wire system; all flight 

controls are relayed via electronic means, with no mechanical backup. It is powered by two Rolls-

Royce Turboméca RTM322-01/9 turboshafts (1,662 kW – 2,230 shp each), or two General Electric 

T700-T6E turboshafts (1,577 kW – 2,115 shp each).  

The tactical transport (TTH) version is primarily conceived for tactical transport of personnel (14-

20 troops) and material (2,500 kg of cargo), heliborne operations and SAR (search and rescue). It 

will be equipped with a night vision system (Forward Looking Infra-Red, Night Vision Goggles, 
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Helmet Mounted Sight & Display). Other features include weather radar, digital map, Obstacle 

Warning System, cable cutters, armoured pilot seats, defensive weapons suite, passive and active 

measures against the threat. As an option, the TTH can be equipped with a rear-loading ramp to 

accommodate a light transport vehicle. The TTH is designed for high manoeuvrability and 

survivability in Nap of the Earth (NoA) operations near FEBA (Forward Edge of Battlefield Area).  

The naval version (NFH) is primarily conceived for autonomous Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 

and Anti-Surface Unit Warfare (ASUW) missions. The helicopter is designed for day & night / 

adverse weather / severe ship motion environment operations. The NH90 NFH is a unique 

integrated naval "weapon system" able to perform ASW and ASUW operations autonomously 

and/or in conjunction with the parent ship. It will be equipped with sonobuoys or dipping sonar, 

tactical radar, Magnetic Anomaly Detector (MAD), tactical Forward Looking Infra-Red and anti-

submarine and/or anti-surface weapons. Thanks to its contained weight and dimensions and 

particularly to the blade and tail automatic folding system it can operate from small frigates. 

Operational life 

The first TTHs were delivered by late 2006 to the German Army. Later during 2007, the Italian and 

French navies started to receive their NFHs, and the first Swedish and Finnish NH90s were also 

delivered. On 18 December 2007, the first two MRH90 aircraft were delivered to the Australian 

Defense Force.  
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Eurocopter 

EC725 SUPER COUGAR 

Role 

medium-lift multirole 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Turboméca 

Makila 1A4 turboshafts 

1,800 kW each 

First flight 

2000 

Main operators 

French Air Force 

French Army 

Brazilian Armed Forces 

Number built 

14 (2010) 

 

The Eurocopter EC725 Super Cougar (also named “Caracal”) is a long-range, medium-lift, 

tactical transport helicopter developed from the Super Puma / Cougar family for military use. It is a 

twin-engined aircraft and can carry up to 29 seated troops, depending on customer configuration. 

The helicopter is marketed for troop transport, casualty evacuation, and combat search and rescue 

duties.  

Development 

The EC725 Super Cougar was developed to meet a French Air Force requirement for a specialist 

helicopter for combat search and rescue (CSAR) operations after the AS532 A2 Cougar model was 

rejected for this purpose following extensive trials between 1996 and 1999.  

The more ambitious EC725 design made its maiden flight at Marignane on the 27th November 

2000 and the machine made its first presentation on the 15th January 2001. The French Air Force 

subsequently ordered 6 for CSAR duties with the first being delivered in February 2005.  

Design 

The Super Cougar is based on the Eurocopter AS532 Cougar, improved upon the design with a 

five-blade composite main rotor incorporating a new airfoil shape to reduce vibration levels. The 

helicopter can be fitted with removable armour plating to protect the troops and is powered by two 

Turboméca Makila 1A4 turboshaft engines (1,800 kW – 2,413 shp) mounted over the cabin, which 

features a dual-channel Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC) system. The engines can be 

fitted with an anti-icing system to enable operation in very cold climates.  

Other improvements include a reinforced main rotor gearbox and an all-glass cockpit. The cockpit 

is equipped with an integrated display system featuring a digital map and Active Matrix Liquid 

Crystal Displays (AM LCD). The helicopter has day and night time search and rescue capabilities 

by way of a search radar and forward looking infra-red (FLIR). 
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There are currently four configurations designed by Eurocopter for the EC725. The Troop 

Transport version has seating arrangements for a maximum of 29 troops in addition to the crew 

(two). The VIP Transport version can carry between 8 to 12 passengers. The Casualty Evacuation 

version can carry up to 12 stretchers with 4 seated medical staff, and the Combat SAR configuration 

is fully equipped for search and rescue duties in a combat environment. 

The EC725 can be fitted with the following military equipment and armaments: 

 2 x 7.62 mm FN MAG machine guns mounted within forward left and right windows. 

 2 x 68 mm (2.75") Thales Brandt or Forges Zeebrugge side-mounted rocket launchers, each 

with 19 rockets. 

 2 x 20 mm pod-mounted GIAT cannons with 180 rounds. 

 Dassault Electronique EWR-99 FRUIT RWR radar warning receiver. 

 Alkan ELIPS multi-purpose chaff/flare dispenser. 

Operational life 

As of 2007, three French Air Force EC725s have been deployed to the war in Afghanistan to 

support the coalition forces in the capital city of Kabul.  

As of 2010, there are 14 Super Cougars in active service (6 with French Air Force for CSAR 

missions, and 8 with French Army’s Air Corps for special operations). The Brazilian Armed Forces 

did have 50 Super Cougars on order, as well as the Mexican Air Force, Royal Malaysian Air Force 

and Indonesian Air Force (18, 12 and 2 on order, respectively).  
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Aérospatiale 
SA 316 ALOUETTE III 

 

Role 

utility helicopter 

Powerplant 

one Turboméca 

Artouste IIIB turboshaft 

649 kW derated at 425 kW 

First flight 

1959 

Main operators 

French Armed Forces 

Indian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 2,000 

 

The Aérospatiale SA 316 Alouette III is a single-engine, light utility helicopter developed by Sud-

Aviation and later manufactured by Aérospatiale of France. The Alouette III is the successor of the 

Alouette II, being larger and having more seating, and was further developed into the SA 341 

Gazelle (the first helicopter to carry a fenestron or fantail, and one of the first featuring composite 

rotor blades). The Alouette III is being used both by military and civilians around the world.  

Development 

If the Alouette II showed brilliant performance as early as 1956, the helicopter began to lose 

momentum above 3,000 meters. The research department of Sud-Aviation Helicopters has 

undertaken the study of a more powerful version (Alouette III), with improved aerodynamics and 

increased capacity.  

The Aérospatiale Gazelle originated in a French Army requirement for a lightweight utility 

helicopter. The design quickly attracted British interest, leading to a development and production 

share out agreement with British company Westland Helicopters. The deal, signed in February 

1967, allowed the production in Britain of 292 Gazelles and 48 Pumas ordered by the British armed 

forces, in return Aérospatiale were given a work share in the manufacturing programme for 40 

Westland Lynx naval helicopters for the French Navy. 

Design 

The Alouette III is a device capable of carrying seven (one pilot and six passengers), of a semi-

monocoque construction and Messier tricycle landing gear with steerable front wheel. The 

helicopter is equipped with a powerful 870 shp (649 kW) Turboméca Artouste IIIB turboshaft, 

derated at 570 hp (425 kW) to protect gearbox. This power reserve can keep the mechanical power 

until 5,000 m altitude, and at sea level until the outside temperature exceeds 50°C. For rescue 

missions, Alouette III can carry up to 2 stretchers, 1 seated and 1 medical attendant.  
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The SA 341 Gazelle, in service with the French Army Light Aviation (ALAT), is used primarily as 

an anti-tank gunship (SA 342M) armed with HOT missiles. A light support version equipped with a 

20 mm cannon (SA 341F) is used as anti-air variant carrying the Mistral air-to-air missile. The 

Gazelle is powered by a 590 shp (440 kW) Turboméca Astazou IIIA turboshaft.  

Operational life 

The Alouette III entered in service with the French Armed Forces in 1960. The last and 1437th 

Alouette III left the Marignane assembly lines in 1979, when the main production line in France 

was closed down. However close to 500 more were to be manufactured under license in Romania, 

India and Switzerland.  

The French armed forces deployed the Gazelle on many occasions, especially during interventions 

in Africa and peacekeeping operations. This includes Chad (1980s), the former Yugoslavia (1990s), 

Djibouti (1991-1992) and Somalia (1993). During Operation Desert Storm, HOT-carrying Gazelles 

were used against Iraqi armour. 

British Gazelles were used in combat in the Falkland Islands, Kuwait, Iraq and Kosovo. Iraq 

received an important number of Gazelles and HOT missiles in the '70s and '80s; they were used 

intensively in the Iran-Iraq War. During the Gulf War, Iraqi Gazelles saw little use, because of 

Allied air supremacy.  
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Aérospatiale 
SA 321 SUPER FRELON 

Role 

heavy-lift cargo 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

three Turboméca 

Turmo IIIC turboshafts 

1,171 kW each 

First flight 

1962 

Main operators 

French Navy 

PLA Air Force (China) 

South African Air Force 

Number built 

99 

 

The Aérospatiale SA 321 Super Frelon is a three-engined heavy transport helicopter produced by 

Aérospatiale of France. The helicopter was in use with French military until 2010 and is still in use 

in China where the locally produced version is known as the Z-8.  

Development 

In early 1960, it became clear in the research department of Sud-Aviation in La Courneuve that the 

SE.3200 Frelon did not meet the market requirements for which two prototypes were built. Three 

new configurations were developed, SA.3210, SA.3220 and SA.3230. It was finally the first, which 

retained the three-engined Frelon formula, which was selected, and two prototypes were built in 

1961.  

The SA 3210-01 prototype was an "Air Force" variant, with a fixed undercarriage and a hull-shaped 

fuselage to land safely on water, but without floats. The SA 3210-02 prototype was a "Marine" 

variant and therefore had side floats in which the main landing gear could be retracted.  

Design 

The new aircraft was fitted with a 6-blades rotor developed by Sikorsky and a transmission chain 

provided by Fiat. It was powered by three Turboméca Turmo IIIC turboshafts (1,171 kW – 1,570 

shp each) and had a crew of 5. The Super Frelon can carry 5 tons of payload or 38 troops or 15 

stretchers.  

Besides the military transport, were built also anti-submarine (SA 321G) and anti-ship (SA 321H) 

variants. These naval variants were usually equipped with a navigation and search radar (ORB-42), 

a laser target designator and night vision, a 20 mm cannon, 50 metre rescue cable and in-flight 

refuelling. The 321G can carry four homing torpedoes, the 321H two Exocet anti-ship missiles.  
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Operational life 

The French Super Frelons has been used by the Navy from 1966 to 2010. In China, 13 aircraft were 

acquired and then copied (reverse engineering) under the local designation Changhe Z-8A (15 to 20 

units produced), then Z-8F, Z-8K and Z-8J (unknown number but probably substantial). 

In 1967, 16 SA 321 were delivered to No. 15 Sqdn. of the South African Air Force based at 

Swartkops, and were used during operations in Angola. Iraq received 14 Super Frelons; they were 

attributed with the destruction of 25 surface ships during the Iran-Iraq War.  
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Aérospatiale 
SA 330 PUMA 

Role 

medium-lift multirole 

helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Turboméca 

Turmo IVC turboshafts 

1,175 kW each 

First flight 

1965 

Main operators 

French Army 

Royal Air Force 

Romanian Air Force 

Number built 

~ 700 

 

The Aérospatiale SA 330 Puma is a four-bladed, twin-engined medium transport/utility helicopter. 

The Puma was originally manufactured by Sud-Aviation of France, on both military and civilian 

versions.  

Development 

The SA.330 Puma was originally developed by Sud-Aviation to meet a requirement of the French 

Army for a medium-sized all-weather helicopter. The helicopter also had to be capable of operating 

by day and night as well as in a wide variety of climates. 

In 1967, the Puma was also selected by the Royal Air Force (RAF) and given the designation Puma 

HC Mk.1. As a result of this decision, the SA 330 was included in a joint production agreement 

between Aérospatiale and Westland Helicopters of the UK, which also resulted in the purchase of 

Aérospatiale Gazelle by the United Kingdom and the Westland Lynx by France.  

The first of two Puma prototypes flew on 15 April 1965. The first production SA 330 Puma flew in 

September 1968, with deliveries to the French Army starting in early 1969. Production of the SA 

330 Puma by Aérospatiale ceased in 1987; it was then replaced by an upgraded and improved 

version, the Eurocopter AS332 Super Puma.  

Design 

The Puma’s fuselage is a conventional all-metal semi-monocoque structure, with local use of 

titanium alloy under engine installation. Monocoque tailboom supports the tail rotor on the 

starboard side and a horizontal stabiliser on the port side. The helicopter is powered by two 

Turboméca Turmo IVC turboshafts (1,175 kW – 1,575 shp each). 

It features a four-blade main rotor, with a fully articulated hub and integral rotor brake. The main 

gearbox is on top of cabin, behind engines, and has two separate inputs from the engines and five 

reduction stages. Drive to the five-bladed tail rotor is via shafting and an intermediate angle 
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gearbox, terminating at a right-angle tail rotor gearbox. Main rotor blades are made of a composite 

glass fibre and carbonfibre, with leading edges covered with a stainless steel section.  

The Puma is fitted with a Messier-Hispano-Bugatti semi-retractable tricycle landing gear, with twin 

wheels on each unit. Main units retract upward hydraulically into fairings on sides of fuselage; self-

centring nose unit retracts rearward. It has also emergency pop-out flotation units that can be 

mounted on rear landing gear fairings and forward fuselage.  

The crew is two, seated in side-by-side, anti-crash seats on flight deck, with jump-seat for third 

crew member if required. Accommodation in main cabin is for 16 troops, 6 stretchers and 6 seated 

patients, or equivalent freight. The number of troops can be increased to 20 in the high-density 

version. There are jettisonable sliding doors on each side of main cabin, and a hatch in the floor for 

carrying loads of up to 3,200 kg on an internally mounted cargo sling. A fixed or retractable rescue 

hoist (capacity 275 kg) can be mounted externally on the starboard side of the fuselage. The aircraft 

can carry one side-firing 20 mm cannon or axial-firing 7.62 mm machine guns.  

First flew on 13 September 1978, the AS332 Super Puma was designed and originally built by 

Aérospatiale; it was powered by two of the new and more powerful Turbomeca Makila 1A2 

turboshaft (1,376 kW – 1,845 shp) and featured a ventral fin under the tail and a more streamlined 

nose compared with the SA 330. A wide variety of specialised variants are in use, including 

dedicated search and rescue (SAR) and anti-submarine warfare (ASW) versions. Since 1990, 

military Super Pumas have been marketed as the Eurocopter AS532 Cougar. 

Operational life 

The Pumas and Super Pumas proved to be immensely successful, chosen by 57 – and 37 

respectively – military forces around the world. The SA 330 is still licence-built in Romania as the 

IAR 330.  
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Westland 

LYNX 

Role 

multirole helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Rolls-Royce 

Gem turboshafts 

835 kW each 

First flight 

1971 

Main operators 

British Army 

Royal Navy 

French Navy 

Number built 

409 

 

The Westland Lynx is a British multi-purpose military helicopter designed and built by Westland 

Helicopters at its factory in Yeovil. Originally intended as a utility craft for both civil and naval 

usage, military interest led to the development of both battlefield and naval variants, which went 

into operational usage in 1977 and were later adopted by the armed forces of over a dozen nations, 

where it primarily serves in the battlefield utility, anti-armour, search and rescue and anti-

submarine warfare roles. The helicopter is now produced and marketed by AgustaWestland. 

Development 

The initial design (then known as the Westland WG.13) was started in the mid-1960s as a 

replacement for the Westland Scout and Wasp, and a more advanced alternative to the UH-1 

Iroquois. The original Lynx design was powered by two Rolls-Royce Gem turboshaft engines, and 

used many components derived from the Scout and Wasp. However, the rotor was new, being of a 

semi-rigid design with honeycomb sandwich blades. The first Lynx prototype took its maiden flight 

on 21 March 1971.  

Design 

The Lynx is a multi-purpose helicopter design with a side-by-side cockpit for pilot and observer. It 

features a large sliding crew door on each side giving access to the cabin which can be used to 

accommodate up to nine equipped troops dependent on seating configuration, or alternatively radio 

equipment when used in the command post role or surplus fuel for long journeys. Its twin Rolls-

Royce Gem turboshaft engines (835 kW – 1,120 shp) power a four-blade semi-rigid main rotor 

system.  

The Lynx is an agile helicopter, capable of performing loops and rolls. It can be armed with two 20 

mm cannons, or two 70 mm rocket pods CRV7, or eight TOW air-to-ground missiles, or a 

combination of them; naval variants can carry two torpedoes, or two depth charges, or four Sea 

Skua anti-ship missiles, depending on mission.  
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Over 100 Lynxes were ordered by the British Army as the Lynx AH.1 for different roles, such as 

transport, armed escort, anti-tank warfare (with eight TOW missiles), reconnaissance and 

evacuation. An improved Lynx AH.1 with Gem 41-1 or Gem 42 engines and an uprated 

transmission was referred to as the Lynx AH.5; only five were built for evaluation purposes. The 

AH.5 led to the Lynx AH.7, which added a new tail rotor, a reinforced airframe, improved avionics 

and defensive aids. 

The initial naval variant of the Lynx, known as the Lynx HAS.2 in British service, or Lynx 

Mk.2(FN) in French service, differed from the Lynx AH.1 in being equipped with a tricycle 

undercarriage and a deck restraint systems, folding main rotor blades, an emergency floatation 

system and a nose-mounted radar. An improved Lynx for the Royal Navy, the Lynx HAS.3, had 

Gem 42-1 engines, an uprated transmission, a new floatation system and an Orange Crop ESM 

system. A similar upgrade to the French Lynx was known as the Lynx Mk.4(FN).  

Announced in 1984, the Lynx-3 was an enhanced Lynx development, with a stretched fuselage, a 

redesigned tailboom and tail surfaces, Gem 60-3/1 engines and a new wheeled tricycle 

undercarriage; the project was ended in 1987 due to insufficient orders. Only one Army Lynx-3 

prototype was built. In the early 1990s, Westland incorporated some of the technology from the 

Naval Lynx-3 design into a less-radical Super Lynx. This featured BERP rotor blades, Gem 42 

engines, a new under-nose 360-degree radar installation and an optional nose-mounted electro-

optical sensor turret.  

Operational life 

The Lynx Mk.2(FN) entered service with the French Navy's Aéronavale in 1979. In British service, 

the Lynx is used by the Army Air Corps (AAC) and the Fleet Air Arm (FAA). The Lynx's most 

prominent combat role was operating the Sea Skua missiles to devastating effect against the Iraqi 

Navy during the 1991 Gulf War. The HAS.2 naval ASW variant had already taken part in combat 

operations in British service during the Falklands War in 1982; although none were shot down, 

three were lost aboard vessels hit in Argentine air attacks.  

The most recent wartime mission for the Lynx was during the invasion of Iraq in 2003. It has also 

seen extensive service during peacekeeping operations and exercises, and it is standard equipment 

for most Royal Navy surface combatants when they deploy.  
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Agusta 

A129 MANGUSTA 

 

Role 

attack helicopter 

Powerplant 

two Rolls-Royce 

Gem 2-1004D turboshafts 

664 kW each 

First flight 

1983 

Main operators 

Italian Army 

Turkish Army 

Number built 

60 (2010) 

 

The Agusta A129 Mangusta is an attack helicopter originally designed and produced by Agusta in 

Italy. It was the first attack helicopter to be designed and produced wholly in Western Europe. The 

TAI/AgustaWestland T-129 ATAK is an enhanced version of the A129, and its development is now 

the responsibility of Turkish Aerospace Industries (TAI), with AgustaWestland as the primary 

partner. 

Development 

The Italian Army began to form a need for a light observation and anti-tank helicopter in 1972. 

West Germany had a similar need. The nations' requirements led to a joint project between the 

Italian company Agusta and West Germany company MBB. However the joint effort ended after 

preliminary work. Agusta initially studied a A109-based design, but moved to new design. The 

company began design work on the A129 in 1978. The first of five A129 prototypes took the type's 

maiden flight on 11 September 1983.  

In 1986, the governments of Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom signed a 

memorandum of understanding to investigate an improved version of the A129, called the Joint 

European Helicopter Tonal. However, the project collapsed in 1990 when Britain and the 

Netherlands decided to obtain the AH-64 Apache instead. Spain has since acquired the Eurocopter 

Tiger. An export version, the A129 International (A129I), is a lower-cost helicopter with added 

firepower and upgraded avionics. In September 2007, the A129I was redesignated the 

AgustaWestland AW129.  

Design 

The A129 can be used in the anti-armour, armed reconnaissance, ground attack, escort, fire support 

and anti-aircraft roles. In the anti-armour role, the helicopter can carry either Hellfire, TOW or 

Spike-ER missiles, or a mix of them. The A129 can also be equipped with 81 mm or 70 mm 

(2.75 in) unguided rockets and has a three-barrel 20 mm cannon in a turret mounted under its nose. 

For the anti-aircraft role, Stinger or Mistral missiles can be carried. 
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The A129 is equipped with autonomous navigation and night vision systems in order to provide 

both day/night and all-weather combat capabilities. The engines are two (license built by Piaggio) 

Rolls-Royce Gem 2-1004D turboshafts (664 kW – 890 shp each). The crew is two, a pilot and a 

weapon system officer (WSO), the WSO seated in the aircraft nose.  

Operational life 

The Italian Army is equipped with 45 A129A and 15 A129CBT (ComBaT) helicopters as of 2007. 

The first A129CBTs were delivered in October 2002. AgustaWestland was awarded a contract to 

upgrade the first 45 A129A helicopters to the multi-role A129 CBT standard. 

In Italian service, the Mangusta has successfully deployed with UN missions in Macedonia, 

Somalia and Angola. Three helicopters were deployed in Iraq before the Italian expedition's 

withdrawal. The Mangusta is currently deployed in Afghanistan.  
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